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ABSTRACT 

Deities of Punishment in the Ancient Egyptian Books of the Afterlife: 

The Amduat, the Book of Gates, the Book of Caverns and the Book of Earth 

Hamada Hussein Morsi 

This thesis focuses on four New Kingdom Netherworld Books; the Book of the Amduat, 

the Book of Gates, the Book of Caverns and the Book of Earth. Although these books have 

been translated and commented on at length, there has not to date been a systematic and 

comprehensive study of all the beings inhabiting the Egyptian Netherworld as portrayed in 

these compositions. This thesis, therefore, analyses the roles of the beings depicted as punitive 

agents in these books. Through a textual analysis, complemented with references to the 

iconography of the underworld, the thesis offers a comprehensive analysis of the studied 

figures and, furthers the understanding of New Kingdome religious compositions.  

The categorisations of these punitive beings into groups according to the god for whom 

they undertook the punishment reveals that their epithets relate strongly to the myths of either 

Re or Osiris. The nomenclature of these beings reveals that some figures appeared for the first 

time, (and perhaps were only ever attested) in the New Kingdom Netherworld Books.  

Further analysis also reveals that these epithets do not form a single category. Rather, these 

epithets range from phases expressing the manifestations of Re and the Solar-Osirian unity, to 

mere functional epithets describing their immediate punitive function in the Egyptian 

Netherworld.  

The examination of the place of the studied beings in the Egyptian ‘pantheon’ reveals that 

they were gods (nTrw), rather than demons, and they were subordinate to the great god (nTr-aA) 

Re. After analysing the potential interaction between the living and these punitive Netherworld 

beings, it can be concluded that the living had little interaction with them. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Speculations about the sun’s nocturnal journey were evident in Egyptian thought from 

Predynastic times. 1  This is exemplified, for example, by rock inscriptions which show 

representation of dual barks and the towing of the sun in the Netherworld.2 The dynastic period 

witnessed the production of various corpora of religious compositions, the earliest of which is 

the Pyramid Texts. This corpus focuses on the passage of the deceased king into the 

Netherworld and the sky, and on the forms he took to do so.3 With the introduction of the 

Middle Kingdom Coffin Texts, more detailed and concrete visions of the topography of the 

Netherworld and the passage through it were provided.4 This is exemplified by the Book of 

the Two Ways (spells 1023-1130) and the by Field of Offerings.5 The Middle Kingdom Coffin 

Texts were then partly integrated, and replaced by the Book of the Dead which consisted of 

mortuary ritual spells, like the Pyramid and Coffin Texts, that were written on papyrus.6 While 

the Coffin Texts developed into the Book of the Dead, there was in the New Kingdom the 

parallel creation of a new genre of compositions combining texts and illustrations, treating the 

Netherworld’s topography and passage through it. Compositions of this new genre came to be 

identified primarily by the Egyptians with the genre term imy dwAt “What is in the 

Netherworld.”7 imy dwAt was also the designation of the earliest of these compositions; the 

Book of the Amduat. Other books were the Book of Gates, the Book of Caverns, the Book of 

the Earth, the Book of Adoring Re in the West,8 and the Book of the Solar-Osirian unity.9  

Main Themes: 

The nocturnal journey of the sun god was the main focus of the New Kingdom Netherworld 

Books. After Re descended into the Netherworld at sunset, until he was re-born, many themes 

were documented, illustrated both textually and pictorially. 10 These themes included, for 

example, the Solar-Osirian unity, 11  and the rebirth of the sun god. 12  In addition, many 

locations,13 and a host of beings were represented, both divine and human with whom Re 

interacted. 14  The divine beings’ functions varied greatly. They acted, for example, as 

                                                      
1 Darnell and Manassa Darnell, Netherworld Books, 1. 
2 Huyge, in: Friedman (ed.), Egypt and Nubia, 200-201. 
3 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn. 
4 Abbas, The Lake of Knives and the Lake of Fire. 
5 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses. 
6 Hornung, Books of the Afterlife, 12. 
7 Hornung, Books of the Afterlife, 26; Roberson, in: Silverman, Simpson and Wegner (eds.), Archaism and Innovation, 427-445. 
8 Hornung, Das Buch der Anbetung des Re im Westen (abbreviated in this thesis as ‘Sonnenlitanei’); Hornung, Books of the 

Afterlife, 136-147; Darnell, Netherworld Books, 61-126. 
9 Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Book; Hornung, Books of the Afterlife, 77-82; Roberson, JARCE 43 (2007), 93-112; Darnell, 

Netherworld Books, 523-572. 
10 Darnell and Manassa, Netherworld Books, 2.  
11 Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books. See also the discussion of the figure Hrwy=fy-awy=fy-m-Xnw=f (3.1.11).  
12 See section 2.3 in Chapter Two where Apophis is repelled at the moment when Re was born. 
13 See appendix 4, under ‘Locations’. 
14 Brunner, SAK 8 (1980), 79. 
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doorkeepers,15 towers of the solar bark,16 and as members of the crew of the sun bark.17 A 

particular group of beings with, or without, weapons, mostly knives,18 is represented in various 

iconographies.19 According to the accompanying texts, these nik “punish”, wbd “burn”, Hso 

“decapitate” or sxd “make upside-down”, 20 objects designated as either xftyw “enemies” or 

sbiw “rebels.” On confronting Re, Apophis, who tried to bring the solar bark to standstill, was 

also designated sbi.21 These designations make it clear that these figures whom the punishment 

befell were opponents of the gods.22 Thus, they were arraigned for their evils.23 As such, it was 

ordained that particular actions be done against them. These actions ranged from depriving 

them of seeing the illumination of the sun god to physical destruction.24 Since the Egyptian 

Netherworld was a mirror of daily life, the physical destruction was similar to actions 

mentioned in the royal decrees as well as in curses and the threat-formulae.25  

Dating and Research History: 

This study explores the punishing figures in four New Kingdom Netherworld Books: the 

Amduat, the Book of Gates, the Book of Caverns and the Book of Earth.26  

Dating of the books under study: 

An early complete version of the Amduat was first presented in the tomb of Thuthmosis III 

(KV 34), 27  and in the tomb of Useramun (TT61), the first of his viziers. 28  The latest 

Netherworld guide, the Book of Earth, appears in the sarcophagus chamber of Ramesses VI in 

the Twentieth Dynasty.29 Between these two compositions, the Book of Gates and the Book 

of Caverns appeared. The original date of the Book of Gates has occasioned some debate. An 

incomplete version is first attested in the tomb of Haremhab.30 While, the earliest example of 

the Book of the Caverns is attested from the Osireion (the cenotaph of Sety I) at Abydos under 

Merenptah.31  

The texts under study have been dealt with by scholars from a number of perspectives as 

the following discussion illustrates.  

                                                      
15 See section 4.6.1 in the Fourth Chapter. 
16 See section 2.6. 
17 See section 2.1. 
18 See, for example, sections 2.1 especially the figures 2.1.5: 2.1.8, the figure a-fAw “(The)-arm-which-carries” (3.1.4), and the 

figure mds-Hr “Violent-of-face” (4.1.1). Cf. Szpakowska, in: Landgráfová and Mynářová (eds.), Rich and Great, 313-323. 
19 See Appendix 2, under ‘Iconography’. 
20 See the discussion of this term in the First Chapter. 
21 See Chapter Two as, for example, in section 2.5.1. 
22 See the discussion of these two terms in the First Chapter. 
23 See section 1.1. 
24 As, for example, in the Book of Caverns, see Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl. XXXIII. 
25 See the section on ‘Opposition of evil’ in the Chapter One.  
26 Barta, Komparative Untersuchungen zu vier Unterweltsbüchern. 
27 The oldest version of this book, however, dates to Hatshepsut’s reign. 
28 See the discussion on the ‘Modes of Interaction in the Fifth Chapter.  
29 Roberson, Books of the Earth, 4. It is noted that some scenes of the Book of the Earth are already present in the Osireion in the 

inner sarcophagus chamber decorated by Seti I. 
30 Hornung, Books of the Afterlife, 55. 
31 Hornung, Books of the Afterlife, 83. 
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The Amduat 

The Book of Amduat was first mentioned by Champollion who copied the representations 

and thus paved the way for further research.32 Maspero introduced a partial translation of the 

composition of the Amduat.33 Later, in 1925, an edition of the hieroglyphs of the Amduat was 

introduced by Budge.34 Piankoff and Rambova,35 followed by Hornung,36 produced the most 

significant editions of the Amduat. Between 1987 and 1994, Hornung published another 

edition of the Amduat, Texte zum Amduat,37 which replaced his previous one (Das Amduat). 

Other contributions to the translation of the Amduat include, for example, these of Sadek, 

within his treatment of Third Intermediate Period Papyri,38 and Carrier.39 Finally, Manassa has 

studied the later versions of the Amduat.40  

The Book of Gates: 

Champollion produced the first description, as well as texts from the Book of Gates.41  In 

1864, Bonomi and Sharpe produced a basic text edition of the version of the Book on the 

sarcophagus of Seti I.42 Lefébure studied this book, which he called Livre de l’Enfer, and 

explored its contents briefly in 1888.43 In their study of The Tomb of Ramesses VI, Piankoff 

and Rambova have translated the texts and described the images of the Book.44 In 1979, 

Hornung produced the edition of texts of the book which I follow in this thesis.45 Various 

translations of the Book were also produced by some scholars. These include, for example, 

Hornung and Abt,46 and Carrier.47  

The Book of Caverns: 

Since the description of the version of the Book in the Tomb of Ramesses VI by 

Champollion, scholars have contributed to the translation and description of the Book. 

However, the edition of the Book by Piankoff remains the standard edition of the text which I 

follow in this thesis.48 In addition, Piankoff and Rambova translated the text and described the 

images of the book in their study of the tomb of Ramesses VI.49 Werning has studied and 

                                                      
32 Hornung, Book of the Afterlife, 31. 
33 Maspero, in: Lefébure (ed.), Les hypogées royaux de Thèbes, 251-310. 
34 Budge, Egyptian Heaven and Hell. 
35 Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 227-318. 
36 Hornung, Das Amduat, 3 vols.  
37 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat, 3 vols. Ægyptiaca Helvetica 3, 14, and 15, Geneva, 1987-1992 and 1994. 
38 Sadek, Contribution à l'étude de l'Amdouat. 
39 Carrier, Grands livres funéraires de l'Égypte pharaonique. 
40 Manassa, Late Egyptian Underworld. 
41 Hornung, Books of the Afterlife, 56. 
42 Bonomi and Sharpe, The Alabaster Sarcophagus of Oimenepthah I. 
43 Hornung, Books of the Afterlife, 56. 
44 Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 137-224. 
45 Hornung, Pforten I. 
46 Hornung and Abt, Book of Gates. 
47 Carrier, Grands livres funéraires de l'Égypte pharaonique. 
48 Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), 1-11, 42 (1944), 1-62, 43 (1945), 1-50, 45 (1947), 1-42. 
49 Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 45-136. 
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analysed the transmission history, as well as the grammar of the book.50 Recently, a doctoral 

dissertation by Dawn Power has focused on the iconography and transmission in the book.51 

Book of the Earth: 

Texts and images from the Book of Earth were first published by Champollion.52 In 

1953, Piankoff studied the texts and described the images of the book.53 Recently, 

Roberson has studied both the New Kingdom and the Late Period versions of the 

book.54 

Overview of previous scholarship: 

Punishments of the enemies and their treatment were dealt with by a number of researchers 

who tackled the subject from a number of perspectives. In terms of punishment in this life, 

Lorton has approached the way how criminals were treated in the New Kingdom where he 

argued that “the only form of death penalty that we know was impalement.”55 Leahy has 

focused in his study on how burning was used as a capital punishment in ancient Egypt.56 Hoch 

and Orel have studied ‘murder’, intentional rather than accidental killing, over a wide range 

of genres which include tales, instructions as well as wisdom texts. They have analysed the 

circumstances in which murder took place and the crimes which were thought of as causes of 

murder.57 Boochs has also contributed to the subject of punishment in ancient Egypt. He has 

tackled the ‘religious punishment’ where he discussed the relationship between ‘right’ and 

‘religion’ as well as the nature and purpose of the religious punishment. Boochs briefly 

discussed the Netherworld punishments and the related texts. He mentions a number of 

punishments which befall the sinners which include devouring, deprivation of movement and 

reversal. Müller-Wollermann has defined the crimes and offences that might be committed 

against gods and the punishments that are applied accordingly. 58  These crimes-offences, 

discussed below, include, for example, blasphemy, perjury and political opposition.  

Research Problems: 

Although the books under study have been studied at length, no sole monograph has yet 

addressed the punitive beings in all books. In the second volume of his Das Amduat, Horning 

commented on the epithets of these individual figure.59 Manassa has then tackled the ‘divine 

taxonomy’ in the Netherworld Books where she has referred to the juxtaposition of major 

                                                      
50 Werning, Das Höhlenbuch. 
51 Power, Aspects of Iconography and Transmission in the Book of Caverns. 
52 Hornung, Books of the Afterlife, 96. 
53 Piankoff, La Création du Disque Solaire (abbreviated in this thesis as Création). 
54 Roberson, Books of the Earth. 
55 Lorton, JESHO 20 (1977), 2-64. 
56 Leahy, JESHO 27 (1984), 199-206. 
57 Hoch, Orel, in: Orel (ed.), Death and Taxes, 87-128. 
58 Müller-Wollermann, Vergehen und Strafen, 31. 
59 Hornung, Das Amduat II. 
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deities with minor divinities, whom she called daimones.60 The application of daimones to 

entities in Egyptian religion was already adopted by Szpakowska and Lucarelli. An on-going 

demonology project in Swansea University direct by Kasia Szpakowska has collected 

numerous related figures. The resources used in this project come predominately, however, 

from the Coffin Texts, the Ivory Tusks, the decorated headrests and the Book of the Dead 

Manuscripts.61 Also, in her study on the Guardian-demons of the Book of the Dead, Lucarelli 

posited criteria which distinguishes figures identified as nTr “god” from demons.62 There have 

also been attempts which have approached some of these figures individually.63  

The overall context of the punitive beings studied in this thesis, however, still needs to be 

considered. By this I mean the attempt to understand the roles of the figures under study in the 

broader context of where they were represented and how they were depicted. Also, a further 

research problem concerns the status of the figure studied, and whether or not they can be 

identified as ‘demons’.64  

 

Therefore, this thesis undertakes a new study to examine the roles of these punitive figures 

both individually and in a general context, as well as the status of these figures and their place 

in the Egyptian ‘pantheon’. This study will help improve our understanding of the roles of the 

figures under study and their ambiguous status.  

Research goals: 

Attempting to shed new light on the New Kingdom Netherworld Books, this thesis aims to 

introduce a systematic and a comprehensive study of a specific category of beings who were 

responsible for netherworldy punishment in the books under study. The primary objective is, 

therefore, to analyse the roles of the studied figures before, secondly, investigating the identity 

of these figures. This entails, thirdly, an attempt to understand the relationship between the 

studied figures and to, finally, find out if they formed one single group or can be grouped into 

distinctive groups. By ‘relationship’ I mean, on one hand, the relationship of these figures to 

the sun god, and, on the other, the inter-relationships between the punitive figures themselves. 

Four appendices are attached to this thesis, where these figures are grouped together according 

to their epithets, iconography, actions and the places in which they were said to be.  

                                                      
60 Manassa, Archiv für Religionsgeschichte 14 (2013), 47. 
61 http://www.demonthings.com/demonbase/#1441873848705-137dadc4-47941622-fd96 (accessed on 7th January 2019). 
62 Lucarelli, BMSAES 15 (2010), 85-102. 
63 Sass has studied the xAtyw-figures in the Book of Caverns, Sass, Slaughterers, Knife-bearers and Plague-bringers. A study of 

the role and significance of the xAtyw in Ancient Egyptian Thought (Unpublished Msc thesis). 
64  Szpakowska, Religion Compass 3 (5), 799-805; Lucarelli, in: Dieleman and Wendrich (eds.), UCLA Encyclopaedia of 

Egyptology. https://escholarship.org/uc/item/1r72q9vv ; Kousoulis, (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Demonology. 

http://www.demonthings.com/demonbase/#1441873848705-137dadc4-47941622-fd96
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/1r72q9vv
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Research Methodology: 

The punitive figures in question are defined as such since the texts accompanying explcictly 

state they are punishing enemies. Also, individually, some epithets and the iconography of the 

figures might be related to ‘punishment’. These figures are explored, traced and categorised 

into three groups. The first group, on which I focus in the Second Chapter, includes the figures 

who combated Apophis. The figures punishing Apophis exist in all the books under study 

except the Book of Caverns, where the combat against Apophis is not represented.65 The 

second group, dealt with in the Third Chapter, focuses on the punishers of the enemies of Re. 

The third group focuses on the figures punishing the enemies of Osiris and these are addressed 

in the Fourth Chapter.  

The investigation of the roles of these figures can be better understood through a textual 

study, the principal methodological approach, which includes the texts captions accompanying 

the representations of the scenes under study as they are preserved in the royal tombs of the 

New Kingdom and the Osireion. These texts help identify the punitive figures in terms of the 

epithets they hold and the roles they played in the punishment of the enemies. All the figures 

under study are represented pictorially, and so a study of their iconography, as a secondary 

methodology, is also undertaken in order to gain a broader understanding of the significance 

of these figures.66  

  

                                                      
65 See, however, the human enemy aApp “Apophis” who is punished in the Sixth Division of the Book of Caverns below. 
66 Meeks and Favard-Meeks, Daily Life of the Egyptian Gods, 151. 
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Research parameters: 

It is significant to outline here that this study focuses specifically on the scenes which depict 

punishment in the hours of the night in the four New Kingdom Netherworld Books. While 

other New Kingdom religious compositions as, for the example, the Book of Day and the Book 

of Night contain similar scenes of punishment, these books are not part of this study. This is 

because the material in the four books under study is entirely coherent and can be compared 

to each other. Thus, the addition of more scenes will be repetitive and this repition wil be at 

the cost of the analysis.67  

Also, other scenes contained in these compositions, for example those showing the 

guardians of doorways and the gates of the Netherworld, are not part of this study. The 

guardians of the Netherworld, in the books under study, are worth separate studies. Also, while 

this study addresses the roles of these punishing figures, the consequences of their punitive 

actions for their victims are beyond the scope of this study. These have been partly dealt with 

by my colleague Kristine Reinhold.68  

Although this study focuses on New Kingdom divine entities, the relevant insights drawn 

from compositions with pre-New Kingdom religious text corpora as, for example, the Pyramid 

Texts, the Coffin Texts and the Book of the Dead, are also included. The New Kingdom Litany 

of Re is also consulted, especially when an epithet is used to designate a manifestation of Re.69 

Some insights are also drawn from texts from the Graeco-Roman Period when the epithets of 

some punitive figures were adopted by other major deities, as discussed in the context of 

‘Modes of Interaction’ in the Fifth Chapter. In addition, non-royal tombs and coffins, as well 

as non-funerary material as the magico-medical papyri, are consulted when occurrences of 

these punitive beings are attested in them.  

 

Chronological scope and terminologies:  

This study follows the names conveniently given to the books under study and which were 

used by, for example, Hornung.70 Other researchers might be inclined to use different names 

of the compositions under study. Therefore, they would call the Book of the Amduat as the 

“Book of the Hidden Chamber”, 71  while the Book of Earth would be named by other 

researchers as the ‘Books of the Earth’ or ‘Books of the Creation of the Solar Disk’.72 When 

quoted, the ‘Book of Adoring Re in the West’ is rather named the ‘Litany of Re’.  

                                                      
67 In the Book of Day for example, a scene is parallel to the Third Hour of the Amduat discussed in the Third Chapter.   
68 Reinhold, Concept of mwt m wHm: Posthumous Punishment and Death (forthcoming). 
69 See sections 2.2, 2.4 and Appendix 1, under ‘Content of the Names’. 
70 Hornung, Books of the Afterlife. 
71 Darnell and Manassa Darnell, Netherworld Books, 3. 
72 Roberson, Books of the Earth. 
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The scenes under study are placed in chronological order in each chapter, from the oldest 

to the newest books. Thus, the discussion begins with the Books of Amduat, followed by the 

Book of Gates, Book of Caverns and the Book of Earth.  

 

The scenes have also been numbered and,73 when necessary, the figures depicted in each 

scene are given sub-numbers. Thus, for example, when the Seventh Hour of the Amduat is 

discussed, the number (2.1) is given to the scene of the middle register while the figure Hri-

dsw=f “He-who-is-upon-his-knives” is given the number (2.1.4).74 

Structure of the Thesis:  

Chapter one introduces the general theme of punishment in the afterlife. In so doing, this 

chapter addresses the questions of why? who? and how? These concern the question of why 

some of the dead were punished, who they are, and of how they were punished. The chapter 

finally addresses the question why water was absent as an agent of punishment against these 

figures.75 

The next three chapters focus on the punishing figures under study. Chapter Two explores 

the beings punishing Apophis. Chapter three focuses on the human enemies of Re, while 

chapter four addresses the beings punishing the enemies of Osiris.  

The Fifth Chapter attempts to put together all the figures and scenes which have been 

studied individually. First, it focuses on how we can identify these punitive beings, and tackles 

the question of demonology. The methodology followed here is mainly textual, where the 

introductory formulae, determinatives and the accompanying text are consulted. Once the 

status of these figures is settled, the question of hierarchy arises. This is important where more 

evidence can be added in order to determine the status of the figures under study. Thus, their 

subordination to major deities and their restriction to specific netherworldy locations are also 

addressed. The study of the epithets of the punitive beings shows that we are dealing with 

diverse groups of figures; while some of their epithets were associated with the sun god, others 

were merely functional descriptions of their locations and punitive activity.76 In the Amduat 

and the Book of Gates, knowing (rx) these figures or offering (wdn) to them will help the 

deceased pass by them safely. Thus, the ‘Modes of interaction’ between the living and the 

beings under study is also in question. This is traced in both theophoric names among the 

living and the attestation of epithets of these figures in temples of later times. Finally, the 

discussion addresses whether or not the Amarna period had any discernible influence on the 

                                                      
73 Researcher’s own numbers. 
74 See the discussion of this particular scene in the Second Chapter. 
75 See the discussion of the figure Hri-dsw=f (2.1.4) in Chapter Two. 
76 See Appendix 1 under, ‘Content of the Name’. 
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status of the figures under study in the post-Amarna period. Chapter Six draws the threads of 

this thesis together, in order to provide analytical conclusions on the punitive figures in the 

compositions studied. 

Four appendices are also attached to this thesis. The first deals with the ‘Content of Name’, 

where the epithets of punitive beings are categorised into groups according to their content. 

The second focuses on their iconography, while the third deals with their actions, and the 

fourth is concerned with the names of localities in which they were depicted in the 

Netherworld.  

Conventions and other definitions: 

The abbreviation used in this dissertation follow those of the Journal of Egyptian 

Archaeology.  

The references for the hieroglyphic signs follow Gardiner’s Sign List. 

In referring to the epithets which denote a function done by its bearer I use the term 

‘functional epithet’. Examples include Htmyt “She-who-destroys.”77 

  

 

 

                                                      
77 See the figures 2.1.6 and 4.3.11. 
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CHAPTER ONE: TERMS AND PROCEDURES 

This chapter introduces the circumstances in which some of the dead were punished in the 

Netherworld. First, it defines the reseasons for which they were punished. Then the 

designations of the punished beings and the actions done against them by the punitive beings 

are discussed. 

1.1. Arraigning the Evil protagonists in the Netherworld:  

In contrast to the desired wish of the deceased of being an Ax “transfigured spirit” in the 

hereafter, some dead were identified as xftyw “enemies” or sbiw “rebels.” These are 

occasionally designated with terms that denounce their gruesome fate as snfyw “bleeding ones” 

and Htmyw “destroyed ones.”78 The corpses of these enemies/rebels are burnt, their bas are 

restrained and they are imprisoned in dangerous places such as Htmyt “Place-of-Destruction.”79 

Reasons for their arraignment are often given. For example, in the Seventh Hour of the Book 

of Amduat, before the enthroned Osiris, two groups of ‘enemies’ (xftyw) are attended by two 

deities. The leading group, that which is represented before Osiris directly is said to have acted 

against Osiris who is invoked as the one who has power over them: sxm n=k m iriw r=k “You 

shall have power against those who have acted against you.”80 The accusation of the other 

group is declared that they are those who iriw wt r Asir XAkw r xnty dwAt “who have made 

actions against Osiris, who have rebelled against the foremost of the Netherworld.”81 In the 

lower register of the Eleventh Hour of Amduat, Horus gives an “ordering by the Majesty of 

this god to do slaughtering of those who have smitten (his) father, Osiris” (wD-mdw in Hm n 

nTr pn irit Sat Hwiw it(=f) Asir).82 In a text from the Fourth Division of the Book of Gates, Horus 

arraigns the enemies (xftyw) of his father because of mr ir.n=sn r aA gmw (sn) msw (sn) “The 

pain they (the enemies) have caused to the great one who found (them) and created (them).”83 

Also, from the Sixth Division the Book of Gates, Atum addresses the enemies tied to the stakes 

of Geb, counting them off “for what you have done in the Great Hall of Re” (n irt.n=Tn m wsxt 

aAt nt ra).84 In the Second Division of the Book of Caverns, the enemies of Osiris are described 

as those wdiw Dwt m tA imn “who have implanted evil in the hidden land.”85 In the following 

third division of the Book of Caverns there is a similar text in which a group of sixteen figures 

                                                      
78 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pls. XXIV-XXVI; see for example the discussion of the group of gods identified as xAtyw (4.7.1.) 

in the Fourth Chapter.  
79 See the appendix on ‘Locations’. 
80 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 534.  
81 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 537-538.  
82 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 188. 
83 Hornung, Pforten I, 138. 
84 Hornung, Pforten I, 262.  
85 Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.VIII. 
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are addressed as wdw onwt irw Dwwt m imnt “those who have implanted offence and have 

done evil in the West.”86  

These reasons for arraigning the enemies come only from the Books of Amduat, Gates and 

Caverns while the Book of Earth gives no reasons justifying the punishments that befall the 

enemies punished in it. This should not come as a surprise since a number of smiting scenes 

give no explicit reasons for punishment.87  In spite of the variation of these enemies’ acts, the 

injured party in all cases remains unchanged; either Osiris or Re. These acts are deeds, rather 

than mere intentions, which have already been committed. Opposing the god and rebelling 

against him is therefore the main cause of retribution. The offences could consequently be 

qualified as sacral rather than personal or social. Finally, while the texts might explicitly state 

that these enemies are counted off for the evil (Dwt) they did, the reasoning for the retribution 

in other cases might stay obscure as in: n irt.n=Tn m wsxt aAt nt ra “for what you have done in 

the Great courtyard of Re” although a sort of transgression may be understood.  

  

                                                      
86 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXIV. 
87 Muhlestein, Violence in the Service of Order, 10; Petrie and Griffith, The Royal Tombs of the First Dynasty, vol. 2, pl. III. 
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1.2.  Evil definition and categories:  

Two specific words mentioned in the reasons given above are the identifiers of the evil 

nature of the crimes enacted by the perpetrators: Dwt “evil” and onwt “crimes or offences.” 

The Egyptians distinguished between good and bad. 88  Therefore, besides Dw and onwt 

mentioned here, many other words denoting evil, bad or abomination were also attested.89 

Crimes (onwt) are defined as deeds, not intentions, which are made against a person or the 

state.90 Evil was thought not to be part of the created world.91 Therefore Assmann opines that 

evil constituted part of the human nature where evil-doers who, with their absolute free will, 

behave outside the order.92 The notion that evil originated in the hearts of human beings can 

be evidenced textually. For example, in Coffin Texts spell 1130, the creator god related that: 

iw ir.n=i s nb mi snw=f n wD=i iri=sn isft in ibw=sn HDi=sn Ddt.n=i “I made every man as his 

fellow, I did not command them to do Isefet, but their hearts disobeyed what I said.”93 Isefet, 

and its antonym Maat, are envisaged as the all-inclusive terminologies that represent the 

concepts of good and evil.94 Isefet therefore was detested in autobiographies. On the stela of 

the chamberlain Hnwn, the author relates: “There was no falseness that came from my mouth, 

no evil my hands did, I am the one who makes character, one beloved of people in the course 

of every day.”95 

A sort of categorisation of evil on personal, social, sacrilegious or cosmic levels is, 

therefore, possible. The following discussion will tackle each of these categories separately. 

We shall start with the evil on a cosmic level. Then, in the context of the Judgement of the 

Dead, we shall discuss perpetrators of evil on personal level. Finally, we shall discuss those 

involved in crimes against gods and the king in the course of discussing the evil opposition in 

this world.  

On a cosmic level, and clearly in the Netherworld, Apophis was the protagonist of evil on 

a cosmic level. For example, in the self-presentation of Ankhtifi, where Apophis is attested for 

the first time, the enemy of the sun god is associated with cosmic troubles: 

pt igpt.(ti) tA n TAw The sky is cloudy, the earth is wind-blown, 

[s nb Hr mwt] n Hor [everyone dies] through famine, 

Hr Tsp n n aApp on this sandbank of Apophis.96 

                                                      
88 Frandsen, GM 179 (2000), 12. 
89 Like, for example, bwt, bgsw, bin, grg, isft. 
90 Müller-Wollermann, NEA 78 (2015), 228. 
91 Assmann, Re und Amun, 234. 
92 Assmann, Ma'at, 215-216. 
93 CT VII, 464 (spell 1130); Faulkner, Coffin Texts III, 167. 
94 Frandsen, GM 179 (2000), 12. 
95 I here follow the English translation of Lichtheim, Maat, 24. 
96 The English translation is after Morenz, JNES 63 (2004), 202. 
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In Coffin Texts spell 414, the enmity of Apophis is described where he attacks the sun bark 

of Re: 

xsft aApp m wiA n ra Repelling Apophis from the Bark of Re, 

ianw=k imy nhd=f Hail to you Imy-Nhd=f,97 

hA snD n=k rwti O you whom the Two-Lions fear.  

mk hwt pri=f m pt m-Xnw  Behold, a flame comes from the sky into the interior of the  

TpHt sbi rebel’s cavern.98 

In the Late Period, Seth, who was envisaged as a cosmic enemy from Osirian viewpoint, 

and Apophis were identified with each other.99 However, despite being placed on a par as evil 

protagonists, there are remarkable differences between Seth and Apophis. Firstly, Seth is said 

to have come into existence as a form of the creator in the Heliopolitan version of the myth 

while Apophis is said to have come into existence from the umbilical cord of Re.100 In the 

Pyramid Texts, Seth is said to have come into existence when he was spat out from Nut.101 On 

contrary, there is no explicit mention of the origin of Apophis in the Pyramid Texts.102 His 

appearance is attested for the first time in Ankhtifi’s self-presentation at Moaalla as mentioned 

above.103  Later, in the Temple of Esna, Apophis, however, was said to have come into 

existence from the spittle of Neith, the mother of god Re.104 Secondly, Seth was designated as 

nTr and received a cult with statues representing him while Apophis was never designated nTr 

or received a cult.105 Junge argues that Seth is the destructive principle of the god and in the 

god. Apophis, however, was seen as the incarnation of reversing the god’s decision to start 

‘Denkmoglichkeit einer Ruchname der Entscheideung Gottes, den Anfang zu setzen.’106 More 

importantly is the position of Seth and Apophis in the corpus of this study. Seth, apart from 

his hostility in the cycle of Horus, is represented as a protector of the bark of the sun god.107 

He, for example, is represented in the Seventh Hour of Amduat combating the fettered Apophis 

who is represented attacking the bark of the sun god.  

  

                                                      
97 LGG I, 239. 
98 CT, V 244a-d (spell 414). 
99 Te Velde, Seth, 101. 
100 Kemboly, Question of Evil. Quack, SAK 34 (2006), 377-379; Cf. Frandsen, GM 179 (2000), 11.  
101 Te Velde, Seth, 104. 
102 Junge, Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen 245 (1993), 156. 
103 Morenz, JNES 63 (2004), 201. 
104 Te Velde, Seth, 104. 
105 Morenz, JNES 63 (2004), 202. 
106 Junge, Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen 245 (1993), 156. 
107 Te Velde, Seth, 99; see section (2.1.). 
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1.3. Judgement of the Dead: 

We turn now to the discussion of evil on personal and social levels. As seen above, the 

enemies of Re and Osiris were arraigned for their evil which was directed against these gods 

rather than against other people. Therefore, the question that arises is whether in the divine 

realm crimes and sins enacted against other persons were punishable. To answer this question, 

we shall deal here with the concept of judgement, a feature of this life which the Egyptians 

thought would continue in the hereafter. As early as the Old Kingdom, a kind of posthumous 

litigation and judgement is documented in the textual record. As they survive, however, such 

judgements focus on the damaging of tombs and obtaining justice for misconduct committed 

on earth.108 In one instance, in the tomb of Nenki-Nefer (nnki-nfr), the tomb-owner threatened 

that: ir saH nb sr nb rmT nb sSnt(y)=f(y) inr nb Dbt nb(t) m iz pn iw(=i) r wDa Hna=f in nTr aA “As 

for any noble, any magistrate, any person who will take any stone, any brick from this tomb, 

I will have judgement with him by the Great God.”109  

During the First Intermediate Period, the concept of judgement was developed resulting 

much later in chapter 125 of Book of the Dead.110 This chapter is the locus classicus which 

describes in detail the judgement of the dead in the afterlife. In a hall known as “This Hall of 

the Two Truths” (wsxt tn nt mAaty), the deceased was depicted led by Anubis. The deceased 

greeted the gods of the judgement, including forty-two judges, saying: iw=i rx.kwi Tn rx.kwi 

rnw=Tn “I know you, I know your names.”111   

In the New Kingdom version of the chapter, Osiris presides over the judgement scene with 

Isis and Nephthys behind Osiris. On a scale pan, the heart of the deceased is weighed against 

the Maat feather. Seeber opines that the weighing of man on the scale means that the man’s 

personality is weighed against the ethical norm of Maat.112 Variants of this scene show the 

deceased, not his heart, being weighed against the feather.113  

The choice of the heart to be weighed against the feather of Maat is attributed to the fact 

that it was the seat of one’s intelligence and memory which hold a record of his action in this 

life.114 Before the tribunal of forty-two judges, the deceased made the ‘Negative Confession’ 

or his ‘declaration of innocence’ which included: 

  

                                                      
108 Taylor, Death and the Afterlife, 36. 
109 Urk. I, 260, 12-14. 
110 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 73. 
111 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 273; Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 32. 
112 Seeber, Untersuchungen, 77. 
113 Gaber, RdE 60 (2009), 6. 
114 To prevent one’s heart from witnessing against him, some spells were used for this purpose as, for example, Chapter 30B of 

the Book of the Dead: “O my heart which I had from my mother! O my heart which I had from my mother! O my heart of my 

different ages! Do not stand up as a witness against me, do not be opposed to me in the tribunal, do not be hostile to me in the 
presence of the Keeper of the Balance”, see Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 27. 
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i wsx nmt pr m iwnw O Far-strider who has come from Iunu,  

n ir=i isft I have not done Isfet. 

i Hpt sDt pr m Xr-aHA O Fire-embracer who has come from Kheraha, 

n awA=i  I have not robbed. 

i fndy pr m xmnw O beaked god who has come from Khemenu,   

n ir=i awn-ib  I have not been greedy. 

i am Swt pr m orrt  O swallower of shadows who has come from the cavern, 

n TwA=i  I have not stolen. 

i nHA-Hr pr m r-sTAw O Ferocious one who has come from Rosetjau, 

n smA=i rmT I have not killed men.115 

 

The aim of the deceased was to show that he had a life in conformity with Maat. Maat not 

only implied violating no offences against people or gods. As the textual record reveals, other 

principles that Maat included were moral, ethics and political concerns. For example, in the 

autobiography of the nomarch Khnumhotep, the inscription implies a political aspect of Maat 

where the author says: 

m iyt Hm=f dr=f isft as his majesty came he then expelled wrongdoing: 

xaw m itmw Ds=f Risen as Atum himself,  

smnx=f gmt.n=f wst as he embellished what he has found dilapidated, 

iTt niwt m snnwt=s what one town has seized from another. 

di=f  rx niwt tAS=s r niwt as he made town know its border with town, 

smnx wDw=sn mi pt  their markers made firm like the sky, 

rx mw=sn r ntt m sSw their water known according to what was in the writing,  

sip r ntt m iswt assigned according to what was in old records,  

n aAt n mrr=f mAat because he so greatly loved right.116 

 

The judgement ends up with the deceased being either a mAa-xrw “True-of-voice” if the 

scale is balanced, or, otherwise, he is devoured by Ammut. This was a hybrid creature, 

represented with the head of a crocodile, the front legs of a lion and hindparts of hippopotamus, 

depicted beside the scale in the judgement of the dead.117  

                                                      
115 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 271; Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 31. 

116 Urk. VII, 27; I here follow the English translation of Lichtheim, Maat, 39. 
117 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 412. 
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Ammut, the epitome example of devouring figures,118 does not appear in the judgement 

scene prior to the Amarna Period.119 The epithet is derived from the root am “to devour” or “to 

swallow.”120 Devouring was of different meanings in Egyptian thought which interpreted it in 

a number of ways as, besides devouring the enemies, succession to office and recreation of the 

world. The sun, for example, is devoured each night by Nut in order that it would be reborn 

again each dawn.121 Devouring verbs could as be determined with a man with his hand in his 

mouth forming a category of ‘mouth linked activities’.122 The enemy is therefore treated as 

food.123 Devouring, both magical and physical, incorporates the consumption of the qualities 

of the devoured object.124 In the Cannibal Hymn, the King eats men and lives on the gods: “It 

is the King who eats their magic and gulps down their spirits; their big ones are for his morning 

meal, their middle-sized ones are for his evening meal.”125 

Within the corpus of this study, a number of figures belong to the “devouring” category. 

These are AXbyt, amw-aA, amw, am-bAw, am-XAwt, am-snTw and sXbyt. A brief discussion of the 

significance of devouring will help understand the roles of the devouring figures under study. 

Devouring the enemy is attested textually in both royal and non-royal documents perhaps since 

protohistoric times. 126  Pyramid Text utterance 665, for example, gives an example of 

devouring the enemies by the king who is described as “the Lone star who has eaten his 

enemy.”127 A non-royal example of devouring comes from the Ramesside Period where a 

magician threatens that the victim will be eaten: “I will sever your bones and eat your flesh. I 

will take away your strong arm and it shall be put it in my hand.”128 Pictorially, though some 

representations could metaphoric, the motif of devouring enemies is also recurrent. For 

example, there is an instance at Naga in the Sudan where on each side of the gateway, 

Natakamani and his spouse Amanitere are each shown smiting a group of enemies (fig.1). 

Behind the king’s legs, there is a lion biting the head of an enemy.129 

 

  

                                                      
118 See, for example, the figures (3.3.4) and (4.8.2:4.8.4).  
119 On the iconography of Ammut, see Seeber, Untersuchungen, 163; cf. Kantor, JNES 6 (1947), 250ff. 
120 Wb I, 183.19-184.15. The wish of the deceased was to eat not to be eaten in the hereafter, on a range of terms of devouring in 

the hereafter see Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 158ff. 
121 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 160-161. 
122 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 158 discusses a range of terms that could belong together to the ‘devouring category’ as wnm, 

dp, dnm and anx m; David, BACE 22 (2011), 90.  
123 David, BACE 22 (2011), 93. 
124 Ritner, Mechanics, 103. 
125 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 81; Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 8; Ritner, Mechanics, 103. 
126 David, BACE 22 (2011), 91. 
127 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 274. 
128 Shorter, JEA 22 (1936), 165. 
129 Hall, Pharaoh Smites his Enemies, 45. 
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Fig, 1. Wall relief from Naga at Sudan showing a lion devouring the king’s enemies . 

(after Hall, Pharaoh Smites his Enemies, fig.88) 

 

Also, on an Ostracon from Deir el-Medina, for example, there is a depiction of an alive 

Nubian captive ready to be devoured by a lion which attacks the victim from behind (fig. 2).  

 
Fig, 2. Ostracon Deir el-Medina 2226 

(after, Vandier d'Abbadie, DFIFAO 2 (1950), pl.XXVI) 
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1.4. Opposition of Evil: 

The study of law and retribution in ancient Egypt is problematic. The existence of any kind 

of structured law in the Pharaonic Egypt is not attested prior to the Third Intermediate Period, 

and the attempts to reconstruct the Egyptian law depends on conclusions from particular cases 

of practice.130 The majority of the material that we have from ancient Egypt is essentially royal 

edicts and private contracts of sale, endowment, marriage.131 To a large extent, the major 

source of knowledge about details of Egyptian law comes from ostraca and papyri from the 

village of necropolis workers of Deir el-Medina which date to the Nineteenth and the 

Twentieth Dynasties.132 The study of punishments is therefore limited both topically and 

temporally.133 The information at our disposal is thus limited and deals basically with the 

offences against the sovereign, definable as criminal offences, or the gods, definable as sacral 

offences.134 In the following discussion, these two latter types of offences will be dealt with. 

I will here follow a listing of offences posited by Müller-Wollermann. 

Offences against gods are defined by Müller-Wollermann as blasphemy, violation of the 

ritual commandments, perjury and offences against foreign gods. Although an Egyptian term 

for blasphemy does not exist, Müller-Wollermann argues that blasphemy happens when an 

utterance against the god is made.135 In the sake of buttressing her opinion, she quotes a phrase 

in Chapter 125 of the Book of the Dead where the deceased declared that he did not revil (Snt) 

against the god (nn Snt nt nTr im=i).136  

Two major ways in which ritual commandments could be violated are given by Müller-

Wollermann. First of these is the offences against the principle of presence in the temple and, 

second, is the misbehaviour enacted when present in the temple. The latter, as Müller-

Wollermann shows, could be seen in many ways as, for example, not complying with the rites, 

food bans or ritual purity. The temples were seen as pure places and therefore it was necessary 

for anything that would be entered to be pure in the first place.137 Therefore, an inscription of 

Thuthmosis III on the doorpost of the temple of Heliopolis specifies that everything that would 

be entered to the temple had to be pure: 

wab xt nb aot nbt r  All property and everything which enters into  

Hwt aA iw wab the great temple shall be pure; they are pure.138  

                                                      
130 Eyre, JEA 70 (1984), 92. 
131 Lorton, JESHO 20 (1977), 5. 
132 Lorton, JESHO 20 (1977), 38. 
133 Muhlestein, NEA 78 (2015), 244. 
134 Lorton, JESHO 20 (1977), 6. 
135 Müller-Wollermann, Vergehen und Strafen, 31. 
136 Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 32; Quirke, Book of the Dead, 273. 
137 Gee, Requirements of Ritual Purity, 14. 
138 Urk. IV 831, 11. 
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Also, eating what gods abominates was considered a violation of the temple purity 

requirements:  

n wnm=f bwt nTr He did not eat the abomination of the gods.139 

 

Perjury happens when, for example, an oath is broken. In two examples from Deir el-

Medina, the consequences of breaking an oath or swearing falsely by the god’s name are given. 

In one instance, a man says: “I am the man who has sworn falsely by Ptah, the Lord of the 

Maat. He made me see darkness in the day.”140 Müller-Wollermann correctly argues that the 

sanction might seem unrealistic today but stresses that it shows a gruesome fate associated 

with the perjury.141 

Political opposition and desecrating the tombs were two remarkable instances of offences 

against the king.142 Political opposition did not necessarily mean to remove the ruling king. 

However, it was seen as an offence or a treason against the king. Therefore in the instructions 

it was advised: m-Snt-xt m-mr<rt>=f “Do not quarrel with what he wishes.”143 Destroying the 

tomb, causing damage to it or even entering it in a state of impurity, as a number of Old 

Kingdom Tombs witness,144 were all warned about and perhaps punishable if enacted by any 

perpetrator. In Coptos Decree R, for example, the funeral cult was desecrated.145  Entering the 

tomb in a state of impurity was envisaged by tomb curses which mainly threatened that a 

judgment with the violator would take place in the hereafter (wDa mdw Hna N).146 

In a Pyramid Texts utterance 534 a warning is made in order that the pyramid and the 

temple belonging to the deceased king are protected: “As for anyone who shall lay a finger on 

this pyramid and this temple which belong to me… he will be nowhere and his house will be 

nowhere; he will be proscribed, one who eats himself.”147  

The following examples aim at putting the theme of evil opposition in a broader context. 

These include New Kingdom material. In quoting these examples, the main concern is the 

notion of sanctioning and killing opponents of the king, and consequently of the order. 

Whether these instances reflected a real act of killing or were intended only for propagandistic 

                                                      
139 Urk. IV 490, 16. 
140 ÄHG, 377. 
141 Müller-Wollermann, Vergehen und Strafen, 43. 
142 Müller-Wollermann, Vergehen und Strafen, 62 and 66. 
143 The English translation is that of Parkinson, in: Felber (ed.), Feinde und Aufrührer, 14.  
144 See Gee, Requirements of Purity, 33 on warnings against impurity when entering tombs. 
145 Leahy, JEA 75 (1989), fig. 1; see the discussion of the term wbd below. 
146 Gee, Requirements of Ritual Impurity, 46-47. 
147 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 202. 
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purposes is beyond the scope of this thesis and has been addressed by a host of scholars.148 In 

these instances, we will be focusing on the reasons for the punishment, the type of punishment 

employed, who inflected it and what terminology was applied for the perpetrators.   

1.4.1. Intefiqer’s graffito:  

From the Middle Kingdom comes the graffito of Intefiqer who was probably the vizier of 

Amenemhat I. Intefiqer records the victorious campaigns he led in Nubia. About this 

campaign, he says that he “put fire to their homes (rdi=i xt m prw=sn),149 as is done to a rebel 

against the king” (mi irit (r) sbi Hr nswt).150 Again, while it might be argued that this is a mere 

propagandistic statement of Intefiqer, the text is important in that it glances over the treatment 

of the rebels (sbi) in that period when they were burnt.  

1.4.2. Amenhotep II’s Stelae: 

Amenhotep II erected two stelae; one at Amada and the other at Elephantine. The text of 

both stelae is almost identical while the accompanying scenes differ. The Amada scene shows 

Amenhotep II offering wine to Amun-Re and Horakhti. This is replaced in Elephantine stela 

with a scene of Amenhotep II receiving life and stability from the deities Amun and Khnum. 

The text begins with a description of a successful campaign of Amenhotep II in Upper Retjenu. 

On his return, Amenhotep declares that: “His Majesty returned in great joy to his father Amun. 

He slew the seven chefs with his own mace. (Those) who were from the area of Takhsi and 

had been put upside-down to the prow of the bark of the King.’”151 

1.4.3. Nauri Decree of Seti I: 

This is a decree issued by Seti I upon building a cenotaph for Osiris at Abydos. According 

to this decree, Seti I exempts a large estate from the taxes that were to provide the Abydos 

temple. Besides, punishments for potential crimes were specified: “Concerning any keeper of 

cattle, any keeper of hounds, any herder to the House who peculate any of the animals 

belonging to the House to another as with he who causes it to be offered in another venue, so 

that it is not offered to Osiris, his Lord in the House, punishment will be done to him by 

throwing him down and impaling him (sxr=f diw Hr tp xt), forfeiting his wife and children and 

all his property to the house, and requiring the head of animals from him to whom it was given 

as stolen goods from the House, at the rate of one hundred to one.”152 

 

 

                                                      
148 See for example; Eyre, in: Bács and Beinlich (eds.) Constructing Authority; Hall, The Pharaoh Smites his Enemies; Muhlestein, 

Violence in the Service of Order.  
149 Žába, The Rock Inscriptions of Lower Nubia, 99, inscription no. 73, line 10. 
150 Žába, The Rock Inscriptions of Lower Nubia, 99, inscription no. 73, lines 10-11.  
151 The English translation is after Eyre, in: Bács and Beinlich (eds.) Constructing Authority, 101. 
152 I here follow the translation of Griffith, JEA 13 (1927), lines 74-78. 
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1.5. Curses and Threat-Formulae and their role in evil opposition: 

A number of punishments were stipulated in the examples quoted above for violating the 

royal decrees. However, a perpetrator or a transgressor could avoid punishment if his crime 

was committed secretly and if no accuser existed. This is one case when human earthly justice 

could fail. Justice also fails if the law as a whole is not properly enacted, or is altered or even 

completely done away by society and/or the state.153 Every legal system, including the ancient 

Egyptian, is expected to have insufficiencies and the Egyptians were aware of such 

insufficiency. Therefore other agencies, metaphysical in Assmann’s words, were employed to 

complement this inadequacy; curses and threats. The curses or threat-formulae were supposed 

to bridge these gaps in the legal system, where deeds against Maat were prevented from being 

unpunished. Curses or threat-formulae are then integrated with the civil legal system. Between 

the legal system and the curses, there was an overlapping relationship.154 The authorities, or 

parties, designated to safeguard the possessions of the deceased, were not physically able to 

prosecute every misdeed, save on those occasions when a criminal activity was divulged 

through corroborating parties, or the miscreant was actually apprehended in the act. Thus, the 

curse – though similar to law in its structure, purpose, and even its function - is ultimately to 

be considered as an adjunct to the law itself. The threat, unlike an actual legal statutes, had no 

real provision for human enforcement. 155  The content of a curse or threat-formula was 

conveyed from a sender to a receiver. A threat-formula presented all imaginable terror in this 

life and the hereafter.156 They were directed against those who acted against Maat.157 In the 

Old Kingdom, the akh-spirit of the deceased would punish the violator personally. The violator 

of the tomb of Niankhpepy is threatened that his neck would be severed like a bird’s.158 Thus, 

no actual penalty was carried out. Rather, a harm was wished to befall the offender. The use 

of curses is attested since the Fifth Dynasty with examples being known as late as the 

Ptolemaic Period.159 A well-known inscription to be quoted here is the Moaalla inscription no. 

8 which deals with the potential desecrators of the tomb of Ankhtifi. A threat is made to punish 

those as follows:  

“As regards any ruler who will rule in Moaalla, and who will commit a bad, evil act against 

this coffin, and against any part of this tomb, his arm will be cut off for Hemen at his procession 

from (literally ‘of’) the district; his arm will be cut off for Hemen at his procession from the 

eastern side; his arm will be cut off for Hemen at his procession from the bank (?); his arm 

                                                      
153 Assmann, JEA 78 (1992), 150. 
154 Nordh, Aspects of Ancient Egyptian Curses and Blessings, 98. 
155 Morschauser, Threat-Formulae, 146. 
156 Nordh, Aspects of Ancient Egyptian Curses and Blessings, 97. 
157 Nordh, Aspects of Ancient Egyptian Curses and Blessings, 97. 
158 See below the threat in the tomb of Iti. 
159 Morschauser, Threat-Formulae, 145.  
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will be cut off for Hemen at his procession from the ; his arm will be cut off for Hemen at 

his procession from the Great Shade (?); and Hemen will not accept his meat offering on the 

day of ; and Hemen will not accept any of his meat; and his heir will not inherit from 

him.”160  

Here, the violator is threatened with a bodily punishment rather than an afterlife one.  

Again, like the Neferhotep’s inscription, it could be argued that this was a mere threat while 

no actual punishment was carried out. Willems, however, rejects such a thesis. 161 Besides, he 

argues that this genre of texts, or at least the major part of them, do not belong to the domain 

of magic or religion, but to that of legislation and jurisdiction.162  

Although threat-formulae and the legal system operated in the service of Maat,163 Assmann 

demonstrates four differences between legal punishments and curses. Firstly, while the former 

have been enforced by social institutions, the latter were enacted by divine or demonic agents. 

Secondly, Assmann notes that curses took place when the laws failed, when crimes were not 

discovered or when the law did not prevail. Thirdly, the law addresses the potential 

transgressor, the curse the potential law-changer who may distort or neglect the law. Finally, 

while the law protects the social order, the curse protects the law. 164 One more difference can 

be added; the personal feature of curses. The thorough look at threat-formulae, in an in-depth 

study by Morschauser, reveals that these threat-formulae had a personal aspect where the 

injured party is to arraign the offender at the divine court. For example: iw(=i) r wDa Hna=sn 

in nTr aA nb imnt m bw nt mAa(t) im “I shall litigate with them by the Great God, the Lord of the 

West, in the place where Justice is.”165 And also another inscription from the early Sixth 

Dynasty tomb of Iti: [ir rmT nb aot(y)=f(y) r iz pn m] abw=f iw(=i) r iT=f m Apd“[As for anyone 

who shall enter into this tomb] [in] his impurity: (I) shall seize [his neck like a bird(’s)].”166 

In these two examples, threats come from beyond the realm of the living. While in the first 

inscription the threat is reserved for an afterlife litigation, in the latter the punishment that 

befalls the violator is undertaken by the akh-spirit of the deceased. Thus, while the violators is 

alive the punisher was not. 

  

                                                      
160 The English translation here is after Willems, JEA 76 (1990), 29. 
161 Willems, JEA 76 (1990), 46. 
162 Willems, JEA 76 (1990), 27-54. 
163 Nordh, Aspects of Ancient Egyptian Curses and Blessings, 98-99. 
164 Assmann, JEA 78 (1992), 149. 
165 Urk. I 256.2-3. 
166 Urk. I 90.2-3.  
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1.6. Protagonists of Evil:  

1.6.1. sbi “rebel”: 

sbi is translated as rebel.167 Morschauser opines that sbi refers to deeds of “treasonous” 

nature.168 Muhlestein associates sbi with a “rebellion against the religious order.”169 Human 

figures as well as Apophis held this appellation in the afterlife. In the Book of Overthrowing 

Apophis, he is the rebel (aApp sbi).170 In the Third Hour of the Book of Gates, it is said: irt.n 

tm n ra sAxt nTr sxrt sbi aApp “What Atum did for Re. Ritualizing the god. Throwing down the 

rebel Apophis.”171  In a hymn to Amun, Apophis is designated again as a “rebel”: “The 

Weapon is in Apophis the injurer, felled by his sword. Our rebels, they are cut down.”172 Texts 

show that the behaviour of Apophis and the human rebels against the gods caused them to be 

designated as such.173 In a Twenty-Sixth Dynasty text, a Donation Stela of Necho II, sbi was 

mentioned in connection with those who have acted against nTr aA “the Great God”: sbi pw n 

nTr aA “He is a rebel to the Great God.”174 The association of sbi with acts against gods is 

frequently attested. Indeed, sbi was used, in the Coptos Decree B, in association with 

conspiracy: to refer to those rdit sn m kAt nbt nt pr nsw tn wA mdwt sbit pw “(the one who) puts 

them in any work of the Palace, he is the one who utters words of rebellion.”175 Also, on his 

victory stela at Memphis, Piankhy recorded that: Not one was slain there, except the rebels 

who have blasphemed god (sbiw waA Hr nTr).”176 In the tomb of the royal scribe of Ramesses 

II, Tjunroy, a related text reads: ink wa m nw nTrw Asir xni177 sbiw Hr=f “I am one of those gods 

of Osiris, who restrain178 the rebels for him.”179  

1.6.2. xfty “Enemy”: 

The term xftyw “enemies” and its female form xftwyt “female enemies” are used to 

denounce the punished figures in the corpus of the study. xfty is used to refer to a number of 

enemies both in this life and the hereafter. In Coffin Texts spell 75 the deceased delineates his 

enemies as follows: di=f sxm=i m xftyw=i imyw pt tA iw dr.n=i sn m iswt=sn iw whn.n=i m 

Hwwt=sn dr.n=i ntyw im Hr swt=sn sni.n=i saHw=sn HD=i HkAw=sn bHn=i Axw=sn bHn=i 

saHw=sn sip=i sn n Dt n swn mi wDt.n xpr Ds=f irt r xftyw=i m anxw mtw imyw pt imyw tA 

siAT(y)=sn smw=i m sxwt=i  “He shall cause me to have power over my enemies, who are in 

                                                      
167 Wb IV, 87.14-88.7. 
168 Morschauser, Threat-Formulae, 86. 
169 Muhlestein, in: Kousoulis and Lazaridis (eds.), Proceeding of the Tenth International Congress of Egyptologists II, 1479. 
170 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 25, 19. 
171 Hornung, Pforten I, 47-45. 
172 Muhlestein, in: Kousoulis and Lazaridis (eds.), Proceeding of the Tenth International Congress of Egyptologists II, 1480. 
173 Willems, JEA 76 (1990), 37.  
174 Leahy, RdE (1984), 35. 
175 Goedicke, Königliche Dokumente aus dem alten Reich, pl.8, line 20. 
176 Grimal, La Stèle Triomphale de Pi(ʻankh)y, 95, line 86. 
177 Variant of xnr. 
178 CDME, 193. 
179 KRI III, 487, line 14. 
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sky and on earth. I have driven them from their tombs. I have overturned their buildings. I 

have driven those there from their seats. I caused their dignities to go by. So that I cut off their 

magical power. I cut off their akh-spirits, I cut off their dignities. I assign them to be purchased 

serfs, in accordance with the Self-Created has commanded to be done against my enemies, 

whether the dead, the living, those who are in heaven and those who are on earth, who will 

damage my vegetables in my fields.”180  

In the Netherworld, every opponent of the deceased who might threaten him is an enemy 

(xfty) whom the deceased wished they would have no power over him: n sxm.n xfty=f im=f 

“His enemy has no power over him.” 181  Thus xfty is placed in opposition to Axw “the 

transfigured spirits” or those who were ritually buried. For example, on a door jamb of the 

Tomb no. III at Assiut, which belongs to iti-ibw,182 we read: iw=f r xfty [n] Axw “He shall be 

an enemy [to] the Axw.”183  

Also, the opponents of Re and Osiris and other deities are identified as xftyw 

“enemies.” In the Book of Gates, seven pairs of figure, each pair tied to a stake, are designated 

as enemies (xftyw) of Re, Atum, Khepri, Shu, Geb, Osiris, and Horus respectively. Osiris’ 

enemies are addressed in Book of Caverns as ntTn xftyw Asir wdiw Dwt m tA imn “You are the 

enemies of Osiris who have implanted evil in the Hidden land.”184 The term also applies to 

Apophis who, besides being described as sbi “rebel”, is considered an enemy (xfty) of 

Re. In Chapter 39 of the Book of the Dead it is said: xr sbn aApp xfty n ra “Fall! Crawl 

away, Apophis, enemy of Re.”185 

  

                                                      
180 CT I, 400 a-d; 401a-c (spell 75) 
181 CT II 47.d; V. 328.b, 329.e. Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 217. 
182 Edel, Siut-Gräber, 23. 
183 Edel, Siut-Gräber, fig. 7, line 68, 39. 
184 Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.XIII. 
185 Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 60; Quirke, Book of the Dead, 113. 
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1.7. Typology: 

1.7.1. sxr “to overthrow”:  

sxr means to “overthrow” or to “cause to fall.”186 It is usually determined with the falling 

man determinative. In the Chronicle of Osorkon, however, the determinative is replaced by a 

knife which would be directly parallel to the English verb ‘to fell’. According to the text, the 

prince sailed south to Thebes to punish enemies who would probably take hold of the office 

of the high priest of Amun.187 Quoting Caminos, the related part of the text reads: “Then the 

prisoners were brought to him at once like a bundle of pinioned ones. Then he struck them 

down for him, causing them to be carried like goats the night of the feast of the Evening 

Sacrifice in which braziers are kindled.”188 Leahy opines that in Osorkon’s text sxr refers not 

to a fatal ritual but to a ritual blow like many representations which show the king smiting his 

enemies.189 Leahy’s argument, however, cannot be taken at face value as the literal meaning 

of sxr is to “fell” which could have been used in the extended sense of “killing.” 

sxr forms part of the epithets of a number of gods. For example, Horus is designated as sxr 

xftyw n it=f “He-who-over-throws-the-enemies-for-his-father”, sxr sbi Hr it=f Asir “He-who-

overthrows-the-rebels-against-his-father-Osiris.”190 Particularly associated with Horus, in a 

text from Edfu Temple, Horus is said to have overthrown his enemies: “Your face is illumined 

with white linen. Your body is blooming with the green linen. You unite with the sashed-linen 

and overthrow your foe. You hold the red linen in its moment. It is the inundation that washes 

away your sweat. The sunshine illumines your face. These clothes woven by Isis and spun by 

Nephthys, they fit you, they cover your body, they remove your opponents from you.”191  

In the Book of Overthrowing Apophis, sxr could be generally interpreted as a part of the 

Ritual of Overthrowing Apophis. A long section of the text deals with overthrowing him and 

his confederates as the foes of gods: “Horus is triumphant over his foes – four times – Osiris, 

First of the Westerners, is triumphant over his foes-four times- Pharaoh is triumphant over his 

foes-four times. I have overthrown (sxr) Apophis, the rebel, the tortoise, the Ill-Disposed One 

and the Children of Revolt from all their seats in every place where they are.”192 

                                                      
186 Wb IV, 257.3-258.5. 
187 Kitchen, Third Intermediate Period in Egypt, 330. 
188 Caminos, Chronicle of Osorkon, 48. 
189 Leahy, JESHO 27 (1984), 202.  
190 LGG VI, 580. 
191 Offering inscription from the temple of Horus at Edfu dating to the First century BCE. The English translation here is after 

Egberts, In Quest of Meaning I, 180. See also the discussion of the twelve mummiform figures in the Ninth Hour of the Book 

of Amduat in the Fourth Chapter, see section (2.4.). 
192 Faulkner, JEA 23 (1937), 170; Col. 25:19-26:2. 
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In the corpus of this study, the term sxr is attested in the Ninth Hour of the Book of Amduat 

where twelve mummiform gods seated on the sign for cloth are said to overthrow the enemies 

of Osiris:  

smAa=Tn xrw=f r xftyw=f  

ra nb 

You shall justify his voice against his enemies 

 every day. 

DADAt p<w> nt nTrw nDt Hr Asir 

ra nb 

It is the council of the gods which greets Osiris 

 every day. 

irrt=sn pw m dwAt sxrt  What they do in the Netherworld is overthrowing the  

xftyw n Asir enemies of Osiris. 

Also, in confronting Apophis in the Third Hour of the Book of Gates, the overthrowing of 

Apophis is done by Atum in the presence of a council of nine gods identified as DADAt xsft aApp 

“The-council-who-repel-Apophis”:  

 

1.7.2. sAA “Guarding”: 

sAA is translated as to “guard” or to “keep watch over.”194 Enemies’ movement in the 

Netherworld may be restrained.195 Of the constituent parts of the dead person, the ba is 

particularly in danger. For example, in Coffin Texts spell 75 it is said: nn sA.t(w) bA=i “My bA 

will not be guarded.”196 In Coffin Texts spell 335, the enemies are guarded: irt sAAwt r xftyw=f 

…. iwty prriw m sAAwt=sn “Acting to keep his enemies imprisoned …. from whose guarding 

one does not escape.”197 In the Book of Gates, enemies are shown tied to jackal-headed stakes, 

to which Atum says: sA.n=Tn xftyw “You have guarded the enemies.”198 Apophis, is watched 

over as in Coffin Texts spell 76: i kA HHw sAA aApp xtxt n=k aApp “O Bull of the HH-gods, who 

guards Apophis, may Apophis retreats for you.”199 In the Book of the Earth, he is guarded by 

gods depicted on either side of the burial mound of Osiris; sn sAA=sn pn n imy tA=f “they guard 

“This-who-belongs-to-what-is-in-his-earth.”200   

                                                      
193 Hornung, Pforten I, 47-75. 
194 Wb III, 416.12-417.21. 
195 For other terms used to refer to the deprivation of enemies’ movement in the afterlife see Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 125ff. 
196 CT I, 362d (spell 75). 
197 CT IV, 322a-c (spell 335). 
198 Hornung, Pforten I, 181. 
199 CT II, 13c-d (spell 76). 
200 See the following Chapter on the beings punishing Apophis. 

irt.n tm n ra sAxt nTr  What Atum did for Re; ritualising the god. 

sxrt sbi aApp overthrowing the rebel Apophis.193 
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On guarding enemies, some deities may only do the guarding while others may inflict a 

punishment to the guarded enemies. For example, in the Book of Earth, three kneeling enemies 

are each guarded by a deity who secures the bonds of the arms tied behind their backs. It is 

said about these deities: sn sAA=sn xmyw=sn nTr aA wD (=f)201 Dwwt=sn “they guard their 

demolished ones. The great god, (he) ordains their evil (?).”202 Conversely, the second picture 

of the Third Division of the Book of Caverns shows a male figure guarding (sAA) four female 

figure to whom it is said: wa im=Tn m sAA Tn sHtm bAw sdbyw “The one who is among you is 

your guard, the one who destroys the bas of the guilty ones.”203  

In the corpus of this study, some deities hold epithets derived from sAA. The lower register 

of the First Hour of Amduat ends with a standing god who is identified as nbiwy “The-double-

flame.” What this deity does is enlightened by the accompanying text which reads: imy nibwy 

m sAA sxt tn “He-who-is-in-the-double-flame is the guardian of this countryside.”204 Also, the 

Fourth Division of the Book of Caverns shows a goddess who holds the epithet Htmy(t) sAA(t) 

imyw=f “She-who-destroys-and-guards-who-are-in-it(?).  

Zandee notes that sAA is used to qualify someone who guards a gate in the Underworld.205 

In Chapter 145 of the Book of the Dead, the deceased raises his arms in a sign of adoration 

before a number of gateways and addresses the knife-wielding deity with a statement which 

remains unchanged: “I know you. I know your name. I know the name of the god who guards 

you.”206 Also in the Book of Gates, the gates are guarded by snakes. The first of these gates 

(sbxt) is identified as sAw smyt “guardian of the desert.”207 While this may be true in certain 

cases, it cannot be the case that all the deities who guard the enemies acted as guardians of the 

gates. A number of examples where gods guard the enemies beyond the gates occur frequently 

in this study. To the examples cited above, one may add the scene from the Book of the Earth 

where four decapitated (Hso) figures are guarded by four deities who turn them upside down.208    

 

                                                      
201 wD or wdi. 
202 Piankoff, Création, 181. 
203 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXXIV.   
204 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 34-36. 
205 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 129. 
206 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 330. 
207 Hornung, Pforten I, 181. 
208 See Chapter Three on the gods who punish the enemies of Re. 
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1.7.3. Burning: 

wbd “Burn”:  

wbd means to “burn.”209 Execution by fire has been seen as a punishment for the defeated 

enemies of the King or changers of the order. 210  For example, the violators in the Tôd 

Inscription were punished with burning: (xt pw Sdit wbD<t>.n=sn im (?)).”211 

In the hereafter, burning was the fate of Osiris and Re’s enemies (xftyw). The Eleventh gate 

of Chapter 146 of Book of the Dead is addressed as the one which “wHmt dsw wbdt paw” 

(which repeats knifing, which burns up the rebellious).212 In the Eighth Hour of the Book of 

Gates, in a scene attended by Horus, twelve bound enemies are identified as: Xftyw Asir wbdyw 

“Enemies of Osiris the burnt ones.”213 

rkH “Fire, Burn”: 

rkH means to “light fire” or to “heat water.”214 In the First Hour of the Book of Amduat, 

enemies of Re are burnt up by deities who ntsn rkHw wAwAt r sAmt xftyw nw ra “It is they who 

light the fire to burn up the enemies of Re.”215 Also, in the Book of Caverns, a cobra-headed 

deity identified as iarwty “He-of-the-two-uraei” places fire among the enemies in the cauldron 

(di=f [rkH]w m=tn (imyw) Hryt).216  

Making Tms (Redness): 

Basically, the Egyptian term for ‘red’ was dSr.217 However, in the corpus of this study, the 

word used for “redness” is Tms.218 Variants of this term might be used to mean “to be smeared 

(in dirt),”219 or “bury” a royal enemy.220 Also, combined with wsH and wHs Tms means ‘to 

destroy the evil ones (by slaughtering)’.221 The Tms-redness might result either from burning 

or slaughter. Tms is also associated with the enemies. For example, dbA-Tms means ‘to punish 

the bad actions’. In the Amduat, Tms is done against the enemies of Osiris by four goddesses 

with the sign for desert on their heads: ntsn irrw Tmsw m xftyw Asir m dwAt “It is they who 

make Tms among the enemies of Osiris in the Netherworld.”222  

Redness might also be associated with the ‘red bull’ symbolising Seth which was 

slaughtered for Osiris. A later evidence, reported by Diodorus, speaks of sacrificial animals 

                                                      
209 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 134. 
210 Leahy, JESHO 27 (1984), 200. 
211 Barbotin and Clére, BIFAO 91 (1991), figs 1, 2. 
212 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 345; Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 137. 
213 Hornung, Pforten I, 260. 
214 Van Der Molen, Dictionary of Coffin Texts, 288. 
215 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat I, 209-210. 
216 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.LXVI. 
217 Wb V, 490.7-13. 
218 Wb V, 370/2-6. 
219 Wb V, 369.6. 
220 Ritner, Mechanics, 174 fn.808 and 210 fn. 973.  
221 Lefebvre, JEA 35 (1949), 75. 
222 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 191. 
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associated with enemies of Osiris. The related text reads: “But red bulls were given up to be 

sacrificed because of the notion that red was the colour of Typhon, who plotted against Osiris 

and whom Isis punished for the murder of her husband.”223  

sAm “Burn”: 

sAm, to burn, is attested as early as the Coffin Texts. In Coffin Texts Spell 335, it is said 

about a goddess: rdi.n.t(w)=s m-xt Asir r sAmt xftyw=f “She was placed behind Osiris to burn 

his enemies.”224  

sDt “Fire, Flame”: 

sDt is translated as “fire” or “flame.”225 Morschauser opines this fire as a sort of “coal-fire” 

and that it stands as the most frequent term for “hell-fire.”226 Threats were usually made that 

the opponents would be delivered to fire: dSr=sn mi bsi n sDt “They shall be red like the fiery 

flame.”227 It is also used to threaten those who would violate the gift given by the king to a 

local god: iw=f n sDt n Wr[t]?-H[kAw]? “He will be given to the fire of the Grea[t]-of 

M[agic](?).”228 The term recurs in Book of Amduat and Book of Caverns. In the Second Hour 

of Amduat, the host of deities that occupy the lower registers placed the hearts of the enemies 

on fire (ntsn wdd HAtyw Hr sDt).229 In Book of Caverns, the cauldron containing the enemies’ 

hearts and heads is identified as aA sDt “Great-of-Flame.”230 

mao “Roast”: 

 mao is used for “roasting” the enemies in the afterlife.231 It has been attested since the Old 

Kingdom when mao was mentioned in the tomb of the dwarf Seneb among other requirements 

for the wAH-ax “setting the brazier” ritual.232 For a better understanding of roasting mechanism, 

it is useful here to quote the Ritual of Amenhotep where a full sequence of roasting is given. 

After a broken beginning, the focus in the first eight episodes is on setting up the brazier, the 

incense and the fat being placed on fire, and the roasting of the meat on a spit for the deity. 

The bread, cake, beer and wine were offered. The material of the burnt offerings is primarily 

meat, then bread.233 The offering meal presented for the god had to be cooked not raw.234 The 

god, in the twenty-fifth episode, is invoked to inhabit his statue and he is summoned to the 

                                                      
223 Murphy, Diodorus on Egypt, 114. 
224 CT IV, 262a (spell 335).  
225 Wb IV, 375.12-377.7; Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 124-126. 
226 Morschauser, Threat-Formulae, 101. 
227 KRI I 69, 4. 
228 Schulman, JARCE 5 (1966), 34. See the figure wr-HkAw (3.2.11). 
229 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat I, 208.  
230 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.LXVI. 
231 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 145. 
232 Verhoeven, Grillen, Kochen, Backen, 55ff. 
233 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 109-110. 
234 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 110. 
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meal: ‘to your warm things (xt=k srf), to this your warm beer, to this warm roast, being the 

hearts of the rebellious (m HAtyw sntyw)’.235  

mao occurs twice in the corpus of this study; in the Sixth and the Seventh Hours of Amduat. 

The determinatives used in the accompanying texts vary. In the Sixth Hour of Amduat, mao is 

determined with a knife.236 In the Seventh Hour, the determinative used is the arm.237 In the 

Sixth hour, nine staff-like fire-spitting snakes with a knife attached to the lower end of each 

are said to roast the dead. In this scene, there exists no depictions of the dead. In the Seventh 

Hour, three kneeling enemies, already decapitated, are represented before Osiris who is 

encircled by a serpent anx irw “Alive-of-form.” Behind the enemies, there is a horned figure 

who raises one hand while holding what could be identified as an instrument for cooking in 

the other.238 It is thus clear that both scenes do not give a complete sequence of the narrative 

of roasting. Partially, in the Seventh Hour, the enemies, like animals, seem to have been 

slaughtered on the spot.239 No brazier, a basic requirement for roasting, exists in both scenes. 

In the Sixth Hour, while no enemies are depicted, knives, needed for slaughter, exist as does 

fire coming forth from the snakes’ mouths. The enemies were therefore roasted as part of 

offering ritual for the god, or were roasted as a kind of annihilation. It is also probable that mao 

has symbolised both simultaneously. 

1.7.4. Killing: 

 Hso “Chop off (the head)”:  

Hso, translatable as to “chop off”, is usually associated with the head. A ritual funeral 

protects against dangers in the hereafter, the deceased rejoices in a funeral and asserts, in 

Coffin Texts spell 644, that: n(n) sxm Hso tp im=i “He-who-chops-off-the-head will have no 

power over me.”240 Also in the Coffin Texts, spell 317, the deceased threatens a demon saying: 

ir Hso241 nb xsf=f sw im=i “As for everyone decapitated who shall oppose him(self) against 

me.”242 

In the Second Division of the Book of Caverns a group of sixteen figures of four groups 

are preceded by four figures with their arms securely tied behind their backs. The heads of 

these four figures are chopped off and they are addressed as: i Hsqyw iwtyw tp=sn xntyw Htmyt 

“O beheaded ones! The ones who do not have their head, foremost of the Place-of-

Destruction.”243Also in the Book of Caverns, in the Third Division, there is a representation 

                                                      
235 Nelson, JNES 8 (1949), 224-226. 
236 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 116. 
237 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 120. 
238 See the discussion of this particular deity in the Fourth Chapter. 
239 See section (4.3.). 
240 CT VI, 264q (spell 644). 
241 In a variant of the text, Hso is substituted by xfty “enemy” it would be better therefore to translate Hso as ‘decapitated one.’  
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243 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXIV. 
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of eight figures are beheaded and addressed as follows: i Hsoyw iwty tpw=sn “O beheaded! 

The ones who do not have their heads.”244 

As mentioned above, in particular, Hso typically refers to the chopping the heads off. This 

can be attested both textually and pictorially. For example, In the Coffin Texts spell 229, the 

deceased invokes gods to save him from the executioners of Osiris: 

nHm.Tw(=i) m a wHa Asir  I shall be saved from the hands of Osiris’ fishermen  

Hsow tpw sniw wsrwt who chop the heads off and cut the necks off, 

iTyw bA Axw r  who take the bas and akh-spirits to the  

nmt wnm wADw slaughterhouse of him who eats fresh meat. 

n(n) Hso tp=i My head will not be chopped.245 

 

The focus on the head to be chopped is worth a comment. Decapitation is a frequent theme 

in the Underworld.246 The decapitated enemies usually have their arms tied behind their backs 

with traces of blood flowing from their severed heads. This would stand for immobilising 

them.247 The head symbolised both unity and individuality.248 Therefore, removing the head 

could be seen as a sign for the body destruction.249 On the contrary, restoring the removed 

head could mean resurrection.250 Thus, one could be threatened that his head shall be cut off. 

A desecrator of the tomb was threatened with beheading. Quoting Willem: “As for any 

governor, any wab-priest, any ka-priest, any scribe or any nobleman who will take it [the 

offering] away from my statue, his arm will be cut off, (sxi.tw xpS=f) like (that of) the above 

ox, and his neck will be severed (mn.tw Ts=f) like that of a bird.”251 Also in a threat-formula, 

it is said: Hsow tp=f hh <m> is=f “His head will be cut off, being searched for <in> his 

tomb.”252 In the Book of Caverns, the heads of the enemies of Osiris, delivered to snakes, are 

cut off: iw wHs tp<w> iwty wsrwt=sn “The heads are cut off so that you are the ones who do 

not have their necks.”253  

                                                      
244 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXXVI. 
245 CT III, 295h; 296a-e. (spell 229) 
246 See section (4.1); Verhoeven, Grillen, Kochen, Backen, 54. 
247 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 92. 
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249 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 150. See section (4.5.). 
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251 Willems, JEA 76 (1990), 34. 
252 Bakir, ASAE 43 (1943), 79; The English translation here is after Morschauser, Threat-Formula, 103. 
253 See the discussion of the role of Sons-of-the-earth in the Fourth Chapter. 
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 aD “to chop, to slaughter”: 

The verb, determined with a knife 254 , means to “chop”, “slaughter”, or “hack.” 255 

Morschauser suggests the etymology of a “blade” by which the opponents were sacrificed.256 

Anubis chops the head of Seth and as a result the latter is covered with blood.257 A knife-

brandishing goddess in the Eleventh Hour of Amduat makes a slaughter (iri aDt) of the enemies 

of Osiris. Also, in the Seventh Hour of Book of Gates, the enemies tied to the stakes are 

commanded to their slaughter: wD=f Tn n aDt=Tn sip=f Tn n irt.n=Tn m wsxt aAt nt ra “He 

commands you (the enemies) to your slaughter, he reckons you for what you have done in the 

Great Hall of Re.”258 

aD therefore indubitably refers to a deadly action which would eventually lead to the total 

destruction of the enemies subject to such an action. 

Sat “Slaughter”: 

Faulkner translates Sa as to “cut off”, or “cut down trees.”259 In Wb, a translation of a 

“slaughter” is given. 260 Sat might also refer to a knife used to slaughter.261 A threat is made in 

a donation stela: [iw=f] Sm n SAa(?) Sa nsw(?) “[He will] go to the knife of the King(?).”262 In 

Coffin Texts spell 548, the deceased fears that a slaughter (Sat) would be made of him: ir 

iTi.tw=i ir DA.t(w)=i r iAbt ir irt Sat r=i… “If I am taken, if I am ferried to the east in order that 

a slaughter is made against me…”263 In the Eleventh Hour of Amduat, Horus commands a 

slaughter to be made of the enemies of his father: wD-mdw in Hm n nTr pn irit Sat Hwiw it(=i) 

Asir “A command by the Person of this God to slaughter those who have smitten (my) father 

Osiris.” 264  The last hour of Book of Gates shows Apophis restrained before nine gods 

identified as psDt-nikt-aApp “The-Ennead-who-punish-Apophis” who hold knives (nmwt). 

According to the text, this council would make a slaughter of Apophis: Ssp=sn nmwt=sn 

nik=sn aApp ntsn iir(w) Sat=f “They receive their knives, they punish Apophis, they are those 

who do his slaughter.”265 Sat obviously led to the dismemberment of the enemies and therefore 

the total destruction. 
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1.7.5. rdi ds “Place the knife”: 

ds “knife” is frequently mentioned in the afterlife books as a torture instrument. 266 

Typically Netherworld beings would be represented bearing knives. Normally, ds would be 

used as a butchery tool to despatch the dead like an animal. For example, in P. Rylands IX 23 

it is said: iw=f n ds n Hnbw “He will belong to the knife of the slaughterers.”267 Often, there is 

an association between ds and certain deities. In the Pyramid Texts utterance 447 the Osiris 

king invokes Thoth to overcome those who would obstruct his way with a knife: “Sharpen 

your knife, O Thoth, which is keen and cutting, which removes heads and cuts out hearts! He 

will remove the heads and cut out the hearts if those who would oppose themselves to me.”268 

ds is also associated with Shesmu, god of wine-press and other red things like blood who was 

feared for his bloody and deadly punishment as, for example, in Coffin Texts spell 476. The 

related text reads: ds pw sfT=f sw im=f m ds pw imy a Ssmw “This knife, by means of which he 

cuts it is the knife which is in the hand of Shesmu.”269 In Coffin Texts spell 335, it is an 

abomination of the deceased to fall to a knife: nn xr=i n dsw=Tn “I shall not fall to your knives 

(demons of Osiris).”270 The spell continues with what might be understood as a subsequent 

action of falling to the knife (ds) where the deceased express his fear that he descend to the 

cauldrons nn hAy=i r wHAwt=Tn “I shall not descend to your cauldrons.”271   

The term di ds occurs only once in the corpus of the study. The sun bark is preceded in the 

middle register of the Eighth Hour of the Book of Amduat by nine Sms-signs. Below each sign 

there is a mnxt-sign while a knife with a head on its top is attached to each Sms-sign. These 

are identified as isyw ra imyw niwt tn “Those who belong to the tomb-chamber of Re who are 

in this town.”272 They place the knives in the enemies of Re (rdiw dsw m xftyw ra).273 

 

1.7.6. nkn “injury, damage”: 

nkn is determined with a knife which could allude to the injury caused by the term.274 In 

the Coffin Texts spell 312, the dead fears a being who would make an injury against him: im 

tkn wi ir nkn n N pn “He who causes an injury to this N does not approach me.”275 The damage 

this term denotes is perhaps a deadly one therefore in Coffin Texts spell 467 surviving the nkn-

injury meant living: iw=i anx.kw n(n) nkn=i n(n) nknt=i di n=i Awt ib “I live. My damage 
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(masculine and feminine) shall not exist. Joy is given to me.”276 nkn forms a part of a deity’s 

epithet where in the Tenth Hour of the Book of Amduat, a spear-wielding deity bears the 

epithet nkn “He-who-wounds.”277  

 

1.7.7. Htm “destroy”: 

Htm and its causative form sHtm are used for destroying the enemies in the hereafter. In the 

Coffin Texts spell 47, for example, it is said: DHwty di=k a=k r=sn ds=k im=sn Sna=k Hr wAt 

aftt(?) m-m nbw Awt iw=sn n Htm imy dAt m-m irw Dwt “Thoth, you shall place your arm against 

them and your knife into them. You shall obstruct (them) upon the otherworldly ways among 

the lords of offerings. They shall belong to the destruction which is in the Netherworld among 

those who have done evil.”278  

The means by which the destruction of the enemies is done is not usually mention. In Book 

of Caverns, however, it is the words of Re which cause the destruction of his enemies: i Asir 

nb psDt Htm.n mdw=f xftyw=f … dr xftyw=f Htm bAw sbiw “O Osiris! Lord of the Ennead 

whose words have destroyed his enemies …. who drives the enemies away, who destroys the 

souls of those who rebel (against him).”279 Elsewhere in the Book of Caverns, the enemies 

guarded by the Sons-of-the-Earth snakes are caused to be destroyed (sHtm) thoroughly: r sHtm 

bAw=sn r sin Swwt=sn r ski XAwt=sn “to destroy their Bas, to obliterate their shadows, to 

destroy their corpses.”280   

From the stem Htm, a number of designations and epithets are derived in the corpus of this 

study. A prominent locale in the afterlife known to be where enemies suffered destruction is 

derived from Htm; Htmyt “Place-of-Destruction.”281 Besides, deities may be also designated 

with epithets from Htm. A ram-headed deity, as his epithet alludes, destroys the ba of Apophis 

(Htm bA=f).282 In the Book of Caverns, a goddess is identified as sxmty-Htmy(t) “The-powerful-

one-who-destroys.”283 The epithets of other gods show the destruction of specific constituent 

parts of the deceased’s personality as the akh-spirit: Htmw Axw “He who destroys the akh-

spirits.”284  
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1.7.8. nik “to punish”: 

nik denotes a punishment, perhaps a deadly one. It is attested as early as the Pyramid Texts: 

“O gods of the Lower Sky, who suffer no harm from my foes, this king will suffer no harm 

from his foes.”285 In Book of Caverns, the enemies of Osiris are threatened that nik irw=Tn 

“Your substance is punished.”286  

In the Seventh Hour of Amduat, a deity’s epithet is derived from nik where he is addressed 

as: nik Tn nikw m nikt=f “The punisher punishes you with his punishment (knife).”287 Also in 

the middle register of the Seventh Hour of Amduat, four knife-wielding goddesses who punish 

Apophis are depicted. One of these goddess is identified as nikyt “She-who-punishes.”288 

About these goddesses, the text says nTrwt nikyt aApp m dAt “The goddesses who punish 

Apophis in the Netherworld.”289  

From nik a word for knife (nikyt) is derived in the Seventh Hour of Amduat: wnn=sn m sxr 

pn xr nikywt=sn nik=sn aApp m dAt ra nb “They will be in this form carrying their knives. They 

punish Apophis in the Netherworld each day.”290 In the Eleventh Hour of Amduat, the enemies 

of Osiris are punished by means of knives (nikwt): nik n XAwt=Tn m nikwt “punishment for 

your corpses with knives.”291  

It is apparent that nik, especially when associated with knives, meant eventually to the total 

destruction of enemies whom the punishment befalls. 

1.7.9. HkA “Enchant”: 

Apophis is encountered by means of magic in, for example, the Seventh Hour of Amduat 

and the Tenth Hour of Book of Gates. In the former, HkA smsw “Eldest-magician”, assisted by 

Isis, Serqet and other deities, combat Apophis. In the latter case, Apophis is confronted by a 

group of eighteen deities with different epithets and diverse iconographies. The mechanism 

and efficacy of magic need to be discussed for a better understanding of the roles of the gods 

who used it. In this regard, it is useful to quote an instructive statement of Isis which reads as 

follows: 

ink Ast nTrt nb(t) HkA I am Isis, the goddess, Mistress of magic, 

ir HkA Ax Dd mnx  who performs magic, effective of speech, excellent of  

mdw words.292 

                                                      
285 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 226. 
286 Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), pl.CXVIII. 
287 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 121. 
288 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 557. 
289 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 126. 
290 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 126. 
291 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 189. 
292 Sander-Hansen, Der Texte de Metternichstelle, 38. 
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From this statement, magic can be envisaged as an inherent quality, an act to be performed 

and words which are to be spoken.293 Indeed, magic could be directly associated with words 

which were followed by a ritual to supplement the recitation. HkA is often determined with the 

“man-with-hand-to-mouth” determinative which indicates speech294 Also, the words used in 

association with magic support the relation between magic and speech. For example, mdw 

“word” is commonly used to initiate magical speech. The formula Dd-mdw “spoken words” is 

widely used in written texts and reinforces the concept of words as speech acts. 295 Also 

associated with magic are the words rA “speech or utterance”296; and Dd “recite spell.”297 In 

addition, Thoth, the lord of writing, is regularly qualified as “excellent of magic” (mnx HkA) in 

his capacity as “Lord of Hieroglyphs” (nb mdw nTr).298 This relation is obvious in the Tenth 

Hour of Book of Gates where the deities preceding the bark of Re recite their magic spells 

(in=sn HkAw=sn).299 However, to be efficacious, magic by words had to be accompanied by a 

ritual. In the Book of Overthrowing Apophis the statement Dd m HkA “say as magic” is followed 

by xft rdi aApp iw (=r) sDt “while putting Apophis on the fire.”300  Therefore, in the two 

examples mentioned above, enchanting Apophis is done both by words and acts. In the 

Seventh Hour of Amduat, Apophis is transfixed with knives after Isis and HkA smsw have 

performed their magic. In the Book of Gates, after the magic of the gods is spoken, it is said 

to Apophis: Htm Hr=k aApp iri wAt n nmty dsw r=k Hso=k “Your face is destroyed, Apophis! 

Make a way for the executioner, the knives are against you, so you are beheaded.”301 It is 

therefore clear that magical words were first recited and then a destructive action followed. 

The deadly result caused by using magic is therefore unquestionable.  

How Heka could effectively work is debatable. Ritner argues that magic penetrates the ka 

of any element of the creation and invests it either destructively or generatively.302 Prior to the 

Graeco-Roman period, the use of magical spells to kill are not common. In these earlier 

periods, the spells were mainly directed against the enemies of the state not personal foes.303 

In terms of confronting Apophis, the demon, who is destroyed by @kA (and Heka), nonetheless 

possesses his own, albeit ineffectual @kA which he marshals against Re: His utterance (DAis), 

his magic (HkA), and his spells (Axw) are caused to withdraw.304 

                                                      
293 Ritner, Mechanics, 35. 
294 Wb III, 175-77. 
295 Meyer-Dietrich, 2010, Recitation, Speech Acts, and Declamation. UEE, 3. 
296 CDME, 145. 
297 CDME, 325. 
298 Faulkner, JEA 24 (1938), 53. 
299 Hornung, Pforten I, 343-346. 
300 Faulkner, JEA 24 (1938), col.23/10, 26/4 and 29/15, Faulkner, JEA 19 (1933), 46-56. and 73l 1937, 168 and 17. 
301 Hornung, Pforten I, 343-346. 
302 Ritner, Mechanics, 25-26. 
303 Teeter, Religion and Ritual, 177. 
304 Faulkner, JEA (1933), 74 (col.29/19); Ritner, Mechanics, 21-22. 
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1.7.10. sxd “to make upside-down”: 

In the Eleventh Hour of Amduat, a pit(?) containing four upside-down figures is identified 

as int sxdw “Valley of the upside-down ones.”305 The lower register of the Second Division 

of the Book of Caverns also shows sixteen figures who are addressed as i sxdyw “O upside-

down ones.”306 In the Book of Caverns, the final picture of the lower register of the Third 

Division, the sun god speaks to four upside-down figures attended by a deity designated as 

Htm-Hr “Destructive-of-face” saying: iw=i wD=i sAw=Tn n sxd=sn “I command your restraint 

for him who makes them upside-down.”307  

This sxd-state was clearly an abomination of the deceased and had to come to an end so 

that the deceased can walk again on his feet. Book of the Dead Chapter 101 shows that Re 

made some dead in the sxd-state stand upon their feet: “O Re, in this your name of Re, as you 

pass by (ir swA=k) those who are there upside-down, then you shall make Osiris NN stand up 

on his feet (ntyw im m sxd kA=k saHa=k Asir Hr rdwy=f); if you are well, he will be well.”308 In 

Coffin Texts spell 173, the speech of the deceased makes clear the consequences of going 

upside-down: bwt=i sp 2 bwt=i Hs n(n) wnm=i Htp kA n(n) xmy=f im=f n(n) Sm=i n Tn sxdxd.kw 

n(n) swr=i n Tn wsSt “What is bwt for me (twice). Excrement is bwt for me, and I will not eat; 

discharge (Htp-kA), I will have no contact with it. I will not go upside-down for you, I will not 

drink urine for you.”309  sxd-state was therefore an abomination  of the deceased and was 

inevitably succeeded by the reversal of one’s digestion where he would eat his excrement and 

drink his urine.310  

1.7.11. nD “Grind”: 

nD can be translated as to “grind.” 311  Zandee suggests a translation of the terms as 

“punish.”312 nD occurs only once in the corpus of the study where, in the upper register of the 

Third Hour of Amduat, a group of deities are said to: irt=sn pw m imntt nD sbi “What they do 

in the Netherworld is grinding the rebels.”313  

1.7.12. sswn “Punish”:  

The term originally means “to destroy”,314 or perhaps a causative form of swn which would 

be translated as to “make suffer.” It recurs twice in the Book of Gates associated with the 

combat against Apophis; in the Third and the Tenth Hours. In the Third Hour of Book of Gates, 

                                                      
305 See section (4.3). 
306 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXIV-XXV. 
307 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXXIV. 
308 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 226; Frandsen, in: Kousoulis (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Demonology, 45-46. 
309 CT III, 85a-h (spell 186). 
310 Frandsen, in: Kousoulis (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Demonology, 46. 
311 CDME 143. 
312 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 284. 
313 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat I, 281. 
314 Wb IV, 273.7-15; Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 284. 
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Atum addresses Apophis saying: sswn=i tw n Axty “I punish you for the Horizon-dweller.”315 

In the Tenth Hour, a group of eighteen deities combat Apophis. At the end of their combat 

they address Apophis saying: ihy dr.t(w) Htmy sswn.t(w) ssy “Oho! The punished one is driven 

away, the captive is destroyed.”316 

1.7.13. nDr “Seize”: 

The deceased wished to move freely in the hereafter not hindered by any means. In a 

number of texts, the deceased expresses his wish not to be seized by beings in the Netherworld. 

For example, a relevant text in Coffin Texts spell 1061 reads: nn nDr=i nn xsf=i Hr arrwt pt “I 

am not seized. I am not repelled from the gates of the sky.”317 In the lower register of the 

Fourth Hour of the Book of Gates, Horus addresses four gods standing upon traps saying: 

nDr.n=Tn Xftyw it=i “You have seized the enemies of my father.”318 

  

                                                      
315 Hornung, Pforten I, 76. 
316 Hornung, Pforten I, 346. 
317 CT VII, 318c-d (spell 1061). 
318 Hornung, Pforten I, 
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1.8. The absence of water as a kind of punishment: 

In a variant scene of the Seventh Hour of the Amduat, Hri-dsw=f (2.1.2), originally lassoing 

Apophis, is represented pouring water on the body of Apophis. The following discussion, 

therefore, raises the question water was used to execute enemies in the afterlife. 

The Egyptians were aware of both destructive and regenerative aspects of the water. From 

the Pyramid Texts a couple of examples alluding to drowning enemies can be quoted. In Pyr. 

1925e-g we read:“Those who are in front of you go into hiding because of you, those who are 

behind you are afraid of you because of this name of yours which your father Osiris made for 

you, which Horus of the Netherworld made, because they are smitten, because they are 

drowned.”319 Also in Pyr. 2186 it is said: “Eye in this <your> name of ‘wAg-festival’ you are 

offered […..] your foes perish and they will perish; drown them, put them in the lake, put them 

in the sea.”320  

Some archaeological evidence can also be invoked. For example, a rock drawing from 

Gebel Sheikh Suleiman shows an Egyptian battleship with enemies cast in front of its keel. 

Another enemy is tied to the front the ship. Probably the latter is hanging over the water.321 A 

talatat of Tutankhamun from Karnak shows a captive in a cage hanging from the front of a 

large ship.322  However, the argument that the captive was executed by water cannot be 

substantiated. Near the Giza boats pits, a buried frame box is quite similar to that depicted on 

Tutankhamun’s talatat.323 Grimm argues that the latter was used for the same purpose of the 

former but in the hereafter.324 Finally, on his return triumphing from Retjenu, Amenhotep II 

recounts his victory saying: “His Majesty returned with great joy to his father Amun. He slew 

the seven princes with his mace himself (smA.n=f pA wrw 7 m HD=f Ds=f). They are from the 

area of Takhsi, and had been placed upside down to the prow of the king’s ship (diw m sxd m 

hAt bik n Hm=f).”325 

Neither the textual nor archaeological evidence make it clear that water was used for 

executing enemies. Rather, in two scenes, one from Amduat and the other from Book of Gates, 

the regenerative aspect of water was favoured.326 In the Tenth Hour of the Amduat, Horus is 

depicted in front of twelve figures floating in the water. These twelve figures are designated 

mHyw imyw dwAt “drowning ones who are in the Netherworld.”327 Also, in the Eighth Hour of 

the Book of Gates, a figure identified as imy-nww “He-who-is-in-Nun” is leaning on a staff in 

                                                      
319 Faulkner, Pyramid Text, 277-78. 
320 Faulkner, Pyramid Text, 306. 
321 Williams, Logan and Murnane, JNES 46 (1987), 285. 
322 Muhlestein, in: Amenta, Luiselli and Sordi (eds.), L'Acqua, 174. 
323 Chevrier, ASAE 53 (1955), 7. 
324 Grimm, JEA 73 (1987), 202-206. 
325 The English translation is after Eyre, in: Bács and Beinlich (eds.) Constructing Authority, 101. 
326 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 176-77; Hornung, Pforten II, 215. 
327 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 177. 
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front of sixteen floating figures who are divided, according to the text above them, into four 

groups of four. Re addresses these figures saying: “You shall be content with your 

refreshment.”328 The notion of the regenerative powers of water was used frequently in the 

Pyramid Texts where a libation of cool water is offered to the deceased king so that he is 

regenerated and youthful.329 Thus the king is addressed as: “Raise yourself, O King, raise 

yourself for the Great Adze, raise yourself upon your left side, place yourself upon your right 

side, wash [your hands in this] fresh [water] which your father Osiris has given to you.”330  

The fresh water is the efflux of the Nile (rDw). The aim of this libation was not to quench 

the thirst of the deceased by means of funerary offerings. Rather, ablution in the Nile was of a 

sacramental nature water would purify the body of the deceased king as when the deceased’s 

body absorbs Osiris’ fluids, the dead may benefit from the immortality of Osiris.331 Also, the 

souls of the deceased received water from the Lake of Fire while the sinners were burnt with 

it. In the Book of the Dead, Chapter 63A is entitled r n swri mw tm awg m sDt “A formula for 

drinking water and not being scorched in the fire.”332 

To sum up, execution of the enemies by water in the ancient Egyptian afterlife cannot be 

substantiated. Though archaeological evidence can allude to a tradition as such, the significant 

time gaps between these examples have to be considered. More clearly, these examples show 

how important hanging enemies over royal processions was.333 

 

Summary of Research Findings: 

This chapter has dealt with the circumstances in which the Netherworld punishment took 

place. After being arraigned for their deeds against Osiris or Re, the enemies (xftyw) were 

delivered to a range of punishments. These included, for example, burning, chopping off, 

guarding and overthrowing. These punishments perhaps mirrored the earthly punishments 

which becomes clear when royal decrees are consulted. The punishments of the Netheworld 

were deadly and the enemies were annihilated as a result. Following the investigation of textual 

and archaeological evidence, the use of water as a means of punishment in the Netherworld 

cannot be substantiated.   

 

                                                      
328 Hornung, Book of Gates, 321. 
329 Delia, JARCE 45 (1992), 183. 
330 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 257. 
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CHAPTER TWO: PUNISHERS OF APOPHIS 

Introduction: 

This chapter focuses on the roles of the figures who repelled Apophis for Re. The first 

appearance of Apophis dates to the First Intermediate Period where he is mentioned in the self-

presentation of Ankhtifi of Moaalla.1 The fight against Apophis is attested in the textual record 

as early as the Book of the Two Ways.2 It takes place after the sun god entered into the 

Netherworld after the dusk.3 In all cases, Re does not fight Apophis by himself. Rather, a host 

of punishing figures enchant Apophis and repel him. This is documented in the Seventh Hour 

of the Book of Amduat, and the Third and Tenth Hours of the Book of Gates. In the Book of 

the Earth, Apophis appears only once. In the Book of Caverns, the combat against Apophis is 

not attested. Rather, as discussed in Chapter Three, there is a representation of human figure 

identified as Apophis in the Sixth Division.4 

2.1. Seventh Hour of Amduat: 

 
Fig, 3. Opposing Apophis in the Seventh Hour of Amduat 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.80) 

The middle register of the Seventh Hour of the Book of Amduat shows Re, represented 

ram-headed and encircled with the Mehen-serpent, in his night bark. Before him, there is a 

representation of the Eldest-Magician (HkA-smsw), Hu and Isis who is extending her arms 

towards the prow. This is perhaps a gesture of invocation which underlines her use of magic. 

In front of the bark, Apophis is transfixed with knives.5 He is fettered at his head by Serqet 

and at his legs by a male figure who is identified as Hri-dsw=f “He-who-is-upon- his knives.” 

Beyond, four knife-brandishing female figures are represented and designated as: dmDyt “The 

totaller”, dnyt “She-who-cuts-off”, nikyt “She-who-punishes”, and Htmyt, “She-who-

destroys.”6  The accompanying text reads: 

                                                      
1 Morenz, JNES 63 (2004), 201. 
2 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 130, 212, 365, 408, 431 and 481. 
3 Borghouts, Book of the Dead [39], 26. 
4 See section (3.9). 
5 The name aApp could be determined with a snake with knives in his body as in the Book overthrowing Apophis, Faulkner, 

Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 43 (cols.22/9, 32/30). Frandsen, in: Willy, Schoors and Willems (eds.), Egyptian Religion, 978; 

Ritner, Mechanics, 148, 157 and 164ff. 
6 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 125-6.  
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wnn=f m sxr pn r Ts=f imy dwAt He is in this form at his sandbank which is in the Netherworld. 

sDAw mw rn n “Bringing-water” is the name of this  

 Ts mH 440 m Awt=f Sandbank which measures 440 cubits in its length 

mH 440 m sxw=f which measures 440 cubits in its width. 

in xrw=f sSm nTrw r=f It is his voice which leads the gods towards him. 

iw=f nmi=f m-xt ao nTr pn aA 
niwt tn 

He traverses after this great god has entered this town. 

am.xr iwf irt=f  Then the flesh shall swallow his eye in the  

m tA r app=f Hr=f earth until he (Re) passes by him (Apophis). 

wdi.xr srot Htyt  Then “She-who-causes-the-throats-to- 

spHw m tp(=f) breathe” places the lasso at (his) head. 

Hri-dsw=f di  when “He-who-is-upon-his-knives” places  

spHw nikt m rdwy=f lasso of punishment on his legs,  

m-xt nHm Ast HkAw-smsw  after Isis and the Eldest-Magician have taken  

pHty=f m HkAw=sn his strength by their magic. 

iw rx st tp tA He who knows it upon earth,  

m iwty swr nHA-Hr mw=f  is the one whose water “Terrible-of-face” does not drink.7 

2.1.1. HkA-smsw “Eldest-Magician”: 

HkA-smsw is represented in a human from without attributes. Variants of this scene in the 

Book of the Day and later papyri as well,8 show a figure with a Sethian animal head holding a 

staff or a spear to stab Apophis (fig.4). This is identified once as Geb.9 The earliest attestation 

of HkA-smsw, to my best knowledge, dates to the Middle Kingdom.10 This is documented in 

Coffin Texts spell 1127 where we read: Dd-mdw in HkA-smsw “Speaking of words by HkA-

smsw.”11 The identification of HkA as being smsw is, however, inconsistent. In Coffin Texts 

spell 513, for example, a relevant text reads: ink xmt nw HkAw “I am the third of magicians.”12 

The association of HkA with smsw could be connected with creation. In Coffin Texts spell 261, 

for example, the deceased identifies himself with the Magician and speaks as: ink ir.n nb wa n 

xprt iSty m tA m-xt hAb=f wat=f wn=f way m prt m r=f m …. iTi=f Hw tp r=f “I am he, whom 

the One Lord formed when two things had not yet come into existence on earth, when he sent 

forth his single eye, when he was alone, when (there was) coming forth from his 

mouth…..when he was about to put Hu into his mouth.”13 

                                                      
7 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 124-125. 
8 Piankoff, Mythological Papyri, fig. 54,  
9 Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 397. 
10 LGG VI, 555. HkA “Magic/Magician” are attested, however, as early as the Old Kingdom through the Roman Period, see Ritner, 

Mechanics, 15. 
11 CT VII, 457j (spell 1127). 
12 CT VI, 99d (spell 513); Baines, Fecundity Figures, 21. 

13 CT III, 382e-383a-d (spell 261). HkA is d etermined in CT III 382a with the determintive for the seated god  
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In the textual record, the role of Seth, apart from being the opponent and slayer of Osiris,14  

as a protector of the sun bark is attested.15 A relevant text in the Four Hundred Years stela, for 

example, reads: “Hail to you, O Seth, son of Nut, the great of strength, in the bark of millions, 

felling the enemy, the snake, at the prow of the bark of Re, great of battle-cry, may you give 

me a good lifetime.”16 In his combat against Apophis, other epithets may also be given to Seth. 

In Chapter 39 of the Book of the Dead, for example, Seth says: “I am Seth, who can raise a 

tumult of storm in the horizon of the sky like one whose will is destruction.”17 

 

Fig, 4.  HkA-smsw with a head of a Sethian animal in the Book of the Day 

(after, Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.131) 

 

2.1.2. Ast “Isis”: 

In later variants of this scene, Isis is shown stabbing Apophis with a knife or a harpoon. 

These later scenes come from at least eight sarcophagi from the Thirtieth Dynasty.18 In the 

tomb of Padiamenope, TT 33, for example, the representation of the Seventh Hour of the Book 

of Amduat shows Isis holding a knife and stabbing Apophis (fig.5).19 In a similar manner, Isis 

is represented on the sarcophagus of Djedhor killing Apophis with a knife (fig.6). 

  

                                                      
14 Griffith, Origins, 22. 
15 Te Velde, Seth, 99.  
16 The English translation is after Te Velde, Seth, 99. 
17 Faulkner, Book of the Dead: the Book of Going Forth by the Day, 104. 
18 Régen, in: Thiers (ed.), Documents de Théologies Thébaines Tardives, 248; Manassa, Late Egyptian Underworld. 
19 Further information on the tomb could be found in http://www.ifao.egnet.net/archeologie/tt33/   

http://www.ifao.egnet.net/archeologie/tt33/
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Fig, 5.  Isis killing Apophis with a knife in the Seventh Hour of Amduat from TT 33 

(after Régen, in: Thiers (ed.), Documents de Théologies Thébaines Tardives, fig.8) 

 
Fig, 6. Isis holding a knife and killing Apophis 

(after Regén, in: Thiers (ed.), Documents de Théologies Thébaines Tardives, fig.16) 

 

2.1.3. srot-Htyt “She-who-makes-the-throat-breathe”: 

srot-Htyt is represented in human form without attributes while placing the lasso on the 

head of Apophis. This epithet is attested in the textual record since the Pyramid Texts 

throughout the Greaco-Roman Period where, for example, this was designation of the goddess 

Hathor in the temple of Edfu.20 In Coffin Texts spell 752 the epithet srot-Htyt is also attested. 

The related text reads: iw=i Hmww.kwi m r=a srot-Htyt “I am skilled like “She-who-makes-

the-throat-breathe”.”21 Also, in Pyramid Texts utterance it is said: “Fetch me to your side, so 

that I may kindle a light for you and that I may protect you, even as Nu protected these four 

goddesses on the day when they protected the throne, namely Isis, Nephthys, Neith and “She-

who-makes-the-throat-breathe”.”22 It is fairly clear that this figure is the scorpion goddess 

Serqet.  

                                                      
20 E V 332; 15. 
21 CT VI, 381h (spell 752). 
22 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 118. 
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2.1.2. Hri-dsw=f “He-who-is-upon-his-knives.” 

 

 

Fig, 7.  Serqet and Hri-dsw=f place the lasso on the head and feet of Apophis 

(after, Bucher, MIFAO  60 (1932), pl.V) 

 

Hri-dsw=f, “He-who-is-upon-his-knives”, places a “lasso of punishment” on the feet of 

Apophis.23 A lasso, as the Palette of Hunters shows, is a prehistoric weapon used to immobilise 

an enemy.24 Essentially, the lasso functioned to deprive the “enemy” from his potency and to 

render him unable to act.25 The king held the hair of men in ritual scenes of killing them.26 

More correspondingly, lassoing the head and the feet of Apophis is reminiscent of the butchery 

scenes where, to slaughter a bull, it was firstly grasped on the head with other ropes to be tied 

around his legs.27  Associated with magic, binding could be used either for protection as 

magical knots or for the purpose of fettering inimically.28 Clay figures excavated from Giza 

and Saqqara show holes used for binding with strings.29 In the ritual of Overthrowing Apophis, 

Nephthys and Orion bind Apophis: “Nephthys shall bind you.”30 It is also said: “Orion binds 

him in the Southern Heaven.”31 Fettering Apophis would leave him impotent and unable to 

erect, as this extract from the Ritual of Overthrowing Apophis demonstrates: 

  

                                                      
23 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 552.  
24 Ogdon, Discussions in Egyptology 7 (1987), 29. 
25 Ogdon, Discussions in Egyptology 7 (1987), 30. 
26 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 86; Hall, Pharaoh Smites his Enemies, figs. 66, 68, 69, 72, 73, 75, 76, 77 and 78 
27 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 86. 
28 Physical binding contrasts the concept Sni “surrounding” and pXr “encircling” Ritner, Mechanics, 143-144; for binding see 

Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 78-81; for deprivation of movement 125-132, see also section (1.7.2). 
29 Ritner, Mechanics, 143  
30 Faulkner, JEA 23 (1937), 172. 
31 Faulkner, JEA 23 (1937), 173. 
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r n oAis aApp Dd-mdw A spell of binding Apophis, Recitation: 

oAis oAisw Those who are to be bound are bound. 

oAis aApp xfty pfy n ra Apophis, that enemy of Re, is bound, 

imi=k rx ir(t) n=k aApp You shall not know what is done to you, Apophis. 

….. ….. 

oAisw oAis=Tn in Hr O bound ones! You are bound by Horus, 

ntt=Tn in ra You are fettered by Re. 

nn bnbn=Tn You shall not be erect,  

nn tAtA32=Tn You shall not copulate, 

nn Hriw=Tn Xr Dbaw=f You shall not remove yourself from under his fingers.33 

ds as a component of the epithet of the figure: 

ds “knife”, a torture and butchery instrument,34 is associated with snakes and magic where 

knives were used to drive snakes away as attested in a Middle Kingdom spell which instructed: 

Dd-mdw Hr sin Sny dmt im=s recitation “Speaking of words over in which a knife has been 

circled.”35 Also, knives are frequently used in the ritual of Overthrowing Apophis as, for 

example: 

1. ds=s tn m ds=s “It shall cut you with its knife.”36 

2. sxr … m ds “felled with … knife.”37 

3. wn ds mn.ti m tp=f m bAH Ra ra nb “There is a knife fixed in his head before Re 

every day.”38 

4. dsw Hr tp=f “the knives are on his head.”39 

There is a change in the representation of Hri-dsw=f on sarcophagi dating to later periods 

where he is represented pouring water from a jar on the body of Apophis instead of lassoing 

him. The scene recurs on the sarcophagi of Painmou, Gemhap, Tjayhepimou son of Gemhap, 

Ankhhor son of Chebmin, and that of Hor. Pouring water might have been depicted 

intentionally or as a result of a graphic confusion between the lasso and the water, as the cord 

could to some extent look like a stream of water. 

  

                                                      
32 Variant of dAdA, see Wb V, 419.4-5. 
33 Faulkner, Bremner-Rhind, 22 (col.18-20); Faulkner, JEA 23 (1937), 168. 
34 Morschauser, Threat-Formulae, 109; see also the discussion of section (1.7.5) on the term (rdi ds)  
35 Roccati, Papiro Ieratico, 26, l.16; Ritner, Mechanics, 164. 
36 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 52 (col. 25/7); Faulkner, JEA 23 (1937), 170. 
37 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner Rhind, 56 (Col. 26/4); Faulkner, JEA 23 (1937), 171. 
38 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 62 (col. 27/7); Faulkner, JEA 23 (1937), 173. 
39 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 62, (col.27/7); Faulkner, JEA 23 (1937), 173. 
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There is a remarkable association between water and the current scene on one hand and 

Apophis on the other. Firstly, the sandbank where the violent encounter against Apophis takes 

place is identified as: sDAw-mw rn n Ts pn “Water-bringer is the name of this sand.”40 Secondly, 

Apophis swallows the water on which the sun bark sails. Seth, in Chapter 108 of the Book of 

the Dead, forces him to spew the water he has swallowed: sXp.xr=f mH 7 n mw aA rdi.xr swty 

war (sw m) mtA r=f n biA rdi.xr=f bS=f amt.n=f nbt “Then he is to gorge the seven cubits of 

high water, then Seth is to make him flee with a forked-staff of metal, then he causes him to 

spew out all he swallowed.”41  

Besides, the accompanying text mentions that iw rx st tp tA m iwty swr nHA-Hr mw=f “He 

who knows it on earth, is one whose water Nehaher does not drink.”42 Also in the Book of the 

Day, as illustrated in fig.4 above, Apophis is represented in a canal before the sun bark while 

he is pierced.43 As discussed in the previous chapter, water was not used as a punishment 

method of the enemies in the corpus of this study.44 The destructive powers of the water are, 

however, undeniable.45 For example, there is an indirect indication of the phenomenon of a 

destroying Nile in funerary, magical and medical texts in comparison.46 In a Pyramid Text 

utterance 254, foes are said to be struck by the high Nile: iwa=sn (n) SwAt prw=sn n snsnt 

art=sn n Hap wr “Their heirs (are doomed) (to) poverty, their houses to conflagration and their 

courtyards the high Nile.”47 Nevertheless, there is a lack of evidence that water was used to 

punish Apophis and accepting at face value that water is meant here to execute Apophis would 

be unsubstantiated.48  

  

                                                      
40 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 551. 
41 Budge, Book of the Dead, 219; Quirke, Book of the Dead, 238. 
42 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 554. 
43 Piankoff, Le Livre du Jour, 9-10. 
44 See section (1.8). 
45 Metaphorically, in magical spells, poison was compared with the extreme flood as being destructive but the spells used to 

address the poison not the flood. Drowning by water is evident from a letter from the Ramesside Period where two policemen 
were to be murdered by having them drowned in water but this is clandestine murder rather than legal or ritual killing; see 

Wente, Late Ramesside Letters, 69 (no. 35). Also, in Middle Egyptian literature, the term wDnw “flood” is used metaphorically 

to mean an attack, Wb 1, 409.10-12. 
46 Bickel, in: Amenta, Luiselli, Sordi (eds.), L’Acqua, 193. 
47 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 64. 
48 To my best knowledge the only mention of water in the ritual of Overthrowing Apophis mentions that he is felled “on water, 

land and river-bank”, see Faulkner, JEA 23 (1937), 172. 
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The ritual of Overthrowing Apophis includes a number of actions as binding (Ts), trampling 

(ptpt), breaking (sD), stabbing (sdf) and spitting (psg).49  The latter is determined with the 

spewing mouth .50 Verbs that express pouring water and purity are determined with the pot 

with the flowing water.51 There is sometimes an overlap between this determinative and that 

of the spewing mouth. 52  Some examples from the Ptolemaic Period of verbs meaning 

“pouring” or “flowing” are determined with the vomiting mouth as, for example: 

 

 

 

psg,54 the term frequently used in expressing that Apophis is spat upon, is one of numerous 

terms that expressed spitting and spittle in the Egyptian language.55 Spittle, as faeces, was 

envisaged as a bodily excrement which was impure.56 Spittle is thought to be dangerous, and 

thus the act of spitting may be hostile and threatening.57 Therefore, magicians spat upon 

figurines of Seth or Apophis because the power of their words was thought to be conveyed 

from the magician’s mouth by means of spittle.58  

On social level, psg “spitting” was envisaged as a form of ‘insult’. For example, on the 

stela of Merer, dating from the First Intermediate Period and now in Kraków musem, the 

author states: “No one spat in my eyes, because my speech was perfect, my counsel wise and 

my arm bent.”59 Here there is an emphasis that the face of the deceased was never spat in. 

                                                      
49 r n pgAs r aApp “A spell of Spitting upon Apophis”, see Faulkner, Bremner-Rhind, 42 (col. 22/2). 
50 CDME, 95. 
51 CDME, 72. 
52 Ritner, Mechanics, 75; Manassa, Late Egyptian Underworld, 143; Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 77 n.197; Wilson, 

Lexikon, 938 where soAa “to make pour forth, to vomit” is determined with the spewing mouth.  
53 De Wit, BIFAO 55 (1955), 112. 
54 There is a dual nature of spitting depending on the context and the deity who uses it. For example, spitting of venom is 

represented in the uraeus, whose terrifying powers protected the deities, the king and people, see Ritner, Mechanics, 73-88; 
Koenig, in: Amenta, Luiselli, Sordi (eds.), L’Acqua, 91-105. Also, in addition to the positive, curative aspects of spitting and 

its role to the creation of cosmos, which is envisioned in so many Egyptian myths and tales, its potential nature as a weapon of 

destruction and corruption is well emphasised in the magical texts. Spitting on the water of Re could be seen as sacrilege, as 
attested on the magical steal of Hanover: “À terre, à terre abomination de Sokaris, tu as lance ta bave contre l'oeil sain de Re”, 

see Derchain, RdE 16 (1964), 21.  
55 Other terms are like, for example, AS, aa, pag, fAxw, hmh, Sp, dp. 
56 Douglas, Purity and Danger, 122.  
57 Ritner, Mechanics, 84.  
58 Raven, Egyptian Magic, 70. 
59 The translation here is after Nyord, GM 197 (2003), 73. 

 
wDH “to pour out” E. IV, 363, 11. 

 
wDH “to flow” E IV, 35, 15. 

 pr “to come forth” P. Mag. Harris 501, 6, 12; 8, 5. 

 sti “to pour out” E. III, 90, 2.53 
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In funerary literature, spitting meant not only to insult but also to fend off the offended 

party.60 Thus in Pyramid Texts utterance 534, the deceased is advised about how to react to a 

deity coming to him in his evil: “If xnty-irty comes with this his evil coming, do not open your 

arms to him, but let there be said to him this his name of ‘Spittle.’”61  

Apophis was thought to have been engendered through spittle. Therefore, spittle 

represented an apotropaic act against Apophis, as well as a reflection on how he came into 

existence.62 As early as the Pyramid Texts, the textual record shows that Apophis was spat 

upon. In a Pyramid Texts utterance 241, for example, we read: “O you expectoration of a wall, 

you vomit of a brick, what comes out of your mouth is turned back against yourself.”63 Also 

in utterance 385 which was directed against a snake, it is said: “May you be spat upon; fall, 

turn back, turn over.”64 Ritner interprets that in both cases the venom of the creature would be 

recoiled on itself and therefore the offended snake should eventually suffer an attack against 

itself.65 

To sum up, the epithet of (Hri-dsw=f) and his actions correspond very well to the ritual of 

Overthrowing Apophis where the foe of Re is cut with knives (ds) and bound or lassoed. The 

depiction of the deity pouring water over the body of Apophis would be better interpreted as 

spitting rather than just pouring water, as spitting is well attested among the apotropaic actions 

in the ritual of the Apophis Book while pouring water is not.    

  

                                                      
60 Ritner, Mechanics, 84. 
61 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 201. 
62 Te Velde, Seth, 85. Cf. the Myth of Isis and Re. 
63 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 57. 
64 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 127. 
65 Ritner, Mechanics, 82. 
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Behind Hri-dsw=f, the four female figure brandishing their knives are identified as: 

2.1.4. dmDt: 

See the discussion below. 

2.1.5. Htmyt: 

This is also an epithet of a female figure with the sign for desert on her head is represented 

in the lower register of the Eleventh Hour of the Amduat. 66 

2.1.6. nikyt: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.67 

2.1.7. dnyt:  

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.68  

 

Fig, 15. Four female figures punishing Apophis in 

the Seventh Hour of Amduat 

(after, Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), pl.V) 

The text accompanying these figures reads: 

 

                                                      
66 See figure (4.3.11). 
67 LGG III, 527. Cf. nknyt (4.3.5) “She-who-wounds” in the Eleventh Hour of the Amduat discussed below. 
68 LGG VII, 548.  
69 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 126 

nTrwt pw nikywt aApp m  They are the goddesses who punish Apophis in the  

dwAt  Xsfwt xtw n xftyw nw ra Netherworld who repel the affairs of the enemies of Re. 

wnn=sn m sxr pn Xr nikwt=sn They are in this form, carrying their punishing-knives, 

nik=sn aApp m dwAt ra nb they punish Apep in the Netherworld every day.69  
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The epithets Htmyt, nikyt and dnyt imply functions which seem contradictory to the natural 

identification of dmDt, the preceding figure, with the reassembly of the body. The epithets of 

Htmyt and nikyt are derived from verbs denoting destruction which were attested in the Book 

of Overthrowing Apophis. For example, Htm, the stem from which Htmyt is derived recurs in 

the ritual of overthrowing Apophis: iw rf sHtm.n=i tw “Indeed, I have destroyed you”;70 iw 

sHtm.n=i aApp xfty ra “I have destroyed Apophis, the enemy of Re”;71 sHtm aApp “Be destroyed, 

Apophis.”72 sHtm Swt=k “Your shadow is destroyed.”73 Apophis is also said to be punished 

(nik):  iw nik=f tw “He punishes you.”74 The following discussion, therefore, focuses on the 

analysis of the role of the goddess dmDt through her epithet and function. 

dmDt is a feminine derivative from the root dmD which means “to collect” or “to 

reassemble”75, although not always, (a dismembered body).76 dmD, is also associated with Re 

and Osiris. It appears in the Pyramid Texts, for example, in association with reassembling the 

corpse (of Osiris). There is also, as discussed below, a relationship between dmDt and drty “the 

two kites” (as forms of Isis and Nephthys). The following examples show how dmDt is 

associated with reassembling (dmD) the corpse of the deceased (king) as attested in the textual 

record since the times of the Pyramid Texts: 

Pyramid Texts §9: “I give you your hand, I fasten your head to the bones for you”.77 

Pyramid Texts §318a: “My limbs which were in concealment are reunited”.78 

Pyramid Texts §572: “O King, your head is knit to your bones for you, and your bones are 

knit to your head for you”.79 

 Pyramid Texts §617b: “He (Horus) has put you together”.80 

Pyramid Texts §1036c-1037a: … “that you may assemble my bones and collect my 

members. May you gather together my bones.”81  

Pyramid Texts §1514: “This King’s bones shall be reassembled, his members shall be 

gathered together.”82 

As an epithet, dmD is used for female – not male – deities represented with variable 

iconographies in the New Kingdom. For example, a female figure, identified as dmDt, appears 

                                                      
70 Faulkner, Bremner-Rhind, 45 (col.23/3). 
71 Faulkner, Bremner-Rhind, 46 (col.23/4). 
72 Faulkner, Bremner-Rhind, 46 (col.23/6). 
73 Faulkner, Bremner-Rhind, 49 (col.24/7). 
74 Faulkner, Bremner-Rhind, 48 (col.23/18). 
75 Wb V, 457.4-459.25. 
76 CDME, 313. 
77 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 2. 
78 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 69. 
79 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 113. 
80 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 119. 
81 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 173. 
82 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 233. 
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five times in a funerary liturgy from the Ramesseum. This could be, as Diamond argues, the 

first attestation of the epithet.83 Gardiner, who was the first to study this liturgy, concluded that 

it was of a funerary nature because it involved the phrase dbn HA is sp 4 “Circulating around 

the tomb four times.”84 He translated dmDt as being derived the term dmDt “crowd.”85 The 

latter is a word used in Coffin Texts spell 371 to describe “the crowd at the burial of Osiris” 

(dmDw r orst Asir).86 In Col. 16 of this funerary liturgy, dmDt is associated with “Second time 

[of circulating around] the Mastaba; a summoning in (the) presence of the crowd of women 

(dmDt), [they] Wailing (Hai).”87  In Col. 20, which is preceded by the phrase Dd-mdw, some 

speech is probably spoken by dmDt: “Would That you… which is followed by … The Osiris 

So-and-So Four Times. Take (?) to Thyself … The Osiris So-and-So Four times.”88 In Col. 47, 

the plural form dmDwt occurs where the female figures appear in motion and possibly 

performing the Hai rite.89 It seems, however, that these figures participate in a funerary ritual. 

Diamond, therefore, correctly opines that moving in opposite direction refers to dance 

movement.90 In Col. 65, there occurs the term dmDt which follows the verb Hai in Col.64. 

Finally, towards the end of the liturgy, the text unfortunately ends abruptly but there is a 

mention of the “dmDwt appear on their feet”.91 

In the New Kingdom, dmDt, personified as a standing or a kneeling female figure, is attested 

in two tombs; the tombs of Amenemhat (TT 82) and Rekhmire (TT 100). In TT 82, dmDt 

appears twice. The first scene shows dmDt and another female figure identified as mnknw 

above each other. They kneel in front of four basins of water in the s(my)t “desert necropolis” 

while offering nw-jars. This scene is almost identical in TT 100 where the scene shows two 

kneeling women offering nw-jars in front of four basins. The only difference is that dmDt 

appears above while the other figure is represented below. The epithet of the upper one is 

dmDt, the figure beneath, however, bears the epithet knwt not mnknw as in TT 82. In the second 

occurrence in TT 82, a female figure identified as Dr(y)t wrt dmD(y)t is facing left. She is 

bending her left arm in a fist while her right arm is slightly bent before her also in a fist. Above 

this figure there exists what can be envisaged as another figure in the same position. She is 

apparently playing a role in a ritual related to transferring the deceased to the west 

accompanied with female figures including dmDt.92 In TT 100, the epithet which the goddess 

bears is drwt dmdwt.93 

                                                      
83 Diamond, GM 218 (2008), 19. 
84 Gardiner, JEA 41 (1955), 10. 
85 CDME, 313. 
86 CT IV, 345a (spell 371). 
87 Gardiner, JEA 41 (1955), 10. 
88 Gardiner, JEA 41 (1955), 12. 
89 Gardiner, JEA 41 (1955), 12. 
90 Diamond, GM 218 (2008), 19. 
91 Gardiner, JEA 41 (1955), 16. 
92 Diamond, GM 218 (2008), 27. 
93 Davies, The tomb of Rekh-mi-Rē, pl.LXXXVIII. 
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Fig, 16. mnknw and dmDt as 

represented in TT 82 

(after, Davies and Gardiner, The 

tomb of Amenemhat, pl.X) 

 
Fig, 17. The representation of dmDt and knwt in the tomb of Rekhmire TT 100 

(after Davies, The Tomb of Rekh-mi-re, LXXIX) 

 

Fig, 18. drwt dmDwt from the 

tomb of Rekhmire TT 100 

(after Davies and Gardiner, The 

tomb of Amenemhat, pl.x) 
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A reconciliation of these evidences could help understand the role of the figure in the 

Amduat. In the Pyramid Texts, as the examples quoted above show, collecting the bones (dmD) 

reflects the idea of “redemption from death through collecting, joining, uniting, and knotting 

together.”94 The role of dmDt might be, therefore, funerary and could even be a funerary 

ritualist whose role was later mingled with that of Isis,95 who functions in the Osirian myth, to 

collect the bones of Osiris.96 Such a potential association between Isis and dmDt raises a 

question of the possible relation between the latter and Isis, and possibly Nephthys, in her 

capacity as a drt. drty “two kites” is a term that applies to Isis and Nephthys in the Pyramid 

Texts who functioned as two mourners in the Myth of Osiris: “Isis comes, Nephthys comes, 

one on the right, the other on the left, one a HAt-bird, the other a Drt-bird.”97 The ‘shrieking of 

birds’ is linked to the wailing of the mourning women.98 In TT 82, the epithets held by the two 

female figures, dmDt and mnknw, are interpreted by Settgast as two “mourners.”99 Helck, 

however, translated dmDwt as “mourners” and argued that dmDt together with knwt replace the 

Great and Lesser kites (drt).100 Gardiner suggested that mnknw is an epithet of Isis while dmDyt 

is a designation of Nephthys based on a parallel scene in the tomb of Paheri.101 In the latter 

tomb, there is a scene which parallels the two scenes in TT 82 and TT 100 of the two female 

figures offering nw-jars where two female figures are identified as Dr(y)t wrt and Dr(y)t nDst.102  

In the current scene, the Osirian context in which dmDt might appear could be deduced 

from the text which describes the Seventh Hour of the Book of Amduat as the cavern of Osiris: 

Htp in Hm n nTr pn aA m TpHt Asir “Halting by the Person of this Great God in the cavern of 

Osiris.”103 Also, this hour is identified as rn n sbA niwt tn appw nTr pn Hr=f rwti Asir “the name 

of the gate of this place through which this god passes is Gate of Osiris.”104 

dmD also associates Re with Osiris. For example, on a stela of Ramesses IV from Abydos 

the meeting of Re and Osiris is described as: “When Re appears daily and reaches the 

Netherworld to take care of this land and also of other lands, you also sit like him, and it is 

said of you both, the Joined-Soul (Ba-Demedj).”105  

  

                                                      
94 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 26. 
95 Diamond, JARCE 51 (2015), 229. 
96 Diamond, GM 218 (2008), 18; Griffith, Origins, 22-25. 
97 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 1255.  
98 Cf. Griffith, Origins, 49. 
99 Settgast, Untersuchungen zu altägyptischen Bestattungsdarstellungen, 64. 
100 Helck, SAK 9 (1981), 155. 
101 Diamond, GM 218 (2008), 24. 
102 Taylor and Griffith, Ahnas el Medineh, pl.V.  
103 Hornung, Egyptian Amduat, 217.  
104 Hornung, Egyptian Amduat, 217-218. 
105 Piankoff, Litany of Re, 11; a text of the 20th dynasty mentions Osiris, Sokar, and the council of Ba-Demedj, the last name being 

written with the determinative of a mummy in a circle formed by a snake. (Wb V, 463.2) 
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When Apophis is repelled in Chapter 147 of the Book of the Dead, the deceased has a speech 

where driving Apophis away culminates with totalling (dmD) the bones of Osiris:  

Dd mdw in Asir sS Any mAa xrw Words spoken by Osiris, the scribe, Any, True-of-Voice: 

in.n=i arty imt r-sTAw I have brought the two jaws which are in Rosetjau. 

in.n=i n=k psd imy iwnw I have brought for you the shining that is in Heliopolis, 

dmA aSA=f im binding his plenitude there, 

xsf=i n=k aApp psg.n=i nspw  I drive off Apophis for you, I have spat on the spear. 

irw n=i wAt imy=Tn Make way for me who am among you, 

(ink) smsw imyt nTrw (I am) the elder god among the gods. 

iri=i abw n Asir I make the purification for Osiris, 

nD.n(=i) sw m mAa xrw I have saved him as a true-of-voice. 

dmd osw(=f) sAo awt=f Totalling (his) bones and assembling his limbs.106 

 

In the Pyramid Texts, the birth of the Ax-spirit is followed by assembling by Nut and 

Nephthys. The related text reads: “You are an Ax-spirit, whom Nut bore, whom Nephthys 

suckled, they assembled you.”107 It might be concluded therefore that dmDt in the Seventh 

Hour of the Amduat is Nephthys. 

To sum up, repelling Apophis in the Seventh Hour of the Amduat is done by the magic of 

Isis and the “Eldest-Magician.” They are assisted by Serqet and “He-who-is-upon-his-knives.” 

Of the four female figures represented at the end of the scene, three punish Apophis, while the 

fourth, dmDt, assembles the body of the Solar-Osirian unity in addition to punishing Apophis. 

 

  

                                                      
106 Budge, Book of the Dead, 360-361; Quirke, Book of the Dead, 351-352. 
107 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 120. 
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2.2. Eighth Hour of the Amduat: 

 

Fig, 19. Sms-signs in the Eight Hour of the 

Book of Amduat 

(after Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932) I, pl.VII) 

In front of the sun bark in the Eighth Hour of the Amduat, there are nine Sms-signs 

identified as isyw ra imyw niwt tn sSmw StAw n tA-Tnn [imn] Xr nTrw xr=sn “Primeval ones of 

Re who are in this town, mysterious images of Tatenen, under whom Horus [has hidden] the 

gods.”108 The iconography of these signs remains unchanged. Each sign is depicted with a 

human head raised on the tip of a knife. Below each sign, there is a mnxt-sign. Each sign is 

identified with a specific epithet as: Htp-tA “He-who-makes-the-earth-content”, imnw “Hidden-

one”, sStAw-bAw “He-who-makes-the-bas-mysterious”, sxn-Swwt “He-who-brings-the-

shadows-to-rest”, nb-r-Dr “Lord-of-all”, mnw “Offering-Jar(?)”, mTnw “Guide/Provided (with 

images?)”, mtrwy “Precise-one(?)”, 109  and sDmw “He-who-hears.” The text which 

accompanies this scene reads: 

wnn=sn m sxr pn They are in this form 

Hr wAt sTA.t(w) nTr pn Hr=s on the way upon which this god is towed. 

mnxwt=sn m-bAH=sn  Their garments are before them  

m sSmw nTr Ds=f as images of the god himself. 

Dwi nTr pn aA r=sn This great god shall call upon them. 

anx imyt=sn   
pri tpw m sSmw 

What is among them shall live, 

 heads shall come out from their manifestations. 

iw nTr pn Dwi=f sn m rnw=sn This god, he calls upon them with their names. 

irrt=sn pw rdit dsw m xftyw  What they do: is to place the knives in the enemies of 

ra r-hAw niwt tn [drt]=sn Re in the neighborhood of their town 

am.xr=sn tpw=sn sfw=sn Then they swallow their heads and knives, 

m-xt app nTr pn Hr=sn after that this god passes by them.110 

                                                      
108 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 144. Hornung translates this designation as “Those who belong to the tomb of Re”, see Hornung, Das 

Amduat II, 146. Only on the tomb of Sety I, the term isyw is determined by a house determinative.    
109 Wb II, 171.9-20. 
110 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 615-618. 
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The following is a survey of the occurrences of these signs in the textual record followed 

by a possible interpretation of the scene: 

2.2.1. Htp-tA “He-who-makes-the-earth-content”: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.111 

2.2.2. imnw “Hidden-one”:  

The epithet imn, which appears frequently in the textual record, is attested, par excellence, 

in the Litany of Re. In the Litany, imn is described as the body of Re:  

Hkn n=k ra oA-sxm StA sp 2 Praise to you Re,  High-of-power, Mysterious-one (twice) 

imny pn nty bAw tp mi  (O) Hidden-one, the manifestations of the head are like  

sSm=f his image, 

api.n imy xt=f that those in his following have stridden. 

twt is XAt imny Indeed, you are the body of imny.112  

A list of all occurrences of this epithet is beyond the scope of this study.113 Thus, a sample 

of examples will suffice to show the range of iconographies and variable contexts in which the 

epithet is used. For example, in the funerary papyrus of Nespeheran, imn appears twice among 

twenty-three other figures. Of these, eight figures are mentioned among the seventy four forms 

of the sun god in the Litany of Re.114 In both cases of the god’s occurrence in this papyrus, his 

epithet is written as . The first of these depictions show imn in mummiform 

wearing the white crown (fig.20). The text related to this figure associates him with linen and 

cloth: “O Hidden-One, who is in MAnwn,115 a ‘coming forth to the voice,’ incense, unguent, 

linen thread, and cloth for you your mummy, pAt-cakes four your ba, the Netherworld for your 

corpse, (and) for Osiris, the god’s father of Maat, priest, scribe, oblationer of all gods. 

Nespeheran.”116 

  

                                                      
111 LGG V, 582. 
112 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 59-60.  
113 LGG I, 305-308. 
114 Blackman, JEA 5 (1918), 25. 
115 Mountain of the West; Wb 2, 29.11-16. 
116 Blackman, JEA 5 (1918), 32. 
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Fig, 20. Hidden-One 

represented in Osiris’ 

iconography in the 

papyrus of Nespeheran 

(after Blackman, JEA 5 

(1918), pl.V) 

 

Fig, 21.  Hidden-One 

as represented in the 

papyrus of Nespeheran 

(after Blackman, JEA 5 

(1918), pl.V) 

 

The other representation shows imn as a cat-headed(?), or perhaps a rabbit-headed, mummy 

(fig.21) who holds the Rerek-serpent tightly in his mouth. The Rerek-serpent is known mainly 

from Middle Kingdom sources and, as Apophis, and showed malevolent behaviours against 

gods especially Atum.117 The related text reads: “O Hidden-One, Lord of the Netherworld, you 

repel the Rerek-snake from the Osiris, the god’s father of Maat, priest, scribe, oblationer of all 

gods, Nespeheran. You shall not suffer him to take hold of his body in the Necropolis.”118 

This latter image is perhaps an allusion to the sun god in his capacity as that “Great cat split 

the Ished-tree on its side in Heliopolis on that night when the enemies of the Lord-of-all were 

overthrown.”119  

 

 

Fig, 22. The cat of Re slaughtering Apophis 

before the ished-tree 

(after, Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 48 

                                                      
117 Borghouts, Book of the Dead [39], 21.  
118 Blackman, JEA 5 (1918), 32, 
119 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 59; Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 48. 
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2.2.3. sStAw-bAw “He-who-makes-the-bas-mysterious”: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.120  

 

2.2.4. sxnw-Swwt “He-who-brings-the-shadows-to-rest”: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.121 

 

2.2.5. nb-r-Dr “Lord-of-all” 

nb-r-Dr is represented as the fifth of the nine signs which makes him exactly in the middle 

of these signs. Like imn, nb-r-Dr is an epithet which was used frequently in the textual record 

to designate male and, using feminine counterpart, female deities. For example, in Coffin 

Texts spell 331, Hathor is designated nbt-r-Dr: Hwt-Hr pAwtt nbt-r-Dr “Hathor, the Primeval 

One, Lady-of-all.”122 Re is also designated nb-r-Dr in Coffin Texts spell 60: Ra Ds=f m n-r-Dr 

“Re himself is the Lord-of-all.”123 This image of the creator finds an echo in the Heliopolitan 

cosmogony where the name Atum refers to ‘All’. So also does the name Ptah in the cosmogony 

of Shabaka Stone where he is introduced as the original creator.124   

 

2.2.6. mnw “Offering-Jar(?)”: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.125  

 

2.2.7. mTnw “Guide(?)”: 

This epithet, to my best knowledge, is not attested elsewhere.126 The translation of this 

epithet is problematic. Hornung and Piankoff translated it as “Wegführer”, and “The-way” 

respectively.127 In the Story of Sinuhe, mTnw means a ‘pathfinder’ who would save Sinuhe 

from dying of thirst.128 mTn might also be used, to a lesser extent, to refer to the sun god being 

provided with forms. In the Sixth Hour of the Amduat, for example, the body is provided (mTn) 

with forms: mTn m irw=sn “provided with their forms.”129   

                                                      
120 LGG VI, 647. 
121 LGG VI, 573. 
122 CT, 331 IV 173f. 
123 CT I, 251a (spell 60). 
124 Iversen, in: Israelit-Groll (ed.), Studies in Egyptology presented to Miriam Lichtheim, 488; Ockinga, in: Woods, Mcfarlane, 

Binder (eds.), Egyptian Culture and Society II, 99-118. 
125 LGG III, 460. 
126 LGG III, 464. 
127 Hornung, Das Amduat II, 147; Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 289. 
128 The related text reads: “One of their leaders (mTn), who had been in Egypt, recognised me. He gave me water and boiled milk 

for me”, see Lichtheim, Literature I, 224.  
129 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 98; Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 310-311. 
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2.2.8. mtrwy “The-precise-one”: 

In Coffin Texts spell 706 mtrwy is attested in his earliest known appearances. In this spell, 

a number of entities, including mtrwy, are invoked. The related text reads: (i) dSrt (i) Hwty (i) 

mtrwy xnp.n=i xtm Hna=Tn wa(tyw) m mswt  snTi “(O) red goddess, (O) He-of-the-mansion, (O) 

The-precise-one, I have received the seal with you alone at the birth of the founder.”130  

2.2.9. sDmw “He-who-hears”: 

sDm could be denote either hearing or judging.131 In addition, this epithet can be worshipped 

as the personification of the abstract idea of ‘hearing’.132 In latter periods, sDm was used as a 

designation of deities as, for example, Thoth.133 

A Possible Interpretation: 

The scene in the Eighth Hour of the Amduat features two main themes. Both are associated 

with the sun god. The first is the relationship between Re and Tatenen which can be envisaged 

as an embryological one where the figures are described as “Images of Tatenen.” The second 

introduces the sun god as a creator as well as a life-giving deity. Combining these two aspects 

in the Eighth Hour of the Amduat is significant since elsewhere they could be separated. For 

example, in the Shu Theology, while Atum was envisaged as a creator god, life-giving aspects 

was credited to his two children Shu and Tefnut.134  

I would like at the outset of this discussion to categorise the epithets in this scene into 

groups where nb-r-Dr is represented exactly in the middle of them.  

A. Theological Connotations Htp-tA; imn 

B. Caring for integral parts of the deceased sStA-bAw; sxnw-Swwt 

C. Rule nb-r-Dr 

D. Life-giving aspects mnw; mTnw; mtrwy; sDmw. 

Tatenen was a primeval god of the earth,135 and a creator.136 In the Book of Gates, Re is 

invoked by deities in the Fourth Hour as: mi rk n=n xnsw tA-(T)nn “Come to us, O you who 

traverses Tatenen.”137 Here, Tatenen, as a personification of the Netherworld, is traversed 

(xns), as the heavenly goddess Nut, by Re. In the Litany of the Sun, the relationship between 

Tatenen, represented as a ram-headed deity,138 and Re is of a corporeal nature where Re is said 

to be the corpse of Tatenen:  

                                                      
130 CT VI, 337i-l (spell 706). 
131 See section (2.5). See also the discussion of theophoric names in the Fifth Chapter. 
132 Giveon, in: van Voss, Hoens, Mussies, van der Plas and te Velde (eds.), Studies in Egyptian religion, 38-42; Michela Luisell, 

Die Suche nach Gottesnahe.  
133 De Garis Davies, Temple of Hibis in El Khārgeh Oasis, VII. 
134 Willems, in: Willems (ed.), The world of the Coffin Texts, 197-209.  
135 Schlögl, LÄ VI, 238. 
136 Urk. IV 1850, 2-3; Schlögl, Gott Tatenen, 30. 
137 Hornung, Pforten I, 30. 
138 Piankoff, Litany of Re, fig. b, reg. 6. 
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Hkn n=k ra oA-sxm Praise to you Re, High-of-power, 

wtty Htm mswt  Begetter who is provided with manifestations,  

wa Tnn tA m Axw=f the Sole-one by whose magical spells the earth rises  

twt is XAt tA-Tnn Indeed, you are the corpse of Tatenen.139 

Also, the conception of the birth of Re is attested in the Fourth Division of the Book of 

Caverns, where Re is said to have been born form Tatenen: tA-Tnn ms=f wi pr=i Hwn.kw 

“Tatenen gave birth of me that I came forth rejuvenated.”140 

Tatenen embodied the primeval mound. Therefore, he was associated with the emergence 

of the earth as the place which man inhabited. 141 This association of Re with Tatenen might 

explain how Htp-tA is associated with Re as an image of his. In the Litany of the Re, the sun 

god rests in Netherworld which is described as the arms of Tatenen. The ‘two arms’ are clearly 

an indication to the two arms which are represented lifting the sun god up into the Eastern 

Horizon at the end of the night. The related text reads:     

iw Htp=i m dwAt I rest in the Netherworld, 

iw sxm=i m wSAw  I am strong in darkness,  

iw api=i im=f  I stride in it, 

iw pri=i im=f  I come forth from it, 

awy tA-Tnn.. the two arms of Tatenen…142 

It is plausible that the notion of the sun god resting in the Netherworld, personified in the 

New Kingdom by Tatenen, corresponds to the conception that Re rests in Tatenen.143 

The second epithet, imn, deals with the hiddenness which was a well-attested motif 

associated with the sun god.144 This is evident, for example, in the Myth of the Cunning of 

Isis.145 It was also a central to the Ramesside Theology.146 In a hymn to Ptah or Ptah-Thoth-

Xry-b(A)o=f, the sun god is also designated as the hidden-one (imn): “Hail to you! (O) who 

created himself by means of his hands, who created his own body by himself … hidden… in 

his corpse. The one whose name is hidden (HAp) from his images(?), the Eldest-one who made 

                                                      
139 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 75; see also Mauric-Barberio, BIFAO 110 (2010), 201. 
140 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.LV; Hornung, Unterweltsbucher, 317. 
141 Schlögl, LÄ VI, 238-240. 
142 Hornung, Sonnelitanei II, 90. 
143 See ÄHG, no.92, 125-128. This also corresponds to the increasing emphasis during the New Kingdom that the Netherworld 

exists inside the earth rather than underneath it.  
144 This is also a very common epithet, LGG I, 305-308.  
145 Translation and references are in Brunner-Traut, Altägyptische Märchen, 115-120. 
146 Assmann, Solar Religion, 30. 
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the Double-Country, the divine … Mysterious (StA), the Hidden-One (imn), the one who came 

into being … first of gods.”147  

Hiddenness denotes oneness and self-generation.148 Oneness of the primeval god means he 

had no consort and was not dependent on any other one.149 In a hymn to the sun god mentioned 

in the funerary decree of Neskhons (c. 1050 BC) a related text reads: “Secret of birth and 

numerous forms, whose hidden image is unknown, August power, beloved and revered, 

mighty in his glorious appearances, Lord of magnificence, powerful of forms, from whose 

form all forms were formed, who began formation, when there was nothing but him, who 

enlightened the earth in the first instance.”150 Thus, the god is not unveiled by neither deities 

nor human beings.  

The second group perhaps deals with the caring of the ba and the shadow of the deceased 

by the god.151 The shadow belonged with the ba of the deceased but did not follow it to 

heaven.152 Zandee argued that the judgement of the ba and the shadow were associated with 

each other. He added that the shadow and ba had functions similar to each other since they 

could move freely.153 In the Pyramid Texts, the shadows and the bas are put on a par when the 

dead king had the gods’ qualities: “Lo, their souls (bAw) are in the king’s possession, their 

shadows are (removed) from their owners.”154 Also, in the Book of Caverns, it is said about 

the four female enemies of Osiris: iwty pri bAw=sn m tA iwty Htp Swwt=sn Hr XAwt=sn “Whose 

bas do not leave the earth, whose shadows do not rest on their corpses.”155  Also in a New 

Kingdom hymn to the sun god, whoever was buried in the cemetery of Khefethernebes, his 

shadow will be safe in the Netherworld and his ba will be in the sky. The related text reads: 

“He who is buried in the cemetery of Khefethernebes will receive water in Thebes, will see 

the beauty of Amun each time he rises, his shadow will be secure in the Netherworld, his ba 

will be in the sky like [the sun’s].”156  

sxn denotes embracing (protectively). 157 In Coffin Texts spell 278, sxn means a rest-place 

(of Atum).158 The related text reads: pA n N pn m wr ngg.n N pn m smn rdi n N pn sxn Hr wart 

xntt iw aA “this N has flown up as a swallow, he has cackled as a goose, this N has been given 

a place to rest on the foremost part of the Great Island.”159 It is clear that there is a pun in these 

                                                      
147 The translation is after the French translation of Mathieu, BIFAO 93 (1993), 339. 
148 Assmann, Solar Religion, 30. 
149 Zandee, in: Lloyd (ed.), Studies in Pharaonic Religion and Society, 169.  
150 Ritner, The Libyan Anarchy, 151. 
151 Zabkar, Ba, 8; Assmann, Death and Salvation, 30. For the sun god himself as a ba who came forth from Nun (ink bA ink Ra pr 

m nww), see CT IV, 62b-c (spell 307). 
152 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 112.  
153 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 183. 
154 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 82. 
155 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXXIV. 
156 The English translation is after Assmann, Search for God, 21. 
157 Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 30. 
158 Bickel, Cosmogonie, 236-237. Wb 4, 254.7. For the use of the verb to mean “to meet”, see Wb. III 468-9; Wilson, Lexikon, 

905. 
159 CT IV, 23a-d (spell 278). 
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texts between sxn “to embrace” and sxni “to alight, rest.” A bird, the ba in the current context, 

does that when it lands.  

The last group introduces the life-giving aspects of the god. These include mnw, mTnw, 

mtrwy and sDw. The image of the sun god as a shepherd who care for the people is frequent in 

the textual record. For example, the sun god is praised as: “strong sphered, who drives his 

flock, their shelter, who creates their life.”160   

Despite the rarity of the epithet mnw, the provision of offerings (Htpw) to the people by the 

sun god is ubiquitous. For example, in Coffin Texts spell 1068 the deceased invoked the sun 

god to provide him with offerings: ii=k m Htp di=k Htpw n wrw wAxw n Srrw di=k n=i Htpw 

“When you come in peace, you shall give offerings to the great and prosperity to the small. 

You shall give me offerings.”161 Also, in the Man and Ba, it is said that: nty im aha m wiA Hr 

rdit stpwt “The one who is there shall stand still in the bark (of the sun god) on giving the 

offerings.”162 In the same passage in Man and Ba, a petition is made directly to Re. This is 

clearly a reference to the function of ‘hearing’ of the sun god.163 Hearing (sDm) formed both a 

life-giving aspect and a means of communication in the Netherworld.164 In the cosmogony text 

of Shabaka Stone, it is said that: “sight, hearing and breathing rise to the heart, and this gives 

rise to all perception, and it is the tongue which pronounces the thought of the heart.”165 Re 

heard both gods and people. For example, in a hymn to the setting sun, Re is invoked as the 

one who hears the gods: i.nD Hr=k sDm nTrw “Hail to you, he who hears the gods.”166  Hearing 

of the supplications and adoration of the inhabitants of the Netherworld formed an aspect of 

the life-giving aspects of the sun god. This presumably alludes to the function of the sun god 

as mtrwy “The-precise-one” as this corresponds to the alignment of Re with Maat. In the Book 

of the Dead chapter 15BII, the prayers of the one in the Coffin is heard by the sun god. The 

related text reads: sDm=k snmw n nty m DbAt “You listen to the prayers of the one in the 

coffin.”167  

 To sum up, eight Sms-signs are centred around nb-r-Dr who represents the ‘rule’ of 

sun god. These eight figures represent further aspects of the sun god. For example, theological 

connotations are expressed by the use of the epithets Htp-tA and imn. The sun god’s caring for 

                                                      
160 ÄHG, no.89, 39-46. 
161 CT VII, 330c-331a (spell 1068). 
162 Goedicke, Man and his Ba, line.144. 
163 Goedicke, Man and his Ba, 216. 
164 However, Apophis, the enemy of Re, contradicts these conceptions of communication where in the intensely dark Seventh 

Hour of Amduat the gods know where Apophis is through his voice: in xrw=f sSm nTrw r=f “It is his voice that lead the gods 

against him”, see Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 551; Ockinga, in: Woods, Mcfarlane, Binder (eds.), Egyptian Culture and 
Society II, 102. 

165 The English translation here is after Iversen, in: Studies in Egyptology presented to Mirriam Liechthim, 486. 
166 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 45.  
167 Budge, Book of the Dead, 50; Quirke, Book of the Dead, 43. 
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the deceased is expressed through the epithets sStA-bAw and sxnw-Swwt. Finally, some life-

giving aspects of Re are also expressed through the epithets mnw, mTnw, mtrwy and sDmw. 
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2.3. Tenth Hour of Amduat: 

 

Fig, 23. Arrows, spears and bows-wielding figures in the Tenth Hour of the Amduat 

(after Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), pl.X) 

The middle register of the Tenth Hour of the Book of Amduat ends with a group of twelve 

figures divided into three groups of four. The first group, wielding arrows (Ssrw), have their 

heads replaced with the hieroglyph for the sun .168 The middle and the leading groups are 

depicted completely in human form. The figures of the middle group are holding abbwt 

“spears”, while the last group is bearing pDwt “bows.” The arrow-wielding figures are 

designated: tp-Tri “Tep-Tjeri” or “The-disk-headed-one(?),” Ssri “He-of-the-arrow”, dmAw 

“He-who-binds-together”, and wdw “He-who-shoots-(an-arrow).” The middle group are 

identified as: sti “He-who-shoots”, rdw “He-who-throws-(a spear?),” xsfw “He-who-repels,” 

and nkn “He-who-wounds.” The leading group of figures hold the epithets: pDty “The-

Bowman,” “Smrty,” “The-Bowman,” Tsw “He-who-ties,” and xa-a “Rising-of-arm.”  

The accompanying text reads:  

wnn=sn m sxr pn  They are in this form, 

Xr Ssrw=sn Xr abbwt=sn  carrying their arrows, carrying their spears,  

Xr pDwt=sn m-HAt nTr pn aA carrying their bows in front of this great god. 

pri=sn xr=f r Axt iAbtt nt pt They go forth with him to the Eastern Horizon of the sky, 

i.n n=sn nTr pn aA then this great god says to them: 

xAx n Ssrw=Tn swiftness belongs to your arrows, 

spd n abbwt=Tn sharpness belongs to your spears, 

pD n Smrwt=Tn stretching out belongs to your bows. 

nik=Tn n=i xftyw=i You shall punish for me my enemies, 

imyw kkw r rwty Axt who are in the darkness outside the horizon. 

Tn n=i m-xt api=i Htp=i You belong to me after I pass and halt,  

(m) nnt wAS iwf=i m maDnt (in) the Lower Sky when my flesh is powerful in Manedjet. 

                                                      
168 Gardiner’s List N5. 
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ntsn xsf sbi nHA-Hr m  It is they who oppose the rebel ‘Fierce-of-Face’ in the  

kkw smAw intense darkness.  

n(n) app nTr pn aA m arryt  This great god shall not pass from the eastern gate  

iAbtt nt Axt of the horizon, 

app=sn xr nTr pn m-xt=f (till) they pass with this god after him (?).169 

The following is a survey of the further occurrences of the figures under study: 

2.3.1. tp-Tri “Tep-Tjeri or “The-disk-headed-one (?)”: 

The first of these figures, Tep-Tjeri, is not attested, to my best knowledge elsewhere and 

his epithet is difficult to interpret.170 Perhaps, the disk, as illustrated below in a scene from the 

Edifice of Taharqa, symbolises a target for shooting-practice.  

2.3.2. Ssri “He-of-the-arrow”: 

In the Fifth Division of the Book of Caverns, a kneeling serpent-headed figure is designated 

iarty. He is identified as Ssri.171 Ssri is also documented on the lower register of the sarcophagus 

of Merenptah. The partially destroyed scene displays a series of gods among whom Ssri is 

represented (fig.24). From what remains from the scene, it is clear that those figures had 

different iconographies including ibis-headed, jackal-headed and human-headed. All of them 

are represented holding the was-sceptre and the ankh-sign. These gods are designated as “gods 

in the retinue of Osiris.”172  

 
Fig, 24. Ssri among the retinue of Osiris 

(after Assmann, Das Grab der Mutirdis,41) 

                                                      
169 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 174-175. 
170 LGG VII, 385. 
171 See figure (3.8.2). 
172 Assmann, Das Grab der Mutirdis, 93; Roberson, Awakening Osiris, 20ff. 
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2.3.3. dmAw “He-who-binds-together”: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.173 

2.3.4.  wdw “He-who-shoots-(an-arrow)”: 

wdw is documented also in Papyrus Leiden I 358. This papyrus belongs to Haremakhet son 

of Shabaka, the prophet of Amun and dates back to the Third Intermediate Period, 

approximately 704-660 B.C. In this papyrus, wdw is invoked not to make harm (wd) to the 

deceased: i wd nn wdi=k r=f “O He-who-shoots, you shall not harm him.”174 wdw is also 

represented as a god with the sun disk on his head and a knife in his lap crouching on Dw-

mountain.175 

 

The four figures holding spears: 

2.3.5. sti “He-who-shoots”: 

In Coffin Texts spell 480, the deceased, having escaped from a trap, identifies himself as 

sti. The related text reads: ii.n(=i) xa=i hAi=(i) r wiA .. i(nk) sti imy=Tn “(I) come that I appear 

and go abroad the bark … as I am the one who shoots what is among you.”176 

2.3.6. rdw “He-who-throws-(a spear?)”:  

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.177 

2.3.7. xsfw “He-who-repels”:  

This epithet derives from the stem xsf “to repel.”178 In the temple of Edfu, Horus-Behdet 

was designated as xsfw.179  

2.3.8. nkn “He-who-wounds”: 

nkn is also represented in the First Hour of the Book of Amduat. In the upper part of the 

middle register, nkn is depicted among a group of figures preceding the sun bark and bears a 

knife (fig.25).180 The related text reads: Hnb r=sn nTrw imyw-xt ra “Arable land belongs to 

them, gods who are in the following of Re.”181  

 

                                                      
173 LGG VII, 539. 
174 Koenig, BIFAO 79 (1979), fig.2. 
175 Kakosy, Healing Statues, 147 and pl. 43.  
176 CT VI, 45o (spell 480). 
177 LGG IV, 732. 
178 Wb III, 335.6-337.2. 
179 E IV, 306, 14. 
180 Cf. female figure identified as nknyt (4.3.5). 
181 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 9. 
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Fig, 25. nkn holding a knife walking among a group of gods before the bark of Re 

(after Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), pl.II) 

2.3.9. pDty “He-of-the-bow”:  

The epithet pDty is attested elsewhere only on the stela of User-Montu from Armant.182  

2.3.10. Smrty “He-of-the-bow”:183  

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.184 

2.3.11. Tsw “He-who-ties” 

The translation of this epithet has occasioned some debate. While Lefebvre translates it as 

“He-who-ties”,185 Goyon suggests “He-who-commands” which refers to a demiurge, not the 

creator god himself.186 Goyon, however, remarks that if Ts is to be associated with the sun god, 

it would be translated as “He-who-assembles.”187   

2.3.12. xa-a “Rising-of-arm”: 

To my best knowledge this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.188 

The surface meaning of xai is “to rise” (as the sun), or to “appear” (in glory).189 The 

appearance of a god or the new king is also described as xai.190 The deceased also might appear 

(xai), as, for example, in Chapter 105 of the Book of the Dead. As the sun rises (xai) after 

spending the night “resting” in the Netherworld,191 so does the deceased who declares that he 

has risen as the sun and has become a ba: xa.kwi wsr.kwi bA.kwi sxm.kwi “I have risen, I am 

empowered, I have become a ba, I have become powerful.”192  

                                                      
182 Urk. IV, 2081. 
183 Basically, three Egyptian words were used for bow: pD, Smrt and iwnt, see Wb I, 569.7-18, Wb IV, 482.5-7 and Wb I, 55.2. 
184 LGG VII, 83. 
185 Lefebvre, Petosiris I, 184. 
186 Goyon, Les dieux-gardiens I, 278-280. 
187 Goyon, Les dieux-gardiens I, 279. 
188 LGG V, 643. 
189 Wb III, 239.4-241.2. 
190 Barta, Untersuchungen zur Göttlichkeit des regierenden Königs, 47. 
191 Janak, ZÄS 31 (2003), 169-197. 
192 Budge, Book of the Dead, 216; Quirke, Book of the Dead, 232-233. 
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In the Litany of Re, the two sisters, Isis and Nephthys xa “appear” when they join the sun 

god: snty Xnm=sn sw sn r=sn xa=sn tpw=f m irw=f n bA-xay “The Two Sisters join him; they 

appear in glory above him in his form of appearing-ba”.193 

A Possible Interpretation: 

The twelve figures under study can be thematically divided into groups as follows: 

A. Associated with arrows tp-Tri; Ssri; dmA; wdw. 

B. Associated with spears sti; rdw; xsfw; nkn. 

C. Associated with bows pDty; Smrty. 

D. Associated with the sun god Tsw; xa-a. 

A. Associated with arrows 

Apart from the epithet of tp-Tri which is difficult to interpret, the other three epithets 

are mutually dependent on each other. The surface meaning of dmAw is “to bind.”194 The 

relationship between wdw and Ssr is more obvious. In an inscription which belongs to 

the prophet of Amun Nakhtefmut, the arrow (Ssr) would be shot (wd) into the enemies 

in order to destroy them. The related text reads:   

m-xt wd=k Ssr=k sdb=k r=sn  After you shot your arrow, so that you penetrate them,  

r sk anx=sn In order to destroy their life.195 

The placement of these figures associated with arrows in the Tenth Hour of the 

Amduat perhaps corresponds to the protection of the birth of manifestations. The gate 

of the Tenth Hour of Amduat is identified as aA xprw msi iryw “Great-of-manifestations 

which gives birth to forms.”196 Protecting ‘birth’ by means of arrows is evident in the 

Edifice of Taharqa.197 The East wall of room E of the Edifice of Taharqa shows a scene 

of the protection rites of the primordial mound of Osiris. In the middle, there is a 

depiction of the hn-cenotaph of Osiris which is represented in the form of a mound from 

which an acacia tree emerges. To the right of the mound, Taharqa is represented 

throwing four balls toward the four cardinal points. To the left, the Amun’s consort is 

depicted shooting arrows into four heavenly directions.198 The accompanying text on 

both sides of the scene describes the rite of the ‘Decade Festival’. Cooney argues that 

the depiction of Amun’s consort and Taharqa protect the shrine from all sides and 

guarantee that the moment of the rebirth will take place.199  

                                                      
193 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 153. 
194 Wb V, 451.13-20. 
195 Jansen-Winkeln, Inschriften der Spätzeit II, 143. 
196 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 167. 
197 On the shooting of arrows against the four cardinal points, see Wilkinson, JANES 20 (1991), 83. 
198 The disks shot in the Edifice of Taharqa resemble exactly the heads of the first four figures. 
199 Cooney, JARCE 37 (2000), 29. 
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Fig, 26. Amun’s Consort shorting arrows toward four heavenly directions 

(after Parker et.al, Edifice of Taharqa, pl.26) 

B. Associated with spears 

The epithets of the four figure of this group are all ‘functional’. Both sti and rdw 

relate to drawing spears or throwing them. 200  xsf, which perhaps denotes a divine 

condemnation,201 is a term which was used frequently to repel Apophis.  

The use of spears (abbwt) is well attested with repelling Apophis. For example, in 

the Book of Overthrowing Apophis it is said that Apophis is smitten by iron spears of 

Horus: r n Ssp abbwt r Hwi aApp Dd-mdw Ssp.n Hr abbt=f n biA onon.n=f tpw xftyw nw ra 

Ssp.n Hr abbt=f n biA onon.n=f tpw nw pr aA anx wAD snb mk Ssp.n Hr abbt=f n biA Hwi.n=f 

tpw sbiw m-bAH wiA=f Ts tw rk ra sswn sbiw=k “Formula for taking the spear in order to 

smite Apophis. Speaking of words: Horus has taken his spear of Iron, he has beaten the 

heads of the enemies of Re. Horus has taken his spear of iron, he has beaten the heads 

for the Pharaoh (l.p.h). Behold, Horus has taken his spear of iron, he has smitten the 

heads of the rebels in front of his bark. Raise yourself up, O Re, chastise your rebel.”202   

  

                                                      
200 Wb II 467, 18. 
201 Morschauser, Threat-Formulae, 87. 
202 Faulkner, JEA 23 (1937), 167. 
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C. Associated with bows: 

In the scene under study, how the bows are held defies the way how Egyptian archers 

used to hold them. Bows were usually depicted pulled to the point behind the head of 

the archer. This is evident textually where a depiction of archery school shows the 

instructor teaching his student how to draw a bow saying: “Draw your bows to your 

ears.”203   

In the textual record, Seth and his followers are hunted by bows and arrows.204 Also, 

symbolically, bows were associated with subduing the rebels, particularly the rxyt-

people.205 On a Predynastic scepter from Hieraconpolis, rxyt-birds were represented 

together with bows hung on standards. These are the enemies from the Delta who have 

been subdued by the “Scorpion-King” of Upper Egypt.206   

D. Associated with the sun god: 

The last two figures are designated by epithets which are perhaps associated with the 

sun god. Tsw perhaps functions in the same way as dmD “to total” which has been 

discussed in the Seventh Hour of the Amduat.207 The classical use of Ts was to ‘join back 

together’ a head which had been severed.208 Ts is associated with the sun god in the 

textual record. It can be also used to express the solar idea of ‘reconstituting’ the corpse 

of the sun god during his nocturnal journey in the Netherworld. In Coffin Texts spell 

37, for example, the deceased identifies himself with Shu who saves Re from his 

enemies during his nocturnal journey. It is said that the deceased ties (Ts) and makes 

firm (smn) the heads. The related text reads: ink anx Ts tpw smn wsrwt sanx Htwt iw=i 

Ts=i tm iw=i smn=i tp Ast Hr nHbt=s Ts.n=i bosw n xpri n=f “I am the living one who 

ties (Ts) heads, fixes necks and makes throats live. I tie Atum. I make firm the head of 

Isis on her neck, while I tie together the spine of Khepri for him.”209 Also, in Chapter 

19 of the Book of the Dead, Atum, described as father of the dead and the gods, does 

(Ts) for the deceased: Ts n=k it=k itm nTr mAH pfy nfr “Your father, Atum, the god, shall 

tie for you this beautiful garland.”210 The head of Re, in the Litany of Re, is also tied: 

  

                                                      
203 Wilson, Culture of Ancient Egypt, 196; This is a wall painting dating to the 18th Dynasty from the tomb of Min at Sheikh Abd 

el-Gurnah is illustrated in Yadin, Art of Warfare I, 201. 
204 Vandier, Papyrus Jumilhac, XIV. 
205 See figure (4.2.10). 
206 Drioton and Vandier, L’Egypte, 130. 
207 Cf. the figures dmDt (2.4.5) and dmDw (4.2.11). 
208 As, for example, in P. Westcar where Djedi re-attached a severed head. The related text reads: iw=f rx Ts tp Hso “He knows 

how to reattach a head which has been severed”, see Blackman, Story of King Kheops and the Magicians, 8 line 7.4.  
209 CT II 37a-d (spell 80). 
210 Budge, Book of the Dead, 77. 
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Hknw n=k ra oA sxm  Praise to you Re, Great-of-power,  

Ts tp  with tied head.211 

 

xa-a could stand as pars par toto for the sun god.  Arms of Re are attested in the textual 

record. For example, a sun disc, in the tomb of Anhurmose at el-Mashayekh, has two hanging 

uraei. The one to the left is identified as Isis while that to the right is identified as Nephthys.212 

Re, or his ba, could rise (xa). xa is associated with resurrection.213 For example, in the Cannibal 

Hymn, it is said about the king: “For they have seen the king appearing in power.”214 To sum 

up, while the first ten figures are clearly associated with their possessions and role outlined by 

the text, the last two figures are perhaps manifestations of the sun god.  

 

  

                                                      
211 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 65. There is a great overlap in Egyptian between the two originally distinct verbs TAs “tie together” 

and Tsi “raise.” 
212 Ockinga and al-Masri, Two Ramesside Tombs 2, pl.21. 
213 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 80; Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 78. 
214 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 80; Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 78. 
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2.4. Twelfth Hour of Amduat:  

 
Fig, 27. Nine oar-holding gods who repel Apophis when the sun is born 

(after Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), pl.IX.) 

The second scene of the lower register of the Twelfth Hour of Amduat shows nine figures 

each holding an oar with one hand. They are identified, from left to right, as the dbA “Clothed-

one”, oA-SfSft “High-of-awe”, a crocodile-headed figure identified as nhAy “Nehay”, nHi “He-

who-prays(?)”, a fire-spitting serpent standing on its tail designated ns-m-irt=f “He-who-

burns-with-his-eye”, nbi-Axw “Whose-magical-spells-burn”, xnty-hTT=f “Foremost-of-his-

Jubilation(?)”, sxm-ib “Forceful-of-heart”, and dwAty “He-of-the-Netherworld.” Together, 

these figures repel Apophis in the East of the Heaven after the god has been born. The 

accompanying text reads: 

wnn=sn m sxr pn Xr miHw=sn  They are in this form carrying their oars.215 

ntsn xsf aApp m iAbt pt m-xt  It is they who repel Apophis in the East of the Sky after  

mst nTr the birth of the god. 

irt=sn pw irt sTsi n itn aA m  What they do is to do the raising of the great disk in  

Axt iAbtt nt pt ra nb  the Eastern Horizon of the sky every day. 

in ns m irt=f pss It is “He-who-burns-with-his-eye” who cooks the 

xftyw ra m nhp enemies of Re in the sunrise. 

xns nn nTrw Hrt m-xt nTr pn aA  These gods traverse heaven after this great god  

ra nb Ssp=sn irw=sn r  every day and they receive their forms at  

orrt tn this cavern.216 

                                                      
215 Jéquier argues that the term is derived from the stem Hwi “strike”(?) and thus corresponds to “beating” the water, see Jéquier, 

BIFAO 19 (1919), 72; Jones, Ancient Egyptian Nautical Titles, 197-198. For gods with rudders in the solar bark, see Piankoff, 

Mythological Papayri, fig.64. 
216 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 202-203. 
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Before discussing each of these deities, it is useful to note that in a variant of this scene in 

the Book of the Day only six figures are represented where sxm-ib and dwAty are not 

represented (fig.28). The crocodile-headed deity, nhAy in Amduat, is identified as imy-hTT=f 

“He-who-is-among-his-jubilation.” The accompanying text in the Book of Day reads:  

 
ir nn n nTrw irt=sn pw As for these gods, what they do is: 

xsf(t) aApp irt sTsi (itn) repelling Apophis and making the sun disk rise. 

nTrw imyw xt wiA The gods who are in the following of the bark.217 

 

 

Fig, 28. A scene from Book of the Day showing gods holding oars and repel Apophis 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.130) 

The following is a survey of the figures of this scene from the Twelfth Hour of the Amduat 

 

2.4.1. dbAy “Clothed-one”: 

The epithet of dbAy218 is perhaps derived from the root dbA “to clothe” or “to adorn”,219 as 

Hornung posits translating the term as “Geschmückter.”220  

 

2.4.2. oA-SfSft “High-of-awe”: 

SfSft is used both in texts of daily life and the afterlife.221 For example, in the Elephantine 

Inscription which dates to the first year of Thuthmosis II’s reign, it is said: st Hm=f m aH=f 

bAw=f sxm snd=f xt tA SfSft=f m idbw HAw-nbw psSty Xr st-Hr=f “Now his majesty is in his 

palace, (while) his divine intervention and the power of fear of him are through the land; dread 

of him is in the banks of the islands, and the two divisions are under his authority.”222 

                                                      
217 Piankoff, Livre de Jour, 14. 
218 In the Book of Day, the orthography of this epithet changes into tbAy for which Piankoff suggests no translations; Piankoff, 

Tomb of Ramesses VI, 391; Piankoff, Livre du Jour, 15. 
219 Wb V, 435.6-8. 
220 Hornung, Das Amduat II, 192. Cf. the figure dbA (4.2.2). In ancient Egypt, there was a number of cloths as aAt, wabt, wt, nfrw, 

nTri, sSpt, ST, DAyt and dbA. The uses of these cloths were attested from the Old Kingdom until the Graeco-Roman Period. Each 
of these cloths corresponded to a certain symbolic meaning such as protection, rejuvenation, regeneration and renewal. The 

significance of these cloths probably changed in terms of their use in the temple, see Wilson, Lexikon, 1230-1231.  
221 CDME, 265. 
222 Urk. IV, 138, 2. The translation is after Eyre, in Bács and Beinlich (eds.), Constructing Authority, 90-91. 
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In the funerary literature, Coffin Texts spell 26 deals with the syncretism between Osiris 

and Re. It identifies the nobility of the great god in Heracleopolis as the ram-headed deity and 

the ba of Re Harsaphes,223 and his awe in Abydos as Osiris. The related text reads:  hA Asir N 

pn sod=k m Sw nw dwAt Xni=k m nww nTr pn aA imy iwnw nty bA=f m Ddw saH=f m nn-nswt 

SfSft=f m AbDw “O this Osiris N, you shall sail upon the lakes of the Netherworld, you shall 

row upon the waters of this great god who is in Heliopolis, whose ba is in Busiris, whose 

dignity is in Heracleopolis, whose awe is in Abydos.”224 

2.4.3. nhAy “Nehay”: 

The crocodile-headed figure bears the epithet nhA which is difficult to interpret.225 In the 

Coffin Texts spell 1130, nhA is a designation of inimical beings by whom the deceased passes 

(swA Hr nhAw).226 nhA is not attested as an epithet of crocodiles.227  

Due to his fierce characteristics, 228  the crocodile appeared as an agent of divine 

punishments and vengeance in literary texts as well as threat-formulae.229 The crocodile was 

also identified with Seth animals as the term wenty reveals.230 Besides, in the Harris Magical 

Papyrus, the crocodile is indicated to as “Mega, Son of Seth.”231 In the Old Kingdom, the 

anthroponymy: msH r mwt=f/s denoted the death of the children born on a bad day and, 

theoretically, they were thought to fall between the jaws of the crocodiles.232 For example, 

about the children born on the Third Day of Thoth it was said: ms msnb m hrw pn mwt=f n 

msH “Whoever born today will die by a crocodile.”233 Also the threat of death by crocodiles 

appears on threat-formulae: Hms ir=f m mw Hfa ir=f Hr tA “The crocodile in the water is against 

him, the serpent on the earth is against him.”234 

  

                                                      
223 Kees, Götterglaube, 318-319. 
224 CT I, 78g-m (spell 26).  
225 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfyWWv5GCzM. For the natural characteristics of crocodiles, see Alderton, Crocodiles 

and Alligators, 66, 55. A crocodile can eat a large venomous snake and they are completely immune against the toxin in its 

venom: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfYAj1k9uZM; Aufrère, Égypte Nilotique et Méditerranéenne 4 (2011), 62-63. 
226 CT VII, 470c (spell 1130). 
227 Some of these epithets were neutral, while others denoted the ferocious nature of crocodiles or their impurity. These ranged 

from msH “crocodile”, close to the Arabic timsaH, to Ad “the aggressive one.” In the region of Kom Ombo a designation of the 
crocodile was Swy “He-who-is-in-the-Lake”, see Gutbub, Textes fondamentaux de la théologie de Kôm Ombo, 231-232. In the 

Ptolemaic Period, the crocodile associated with chasing the birds was identified kApw “the hidden one”, see Wb V, 105, 5. 
228 On the natural characteristics of the crocodiles, see Alderton, Crocodiles and Alligators, 56; Aufrère, Égypte Nilotique et 

Méditerranéenne 4 (2011), 62-63. 
229 As for example the fate of the adulterous wife in P. Westcar discussed by Eyre, JEA 78 (1992), 280-281.  
230 Meeks, Année Lexicographique, 79.0701. 
231 Leitz, Magical and Medical Papyri, 30. On the annihilation of a crocodile besides Seth, Apophis and the hippopotamus by 

Horus Behdety, see E I 441, 12. Crocodiles were also associated with concepts as time, see Kákosy, MDAIK 20 (1965), 116-

120. On the association of crocodiles with tales, see Eyre, JEA 78 (1992), 280-281. 
232 Collombert, GM 209 (2006), 33-42. 
233 Leitz, Tagewählerei, 15. Cf. the Tale of the Doomed Prince where it is said: “He shall die through a crocodile…”, see Simpson 

et.al, Literature, 76. 
234 Urk. I 23.12-13; also see Morschauser, Threat-Formulae, 110 on the animals as agents of punishment.  
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Crocodiles, however, can be associated with the sun and the sun god in ancient Egypt in a 

number of ways. In the Netherworld, the Middle Kingdom resources introduce Khenty as a 

crocodile of death.235  In the New Kingdom Book of the Dead two opposite concepts of 

crocodile are provided. On one hand, as in Chapter 32, for example,236 the crocodile was 

speared by the deceased. On the other, in Chapter 88, the deceased sought the form of a 

crocodile.237 

Also in the New Kingdom, a significant relationship between crocodiles and the sun god is 

evident where a ram-headed sun disc is born from a crocodile. The scene exists in the tombs 

of Ramesses VII and Ramesses IX. The accompanying text reads: nn n nTrw m sxr pn m orrt 

p(A)-n- wnty xnty Htmyt itn nTr pn wbA=f dwA wnty nTr pri=f m StAyt=f wnty bS=f aAa=f irt ra 

imy(t) Xt=f … “These gods are in this form in this cavern of Wenty, foremost of the Place-of-

Destruction. The disk of this great god opens the Netherworld of Wenty. The god, he comes 

forth from his Mysterious Place. Wenty, he vomits, he spews out the eye of Re which is in his 

body…”238 

 
Fig, 29. Crocodile giving birth to a sun disc surmounted by a ram head 

(http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tombimages_820.html) 

 

  

                                                      
235 Enmarch, A world upturned. 
236 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 104.   
237 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 204. 
238 Hornung, Zwei ramessidische Königsgräber, 67 and pl.117-b-c. 
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2.4.4. nHi “He-who-prays(?)”: 

 

nHi is represented as a double bird headed. 239 The bird head is bald, and his beak is long. 

The attempt to establish a relationship between the figure’s epithet and iconography recalls a 

stela excavated from the ancient site of Memphis by a Pennsylvania University mission. The 

stela is now preserved in the University Museum in Philadelphia. It shows Ptah holding a 

scepter. In front of him, a bird, with unclear details, is depicted. The head of the bird is adorned 

with a uraeus and a sun disc. Its beak is short and there is a wattle on its throat. The bird 

apparently has a human arm which holds ankh-sign.240 No accompanying text exists to provide 

further details. Schulman refers to the physical characteristics of this bird and those of the 

Sennȃr Guinea-fowl and correctly concludes that this bird, though admittedly not used to 

designate any deity,241 is the Sennȃr Guinea-fowl,242 which forms part of the term nHi.243  

However, nHi in the Twelfth Hour of Amduat cannot be easily identified as Sennȃr Guinea-

fowl where the characteristics of both are not the same. In a variant of the scene in the Book 

of the Day, mentioned above, there is a slight change in the bird’s characteristics but again it 

is not possible to identify it as a Sennȃr Guinea-fowl. The bird is represented with a long neck, 

long beak and head. The representation is however wanting, and the morphology is inaccurate.  

 

Fig, 30. Stela Philadelphia 13621 which shows the 

bird probably identified as nHi 
(after Schulman, JNES 4 (1964), pl.I) 

 

  

                                                      
239 Cf. nHi (3.1.7) where he is said to burn (sAm) the foes of Re, the deity’s avian guise is abandoned as the deity is shown in a 

human form holding the hieroglyph for the year (rnpt). In Book of the Day, figure, nHi, is also represented with two bird heads 
with slightly changed bill. 

240 Schulman, JNES 4 (1964), 275-276. 
241 Schulman, JNES 4 (1964), 276. 
242 Schulman, JNES 4 (1964), 275-6. 
243  Wb II, 288.11. 
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Otherwise, two other bird species correspond to the bird’s identification; the Saddlebill 

Stork or the Heron. The former could be recognised, beside the long neck and the sharp bill, 

through his projecting lappet on the upper mandible, and the wattle under the lower 

mandible.244 The misrepresentation of the Saddlebill Stork, if it truly is, might have resulted 

from the extinction of the bird in Egypt during the Early Dynastic Period.245 The best and most 

accurate representations of the Saddlebill Stork date from the earliest period of the Egyptian 

history; Late Predynastic and Early Dynastic Periods.246  

 The identification of the bird as ‘heron’ seems to be more plausible. The question that 

arises concerns the choice of this bird in this specific scene. The heron can be associated with 

both Osiris and Re. In the Fourth Division of the Book of Caverns a benu-bird, described as 

bA-Asir “ba-of-Osiris”, designates Osiris (fig.31). The related text reads: Asir dr xftyw=f nbw 

xrwt m imnt Asir ip=f snTw=f nbw xrw m imnt … bnw api=f (Hr) dwAtwy dwAt nbw xrwt m imnt 

“Osiris, who repulses his enemies; Lords-of-Provisions in the West; Osiris who counts his 

limbs; Lords-of-Provisions in West…. Phoenix (?) who passes (by) the inhabitants of the 

Netherworld; Lords-of-Provisions in the West.”247  

 

 

Fig, 31. Osiris, with a representation of 

the benu-bird behind him facing Anubis 

(after, Werning, Höhlenbuch , pl.X ) 

 

 

                                                      
244 Houlihan, Birds of Ancient Egypt, 23; Ephippiorhynchus Senegalensis or Saddlebill Stork bird is tall, large and powerful-

looking that may be150cm high with a wingspan reaching up to 270 cm, see Janak, SAK 40 (2011), 147. 
245 Houlihan, Birds of Ancient Egypt, 24; Janak, 2014, Saddle-billed Stork (ba-bird). UEE 
246 Houlihan, Birds of Ancient Egypt, 23.  
247 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl. XLIII-XLIV. 
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On the other hand, in the textual record, Re is associated with nHi. In Book of the Dead 

Chapter 153B, for example, nHi is identified as Re who came from the primeval water Nun: “I 

am nHi, I am Re who came forth from Nun.”248 Also, in the Litany of Re, nHi, determined with 

the Sennȃr Guinea Fowl, is identified with Re who sAm “burns”249 his enemies: Hkn n=k ra oA-

sxm nHy sAm xftyw=f  “Hail to you Re, High-of-Power, nHi who burns his enemies.”250   

The representation of a double-headed bird which is connected with Re and Osiris perhaps 

relates to the Solar-Osirian unity.251  

2.4.5. ns-m-irt=f “He-who-burns-with-his-eye”: 

The fire-spitting serpent ns m irt=f is represented exactly in the middle of the figures with 

the ankh-sign in front of him. He is represented standing on his tail. This posture is reminiscent 

of a motif associated with the sunrise. In Chapter 15A of the Book of the Dead, the appearance 

of the sun god in the East is marked by a number of actions which included the standing on 

tails by snakes. The related text reads: dwA tw imyw httw hnw n=k imyw Axtyw aHa n=k sDrw 

Hr sd=sn Hfdw n=k aHaw “Those who are in jubilation worship you, those who are among the 

horizon-dwellers rejoice before you, the lying ones (snakes) rise up on their tails for you, the 

standing ones prone before you.”252  

Also, the daily creation and birth of the sun in the Eastern Horizon was accompanied with 

the repelling of Apophis by fire. The related text reads:  

sDt im=k nsrt=s im=k  Fire is in you, its flame is in you. 

sDt im=Tn xftyw nw (sic) anx wDA snb Fire is in you, O enemies of the Pharaoh l.p.h 

am=s tn  it devours you, 

Tsi tw ir=k ra Raise yourself, O Re! 

sswn xftyw=k  punish your enemies, 

rdi sDt m aApp place fire in Apophis.253 

 

ns-m-irt=f burns with his eye. A fiery eye also exists in the Ritual of Overthrowing 

Apophis.254 Also, the Eye of Horus, said to have a power over the shadow and the ba of 

Apophis, devours the enemies of Re: 

                                                      
248 Quirke, Book of Dead, 382. Also, In the Papyrus of Padiamon (Cairo Museum CG 6233/ CG 6235) there is a representation 

of a benu-bird who is described as “Phoenix who came into being into being through himself, Piankoff, Mythological Papyri, 

113. See also Chapter 83 of the Book of the Dead “Transformation into a Phoenix.” 
249 Cf. nHi (3.1.7). 
250 Assmann, Sonnenlitanei I, 80. 
251 On the question of unity between Re and Osiris in the Amduat, see the discussion of the figure (3.1.11).  
252 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 39.  
253 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 44, (col. 22/14-15). 
254 In Coffin Texts spell 284, the uraeus at the forehead of the sun god burns his enemies: nbt nswt wrt imit wpt itn iAxw pHst m 

rA=s what m sd=s “Lady of the Flames, the Great One who is between the horns, of the sun disc of the light, who bites with her 
mouth, and lassoes with her tail.” See CT IV, 34d-g (spell 284). 
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sxm irt Hr m bA m  The eye of Horus shall have power over the ba and  

Swt n aApp the shadow of Apophis. 

wnm Axt irt Hr m  The flame of the Eye of Horus shall devour that  

xfty pfy n ra enemy of Re. 

wnm Axt irt Hr  The flame of the eye of Horus shall devour all the  

xftyw nb Enemies 

nw <pr-aA> anx wDA snb m mt m anx of <Pharaoh> l.p.h, dead or alive.255 

 

Fire, and less frequently cooking, are both mentioned in the Book of Overthrowing 

Apophis. Fire, envisaged as a cosmic power used to destroy the enemy of Re,256 was used to 

cook Apophis: pri sDt psi=s tn “A fire comes forth, it cooks you.”257 

  

                                                      
255 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 45 (col. 22). See also the discussion of the upper register of the Third Hour of the Book of 

Amduat in the following chapter (3.2). Cf. Chapter 17 of the Book of the Dead (part b, section 1) where it is said: “As for that 

night of calling to account the robber, it is the night of the (fiery) cobra and of sacrifices”, see Allen, Book of the Dead, 30. 
256 Goebs, GM 194 (2003), 31. 
257 Faulkner, JEA 23 (1937), 170; Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 107; for cooking (psi) see Verhoeven, Grillen, kochen, backen, 110.    
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2.4.6. nbi-Axw “Whose-magical-spells-burn”: 

nbi-Axw is represented as a human-headed figure. nbi means “to burn” or “to flame.”258 Axw 

is derived from the root Ax. The latter is a homophone that can be translated as “effective” or 

“bright.”259 From Ax, Axw “magical spell” and a similar term Ax, plural Axw, which is translated 

as an “akh-spirit”,260 are derived. The Axw “magical spells” were possessed by both gods and 

malevolent creatures. The Axw of Apophis, for example, are said not to be in their places and 

thus are not functioning properly.261   

Borghouts argues that Axw and HkA are concurrent with each other.262 The relationship 

between HkA and Axw is best envisaged in the Egyptian text that have to be taken at face 

value.263 In the Litany of Re, the separation of the heaven and earth – accomplished elsewhere 

by HkA – is attributed to Axw.264 Thus, Re is praised as: “Unique one who raises the earth by his 

Axw.”265  

Axw could be envisaged as a creative power. For example, in the Seventh Hour of Amduat, 

the solar bark sails with no water but with the assistance of the HkA and Axw: “It is by means of 

magic (HkAw) of Isis and the Eldest Magician and by the spells (Axw) on the mouth of this god 

(Re) himself that he travels.”266 Conversely, Axw, and HkA as well, is seen as a destructive 

power. A sample of example will suffice. For the ease of differentiation between the two terms 

in these examples, HkA is translated as “magic” and Axw as “spells”: 

1. xm tw itm m Axw tp-rAw=sn sDm=k HkA=i “Atum shall repel you (Apophis) with 

the spells upon their mouths when you hear my magic.”267 

2. sam=s im=k m HkAw tp-rA=sn “It has swallowed you by means of the magic upon 

their mouths.”268 

3. HkA=sn ao=sn im=k Ax=sn xpr=sn r=k “Their magic enters into you (Apophis), 

their spells come to be against you.”269 

  

                                                      
258 Wb II 244.3-6; Allen, Inflection, 570; Van der Molen, Dictionary of Coffin Texts, 219; Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 136. In 

CT IV, 270b, one of the seven spirits is identified as: “Burning of face, who goes out, going backwards.” 
259 For an in-depth study of the concept Ax see Englund, Akh. 
260 For Axw as a close synonymous to HkAw “magic” in the Pyramid Texts see Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 118. 
261 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 77 (col.30/4). 
262 Borghouts, LÄ III, 1137-1151. 
263 See the term HkA (1.7.9). 
264 Ritner, Mechanics, 72-75. 
265 Hornung, Sonnenliteni I, 75. 
266 Hornung, Egyptian Amduat, 219. 
267 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 77 (col.30/6). 
268 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 80 (30/21-22). 
269 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 79 (col.30/18-19). 
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2.4.7. xnty-hTT=f “Foremost-of-his-Jubilation(?)”: 

This is the only occurrence of the epithet to my best knowledge.270 It perhaps designates 

the sun god before the jubilation apes who were identified as the “Eastern bas.”271 In the textual 

record, the birth of the sun god in the Sixth Hour of the night is announced by the baboons.272 

A related text reads: “The baboons, who announce Re, when this great god is born at the Sixth 

Hour in the underworld. They appear for him only after they have taken on their forms. They 

are at both side of this god, and appear to him until he takes his place in heaven. They dance 

for him and leap in the air. They sing for him, make music and create joyful sound when this 

great god appears in the eyes of the rxyt-people and the “people of heaven”.”273  

2.4.8. sxm-ib “Forceful-of-Heart”: 

sxm-ib is represented in human form. His epithet is attested frequently in the textual record 

where it designated Amun,274 Sobek-Re,275 Orion,276 and Month-Re.277 His iconography is 

variant. For example, he is depicted on the coffin of Nesikhonosu as a double-snake headed 

deity holding two knives (fig.32). In front of him, there is a snake standing on its tail to whom 

the deceased is introduced by two goddesses. sxm-ib is identified on this coffin as the 

“Doorkeeper of the West” (iry-aA n imntt): Dd mdw in iry aA pw n imntt sxm ibt “Words spoken 

by this doorkeeper of the West, Forceful-of-heart.”278  

 

Fig, 32.  sxm-ib, snake-headed, on the 

coffin of Nesikhonsou 

(after Daressy, Cercueils des Cachettes 

Royales, pl.XLVI) 

 

 

sxm-ib in the Twelfth Hour of the Amduat perhaps represents Re. In the Litany of Re, sxm-

ib is a designation of the sun god: Hknw n=k Ra oA-sxm sxm-ib r imyw xt=f wD rkHw m Htmyt 

                                                      
270 LGG V, 827. 
271 Cf. the figure (3.2.1.). 
272 Assmann, Solar Religion, 24; te Velde, in: Kamstra, Milde and Wagtendok (eds.), Funerary Symbols and Religion, 129-137. 
273 Karkowski, Études et travaux 9 (1976), 68-78; the English translation is after Assmann, Solar Religion, 24. 
274 oDeM 1409. 
275 KO, 60, 10. 
276 E III, 35, 8 and Esna IV, 408. 
277 Urk. VIII 17b. 
278 Daressy, Cercueils, 116. 
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“Hail to you Re, High-of-power, Forceful-of-heart more than those in his following who 

commands burning in the Place-of-Destruction.”279 

2.4.9. dwAty “He-of-the-Netherworld”: 

Occurrences: passim.280 

The leading figure is identified as dwAty “He-of-the-Netherworld.” Elsewhere, dwAty could 

be also represented in a leading position of a group of beings. For example, in the Third 

Division of the Book of Caverns dwAty, represented in a human form, is followed by two other 

gods. In the Book of Caverns, dwAty is said to have come forth from the arm of Aker: dwAty 

pr=f m a Akr “He-of-the-Netherworld”; he comes forth from the arm of Aker.”281 

 

Fig, 33. dwAty preceding two other gods while emerging from the arm of Aker 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses IV, fig.12) 

 Also, in the fifth scene of the mythological papyrus of Djed-Khonsu-Iuf-Ankh the ibis-

headed dwAty is followed by two deities; one represented shrew-headed while the other 

baboon-headed. The scene is concerned with the creation of goddess Nut who is shown lifted 

from Geb by Shu.  The accompanying texts of the scene speaks of adoring the Great Ennead 

who are in the Necropolis, Lords of the West, at the Head of the Mysteries whom the deceased 

asks to grant him a beautiful burial.282  

 
Fig, 34. dwAty, ibis-headed, leading two other gods 

(after Piankoff, Shrines, no. 19, Scene 5.) 

In the textual record, Re is identified as dwAty. In the Sixth Hour  of the Book of Gates, for 

example, Re is represented leaning on a staff and facing twelve mummiform gods labelled as 

imyw-xt Asir oddyw imyw bAgyw “Those who are in the following of Osiris, who are in 

weariness”,283 is identified as dwAty. He is invoked as: HAyt n nTryt=Tn mAA=Tn HDwt im=sn 

                                                      
279 Hornung, Sonnenliteni I, 46. 
280 As, for example, Osiris, see Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XVIII. Other deities can also be identified as dwAty like, for 

example, Sokar, see Kurth, GM 166 (1998), 46; LGG VII, 512-513. 
281 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXXI.  
282 Piankoff, Mythological Papyri, no. 19, scene 5. 
283 The twelve deities are represented reclining on the back of a serpent designated as Nehep. 
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“Light284 for your divine eyes, that you may see the light with them.”285 Also, in the Litany of 

Re, Re is identified as the corpse of dwAty. The related text reads: 

Hknw n=k ra kA sxm Hail to you Re, High-of-might, 

wD Htm  who commands destruction, 

sxpr srow=f m  whose breath shall come into being by means of his  

xprw=f imy dAt appearances which are in the Netherworld. 

Tw is XAt dwAty Indeed, you are the body of He-of-the-Netherworld.286 

 

To sum up, these beings who repel Apophis when the sun is born are centred around the 

snake ns-m-irt=f. This being could be interpreted as a reference to the sun god himself whose 

Eye is a fiery punitive being. For example, in Chapter 17 of the Book of the Dead (part a, 

section 6) the two double-uraeus on the prow of the sun bark are alternatively explained as his 

two eyes.287 The other eight figures might represent personifications of Re or various activities 

of the solar journey. For example, some epithets, dwAty, sxm-ib, and nHi are mentioned in the 

Litany of Re as manifestation of the sun god. Others, like xnty-hTT=f clearly refers to the sun 

god when he is received by the sun apes. dbA perhaps refers to the solar-Osirian unity as 

discussed in the section 2.4.5 above and as I will discuss in section 4.2.11 in the Fourth 

Chapter.  

 

Fig, 35. Beings punishing Apophis interpreted as manifestations of Re and his activities 

 

                                                      
284 Wb III, 15.7. 
285 Hornung, Pforten I, 238-9. 
286 Assmann, Sonnenlitanei I, 47-8.  
287 Allen, Book of the Dead, 28.  
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2.5. Third Hour of the Book of Gates: 

2.5.1. DADAt-xsft-aApp “The-Council-who-repel-Apophis”: 

 
Fig, 36. The Council-who-repel-Apophis 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.34) 

The lower register of the Third Hour of the Book of the Gates describes Apophis 

overthrown (sxr) by Atum in the presence of a “council” of nine gods identified as DADAt-xsft-

aApp “The-council-who-repel Apophis.” Atum, represented completely in a human form, is 

leaning heavily on a staff.288 He ritualises Re and overthrows the rebel Apophis (sAxt nTr sxrt 

sbi aApp). Then he addresses Apophis where, as Atum states, he and Re are justified against 

Apophis. The text reads:     

Then the council, identified as the Ennead-of-Re (psDt Ra), also addresses Apophis: 

 

                                                      
288 Fortier, in: Quetinmonts (ed.), Dieux, 277-284. 
289 Hornung, Pforten I, 75-76. 

sxd=k iwty aHa=k  You are upside-down, O one who does not rise up.  

HkAw=k iwty gm=k tw You are conjured, O one who does not find yourself. 

mAa-xrw it=i r=k My father is justified against you, 

mAa-xrw=i r=k I am justified against you. 

Dr=i tw n ra I subdue you for Re, 

sswn=i tw n Axty I punish you for the One of the Horizon-dweller.289  

i.n=sn psDt ra=sn xsf=sn aApp  (So) say the Ennead of Re, when they repel Apophis  

Hr ra from Re: 

sni.t(w) tp=k aApp  Your head is cut off, Apophis, 

sni.t(w) qAbw  the coils are cut off.  
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Occurrences:  

To my best knowledge, this is the only attestation of a group of figures identified as DADAt-

xsft-aApp.291 

psDt Ra/ DADAt and repelling Apophis: 

The nine figures, designated as DADAt-xsft-aApp, are also identified as psDt-Ra “Ennead-of-

Re.” The concept of psDt, a feminine noun translated as “Ennead”,292 is attested in the textual 

record since the Pyramid Texts.293 The Heliopolitan Ennead was thought to be the supreme 

over all other Enneads. 294 Re, in his different forms, presided over this Ennead. Thus, he was 

Atum, Re-Atum, Re-Horakhty or, from the New Kingdom, Osiris in some forms.295  

The Ennead was associated with both the solar bark and repelling Apophis. In Pyramid 

Text utterance 691, for example, it is said: “I go abroad, for I am pure, I receive the oar, I take 

my seat in the Ennead, I row in the Ennead, I ply my oar in the Ennead.”296 Repelling Apophis 

by an “Ennead” is attested textually inter alia in the Book of Overthrowing Apophis: sxtxt tw 

psDt nTrw imyw iwnw “the Great Ennead of gods who are in Heliopolis drives you off.”297  

DADAt is usually translated as council, magistrate, or assembly.298 As a ‘group of dignitaries’, 

DADAt could also designate the crew of the sun bark. Against this, Borghouts argues that DADAt 

could be hardly used to have such meaning.299 However, in Coffin Texts spell 765, DADAt is 

used to refer to a council of the Night-bark: hA N pn twt sA aA wr m abw wrw r=f m DADAt imyw 

msktt “Ho this N! You are the eldest son (of) the Great One in the company of those who are 

greater than he in the council (DADAt) which is in the Night-bark.”300  

In the current scene from the Book of Gates, Atum and Re are declared justified (mAa-xrw) 

against Apophis. The statement mAa xrw it=i r=k mAa xrw=i r=k “My father is justified against 

you, I am justified against you” applies to both Apophis and enemies in general.301 The cosmic 

                                                      
290 Hornung, Pforten I, 77. 
291 LGG VII, 603. 
292 Wb I 559.2-15; Troy, in: Englund (ed.), The Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, 59-69. 
293 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 223; Pyramid Texts utterance 254, see Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 63 
294 Te Velde, in: Kippenberg (ed.), Struggles of Gods, 239-257; Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 176. 
295 Bickel, in: Berger and Mathieu (eds.), Études sur l'Ancien Empire, 113-114. On the changeable number of the Ennead, see 

Kees, Götterglaube, 155ff; Te Velde, in: Kippenberg (ed.), Struggles of Gods, 242. 
296 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 311.  
297 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 48 (col. 23.21); Faulkner, JEA 23 (1937), 167.  
298 Wb V, 528.1-529.20 
299 Borghouts, Book of the Dead [39], 32. 
300 CT VI, 395a-c (spell 765). 
301 Borghouts, Book of the Dead [39], 45; Anthes, JNES 13 (1954), 191-192. 

nn tkn=k m wiA ra You shall not approach the bark of Re, 

nn hAi=k r dpt nTr you shall not descend upon on the sacred bark. 

pri hh r=k n Styt A blast of fire comes out against you from Shetyt.  

iw=n sip=n tw Htm=k We assign you off (so that) you perish.290 
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battle against Apophis could be envisaged as a form of judicial process where Apophis is 

handed over to a judgement after he is repelled.302  In Coffin Texts spell 244, Apophis is 

condemned for rebelling and committing a robbery against Re. The related text reads: Dd.n=f 

sbi=f r ra ir.n=f awA r=f sA(.tw) tp=f in sSn-wr “He has uttered his rebellion against Re, he has 

committed robbery against him and his head is guarded by the Great-demolisher.”303 Besides, 

it is said in the Coffin Texts spell 376 of the Rerek-serpent, as snake who behaved inimically 

against gods like Apophis: sip Tw mAat n wDa-mdw “Maat assigns you to a judgement.”304 

In the divine realm, as evident in the Pyramid Texts, DADAt is a judicial body which 

designates a council of notables. For example, in Pyramid Texts utterance 539, the king 

identifies himself with the great power of this tribunal: “I am the Great Power in the Great 

Tribunal in Heliopolis.”305 An Old Kingdom title has the term “Great Council” in it which 

would possibly correspond to the “Great Council” in Pyramid Texts utterance 539: m DADAt 

wrt.306 In Chapter 18 of the Book of the Dead, the deceased invokes Thoth as the one who 

justifies Osiris before a number of councils (DADAt) including, inter alia, those with Re, Osiris 

and that of Heliopolis: 

i DHwty smAa-xrw Asir r xftyw=f O Thoth! who justifies Osiris against his enemies, 

smAa-xrw sS nb-sny r xftyw=f  justify the scribe Nebseny against his enemies,  

mi smAa-xrw=k Asir r xftyw=f as you justify Osiris against his enemies 

m-bAH DADAt imyt ra before the council which is in Re, 

imyt Asir imyt iwnw which is in Osiris, which is in Heliopolis.307 

The textual record informs us of a judgement that took place in Heliopolis. In Coffin Texts 

spell 587 it is said that: bwt pw stS irt Hr n(n) wnm=i Hs bwt=i pw wsSt n(n) swr=i s mi bwt stS 

irt Hr m-xt wDa m Hwt sr aAt imyt iwnw ir di n=k sw n(n) tm aHA n(n) Htm Xnnw n(n) pXr iHw 

n=sn am kA n=f stS irt Hr m-xt wDa-mdw m Hwt sr aAt imyt iwnw “What Seth detests is the Eye 

of Horus, I will not eat faeces; what I detest is urine, I will not drink it, as Seth detests the Eye 

of Horus after the judgement in the Prince-Mansion which is in Heliopolis. If he is given to 

you, fighting will not be stopped, uproar will not be destroyed, the mottled cattle will not move 

about for themselves, then Seth will swallow the Eye of Horus for himself after the judgement 

in the great Prince-Mansion which is in Heliopolis.”308 In Pyramid Texts utterances 258 and 

259, it is said that “there will be no session on this king in the Tribunal of God.”309  

                                                      
302 Cf. Borghouts, Book of the Dead [39], 45.  
303 CT II, 244-245 (spell 414). 
304 CT V, 39b (spell 376). Rerek, also Reref in later manuscripts, is a snake who behaved inimically against gods especially Atum. 

In Chapter 39 of the Book of the Dead, Rerek is addressed as aA(i) pf “that great one” and in other versions there is Apophis, 

see Borghouts, Book of the Dead [39], 21ff. 
305 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 208; Bickel, in: Berger and Mathieu (eds.), Études sur l'Ancien Empire, 115. 
306 Urk. I, 47, 15. 
307 Budge, Book of the Dead, 71. 
308 CT VI, 208k-209c (spell 587).  
309 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 68. 
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This Ennead perhaps represents a divine collective which constituted a high legal authority 

of the divine world. Bickel argues that the Ennead here includes the entire pantheon and not 

only the members of the three first generations.310 Also, the Ennead of Heliopolis appears as 

the court of Geb, which took the responsibility of settling the dispute between Horus and Seth 

in the Hwt-sr “Mansion of the Prince.” In Coffin Texts spell 313, it is said: mAA.n=k wi m Aft=i 

aA rdi.n n=i Ra [smn.n]=i tm psDt Htp.ti Hr=s “You have seen me in my great atef-crowns which 

Re has given to me and which Atum made [firm for] me, with the Ennead being pleased about 

it.”311  

Anthes argues that the court (DADAt) of the gods (Pyramid Texts utterances 258; 259) is 

possibly identical with the Heliopolitan Ennead has had the power to give the acclamation 

signifying “right” (Pyramid Texts utterance 570).312 Thus, it can be concluded that DADAt-xsft-

aApp could be either an Ennead which constituted a high jury or crew of the solar bark who 

repelled Apophis from Re.  

 

2.5.2. nbw-xrwt “Lords-of-Provisions”: 

 

Fig, 37. Lords-of-Provisions in the Third Division of the Book of Gates 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.34) 

 

Following the representation of DADAt-xsft-aApp, there is a scene which shows nine gods 

identified as nbw-xrt “Lords-of-provisions.” Each is represented with a was-sceptre and ankh-

sign. In front of them, Atum is leaning heavily on a staff. They drive away Apophis and hack 

up the flesh of the Wicked-one: xsf sbi Hr Axty wdi Sat n iwf Dwy-od “Repel the rebel from the 

Horizon-dweller and hack up the flesh of the one of evil-character.”313  

 

                                                      
310 Bickel, in: Berger and Mathieu (eds.), Études sur l'Ancien Empire, 115. 
311 CT IV, 87c-e (spell 313). 
312 Anthes, JNES 13 (1954), 191-192. 
313 Hornung, Pforten I, 79-80. 
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The annotation above these figures reads:  

in=sn nn n nTrw They say, these gods, 

sn HkAw=sn aApp when they enchant Apophis: 

wn(w) tA n ra the earth is open for Re, 

xtm(w) tA r aApp the earth is sealed against Apophis. 

dwAtyw xnty-imntyw imyw (O) Those-of-Netherworld, Foremost-of-westerners who  

Styt are in Shetyt,  

dwA Ra dr xftyw=f Praise Re, drive his enemies away. 

nD aA m-a iwf Dwy Protect the Great-One from the flesh of the one of evil one. 

ihy xr.tw n ra xfty ra Hail, the enemy of Re is felled for Re. 

anx=sn m Awt ra They live by means of the offerings of Re 

m Htpw xnty-imntyw and by means of the offerings the Foremost-of-the-

Westerners. 

iw wdnw n=sn Hr tA He who offers to them upon earth, 

xnpw n=sn obHw he who offers to them cool refreshment, 

m mAa-xrw m imnt is the one who is True-of-voice in the West, 

Dsr-rmn m st imnt with secluded shoulder in the Hidden-Place. 

sn hwt=sn n ra They wail for Re, 

iAkb=sn n nTr aA They lament for the great god, 

m-xt app=f Hr=sn after he passes by them. 

SAs=f HAp st kkw When he goes, darkness envelops it 

xtm orrt=sn Hr=sn and their cavern is closed upon them.314 

Occurrences:  

The earliest attestation of the epithet nbw-xrwt is documented in the Coffin Texts. For 

example, in Coffin Texts spell 306 a relevant text reads: i-nD Hr=Tn nbw-xrt wabt “Hail to you 

Lords-of-pure-offerings.” 315  Also, in Coffin Texts spell 404 the Lords-of-provisions are 

invoked. The related text reads: i-nD Hr=Tn nfrw kAw nbw-xrt “Hail to you, beautiful of spirits, 

Lords-of-provisions.”316  

In the Second Division of the Book of Caverns, nine gods are also designated nbw-xrt. No 

punishment is done by the figures in the Book of Caverns. The related text reads: i [9] nTrw 

iAkbyw xntyw dwAt imyw StAyt iw=i SAs=i Hr=Tn TpHwt(=Tn) r mAA pn imn rn=f r irt sxrw imnt r 

xns dwAt pri bA(w)=Tn wAS bA(w)=Tn nisy=i r=sn ntTn nn n sbyw Dwy xntyw dwAt […] m imnyy 

Hr Asir xnty dwAt aA mAwwt nbw-xrt Hrw sbwt m tA imnt “O [nine] mourning gods who are 

                                                      
314 Hornung, Pforten I, 80-85. 
315 CT IV, 60g (spell 306). 
316 CT V, 195h (spell 404). 
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foremost of the Netherworld, who are in Shetayet, I pass by (your) caverns to see this one 

whose name is hidden, to make the forms of the West, to traverse the Netherworld. Your ba(s) 

shall come forth, your ba(s) shall be honoured when I call upon them, rebels (?) who invoke, 

foremost of the Netherworld … in the West, … for Osiris, Foremost-of-the-Netherworld, great 

of tears, Lords-of-provision chiefs of the locks of hair in the land of the West.”317 

  

                                                      
317 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XVII. 
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2.6. Tenth Hour of Book of Gates: 

 

Fig, 38. Enchanting Apophis in the Tenth Hour of the Book of Gates 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.54) 

Re, in the middle register of the Tenth Hour of the Book of Gates, is encircled in his bark 

by the Mehen-serpent. Behind him, there is a representation of @kA “Heka” while in front of 

him siA “Sia” is standing. The solar bark is towed by four figures identified as dwAtyw “Those-

of-the-Netherworld.”318 In front of the dwAtyw, eighteen figures are represented. The first 

group of figures are identified as Hryw-mdw-HkAw “Chiefs-of-magical-words.” They are 

represented in human form. The second figure is, however, represented with a double-snake 

head. 319  The following group consists of four baboons who are identified as sAyw-Ra 

“Magicians-of-Re (Male).” Then, there is a representation of four female figures identified as 

sAyt-Ra “Magicians-of-Re (Female).” The last group is wielding spears and they are designated 

as abbtyw “Those-of-the-spears.” Apophis is surmounted by a crocodile identified as sSsS 

“Seshsesh.” In front of Apophis, there is an uprising mummiform figure who is designated iAy 

“The-Old-One.” The accompanying text reads: 

wnn=sn m sxr pn  They are in this form, 

sod=sn m-HAt ra when they sail in front of Re. 

HkA=sn n=f aApp  They shall enchant Apophis for him, 

Hmm=sn r aryt nt Axt (then) they retreat to the gate of the Horizon,  

api=sn xr=f r Hrt  and they traverse before him to the sky, 

xpr=sn n=f m itrty they shall be on both sides for him. 

ntsn sxaa sw m nwt  It is they who cause him to appear in the Heaven. 

in=sn HkAw=sn So they recite their magic spells: 

ihy sbi wAyw aApp Oho Rebel, Apophis is felled(?),320 

dy Dwt=f the one who is given his evil, 

Htm Hr=k aApp your face is destroyed, Apophis, 

iri wAt n nmty  make a way for the executioner, 

dsw r=k Hsk=k the knives are against you, so you are beheaded, 

iAy r=k Htm=k  the Old-One is against you, so you perish, 

                                                      
318 Cf. the figure dwAty (2.4.9) above. 
319 https://describingegypt.com/tours/ramessesvi/kv9_chamber_e_hall_of_hindering/268/-1/43  
320 Wb, I 246.5-9. 

https://describingegypt.com/tours/ramessesvi/kv9_chamber_e_hall_of_hindering/268/-1/43
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abbtyw di=sn im=k Those-of-the-spears place in you. 

HkAw=n tw m imyt a=n  We charm you by means of what is in our hand. 

ihy dr.t(w) Htmy sswn.t(w)  Oho! The punished one is driven away, the captive is  

Ssy destroyed.321 

 

2.6.1. Hryw-mdw-HkAw “Chiefs-of-the-magical-words”: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a group of figures identified as such.322 

2.6.2. sAyw and sAyt “Magicians-of-Re (Male and Female)”:   

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a group of figures identified as such.323 

2.6.3. abbtyw “Spearers”: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a group of figures identified as such.324 

Interpretation: 

This scene shows a group of figures who are categorised by their designations into three 

groups. The designation of the first group, Hryw-mdw-HkAw, underlines the intimate 

relationship between magic and word.325 Words, whether written or spoken, were part of 

restricted and special knowledge which was a prominent feature of magic. This was therefore 

a privilege of a limited group of priests who would also compose, copy and recite the 

incantations. In the Middle Kingdom, the function of Xry-Hbt “Lector priest”, for example, was 

closely associated with magicians.326 In his autobiography, a man named Iyenhor says, “I am 

an [excellent] akh who knows magic. Men know that I am an excellent lector priest.”327 Also, 

the autobiography of the lector Harkhuf, Old Kingdom, outlines the relationship between 

magic and spell (rA). The related text reads: ink Ax iqr apr Xry-Hbt rx rA=f “I am an excellent 

equipped blessed spirit, a lector who knows his spell.”328 

In Edfu, Heka’s female equivalent is described as: Hmwst HkA nb Axw Xr sS=s imyw rA=s 

“The Hmwst of Heka, lord of spells, who bears her writing in her mouth.”329 In a text from 

Edfu, the word Sd “recite” is used with the spells: Xry-Hb Hry-tp DbA m Xkrw=f Hr Sd rAw n pr 

                                                      
321 Hornung, Pforten I, 343-346. 
322 LGG V, 406. 

323 LGG VI, 135; 139. Cf. the title  sA-srot “Magician of Serqet”, for example, for the interpretation of the epithets as 
‘magaicians’ and not ‘guardians’, see also Wb III, 414.7.  

324 LGG II, 90. 
325 See HkA (1.7.9). 
326 Forshaw, The role of the Lector Priest, 20. 
327 Strudwick, Texts from the Pyramid Age, 280. 
328 Urk. I, 122. 13 
329 Duemichen, Geographische Inschriften Altägyptischer Denkmäler, pl.CLVIII. 
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r-HA “The chief lector outfitted with his adornments recites the spells of appearance (going 

outside).”330 Also, at Dendera, Heka, as a ka of Re, is identified as “Excellent-of-words.”331 

Frankfurter noted that when a spell is spoken, the words draw power into the world and 

towards or against an object.332 The relationship between magic and word is also recurrent in 

repelling Apophis. For example, in the Book of Overthrowing Apophis, it is said: xt r=k Hm 

r=k n HkAw pn pri m r=i Hr pr aA “Retire, turn back at this magic which comes from my mouth 

for the Pharaoh.”333 

sA, the stem of both epithets of the second group, is a looped cord which was usually made 

of linen thread or leather and could be used as an amulet itself.334 This is also the orthography 

of sA “amulet.” sA “amulet” is identically written as the word for “protection.”335 In the textual 

record, magic can be expressed by component or essence.336 Thus, for example, the wAD-

amulet, papyrus column, was made of a green stone and denotes the notion wAD “to flourish.”337 

Also, sA could be combined with other terms to express protection. For example, sA-rnpt means 

“protection/amulets of the year”, sAw-n-pA-sHtp sxmi means “amulets for the pacification of 

Sekhmet” and sA-n-anx means “amulet for life.”338 Also, a magician associated with Serqet was 

identified as sA-srot “Magician-of-Serqet.” (For protection).339 

An epithet held by one of the individuals in the court is sA-bity “amulet-man of the king of 

Lower Egypt.” The term, sA-bity, appears, being associated with magic, together with smrw 

Hry HkA “courtiers in charge of magic.”340 In the Papyrus Ebres, sAw, swnw “doctors” and wab 

sxmt “priests of Sekhmet” are enlisted in a list of medical workers: “… when any doctor, priest 

of Sekhmet or amulet-man places his hands or fingers on any head, on any back of the head, 

on any hands, on any chest (“place of the heart”), on any arms, or on any feet, then he places 

them on the heart, for its vessels belong to all its limbs.”341 

The last group is designated abbtyw “spearers.” They are four male figures brandishing their 

spears. In the Book of Overthrowing Apophis, Apophis is smitten with a spear. The spear, 

made of iron, is taken by Horus who demolished the heads of the enemies of Re in front of the 

bark. In the spell, it is said: rn n Ssp mabA r Hwi aApp Dd-mdw Ssp.n Hr mabA=f n biA onon.n=f 

tpw xftyw nw ra “Spell for taking the spear to smite Apophis. Recitation: Horus has taken his 

                                                      
330 Chassinat, MMAF (1930), 30. 1-4; I here follow the translation of Ritner, Mechanics, 44. 
331 Ritner, Mechanics, 247. 
332 Frankfurter, in: Meyer and Mierecki (eds.), Ancient Magic and Ritual Power, 457. 
333 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 55 (col.24/18); JEA (1933), 50; JEA 23:2 (1937), 169-70. 
334 Wb 3, 415.12-17; Pinch, Magic in Ancient Egypt, 108. 
335 Wb III, 414-15; Germond, Symbolic World of Egyptian Amulets, 21.  
336 Ritner, Mechanics, 51; Koenig, Magie, 247. xpr, anx, Dd-pillar, Koenig, Magie, 247. See also chapter 155 of the Book of the 

Dead which is entitled r n Dd n nbw “formula for a djed-pillar of gold”, Quirke, Book of Dead, 385; Andrews, Amulets, 6. 
337 Baines, Fecundity Figures, 142. 
338 Ritner, Mechanics, 51. 
339 Wb III, 414.7. 
340 Forshaw, The role of the Lector Priest, 20. 
341 Ritner, Mechanics, 52-53. 
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spear of iron. He has struck the heads of the enemies of Re.”342 The text accompanying this 

scene reads 

wnn=sn m sxr pn Xr abbwt=sn  They are in this form carrying their spears, 

sAA=sn nwHw iAy when they guard the ropes of the Old-One,  

iwty dd=sn ar HfAw pn  the ones who do not allow this serpent to rear up  

r wiA n nTr aA to the bark of the great god. 

app=sn m-xt nTr pnm Hrt They shall traverse after this god in the sky. 

in nn n ntrw aHA(w) Hr nTr pn  It is these are the gods who fight on behalf of this god  

m Hrt in the sky.343 

 

  

                                                      
342 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 43 (col.22:9-10); Faulkner, JEA 23:2 (1937), 169. 
343 Hornung, Pforten I, 347. 
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2.7. Book of Earth: 

 
Fig, 39. Apophis as depicted in the Book of Earth 

(after Piankoff, La Création du Disque Solaire, pl. D). 

The only appearance of Apophis in the Book of Earth is documented on the Third Register 

of the left wall of the Sarcophagus Hall of Ramesses VI. In the middle of the scene, Asir xnty 

imnt “Osiris, Foremost of the West” is represented in an oval (iAt). On either side, a 

personification of the earth is represented: XAt-gb “Corpse-of-Geb” to the right and XAt-tA-tnn 

“Corpse-of-Tatenen” to the left. The feet of Osiris and the two gods on either side are not 

visible. This posture could imply that their feet are in Nun. Apophis, here identified as imy-

tA=f “He-who-belongs-is-in-his-earth”, is grasped by two ram-headed figures. The figure to 

the left is identified as, Awy-n-aApp “Extender-of-Apophis.” To the right, two figures, both ram-

headed as well, are designated Htm-bA=f “He-who-destroys-his-ba (i.e. Apophis’).” The 

leading Htm-bA=f is holding Apophis, as does Awy-n-aApp, with both hands while the latter is 

extending his arms downwards. 344  Both are represented without any attributes. The text 

labelling this scene reads: 

 

sn sAA=sn pn n imy tA=f  They guard “This-one-who-belongs-to-he-who-in-his-earth”  

nty mHn=f  and “That-one-which-he-encircles”, 

nTrw StAw  imnw xpri and the mysterious gods who have concealed Khepri.345 

 

  

                                                      
344 The corpse of the sun god encircled by a serpent is a reminiscent of a scene in the sixth hour of the Amduat where the lying 

corpse of the sun god, not in mummiform, is encircled by a multi-headed serpent designated as aSA-Hrw “He-with-many-faces.” 

However, there is no evidence that the snake in the Amduat is malevolent unlike Apophis, see Hornung, Egyptian Amduat, 200. 
345 Piankoff, Création, pl.XXXIV. 
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Re addresses their figures saying: 

Ddwt ra n nTrw iAwt sAAw itn=f 
What Re says to the gods of the mound, who guard his 

disk: 

Htp sp 2 itn m dwAt be content (twice) while the disk is in the Netherworld, 

Htp rf itn m imnt when the disk rests in the West. 

pr awy n StAt-Hr wTs=sn  The arms of Mysterious-of-face come forth while they raise 

(sw) (it).346 

2.7.1. Htm-bA=f “He-who-destroys-his-ba” 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.347  

2.7.2. Awy-n-aApp “Extender-of-Apophis”: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.348  

Interpretation: 

The ‘destruction’ of the ba of Apophis,349 is mentioned in the Book of Overthrowing 

Apophis: iw Htm.n=i bA=f… “I have destroyed his ba...”350 The ba, as a physical element, 

could be destroyed through, for example, burning. In the Book of Overthrowing Apophis, it is 

said that the ba of Apophis is cut up or burnt so that it is destroyed: iw bA=k Axw=k HkAw=k 

XAt=k Swwt=k nbt Ammw “Your ba, your akh-spirit, your magic, your corpse, all your shadows 

are burnt.”351 

There might be also a wordplay between Htm-bA=f and an epithet held by the sun god in 

the Litany of Re. In the Fifth Litany of Re, the sun god is identified as bA-Htm: bA-Htm pr m 

Htmt “Destroying-bA who comes forth from the place of destruction.”352  

The iconography of the three punishing figures associated with the mound (iAt) recall a 

similar image from the Book of Caverns. In the Third Division of the Book of Caverns, there 

are two representations of mounds. Inside each mound, there is a depiction of a ram-headed 

deity facing downwards. These are addressed by Re as the corpses (XAwwt) which xprw im=i 

(Re) twt=i xprw=i “came into being from me, my images, my creations.”353 The three ram-

headed figures in the Book of Earth could perhaps be interpreted as images of Re.  

                                                      
346 Piankoff, Création, pl.XXXV. 
347 LGG V, 588. 
348 LGG I, 4. 
349 There is a mention of the ba of Apophis to be existent in the Eastern Mountains: iw bA n aApp m bAxw “The ba of Apophis is in 

the Eastern Mountains”, see Hornung, Der Ägyptische Mythos, 27. bAXw, as attested in chapter 108 of Book of the Dead, was a 
mountain in the west. From the New Kingdom onwards, the word has been used to refer to the entire eastern side of Egypt and 

the place where the birth of the sun i.e. its rising took place. See Wilson, Lexicon, 302f.  
350 Faulkner, Papyrus Bremner-Rhind, 66 (col. 28/5). 
351 Faulkner, JEA 23:2 (1933), 169; Col.23:19-20. Assmann has argued that burning the ba might hinder the copulation by means 

of ba, see Assmann, Death and Salvation, 94-95. 
352 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 139; 2, 131. 
353 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXVIII. 
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Summary of Research Findings: 

This chapter focuses on the beings who punished Apophis for the sun god Re. This host of 

beings come from all books under study except the Book of Caverns. These beings’ roles range 

from binding Apophis to depriving him from his magic and punishing him. The analysis of 

the epithets of these beings reveals that while some figures’ roles could be merely functional, 

Htmyt (2.1.5) for example, others, dmDt (2.1.4) for example, represented Nephthys and was 

associated with assembling the Solar-Osirian Unity. Another group of epithets reflect aspects 

of the sun god and introduce him as the one who gives life. The iconography of these beings 

also varied ranging from human form to crocodile-headed, bird-headed and sun disc-headed.  

 

 

 
Fig, 40. Ram-headed deities inside mounds in the Book of Caverns 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.12) 
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CHAPTER THREE: GODS PUNISHING THE 

ENEMIES OF RE 

Introduction: 

This chapter focuses on the Netherworld beings who punished the enemies of Re. The 

scenes which come from all the books under study were put in a chronological order starting 

from the earliest book, the Amduat to the latest, the book of Earth.    

3.1. Second Hour of Amduat: 

 
Fig, 41.  The lower register of the Second Hour of the Book of Amduat 

(after, Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.75) 

The lower register of the Second Hour of the Book of Amduat has a representation of 

twenty-four figures.1 They are identified with different epithets and depicted with various 

iconographies. I list below the deities under study and survey their attestations in the textual 

record which ranges from the Pyramid Texts to the Graeco-Roman temples. From left to right, 

these are identified as:  

3.1.1. wpw-trw “Opener-of-the-seasons”: 

wpw-trw is represented running with the hieroglyph for season in one hand. This epithet is 

held by a number of deities in temples of later periods.2 For example, Khonsou is identified as 

wp-trw in a ritual scene.3 The deity Khnum-Re also bears this epithet in a ritual scene attested 

in the temple of Esna.4 In the temple of Dendera, Thoth is also designated as wp-trw. 5 

3.1.2. iry-trw “He-who-belongs-to-the-seasons”: 

iry-trw is also represented in a running position while holding the sign for season (tr) in his 

hand. To the best of my knowledge this is the only attestation of this deity.6  

3.1.3. fA “Bearer”:  

fA is depicted in a running position with the hieroglyph for seasons (tr) in his hand. The 

epithet is determined with a seated man with a basket on his head . In the Amduat, there is a 

representation of a figure in the Eleventh Hour who is also identified as fA. He is represented, 

                                                      
1 The number of these figures is presumably related to the daily cycle of the sun, see Wallin, Celestial Cycles, 90ff. 
2 See the discussion of “Modes of Interaction” in the Fifth Chapter. 
3 Urk. VIII, 98e. 
4 Esna, II, 51, 4.  
5 D VII, 15, 15 and pl.594. 
6 LGG I, 413. 
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together with other eleven deities, lifting the giant coiled snake mHn-tA “That-which-encircles-

the-earth” on their heads while they are proceeding to the eastern horizon of the sky: wnn=sn 

m sxr pn m HAt nTr pn aA fAA=sn mHn-tA n tpw=sn r niwt tn app=sn m-xt ra r Axt imntt nt pt “They 

are in this form in front of this great god when they carry “That-which-encircles-the-earth” on 

their heads to this city. They pass after Re to the eastern horizon of the sky.”7  

 
Fig, 42. fAi, directly represented before the sun bark, carrying a snake on his head in the Eleventh Hour of 

Amduat 

(after Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), pl.X) 

fAi relates to verbs of ‘elevation’. Osiris, as well as Re or the sun disc, can be elevated.8 In 

the Fourth Division of the Book of Caverns, a text deals with the body of Osiris being elevated 

by the two goddesses Isis and Nephthys: ra Dd=f r orrt nt Asir anx Asir TAwy n=k sro n bAw=k 

ikw.n=k dwAt mk nTrty wTs(=sn) XAt=k Asir xnty StAw=f “Re speaks to the cavern of Osiris: Live 

Osiris! The two winds belong to you, breath belongs to your bas live after you have encircled 

the Netherworld. Behold the two goddesses elevate your corpse, O Osiris, Foremost of his 

mysteries.”9 In the Pyramid Texts, utterance 364 demonstrates that Osiris has been elevated 

by his son Horus: “Horus has lifted (fAi) you up in his name of ‘Hnw-bark’; He bears you in 

your name of Sokar.” 10  Associated with Osiris, fAi recurs in the Ramesseum Dramatic 

Papyrus.11 In some cases the context is hard to grasp due to the damage of the document. Be 

it as it may, the following examples illustrates how fAi is associated with Osiris: […] Asir [… 

// …] fAi “[…] [//] Osiris [// … //] to carry ….”12 In another example, there is also a connection 

between Osiris and the verb fAi: 

  

                                                      
7 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 186.  
8 See section (2.4).   
9 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XLV. 
10 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 119; Assmann, Search for God, 86. 
11 See also the use of fAi to express “brining” as , for example, in Geisen, Commemoration Ritual, 122, 130, 
12 Geisen, Commemoration Ritual, 149. 
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mdw  Speaking of words: 

Hrw Horus: 

msw (Hr) D[d mdw ..]  [words] to the children (of Horus):  

// DHwty [..] // Thoth [// …] 

[…//] Asir [… // …] fAi […] [… //] Osiris [… // …] to carry […].13 

More clearly, Osiris is carried upon the command of Horus to the “ones who embrace the 

akh-spirits” which means, as the text elaborates, that Osiris is carried by the Sons of Horus: 

xpr.n fAA sxnw Ax it hoA Hr awy=sn Hrw pw wD=f n msw=f fAi Asir “It happened that the “ones 

who embrace the akh-spirits” carried the father of the ruler on their arms. It means: Horus 

commands to his children who carry Osiris.”14 

3.1.4. a-fAw “(The)-arm-which-carries”: 

a-fAw is the last of the group of the four running gods. He is represented, however, not with 

the hieroglyph for seasons but with a knife.15 In the Book of the Day, a-fAw appears as one of 

nine gods in the fields of iArw (Fig.43).16 In the tomb of Ramesses VI, he is represented with 

crossed arms on his chest. The accompanying text associates the deities of this scene with the 

fields of iArw as well as plants: “The bark approaches the iArw-Fields of the blessed, 

represented as a mountain with plants or ears of grain at its foot.”17  

 
Fig, 43. a-fAw, to the far left, with his arms crossed on his chest in the Book of the Day 

(after, Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.133) 

a-fAw could be translated either as “The-arm-which-carries” or “He-who-devours (?)”; an 

active participle of afA “to devour.”18 There could also be a wordplay between the stem of this 

epithet and, for example, afA, a plant associated with Osiris.19 This plant, perhaps best identified 

as clover, was used in medical papyri to cure a range of both internal as well as external pains. 

These include, for example, pains that affect the abdomen, pains that affect legs and for cough 

                                                      
13 Geisen, Commemoration Ritual, 289. 
14 The English translation here is after Geisen, Commemoration Ritual, 175.  
15 Although this numbering matches the number of seasons in the Egyptian calendar, in the tomb of Ramesses VI, there are four 

signs for seasons, see https://describingegypt.com/tours/ramessesvi/kv9_lower_corridor_g_middle/269/-5/63 which is 

presumably a later corrpuption.  
16 Piankoff, Livre du Jour, 12. 
17 The English translation here is after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 398. 
18 CDME, 42. 
19 Dawson, JEA 20 (1934), 41; Koemoth, Osiris et les arbres, 47. 
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and purging.20 A further association of this term with Osiris is attested in Coffin Texts spell 

30 where afA “tear off”21 is used in connection with the testicles of Seth: swt afA Xrwy stS “It is 

him (Horus?) who devoured(?) the testicles of Seth.”22 In the current context a-fAw could be 

translated as “(The)-arm-which-carries.” His role seems to relate to ‘elevating’ Osiris which 

is more obvious in the discussion of the previous being (fA). The translation of the epithet as 

“He-who-devours”, is, however, still probable. In this latter case, devouring is also associated 

with time in Egyptian thought. For example, in the upper register of the Fifth Hour of the Book 

of Gates, a mummiform figure identified as Aken swallows the double cord.23 Aken perhaps 

gives birth to time which he spans out of his mouth.24  

3.1.5. rnpty “He-who-belongs-to-the-year”: 

rnpty is represented in human form while holding the hieroglyph for year (rnpt). Elsewhere, 

this is an epithet by which Re-Horakhty is identified.25  

3.1.6. mAxy “He-of-the-sheaf”: 

mAxy “He-of-the-sheaf” is also represented in human form while holding the hieroglyph for 

year (rnpt). To the best of my knowledge, this figure is not attested in any other texts beyond 

Amduat.26 

3.1.7. nHi “He-who-prays”:  

nHi, bearing the hieroglyph for year (rnpt), is represented in human form.27 

3.1.8. HDDwty “He-who-belongs-to-the-light”: 

HDDwty is represented in human from with one arm extended with a star. In the temple of 

Edfu, the epithet HDDwty appears twice. The first is a representation the creator of the ‘Great 

Hill’ who is identified as HDDwty.28 In another ritual scene, Horus Behdety is designated 

HDDwty as well. 29  In the Sixth Hour of the Book of Amduat, the upper register has a 

representation of a figure identified as HDDw “Shining one.” He is represented completely in a 

human form without attributes. The sun god addresses HDDw commanding “O Shining-one! 

Guard your image” (HDDwty sAw sSm=k).30 

                                                      
20 Dawson, JEA 20 (1934), 41. 
21 Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 6. 
22 CT I, 30b (spell 9). 
23 Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 174. 
24 Bochi, JARCE 31 (1994), 51. 
25 TT 65; STG 83, 3. 
26 LGG III, 237.   
27 See nHi (2.4.4).  
28 E IV, 358. 
29 E I, 26. 12. 
30 Hornung, Egyptian Amduat, 188. See also 

http://aaew.bbaw.de/tla/servlet/GetWcnDetails?u=Hamada&f=0&l=0&wn=500718&db=0  

http://aaew.bbaw.de/tla/servlet/GetWcnDetails?u=Hamada&f=0&l=0&wn=500718&db=0
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3.1.9. Hwn-wr “Great-youth”: 

Hwn-wr is represented in human form with an arm extended with a star. At the temple of 

Esna, Hwn-wr is a designation of god Khnum.31  

3.1.10. HD-wr “Great-white-one”: 

HD-wr is represented in a human form with an arm extended with a star. In the Pyramid 

Texts where the king is summoned to live again, HD-wr is used as a designation of the father 

of the dead; “O Great White One of the Castle of the Mace, O my father.”32 HD-wr was also a 

member of nine gods in the Book of Day who are said to be in the Field-of-Reeds (sxt-iArw).33 

3.1.11. Hrwy=fy-awy=fy-m-Xnw=f “One-who-has-two-faces-and-two-arms-

inside-him”: 

This being is represented with two human heads each looking at a different direction with 

two arms crossed on his chest.34 This might represent unity of dual nature.35 The notion of 

unity might immediately recall a number of suggestions. Most prominently is the unity 

between Re and Osiris or that which existed between Horus and Seth.36 Speaking of the unity 

between Re and Osiris in the current scene is, however, difficult to prove. Firstly, the 

accompanying text does not speak of this unity. It is not until the Sixth Hour of the Book of 

Amduat when the unity between Re and Osiris, though in a very indirect way,37 is mentioned.38 

In the middle register of the Sixth Hour Re is said to row near the body of Osiris: sodd nTr pn 

aA m niwt tn Hr mw irt=f Hpt m sxt tn r-hAw XAt Asir “This great god sails in this town on the 

water. What he makes is rowing in this field at the neighborhood of the corpse of Osiris.”39 

Rather, in the Second Hour, Re speaks to the deities including Osiris. The two gods are 

therefore distinguished from each other. Besides, Osiris is depicted with no indication to his 

unity with Re. This distinction agrees with Niwiński’s argument that the Book of Amduat 

deals with Re and Osiris as two separate gods.40 Niwiński also suggested that the Solar-Osirian 

unity in the Book of Amduat and the Book of Gates was a temporary one. Conversely, he adds, 

in later books as the Book of Cavern and the Book of Earth the unity of Re and Osiris was 

permanent.41 Thus, in the Book of the Earth, the Solar-Osirian unity is introduced as: Ddw ra 

ao=f XAt imnti xnti imntt, “What Re says when he enters the corpse of the Westerner, Foremost-

                                                      
31 Esna III, 262,  
32 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 254. 
33 Piankoff, Livre du Jour, 13. 
34 Taking into consideration that some of the twenty-four figures under study are associated with time (seasons, years, stars and 

harvest), one wonders if a distant relationship between this figure and the Roman Janus existed. On the image of Janus in 
African sculpture, for example, see https://www.britannica.com/topic/Janus-Roman-god. (accessed 22 March 2019). 

35 In Coffin Texts spell 335, the deceased expresses a dual nature where he says: ink bAwy=f “I am his two bas which are in his 

two Fledglings”, see CT IV, 276a (spell 335). 
36 Smith suggested using the term ‘Solar-Osirian cycle’ to avoid the misunderstanding that the unity between Re and Osiris 

culminated into a ‘super deity Osiris-Re’, see Smith, Following Osiris, 330 and 334. 
37 Smith, Following Osiris, 315. 
38 Hornung, Das Amduat II, 122-124; see also Spalinger, ZÄS 134 (2007), 173-184.  
39 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 458-486. 
40 Niwiński, JEOL 30 (1987-1988), 90-91. 
41 Niwiński, JEOL 30 (1987-1988), 90-91. 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Janus-Roman-god
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of-the-West.”42 This introductory text recalls the description of the corpse of Osiris as being 

the xA(t) imy(t) ra, “the corpse in which Re is” in the Book of Earth.43 The related text reads: 

 

Ddw ra ao=f XAt imnty  The speech of Re when he enters the corpse of the Westerner 

xnt imntt Foremost of the West: 

i hy ap.n=i dAt  Oho! I have traversed the Netherworld, 

xns.n[=i] imy tA [I] might cross the one who is in the earth.44 

 

Secondly, the main theme of the current scene is the burning (sAm) of the enemies of Re 

and providing water to those who follow him.45 Finally, to put it in a broader context, I cite a 

Ramesside text in which Ramesses II addresses his late father, Seti. In this text, distinction is 

made clear between Re and Osiris after the former has entered into the sky. It is also said that 

Osiris is in the Netherworld, while the domain of Re, together with his followers, is the sky: 

mk tw ao.ti m Hrt Sms=k ra …. Htp.ti m dwAt mi imyw=s m-r wn-nfr nb Dt “Behold, you have 

entered the sky that you shall follow Re…. You shall rest in the Netherworld like those who 

are in it beside Wennefer, Lord of Eternity.”46  

Hrwy=fy-awy=fy-m-Xnw=f is more likely to represent Horus and Seth. The reconciliation 

between the counterparts Horus and Seth in one entity indicates the reconciliation of the forces 

of good and evil.47 In the textual record this unity is evident where, in the Shabaka Stone, both 

Horus and Seth had portions in the iArw-Field,48 and they were also united (smA) and reconciled 

(Htp): “Reeds and papyrus were placed on the double door of the House of Ptah. That means 

Horus and Seth, pacified and united.”49 Iconographically, the unity between Horus and Seth is 

also evident. For example, in the upper register of the Second Hour of the Book of Amduat, 

there is a figure, identified as Hrwy “The-double-face”,50 who is depicted with the heads of 

both Horus and Seth. In the Book of Gates (see fig.44) there is a similar representation to that 

represented in the upper register of the Second Hour of Amduat. A figure depicted with the 

heads of Seth and Horus is making the sign for adoration. He is represented standing on a 

                                                      
42 Roberson, JARCE 45 (2009), 228. 
43 Piankoff, Création, 9; Roberson, JARCE 45 (2009), 229. 
44 Roberson, JARCE 45 (2009), 230. 
45 The Solar-Osirian unity was the main theme of a book published by Darnell in 2004. In this book, Darnell studied compositions 

from the tombs of Tutankhamun, Ramesses VI and Ramesses IX. Darnell has concluded that these compositions dealt together 
with the solar-Osirian unity and that they were structured on a single pattern, see Darnell, Solar-Osirian Unity. See also Quack’s 

review of this book where the author tackles on a number issues with Darnell’s interpretation as to the Solar-Osirian unity, 

Quack, WdO 35 (2005), 22-47. In the Second Chapter, I have discussed a scene from the Book of the Earth in which the 
destruction of Apophis is illustrated outside the Mound of Osiris. In this specific case, the unity of Re and Osiris is obvious, 

see Chapter Two, section (2.7). On the Solar-Osirian unity in the Book of Earth, see Roberson, Books of the Earth.  
46 KRI II, 333, lines 11-12.  
47 Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 40 and 209. 
48 Lichtheim, Literature I, 52.  
49 Lichtheim, Literature I, 53. 
50 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 28. 
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sphinx and the accompanying text reads: aHa nTr pn n ra ao.xr Hrwy=fy m nTr pn m-xt app ra 

Hr=f “This god stands for Re. Then, “He-of-the-double-face” enters into this god after Re 

passes by him.”51 

 
Fig, 44. Hrwy=fy as represented in the Book of the Gates 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 209) 

3.1.12. Axy “Shining-one”: 

Axy “Shining-one” is represented in a human form bearing a papyrus sceptre with a star on 

the top in each hand. To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of this figure. 

 

3.1.13. Asir wnn-nfr, “Osiris, Wenennefer”:  

Osiris is represented, as he usually is,52 as mummiform and wearing the White Crown. The 

epithet wnn-nfr was attested on the stela of Ikhernofret (Berlin Museum 1204) when he said 

that Osiris was rescued when the great fight took place and when all his enemies were 

overthrown in of Nedyt.53 The identification of Osiris as wnn-nfr perhaps means “he who is 

permanently in a condition of beneficence”,54 or “who-exists-in-completion.”55 wnn in the 

epithet of Osiris perhaps denotes the principle of unalterable duration. 56  In the afterlife 

thoughts, wnn-nfr was also used in contexts where divine aspects needed to be emphasised. It 

was usually followed by the epithet mAa-xrw “True-of-voice.”57 In Coffin Texts spell 656 the 

White Crown is associated with Re and the destruction of Osiris’ enemies who would take 

away the white crown on the head of Re. At the end of the spell, Re is invoked to justify the 

deceased Osiris: i ra iw Dd.n [xftyw i[p]f nw Asir N nHm=sn HDt aAt <tpt> tp=k Atf imyw wpt=k 

iw Dd=sn r HDt tpw r Xnn r[…] m-bAH iw Dd=sn wnt=sn r Xnn mAat r s[anxt] isft m st i ra imi 

mAa-xrw Asir N “O Re! These enemies of Osiris N said that they would take away the great 

                                                      
51 Hornung, Pforten I, 334-335. 
52 Griffith, Origins, 85. 
53 Lichtheim, Egyptian Literature I, 123-125; Griffith, Origins, 234. LGG II, 375-376. Perhaps, this epithet was attested earlier 

than the stela of Ikhernofert as, for example, in Coffin Texts spell 49. 
54 Griffith, Origins, 90. 
55 Assmann, Proceeding of the Israel Academy VII 4 (1992), 155. 
56 Assmann, Proceeding of the Israel Academy VII 4 (1992), 155. 
57 Smith, Traversing Eternity, 681; Goebs, Crowns, 110f. 
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White Crown which is on your head and the atef-crown which is on your brow. They say that 

they would smash heads and disturb […] in the presence. They say that they would disturb 

Maat and nourish Isfet on the throne. O Re! Cause Osiris N to be justified.”58  

 

3.1.14. nb-tA-Dsr “Lord-of-the-Sacred-land”: 

nb-tA-Dsr is represented immediately in front of Osiris. He is represented jackal-headed and 

seated on a short throne with a star on his lap. nb-tA-Dsr is an epithet aptly associated with 

Anubis.59 Osiris was also addressed as nb-tA-Dsr.60 In Chapter 183 of the Book of the Dead, 

for example, Osiris is invoked as: dhn tA n nb tA Dsr “touching the ground for Lord-of-the-

sacred-Land.”61 Identifying nb-tA-Dsr as a separate entity from Osiris is perhaps more valid.62 

I should like to return to fig.31 from the Fourth Division of the Book of Caverns cited in the 

Second Chapter where Anubis is shown facing Osiris. The text which accompanies this scene 

addresses Anubis as the one before the great god governing the south: i inpw xnty nTr aA “O 

Anubis, who is in front of the great god.”63 The text in the Fourth Division of the Book of 

Caverns further asserts a protective role of Anubis. A related text in the speech of Re to this 

cavern reads: inpw nD=f HoA-dwAt “Anubis, he protects the Ruler-of-the-Netherworld.”64 

 

3.1.15. AXbyt “Swallower”: 

The epithets of the two following figures, AXbyt and am-aA, denote “swallowing.” The text 

introducing this specific hour of the night states that its name is “He-who-swallows-all” (amw-

r-Dr).65  

AXbyt is the only female figure in the current scene. She is seated on a short throne with a 

star on her lap. Her arms are not apparent and the dress she wears has no distinct features. Her 

epithet, AXbyt, is determined with the man putting his hand in his mouth . A figure identified 

as such is not attested elsewhere. In the Coffin Texts, however, a masculine counterpart of this 

epithet, AXbb, is documented. He is responsible for the nine meals (wDA) in the magazines of 

Osiris. The related text in Coffin Texts spell 186 reads: bwt=i sp 2 bwt=i Hs n(n) wnm=i Htp 

kA n(n) xmy=i im=f n(n) Sm=i n Tn sxdxd.kw n(n) swr=i n Tn wsSt nntt ink wr pw aHAw snTw iry 

n=f xtw 9 m wDA n Asir iw xtw 4 m pt xr ra iw xtw 3 m tA xr gb iw xtw 2 m Hwt-nTr i AXb sp 2 sA 

isHnn “What is bwt for me (twice) is that which I bwt. Excrement is bwt for me, and I will not 

                                                      
58 CT VI, 277q-s: 278a-f (spell 656). 
59 As, for example, in E I, 177, 4. 
60 LGG III, 774. 
61 Budge, Book of the Dead, 484. 
62 Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 127. 
63 Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 83. 
64 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XLVIII. 
65 Hornung, Egyptian Amduat, 49. 
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eat; discharge (Htp-kA), I will have no contact with it. I will not walk upside-down for you, I 

will not drink urine for you because I am that great one who fought the rebels, for whom nine 

portions are made in the storehouses of Osiris. Four portions are in the sky with Re, three 

portions are in earth with Geb, two portions are in the temple, so says Axb son of isHnn.”66  

This Coffin Texts spell does not, however, help identify this feminine figure. Nevertheless, if, 

as I suggest below, the current scene revolves around the regeneration of Osiris, this feminine 

figure could be identified as either Isis, as the spouse of Osiris, or Nut, as his mother.67 

The iconography of the slim body of the figure is not sufficient to identifty her as Nut.68 

However, Nut, as well as other Egyptian goddess, were privileged with maternal aspects where 

they gave birth to the deceased after death.69 Osiris is the son of Geb, the spouse of goddess 

Nut as Coffin Texts spell 80 demonstrates: (ink) irt.n tm m npr m shA.n=f wi r iw pn iw srsr m 

xpr.n=i m Asir sA gb “(even I) whom Atum made into the grain god when he caused me to go 

down into this land, the Island of Fire, when I became Osiris the son of Geb.”70 In  Coffin 

Texts spell 20 there is an association between Osiris and his father, Geb, who opened the blind 

eyes for him and Nut, his mother, whose heart was given to Osiris: wn n=k gb irty=k Spty 

dwn.n=f n=k mAswt=k orswt di n=k ib=k n mwt=k HAty=k n Dt bA=k Hr tA XAt=k Hr sATw t n 

Xt=k mw n xx=k TAw nDm n Srt=k “Geb has opened your blind eyes for you, he has straightened 

for you your bent knees. You shall be given your heart of your mother, your heart of (your) 

body, your ba is on earth, your body is in the ground. Bread belongs to your body, water 

belongs to your throat, sweet wind belongs to your nose.”71 

However, AXbyt is not an epithet associated with Nut. Faulkner’s Concise Dictionary does 

not include the term AXb, the stem from which AXbyt might have been derived.72 In the Book 

of the Earth, the third picture on the third register of the Left Wall of the Sarcophagus Hall of 

Ramesses VI, there is a representation of six female figures. One of these is identified as sXbyt 

“She-who-savours.”73 The argument that there was a graphic confusion between  and  

cannot be substantiated.  

                                                      
66 CT III, 85a-h (spell 186); Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 155; spell 186; Frandsen, in: Kousoulis (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Demonology, 

29. 
67 On the potential role of Nut as an enemy of the deceased king in the Coffin Texts, Cf. Meurer, Die Feinde, 57. 
68   All anthropomorphic goddesses were represented slim. On the representations of Nut see, for example, figs. 2 and 3 in Billing, 
Nut, 325. For the humanoid representation of Nut see for example, Pyr.2037a which refers to the hair on the brow of Nut: “Horus 

grasps(?) Nut by the top-knot” see, Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 292. There are also indications to Nut’s arms: “Nut the great has 

uncovered her arms for me” see, Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 92. 
69 Assmann, LÄ IV, 267-268. 
70 CT II, 40e-h (spell 80).  
71 CT I, 56a-f (spell 20). This is reminiscent of Chapter 30B of the Book of the Dead which is known as Scarab Spell, see Faulkner, 

Book of the Dead, 56. 
72 CDME, 5. 
73 See the discussion of this scene below in this chapter, especially 3.11.5; CDME, 244. In the Book of Gates, there is also a figure 

who is identified as sXb-snf “He-who-savours-blood” see Hornung, Pforten I, 45. 
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It is therefore possible to posit that this figure represents Isis. Isis was identified as the one 

from Ax-bit “Chemmis.” 74  This is the place where Isis nourished her son Horus. 75  The 

confusion between x in Ax-bit and X in Axbyt is perhaps expected prior to the New Kingdom.76 

 

3.1.16. amw-aA “Devourer-of-the-Donkey”: 

amw-aA is represented bull-headed with a knife on his lap.77 In the introductory scene to the 

Second Hour of the Book of Amduat the one who offers to the deities represented in this hour 

is said to stand at the position of the sun god. It is added that he would pass by the “Devourer-

of-the-Donkey”: 

 

aHa=f xr aHaw bA He shall stand at the positions of the ba (of the sun god) 

app=f m-xt nTr pn aA He shall proceed in the following of this great god. 

ao=f tA wbA=f dwAt He shall enter the earth and open the Netherworld, 

wpi=f sbit m Hnsktyw He shall unbraid the locks of the braided ones. 

app=f Hr amw-aA He shall pass by the “Devourer-of-the-Donkey” 

m-xt mAat Hnbyt after the Maat of the plot.78 

 

In the Book of the Dead, a snake biting a donkey is also iddntified as amw-aA. The spell is 

for repelling him who swallowed an ass (am-aA) and he is addressed as: “Male whom Osiris 

detests, whose head Thoth has cut off.”79  

 

                                                      
74 LGG I, 23. 
75 Lloyd, Journal of Hellenic Studies 89 (1969), 81; Forgeau, Hommages Leclant, 213-222. 
76 See the appendix of cryptographic values by Manassa in Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 587-617. 
77 See section (1.3). 
78 Hornung, Egyptian Amduat, 50. 
79 Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 61. 
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Fig, 45. Chapter 40 of Book of the Dead Showing am-aA swallowing an ass 

(after Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 68) 

The identity of am-aA in both the Amduat and the Book of the Dead seems contradictory 

where the snake devours the donkey. Lucarelli has noted an inconsistency of the title in 

variants of this spell.80 For example, am is not part of two hieratic papyri dating from the 

Twenty-First Dynasty. The title in these two papyri read: ky r n xsf aA “Another formula for 

repelling the donkey.”81 The swallower (am) reappears again in Later Period papyri.82 Thus, 

while the identity of the donkey was certain for the authors of these papyri, the swallower’s 

was not. 

amw-aA, a bull by whom the deceased shall pass safely might be associated with Osiris. The 

bull is associated with Osiris in the textual record.83 For example, in the Fourth Division of the 

Book of Caverns, there is a representation of a standing bull-headed figure who is addressed 

as Osiris, Bull-of-the-West: (i) Asir kA (imnt) iw=i sHD(=i) XAt=k m itn(=i) “(O) Osiris! Bull(-

of-the-West), I illumine your body with my disk.”84 In P. Cairo III, Osiris is also identified as: 

“Osiris: the deity is called [kA m Tp]Ht=f imn rn=f n mwt=f “the bull in his cavern, whose 

mother’s name is hidden.”85 In addition, devouring a donkey might be an indication of Seth.86 

The donkey is a Sethian animal. In the Ramesseum Dramatic Papyrus, for example, Horus 

speaks on how he defended his father, Osiris, by beating the ones who have beaten him:  

  

                                                      
80 Lucarelli, in: Goyon and Cardin (eds.), Proceeding of the Ninth International Congress of Egyptologists I & II, 1182-1186. 
81 Naville, Papyrus funéraires de la XXIe dynastie, pl.XXXII. 11. 
82 Lucarelli, in: Goyon and Cardin (eds.), Proceeding of the Ninth International Congress of Egyptologists I & II, 1182. 
83 Cf. Lucarelli, in: Goyon and Cardin (eds.), Proceeding of the Ninth International Congress of Egyptologists I & II, 1183 where 

she argues that this might be a Sethian enitity.  
84 Pinakoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XLVI. 
85 Spalinger, JNES 54 (1995), 37. 
86 Goebs, Crowns, 110. 
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Hrw Asir Dd mdw  (32) Horus speaks words to Osiris: 

Hwi.n(=i) n=k  for you I have beaten  

Hwiw kw // xt[w]  the ones who have beaten you // Follower[s]  

stS [//] kA[w] // xm // of Seth [//] Cattle // Letopolis 

Hrw Asir Dd mdw  (33) Horus speaks words to Osiris:  

im aA<a> isd=f r=k // stS //  May his salvia not dribble against you // Seth  

aAw prit r obHw // Donkeys // Going forth to the place of purification.87 

 

3.1.17. ir(y)-st-nTr “He-who-belongs-to-the-place-of-god”: 

This figure is represented in human with a knife in his hand. In the Book of the Day, there 

is also a representation of a being identified as Hr-st-nTr.88 

3.1.18.  npn “The-Grain (?)”: 

npn is represented in human form with an ear of grain in his hand.89  

3.1.19. abA “abA-Scepter(?)”: 

abA is represented in human form with an ear of grain in his hand. A personification 

identified as such is not attested elsewhere. In sequence 13 of the Ramesseum Dramatic 

Papyrus, however, the king is given royal insignia consisting of two abA-sceptres as well as 

two Swty-feathers. Mythologically, the two abA-sceptres symbolise the testicles of Seth, while 

the Swty-feather represent the eyes of Horus.90 The relevant text reads:  

xpr.n iniw abA[wy]  It happened that [two] abA-sceptres were brought 

wAH(w) Swty (n) nsw  and that two Swty-feathers were given (to) the king. 

Hrw p[w] [ia]b=f ins(wy) stS  It means: Horus delivers the testicles of Seth, so that […]  

sxm[…] be mighty. 

DHwty […] Dd [mdw i]a[b]  Thoth speaks [words to …]: Offer for 

[…//] n […] abA[wy /] / […]  […] the [two] abA-sceptres [/] […] 

[…] Hrw Dd mdw sxm.t(w)=k  […] speaks words to Horus: you are empowered  

/[/] ins(wy) stS [/] [/ …] Testicles of Seth [/] / Power [/ …] 

Hrw msw xrw xtw stS Dd mdw 
Horus speaks words to the Sons of Horus and the followers of 

Seth: 

wAH n(=i) s(y) m // ir[t] / [/] wAH  Indeed, give it to (me) // The eye /[/] Giving Swty-  

Swty // […] wAt Hrw feathers // […] way of Horus.91 

                                                      
87 The English translation here is after Geisen, Commemoration Ritual, 149. 
88 Piankoff, Livre du Jour, 13. 
89 See the discussion on the association of Osiris with grain below. 
90 Geisen, Commemoration Ritual, 149-150. 
91 The English translation here is after Geisen, Commemoration Ritual, 149. 
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Less significant is the wordplay between this epithet and the abA-tree associated with Osiris. 

In Pyramid Texts utterance 403, for examplem it is said: “O you whose abA-tree is green, who 

are upon your field…”92 

3.1.20.  HD-a “He-of-the-shining-arm” 

HD-a is represented in human from with an ear of grain in his hand. In the Book of Amduat, 

this is a designation of a god among a group of gods about whom it the text says: nTrw dwAw 

Ra “gods who praise the sun God Re” in the first Hour of Amduat.93 

3.1.21.  tpy “He-of-the-head (?)”: 

tpy is represented in human form with two ears of grain on his head.94 To the best of 

knowledge, this is the only attestation of this figure in the Netherworld guides. This figure 

perhaps refers to the Osiris’ possession of his head. In the afterlife, it was hoped that the head 

would be received by the deceased king as in, for example, Pyramid Texts utterance 373: “O 

King; receive your head (tp), collect your bones.”95 More correspondingly, in the Ramesseum 

Dramatic Papyrus, the head of Osiris is given to him after Horus has triumphed over Seth and 

took his testicles:  

xpr.n dit a r Hnkt Hrw pw nHm=f 

ir[.t]=f 

It happened that the arm was given towards the 

Hnkt-offerring. It means: Horus takes his eye […].  

DHwty […] D[d mdw] wAH n=Tn [… 

// … // …] 

Thoth speaks [words to …]: Lay down for 

yourselves the [head of Osiris? …// … // …] 

(42bis) […]=k n=k […] /[/] sSmw (42bis) […] you for you […] / [/] Thoth / [/] 

Slaughterer. 

Hrw DHwty Dd mdw wdi n=f tp=f //  Horus speaks words to Thoth: Give him his head 

back his head // 

nTr di(w) tp n=f / [/] inswy stS <//> 

wAH ax 

The god to whom the head is given back /[/] 

Testicles of Seth(?) <//>  Laying in the fire. 

Hrw nTr niwty Dd mdw [t]pi=f sTi 

ibb rA(=i) // stS // ib<//> wAH ax 

Horus speaks words to the town-god: Just as he 

breathes in the smell (again), does my mouth 

thirst // Seth // Kid // Supplying the fire basin. 

[Hrw] stS Dd mdw smnw it(=i) 

DHwty [/]/ ssmn <//> wAH ax 

[Horus] speaks words to Seth: (My) father was 

strengthened // Thoth [/]/ Slaughtering of a goose 

<//> Supplying the fire basin.96 

                                                      
92 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 131; Griffith, Origins, 162. 
93 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 6-7. 
94 On the Second Shrine of Tutankhamun a human-headed serpent is identified as tpy, see Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 

90. 
95 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 123. 
96 The English translation here is after Geisen, Commemoration Ritual, 105-106. 
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3.1.22. npri “Neper”: 

Neper is represented in a human form with two ears of grain on his head.97 In the temple of 

Sahure, the body of Neper is covered in ears of grain.98   

3.1.23. bsAw “He-who-protects”: 

bsAw is mention in the Giessen University Library Papyrus No. 115 in a series of gods. 

Faulkner suggests a translation of this epithet as ‘Protector’. He is less declined to identify this 

figure as the deity Bes.  

….. 

The standard … the lion(?). 

He who devised his own name. 

Horus and Imesty. 

The child of Hapy. 

He who is in Duamutef. 

The Throne of Kebehsenuef.  

Senet who dwells in …. 

The four souls (?) of Sekhen … 

The child of Sekhen. 

The child of Setnut.  

…. of Setenut, beautiful …. 

Renent, 

The Great One. 

Nephthys(?) 

Mother of the Living (?) 

The righteous one. 

The Protector (?).99 

                                                      
97 Koemoth, Osiris et les arbres, 12. See the discussion of the association of Osiris with grain below. 
98 LGG IV 202-203; Baines, Fecundity Figures, 139. 
99 Faulkner, JEA 44 (1958), 72-73. 
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3.1.24. nbiwy “The-double-flame”: 

This figure is represented in human form without attributes facing host of figures 

mentioned above. He is described as the guardian of this field: imy nbiwy m sAA sxt tn “He-

who-is-in-the-double-flame” is the guardian of this countryside.100 

 

The accompanying text: 

The accompanying text first delineates a relationship between these deities and Re. On one 

hand, they present to Re the years which are in their hands in seasons, and supply the green 

plants to the gods who are in the following of Re. Besides, they present water to the akh-spirits 

who are in Wernes. Re, identified as ‘great god’,101 issues commands to them and it is by 

means of his voice that they live, and their throats can breathe. The accompanying text reads:   

 

wnn=sn m sxr pn  They are in this form, 

Hnk=sn n nTr pn aA m trw when they present to this great god in the seasons. 

Hnk=sn n=f rnpwt imywt  They present to him the years which are in  

awy=sn their hands. 

iw nTr pn aA wD=f n=sn mdw This great god, he commands them,  

Dwi=sn n=f when they call him. 

anx=sn m xrw nTr pn aA They live by means of the voice of this great god, 

sro Htwt=sn Dwi=f sn Their throats breathe when he calls them 

wD=f n=sn irw=sn He commands to them their duties. 

mAa=f smw=sn imyw  He presents their plants which are in  

sxwt=sn  their countryside, 

ntsn snmw wADDwt imywt  It is they who supply the green plants which are in  

wrns n nTrw imyw-xt ra Wernes to the gods who are in the following of Re.102 

ntsn iabw mw n Axw  It is they who present water to the Akh-spirits  

(m) wD nTr pn aA (as) this great god commands. 

                                                      
100 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 34. 
101 See the discussion of this specific term and the question of hierarchy in the Fifth Chapter. 
102 In a Coffin Texts spell 187 one reads: “What does Osiris live on? Say the gods. He lives on this green plant which is on the 

river banks of Gegus”, CT III 89g-h, 90a (spell 187). 
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Further, punishment by these figures, evident both in the accompanying text and the 

iconography of some figures, befalls the enemies of Re where they sAm “burn up”103 these 

enemies and put their hearts on the fire. Thus, they have a dual role where they reward the 

living and punish the enemies of the gods. This is a recurrent motif in the Egyptian texts. For 

example, in the Shabaka Stone, also known as the ‘Memphite Theology’ a related text reads: 

“Thus all the faculties were and all the qualities determined, they that make all foods and all 

provisions, through this word. <Thus justice is done> to him who does what is loved, <and 

punishment> to him who does what is hated. Thus life is given to the peaceful, death is given 

to the criminal.”104 The text dealing of the punishment of the enemies in the Second Hour of 

the Book of Amduat reads:  

ntsn rkHw wAwAt r sAmt xftyw nw  It is they who light the fire to burn up the enemies of  

Ra Re. 

ntsn wdd HAwt Hr sDt It is they who put hearts on the fire.105 

A Possible Interpretation:  

An overall interpretation of the scene is difficult. Firstly, as I shall discuss in the Fifth 

Chapter, later attestations of some epithets do not necessarily correspond to the current 

scene.106 Secondly, two relevant sources are more relevant to the scene in the Second Hour of 

the Amduat studied here; the ceiling of Nut in the Book of Nut,107  and the Ramesseum 

Dramatic Papyrus. In each, some figures or epithets are attested.  

This scene perhaps represents the regeneration of Osiris who, like men, died but was not 

dead.108 The regeneration was expresses thematically through the concepts of time, light and 

germination. Therefore, the number twenty-four is clearly an evocation of the daily solar cycle. 

Thus, the figures under study can be sub-categorised as follows: Time (seasons and years). 

1. Light. 

2. Vegetation and germination. 

3. Personifications of Osiris. 

Time (years and season): 

The first group of figures associated with ‘time’ are; 3.1.1; 3.1.2 and 3.1.5. These are 

identified as wpw-trw, ir(y)-trw and rnpty respectively. Time units, including year and day, 

were used to express the regeneration of the deceased.109 The year, the longest unit in the 

                                                      
103 See section (1.7.3.4). 
104 Lichtheim, Literature I, 55. 
105 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 34. 
106 See the discussion of the ‘Modes of interaction’ in the Fifth Chapter. 
107 Lieven, Der Himmel über Esna. 
108 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 160. 
109 Wallin, Celestial Cycles, 15. 
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Egyptian calendar, was associated with regeneration.110 The relationship between year and 

regeneration was envisaged in the yearly inundation which caused rnpwt “fresh plants”111 to 

grow.112 There was also a wordplay between year (rnpt) and the state of being rejuvenated 

(rnpy).113 To exemplify, in Pyramid Texts utterance 466 it is said that the king is renewed and 

regenerated (rnp.ti) at his due season (tr): “O King, you are this great star, the companion of 

Orion, who traverses the sky with Orion, who navigates the Netherworld with Osiris; you 

ascend from the east of the sky, being renewed at your due season (tr) and rejuvenated (rnp.ti) 

at your due time. The sky has borne (ms) you with Orion.”114 Thus, in the text under study, the 

presentation of the years which are in the hands of these figures addressed by Re might be 

interpreted as an indication to his regeneration by means of ‘year’: Hnk=sn n=f rnpwt imywt 

awy=sn “They present to him the years which are in their hands.” 

Osiris was associated with the year in the textual record. In the Pyramid Texts utterance 

1195a-c,115  it is said: “I am the herald of the year, O Osiris; behold, I have come on the 

business of your father Geb. In peace are the affairs of the year.”116Also in Coffin Texts spell 

691, the deceased hoped that years, days and night would be added to his life: sip=Tn n[=i] anx 

pw tp[y] rnpt di=f hA rnp(w)t aSAwt Hr rnpwt n anx(=i) di=f hA Abdw aSAw Hr Abdw nw anx(=i) 

di=f hA hrw aSAw Hr hrw nw anx(=i) di=f grH aSAw Hr grHw nw anx(=i) r wDAt wbn[=i] r snn[=i] 

TAw r fnD[=i] “you shall assign me to this life of the beginning of the year, he shall add many 

years to the years of (my) life, he shall add many months to the months of (my) life, he shall 

add many days to the days of (my) life, he shall add many nights to the nights of (my) life until 

departing. [I] shall arise to [my] likeness, breath belongs to my nose.”117  In the Coffin Texts, 

the motif of the deceased’s regeneration at the ‘beginning’ of the year is also recurrent.118 The 

deceased wakes at the beginning of the time of the year: iw=f sDr=f rs=f r tp[y] tr n rnpt “He 

sleeps so that he shall wake up at the tp[y] tr n rnpt.”119 In Coffin Texts spell 411 the deceased 

states that he was born at the beginning of the year: ink ms tpy rnpt “I was born at the First of 

the Year.”120 

Light: 

Figures associated: HDDwty “He-who-belongs-to-the-light”, HD-wr “Great-white-one”, Axy 

“Shining-one” and HD-a “He-of-the-shining-arm” respectively. 

                                                      
110 Assmann, in: Assmann and Hölscher (eds.), Kultur und Gedächtnis, 35. 
111 CDME, 150. 
112 Wallin, Celestial Cycles, 10. 
113 Wb II, 434.9-12. 
114 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 155. 
115 For a collection of the Pyramid Texts utterances which deal with the king and the star-religion in the Pyramid Texts, see 

Faulkner, JNES 25 (1966), 153-161; Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 167. 
116 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 191. 
117 CT VI, 323dd-324e (spell 69). See also CT I 22a-d (spell 7) 
118 For the possible translations of the phrase tpy tr n rnpt see, Wallin, Celestial Cycles, 27 (with references). 
119 CT VII, 496b. On sleeping as a metaphor for death see, Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 81-85. 
120 CT V, 237f (spell 411). 
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Light is needed for the crops to grow. In Egyptian thought, light also had a life-giving 

character.121 The regenerative aspect of light is well expressed in many texts. The deceased 

king shall be illumined by Re as invoked by Netherworld entities: mi n=n nb itn imi arw r=n 

aA-HDwt sHD=k nsw N “O come to us, Lord-of-the-disc, give an approach towards us, Great-

one-of-rays that you may illumine King N.”122 These rays are received by the bodies: Htp=f Hr 

snTw=f di=f Ssp XAwt=f HDwt=f “he rests in his rottenness, he causes his bodies to receive his 

rays.”123  

The impact of the light received by the bodies is expressed both pictorially and textually. 

For example, it is through the rays of the sun disc that the Netherworld entities can breathe: 

di=k Htp=n m HDwt itn=k “when you cause us to be satisfied by the rays from your disc.”124 In 

the Book of the Dead, certain vignettes indicate the relationship between light and its influence 

on the body of the deceased.125 Also, chapter 183 of the Book of the Dead, perhaps of a 

Nineteenth Dynasty date,126 contains a hymn to Osiris by Nestanebetisheru. Osiris is addressed 

as: di=s wbn Sw Hr Snb=k “She causes the light to shine on your breast.”127 Illuminating (sHD) 

the corpse of Osiris was a theme of both epithets and formulae. For example, in the New 

Kingdom, and perhaps until the Graeco-Roman Period,128  Re, who was said to make body 

sound (swDA) in the necropolis,129 was also identified as sHD-XAt “he-who-illuminates-the-

corpse.”130 Further, it is said that when the rays of Re fall on the body of the deceased, the evil 

(xsr) is removed.131  

  

                                                      
121 Kockelmann, in: Jasnow and Widmer (eds.), Illuminating Osiris, 190. 
122 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXXIX. 
123 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XLII. 
124 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XLI. 
125See Zandee, Amunshymnus. For collections of texts dealing with the sun light illuminating the corpse of the deceased; 

Kockelmann, in: Jasnow and Widmer (eds.), Illuminating Osiris, 190 especially n.85; Weiss, in: Verschoor, Stuart and Demarée 

(eds.), Imaging and Imaging, 215-229. 
126 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 475. 
127 Budge, Book of the Dead, 484ff. 
128 LGG VI, 480a-b. 
129 Kockelmann, in: Jasnow and Widmer (eds.), Illuminating Osiris, 190; in Book of the Dead Chapter 183 it is said: it=k Ra Hr 

swdA Haw=k “your father Re makes your body well”, see Budge, Book of the Dead, 486.  
130 Kockelmann, in: Jasnow and Widmer (eds.), Illuminating Osiris, 190. 
131 Jansen-Winkeln, Inschriften I, 240, no. 101, bottom, l.4. 
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On a representational level, mythological papyri dating to the Twenty-First and the 

Twenty-Second Dynasties show Osiris lying on a funerary bed while the sun light illuminates 

him (fig. 46).132 The rays were represented as stars and sun discs.133 The light of Re is said to 

enter into the body of Osiris within the kAr-shrine. Having been illuminated, the ba of Osiris 

can then follow the sun god. 134 

 

 

Fig, 46. Rays entering the cavern and reviving the deceased in the Papyrus of Amonemsaf 

(after, Piankoff, Mythological Papyri, 62) 

Vegetation and Germination:  

The epithets of two figures associated them with grain are npn and npri. Iconographically, 

other figures are also associated with the concept of vegetation and germination. These are abA 

“abA-Scepter(?)”; HD-a “He-of-the-shining-arm”; tpy “He-of-the-head (?)”. Each of these 

figures is represented with two ears of grain on his head. 

Grain, in the textual record, was personified as the deity Neper. 135  Neper was also 

envisaged as the power which caused the cereal to grow and to increase. Englund interprets 

the epithet ‘He is the son of Neper’ as reflection the idea of wealth resulting from well grown 

grain. 136  The relationship between Neper and Osiris, although of unclear origin, 137  is 

documented in the textual record. Osiris was perhaps worshipped as a deity of vegetation in 

the Eastern Delta since the Predynastic Period.138 In the Coffin Texts spell 269, for example, 

                                                      
132 Piankoff, Mythological Papyri, 60, fig. 47, 62m fig. 50, 63, fig.52, 64, fig. 52, 65. 
133 Kockelmann, in: Jasnow and Widmer (eds.), Illuminating Osiris, 190. 
134 Manassa, Late Egyptian Underworld, 60. 
135 Koemoth, Osiris et les arbres, 12. 
136 Englund, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the ancient Egyptians, 21. 
137 Koemoth, Osiris et les arbres, 11; the English translation here is after, Lefebvre, Romans, 200 and n.93; Griffith, Origins, 

163ff; Raven, OMRO 63 (1981), 7. 
138 Scharff, Die Ausbreitung des Osiriskultes, 23; see also Shalomi-Hen, Writing of God, 106-107. For archaeological finds which 

might associate Osiris with grain see, Quibell, Excavations, 10, 45 and pl. 25.2; Griffith, Origins, 169-170. 
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we read: xpr it-mHi N pn bAt nt anx prit m Asir rdt Hr sprw nw Asir sanxt rxyt snTrt nTrw sAxt Axw 

“Becoming barley of Lower Egypt, this N is the bush of life which came forth from Osiris 

which grow on the ribs of Osiris and nourish the rxyt,139 which makes the gods divine and 

spiritualises the spirits.”140  

The relationship between Osiris and corn can be better understood if it is put in a broader 

context. The Ramesseum Dramatic Papyrus and the Khoiak festival help clarify this 

relationship. The Ramesseum Dramatic Papyrus dates to the Middle Kingdom. 141  It now 

consists of fragments that may be fitted together to compose 139 vertical columns of text. A 

number of fragments, however, cannot be placed in the existing structure and the beginning 

and the end are missing. In a recent study, Geisen has divided the Ramesseum Dramatic 

Papyrus into seventeen sequences.142 Suffice it here to refer to the sequences where corn is 

associated with Osiris, and also where figures under study here appear. Sequence 3 contains 

what might be identified as an agrarian rite, where emmer was placed on a threshing floor. In 

sequence 6, male bulls as well as male donkeys trample down barley which was placed on a 

threshing floor. Here Osiris is identified with barley which was beaten and chopped up.143 This 

rite is known as xbA nTr which recalls the xbs-tA. This was a mortuary ritual which was then 

included in the Myth of Osiris.144 The latter aimed at justifying Osiris against his enemies. In 

Chapter 18 of the Book of the Dead, the association of the xbs-tA rite with the justification of 

Osiris is mentioned. The related text reads:  

i DHwty smAa xrw Asir r xftyw=f O Thoth, who justifies Osiris against his enemies, 

smAa xrw Asir justify the Osiris, 

sS Any mAa xrw r xftyw=f the scribe Any, Nu, true of voice, 

m DADAt aAt imyt  in the great tribunal that is in the 

xbs-tA  Hacking of the earth 

m Ddw (m) grH pwy n xbs-tA m  in Busiris (on) this night of hacking the earth with  

snf=sn smAa xrw Asir r xftyw=f their blood justify Osiris against his enemies .145 

 

  

                                                      
139 Hugonot, Le Jardin. 
140 CT IV, 6b-7 (spell 269); Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 205. See also the similar coffin texts spell 330 where the deceased says: “I 

am Osiris, I have gone in and out by means of you, I have grown fat through you, I flourish through you, I have fallen therough 

you, I have fallen on my side, the gods live on me, I live and grow as Neper…”, see Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 254. 
141 Gillam, Performance and Drama, 47. 
142 Sethe, Dramatische Texte zu altägyptischen Mysterienspielen; Geisen, Commemoration Ritual.  
143 Geisen, Commemoration Ritual, 215. 
144 Assmann, Totenliturgien I, 90. 
145 Budge, Book of the Dead, 74-75. 
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To sum up, the scene under study which is concerned both with the punishment of the 

enemies of Re and the regeneration of Osiris as expcitly said in the accompanying text. The 

figures under study are mainly under the umbrella of three concepts: time, light and 

germination. The reconciliation of Horus and Seth is expressed through the figure Hrwy=fy-

awy=fy-m-Xnw=f. The potential representation of Nut is an indication of the birth of Osiris. 

Osiris triumphs over Seth. This is expressed through the representation of amw-aA. The 

regeneration of Osiris is expressed through the figures representing the restoration of his head 

(tpy); appearing HD-a and receiving royal insignia (abA-sceptre). A protective role is also 

expressed through the epithet of bsA “protector.” 
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3.2. Third Hour of Amduat: 

Setting the Scene: 

In the tomb of Thuthmosis III, the upper register of the Third Hour of Amduat has a 

representation of twenty-four figures.146 In the Tomb of Ramesses VI four more figures, 

borrowed from the middle register, are added in front of the falcon on a standard. Also, while 

these figures are bordered underneath by water in the tomb of Thuthmosis III, in the tomb of 

Ramesses VI, the representation of the water is not clear.147  There is a partial overlap between 

Book of the Day, Fig.49, where only a selection of the figures represented in the Third Hour 

of Amduat appear in the upper register. These are: wr-HkAw (3.2.11), initt (3.2.6) who is named 

mntt-xsbd in the Book of the Day, Youth-of-the-nobles (3.2.14) who is designated nfr-nTrw, 

pD-aHaw (3.2.8), and in-irt-sHtp-nTrw (3.2.10).148 The scene in the Book of the Day shows a 

longer procession of figures than that in the Book of Amduat where, in the Book of the Day, 

fifty-two deities are depicted. In the Book of the Day, two columns of texts are preserved. This 

text, though corrupt, is presumably concerned with the repulsion of Apophis and preparing a 

‘beautiful way’ to Re.149 

Tomb of Thuthmosis III: 

 
Fig, 47. The figures of the upper register of the Third Hour of Amduat in the tomb of Thuthmosis III 

(after Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), pl.III) 

 

  

                                                      
146 In Hornung’s Das Amduat, three more figures are added in front of the falcon on the standard. This is also the Case in the 

Piankoff’s, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig. 76. However, as the picture above shows, only twenty-four figures are depicted in the 

tomb of Thuthmosis III see, Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), pl.III.                     
147 Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.131; https://describingegypt.com/tours/ramessesvi/kv9_lower_corridor_g_middle/310/-

19/43. The watery nature of this region of the Netherworld is further illustrated on the sarcophagus of Nectanebo II where the 

context in which the entities in the middle register are is described as: pXr nn n wiAw r idb n iTw m-xt xns niwt tn “These barks 
go around the bank of “One-who-seizes” after traversing this town” see, Manassa, Late Egyptian Underworld, 243. 

148 Piankoff, Livre du Jour, 6. In the tombs of Thuthmosis III and Ramesses VI the epithets of all figures are duplicated. In the 

tomb of Ramesses IX, as discussed below, four figures from the current scene appear are depicted. Following their epithets, 
there is the term sp 2 “twice” which means that the duplication of epithets in the tombs of Thuthmosis III and Ramesses VI was 

actually meant.   
149 Piankoff, Livre du Jour, 15. There is evidently a significant relationship between these two scenes in the Book of the Day and 

the Amduat. However, an in-depth investigation is beyond the scope of this study. 
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Tomb of Ramesses VI: 

 
Fig, 48. The Third Hour of Amduat in the tomb of Ramesses VI 

(https://describingegypt.com/tours/ramessesvi/kv9_lower_corridor_g_middle/286/4/80) 

Book of the Day: 

 
Fig, 49. Figures from the Third Hour of Amduat in the Book of the Day 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.131) 

The text accompanying shows no changes between the tombs of Thuthmosis III and 

Ramesses VI. In the tomb of Thuthmosis III the text reads: 

wnn=sn m sxr pn m dwAt  They are in this form in the Netherworld, 

m iwf=sn n Dwt=sn Ds=sn  in their flesh of their own bodies. 

mdw bAw=sn Hr=sn  Their bas speak upon them, 

Htp Swwt=sn Hr=sn their shadows rest upon them, 

m-xt Dwi sn nTr pn aA after this great god invokes them, 

iw=sn mdw=sn n=f dwA=sn sw they speak to him and praise him, 

iAkb=sn m-xt app=f Hr=sn they mourn after he passes by them. 

irt=sn pw m imnt nD sbiw  What they do in the West is to grind the rebels, 

sxpr nww irt nmtt  

Hapi 

to bring Nun into being, to make the movement of the 

Inundation. 

prr Da m tA Xr=sn The storm-wind comes forth from the earth under them. 

(r)di=sn xrw nD=sn sbiw They give voice when they grind the rebels. 

iw rx sn m app Hr=sn He who knows them is the one who passes by them; 

n sbi.n=f n hmhmt=sn  he does not perish because of their roar, 

n hAi.n=f m HAdw=sn 
he does not go down (get caught) in their traps.150 

                                                      
150 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 46-47. 
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The figures of the scene: 

The first two figures are both represented as baboons but the epithets they bear do 

not identify them as baboons. In the First Hour of the Book of Amduat nine baboons 

praising the sun god are represented. Only two of these figures are identified baboons; 

bnty and DHDH.151  

3.2.1. Hry-Sa=f “He-who-is-upon-his-sand”: 

Hry Sa=f is represented as a baboon squatting on a sand oval.152 He is holding his hands in 

a sign of adoration while his tail is raised.  

 A number of gods are identified as Hry Sa=f as, for example, Sokar-Osiris,153 Geb,154 

Sokar,155 and Osiris. In the Papyrus of Padiamon, Cairo Museum CG 6233/ CG 6235, Osiris 

is invoked: “Salutation to you Bull-off-the-West, Wennenfer, son of Nut, King of Upper and 

Lower Egypt, King of Eternity, Ruler of the Silent Region, Great God, He-upon-the-sand.”156  

Sand was also associated with the beginning of creation. For example, the city of Thebes 

is described as laying on the primeval mound which came forth from the waters: mtr wAst r 

nwt nbt pA mw tA im=s m sp tpy ii.n Sat r Hnb AHwt r sxpr sTAw=s Hr oAi xpr tA “Thebes is the 

model for every city: water and land were in it at the First Occasion. Sand came to measure 

the arable lands, to make its soil come into being on the primeval mound, that the land might 

come into being.”157 

A number of hypotheses concerning the identity of this figure are therefore possible.158 Hry 

Sa=f represents eitheter the solar creator or Osiris. It is also possible that he represents the god 

Sokar-Osiris. In the corpus of Amduat, Sokar, in the Fifth Hour, is designated Hry-Say=f.159 

3.2.2. Dby-nTr “The-divine-clothed-one”: 

Dby-nTr is represented as a wrapped baboon squatting inside a shrine.160 He is represented 

without attributes and his body is completely wrapped and his arms are hidden. In the tomb of 

Ramesses VI the face of this figure is now damaged.161 The posture of a baboon seated inside 

a shrine is reminiscent of the graffiti on the Northern retaining Wall in the temple of 

                                                      
151 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 4. 
152 On further sitting position of baboons, especially in boats, see, Sherkova, in: Hawass and Brock (eds.), Egyptology at the Dawn 

of the Twenty-First Century, 504-508.  
153 E V, 165, 1. 
154 E IV, 300, 9 
155 In this hour, Sokar is identified as “He-who-is-upon-his-sand” see, Hornung, Egyptian Amduat, 140. 
156 The English translation here is after Piankoff, Mythological Papyri I, 112. 
157 Fecht, ZÄS 91 (1964), 39; The English translation here is after Assmann, Search for God, 25.  
158 The assumption that the identity of this figure remains ambiguous is, however, still also possible. 
159 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 89. See also the different species of monkeys and their association with the retrun of the Solar Eye 

which has been discussed by Quack, in: Riemer, Förster, Herb and Pöllath (eds.), Desert Animals, 341-361. 
160 An important representation of squatted baboons is that in Chapter 126 of the Book of the Dead which illustrates four baboons 

squatted around the Lake of Fire which symbolised purification, see Quirke, Book of the Dead, 277.  
161 https://describingegypt.com/tours/ramessesvi/kv9_lower_corridor_g_middle/278/-4/45 (accessed 16 November 2018). 
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Hatshepsut at Deir el-Bahari.162 Three graffiti show three baboons seated in shrines.163 Two of 

these have representations of baboons wearing the crescent moon and a disc on his head,164 

which is an attribute of the lunar baboon of Thoth. 

3.2.3. inpw “Anubis.” 

inpw is represented as jackal-headed. He is bearing the was-sceptre in one hand and the 

ankh-sign in the other.165  

3.2.4. nhA-xrw “Terrible-of-voice”:166 

As discussed in the previous chapter, nhA is difficult to interpret.167 In the Netherworld, 

every sound has a theological connotation. These range from swarm of honey bees (aff aSA n 

bitw) to loud sounds, as roaring (hmhmt). The theological connotation of nhA-xrw, however, 

remains difficult to interpret.168 xrw is a general term for ‘voice’. A xrw, identified as oA or Sd, 

was often avoidable and forbidden in sacred places as, for example, those places associated 

with Osiris.169 In the Tale of the Eloquent Peasant, for example, the peasant is ordered not to 

raise his voice at the town of the Lord-of-silence: (m oA xrw=k sxty mk tw r dmi n nb sgr).170 

Also, in Chapter 125 of the Book of the Dead, the deceased, among the numerous Negative 

Confessions, states that he did not raise his voice (n oA xrw=i).171  

 nhA-xrw is determined, both in the tombs of Thuthmosis III and Ramesses VI, with a 

forearm and a forearm with a hand holding a stick respectively. 172  It might be 

mtheodlogically useful to compare nhA-xrw with similar terms in the textual record. In the Siut 

texts, Sd-xrw is determined with ; a determinative which denotes a violent act which involves 

seizure or assault.173 Both nhA-xrw and Sd-xrw are compound terms. xrw is either used in a 

genitival form where it means “raising of the voice” or used as an object of nhA, as a transtitive 

verb, which would refer in this case to “removal” of the voice. Removing the voice of the 

deceased or seizing it is neither plausible nor, to my best knowledge, documented.174  

 

                                                      
162 Van Neer, Linseele and Friedman, in: Hendrickx, Friedman, Cialowicz and Chlodnicki (eds.), Egypt at its Origins, 73, 82 and 

97. 
163 One of those shrines is constructed of plants, the other two are made of papyrus columns see, Szafranski, MDAIK 70/71 

(2014/2015), 445. 
164 Szafranski, MDAIK 70/71 (2014/2015), 445-448. 
165 LGG I, 394; DuQuesne, Spirits of the West.  
166 For the roaring of crocodiles, see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yyvTRVoZQ   
167 See fig, (2.4.3), 80. 
168 Manassa, in: Rothhler and Manisali (eds.), Mythos and Ritual, 112-113. 
169 Frandsen, in: Calrysse, Schoors and Willems (eds.), Egyptian Religion, 986. On the sounds in the Netherworld see Manassa, 

in: Rothhler and Manisali (eds.), Mythos and Ritual, 109-135. 
170 Peasant B1 57-58.  
171 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 272. Sd-xrw “He-who-raises-voice” is a designation of one of the Forty-two judges in the Book of 

the Dead, see Quirke, Book of the Dead, 272 
172 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 47. 
173 Morschauser, Threat-Formulae, 69. 
174 Zandee, Death as Enemy, 110. A Netherworld entity is identified as oA-xrw by whom the deceased wished to pass safely; 

Morschauser, Threat-Formulae, 69. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yyvTRVoZQ
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nhA-xrw is represented ram-headed in the tomb of Ramesses VI.175 The identification of the 

animal head in the tomb of Thuthmosis III is, however, problematic. Hornung identified the 

head animal in the tomb of Thuthmosis III as a crocodile.176 Representation of crocodiles are 

present in the corpus of Amduat. Two examples make it clear that the identification of the 

figure under study as a crocodile cannot be substantiated. It is noted that the figure is 

represented with truncated square ears on the head and the long snout. This identification is 

close to Seth’s (fig.50). Seth, also represented as ram-headed as the figure in the tomb of 

Ramesses VI,177 was known to have a loud roaring.178 He was identified as, for example, nhnh 

“to roar” and hmhmt “roaring.” 179  In an Eighteenth Dynasty hymn to Osiris, men have 

presented to Horus his enemy and have done evil to his opponent, Seth, who is designated Sd-

xrw: (mAa=sn n sA Ast … ir(=sn) Dwt r Sd-xrw).180 Also, of Ramesses III it is said that he is 

“like Seth, beloved of Re, his roaring (hmhmt) is heard like that of a griffin.”181 Thus, to sum 

up, taking into consideration that the entire group of figures do a roaring (hmhmt), it seems 

plausible that nhA-xrw belongs to the conceptual field: cacophony i.e. noise making. 

 

 

Fig, 50. nhA-xrw (middle) compared to representations of crocodiles in the Amduat (left) and others of Seth 

(right) 

  

                                                      
175  Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 76 maintains the same depiction as in the tomb of Thuthmosis III, see 

https://describingegypt.com/tours/ramessesvi/kv9_chamber_e_hall_of_hindering/1/12/80  (accessed 14 November 

2018).  
176 Hornung, Das Amduat II, 65. 
177 Te Velde, Seth, pl.1. 
178 Te Velde, Seth, 20. 
179 Te Velde, Seth, 23. 
180 Moret, BIFAO 30 (1931), 746-747. 
181 Medinet Habu I, pl.28, 45 sq. 

https://describingegypt.com/tours/ramessesvi/kv9_chamber_e_hall_of_hindering/1/12/80
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3.2.5. inity “He-who-belongs-to-the-brought-back-one” 

 

3.2.6. innt(y)t “She-who-belongs-to-the-brought-back-one” 

 

 

Fig, 51. inity and intt in the tomb of Ramesses VI 

(https://describingegypt.com/tours/ramessesvi/ 

kv9_lower_corridor_g_middle/277/-7/45) 

The following are a male and female standing beings. Their hands are extended downwards 

holding nw-pots. Their representations and epithets are unchanged in both tombs of 

Thuthmosis III and Ramesses VI.182  

Both Hornung and Piankoff translate these epithets as “He-who-brings” and “She-who-

brings”,183 as active participles the verb ini “to bring.”184 Leitz suggests a translation as “He-

of-the-valley” and “She-of-the-valley”,185 as perhaps derived from the term int “valley.”186 

While the former translation interprets the epithets as nomen agentis, the latter treats them as 

nisbe-adjectives. Both translations are, however, problematic. However, neither the 

determinative nor the use of the sign in suggest the use of the lexeme ‘valley’.187  

The translation of Leitz is thus unsubstantiated. These epithets seem to show a nisbe-

adjective.188 In keeping with the theme of the current scene, as discussed below, the two 

epithets belong to the returning goddess of the Solar Eye. Their translations are, therefore, 

“He-who-belongs-to-the-brought-back-one” and “She-who-belongs-to-the-brought-back-

one.” 

                                                      
182 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 48.  

183 Hornung, Das Amduat II, 65; Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 248. 
184 Wb I, 90.2. 
185 LGG I,   
186 Wb I, 93.2-14. 
187 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 48. 
188 As, for example, niwty “belonging-to-the-town” see, Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, 60 (§77). 
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3.2.7. smA-xftyw=f “He-who-slays-his-enemies.” 

smA-xftyw=f is represented as a walking ram with a knife attached to his front leg. This 

representation remains unchanged in the tombs of Thuthmosis III and Ramesses VI.189 smA, 

denoting a deadly action, was perhaps used to express a ‘(ritual) slaughter’ of animals and, 

consequently, animals.190 It might also refer to a wilful and intentional murder.191 Thus, in the 

Instruction for King Merikare where it is advised not to kill (smA): m smA wa tkn im=k Hsi.n=k 

sw nTr rx sw “Do not kill someone who is near to you, one you have praised, and god knows 

him.”192 

 Also, a triumphant king, often in the presence of a deity or another, slew (smA) his 

enemies.193 This motif is documented since the First Dynasty or perhaps earlier through to the 

Graeco-Roman Period.194 Thus, at the temple of Philae, for example, it is said about the 

Pharaoh of Bigga: Dd mdw in pr aA … Hr Ast Asir smA xryw=f “Speakig of words by the Pharaoh 

…. Horus, Isis, Osiris, who slays his enemies.”195 

Besides, smA xftyw=f was used to identify deities in latter periods as, for example, Horus-

Re and Shu.196 Also, in the Contendings of Horus and Seth, Seth, on claiming the inheritance 

of the throne of his brother, states that he has slain the enemies: “I am Seth, great in strength 

among <the> Ennead, for I slay the enemy of Pre daily while I am at the prow of the Bark of 

the Millions.”197 It is also noteworthy that there could also be a pun between this epithet and a 

name in the Litany of Re where he is invoked as: Hkn n=k Ra oA sxm nHy sAm xftyw=f “Praise 

to you Re, high-of-power, nHi, who burns his enemies.”198 

3.2.8. pD-aHaw “He-who-stretches-the-bow”: 

pD-aHaw is represented as mummiform in a way which resembles a bow. He is bearded and 

there is a cap on the head. In the tomb of Thuthmosis III he is represented while his arms are 

extended. In the tomb of Ramesses VI, and in the Book of the Day as well, the arms are not 

apparent. In the Book of the Day, he is one of the deities of the st-wrt of Heliopolis.199 

                                                      
189 https://describingegypt.com/tours/ramessesvi/kv9_lower_corridor_g_middle/287/-4/82.  (accessed 1 October 2018). 
190 Eyre, in: Bács and Beinlich (eds.), Constructing Authority, 22. 
191 Eyre, in: Bács and Beinlich (eds.), Constructing Authority, 22. 
192 Hoch and Oren, in: Oren (ed.), Death and Taxes, 108.  
193 Schulman, Ceremonial Executions, 8. 
194 See, for example, Hall, Pharaoh Smites his Enemies, fig. 88. 
195 Bénédite, Philae, 122, l.7-8. 
196 E VIII, 15, 7; E VIII, 83, 5. 
197 Horus and Seth 4, 4-5, the English translation here is after Frandsen, in: Collombert et.al, Aere Perennius, 224. 
198 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 80. 
199 Goyon, Confirmation, XII, 10. The shape of this figure is remiscent of the shape of a bow. 

https://describingegypt.com/tours/ramessesvi/kv9_lower_corridor_g_middle/287/-4/82
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Fig, 52. pD-aHaw as represented in 

the Book of the Day 

(after Piankoff, Livre du Jour, pl.I) 

 

3.2.9. inpw-n-wAs “Anubis-of-the-was-sceptre”: 

inpw-n-wAs is represented as a jackal recumbent on a shrine while a was-sceptre is 

represented in front of him. To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of this figure.200 

3.2.10. in-irt-sHtp-nTrw “He-who-brings-the-eye-and-satisfies-the-gods”: 

in-irt-sHtp-nTrw is a seated figure who is represented without attributes. In one hand, he is 

holding a circular object (the eye). The association of the Solar Eye with the journey of the 

sun god is ubquitious in the textual record. For example, in the Eleventh Hour of the Book of 

Gates, the Eye of Re is represented on a standard. The annotation reads: irt pw nt Ra nTr pn 

Htp=f Hr=s Htp=s st=s m wiA “This is the Eye of Re. This god rests upon it when it takes its 

place in the bark.”201 

3.2.11. wr-HkAw “Great-of-magic”: 

wr-HkAw is represented as a papyrus column with a magic wand on top. A female 

counterpart of this figure is frequently attested.202 In the textual record, this is an epithet held 

by a number of deities. For example, in Coffin Texts spell 42 Horus addresses Osiris saying: 

rdi.n Hr wr HkA=k r=f m rn=k n wr-HkAw “Horus has made your magic greater than his in your 

name of Great-of-Magic.”203 In the Book of the Dead, wr-HkAw is the son of Nut, Osiris, (ink 

wr-HkAw sA nwt).204 

3.2.12. saH-ib “Noble-of-heart”: 

This figure is represented in a human form. He is wearing a headdress and has a beard. To 

my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of this figure.205 

                                                      
200 LGG I, 395. 
201 Piankoff, Pforten I, 372. 
202 Raven, Egyptian Magic, 153; for the feminine counterpart of this figure, wrt-HkAw, see Mekawy Ouda, GM 254 (2018), 99-

106. 
203 CT I, 178e (spell 42). Cf. Pyramid Texts utterance 646, see Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 267.  
204 Budge, Book of the Dead, 220. 
205 LGG VI, 194. 
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3.2.13. TmA “The-strong-one”: 

This figure is represented in a human form. He is wearing a headdress and has a beard. To 

my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of this figure.206 

3.2.14. Hwn-saHw “Youth-of-the-nobles”: 

This figure is represented in a human form. He is wearing a headdress and has a beard. To 

the best of my knowledge, there exists no other parallel of this deity.207 

3.2.15. iTi-m-grH “He-who-is-taken-away-in-the-night”: 

A figure identified as such does not exist outside the Amduat, as far as we know. 208 

“Seizing” (iTi) had either negative or positive connotations in the afterlife. The deceased would 

fear being seized in the hereafter.209 For example, in Coffin Texts spell 1106 the deceased says: 

nHm=k wi m awy iTi n=f mAAt=f “you shall save me from the claws of him who takes for himself 

what he sees.” 210  Otherwise, the epithet iTi-m-grH has a favourable connotation for the 

deceased. This is evident in the designation of the Third Hour of the Book of Amduat which 

is identified as iTiw “She-who-seizes.”211  Also, the upper register of the Second Hour of 

Amduat shows various gods who guard the day and bring the night (ntsn sAA hrw inn grH). The 

one who knew these entities would be the one who would be seized at night: 

iw rx sn m pr m hrw He who knows them is one who goes forth by the day, 

iT.t(w)=f m grH r imAw  he is taken away in the night to the trees of the 

niwt wrt  great city.212 

3.2.16. dbA “The-clothed-one”: 

dbA is represented as a mummiform figure without attributes.213 

3.2.17. awAy “The-robber”:  

In the tombs of Thuthmosis III, Ramesses VI and Ramesses IX, there is a double snake on 

the human head of awAy.214 His epithet derives from the root awAi “to rob.”215 In Chapter 42 of 

the Book of the Dead, the dead fears that a robbery would be done against him: nn iry rmT nTrw 

Axw mwtw rmT nbt pat nbt rxyt nbt Hnmmt nbt awA nb im=i “People, gods, transfigured ones, 

the dead, all people, all nobles, all commoners, all sun people shall not do any robbery against 

me.”216 Also, in Coffin Texts spell 47, the deceased’s heart shall not be robbed from him: iw 

                                                      
206 LGG VII, 462. 
207 LGG I, 100. 
208LGG I, 634. 
209 Zandee, Death as Enemy, 185. 
210 CT VII, 434b (spell 1106). 
211 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 44. 
212 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 26. 
213 See the figure dbAy (2.4.1). 
214 awAy could also be represented as falcon-headed as at Horbeit where he is represented as such with the ankh-sign and the was-

sceptres in his hands, see Goyon, Les dieux-gadriens I, 329. 
215 Wb I, 171.3-12; Zandee, Death as Enemy, 87.  
216 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 119. 
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n=k ib=k nn awA.t(w)=f in irw wAt “Your heart belongs to you, it will not be stolen by those 

who belong to the path.”217  

 

 

Fig, 53. awAy as represented in the tomb of Ramesses IX 

(after Guilmant, MIFAO 10 (1907), pl.XLI) 
 

Personifications identified with epithets derived from awA are also present. For example, in 

Coffin Texts spell 691, the deceased says: “I shall arise to be in the likeness of myself, with 

breath in my nose, and my eyes in company with those who are in the Horizon on the day of 

dooming the robber.”218 In the Sixth Hour of the Book of Amduat Seth is designated awAw 

“robber.” In the upper register, there is a representation of nine Heqa-sceptres with knives 

attached to their ends. On addressing these sceptres, the sun god refers to Seth as the robber: 

ntTn xpryw tp tA You are those who came into existence on earth, 

Hknw m dr xftyw(=i) who rejoice when (my) enemies are driven off, 

aHa bAw=sn m dwAt Hr HoAw=sn Their bas stand in the Netherworld upon their Heqa-sceptres. 

Akwt=sn m imtwt Their ends are knives, 

n xm.n st awAw Seth, the robber, is well aware of them.219 

3.2.18. kA-irw “Bull-of-the-forms”: 

kA-irw is represented as a standing figure in mummiform with short horns on his head. In 

the First Hour of the Book of Amduat, a figure identified as kA-irw is represented in a human 

form while his arms are raised as a sign of adoration. Together with other eight deities, they 

are designated dwAyw nb-psDt “worshippers of the Lord-of-the-Ennead.”220  

3.2.19. bA-pf “That-ba”: 

This figure is represented mummiform with long horns on his head.221 In the Book of the 

Day, he is represented as a standing mummy.222 That-Ba is the denomination of the sun god 

which is documented in the Pyramid Texts. 223  In Coffin Texts spell I 284 the deceased 

expresses his fear of being taken to the house of bA-pf: im=sn iTi Tn r pr bA-pf “They shall not 

                                                      
217 CT I, 210b (spell 47). 
218 CT VI, 324e-g (spell 691); Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 230. 
219 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 102. 
220 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 16. 
221 See the discussion of the figure (3.3.8.) below. 
222 Piankoff, Livre du Jour, 26. 
223 Pyr.854a; for the priesthood of bA-pf see Helck, Historisch-biographische Texte, 44 (Doc. 20). 
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take you to the house of That-ba.”224 Funerary offerings are also mentioned: “.. there belongs 

to him who is over the blood-offerings (reddness).”225  Redness, associated with bA-bf, is 

possibly associated with not only butchery but also birth of the morning sun.226 In later periods, 

there is an obvious association with sacrifice and offerings with dawn ceremonial.227  

3.2.20. rmyt “She-who-weeps”: 

rmyt, “She-who-weeps”, is represented in a human form. Isis could be designated rmyt.228 

For example, at Philae, Isis is identified as rmyt whose house is the tears of Philae.229 

3.2.21. mAtyt “The-mourner”: 

The following is mAtyt “the mourner.”230 To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence 

of this figure. 

3.2.22. iAkbyt “The-mourning-one”: 

iAkbyt is represented in a human form. Isis and Nephthys held this epithet.231 Besides, 

Hathor could also be designated iAkbyt. For example, on a funerary stela from the cemetery of 

the priests of Isis on the island of el-Hesa in the first cataract, Hathor was designated iAkbyt 

after making an offering to Osiris: Hwt-Hr ikbtyt ikbt h(Ay)=s sn=s “Hathor, the mourner, who 

mourns for her husband-brother.”232 

3.2.23. HAyt “She-who-mourns”: 

HAyt is represented in human form. Faulkner and Allen translate HAi, the stem of the epithet, 

as “to mourn” or “to bewail.”233 The determinatives used with HAi vary. For example, HAi could 

be determined with a man with raised arms (A 28) which Faulkner as “dance at funeral.”234 

Reed assumes that HAi, determined with (A 28), could imply an activity of rejoicing.235 She, 

however, agrees that HAi, associated with rmi and iAkb, refers to an act of mourning.236 In the 

Book of Amduat, HAyt is attested only once. The epithet is determined with the sign for hair 

(D 3). Associated with Isis and Nephthys, HAi was used to identify goddesses were designated 

as the “two mourners.”237 

                                                      
224 CT I, 284i (spell 67). 
225 CT III, 285a (spell 228). 
226 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 87-88. 
227 Roulin, in: Eyre (ed.), Proceeding of the Seventh International Congress of Egyptologists, 1005-1113. 
228 Deir Cheliot, 127, 8. 
229 Benedite, Philae, 87, 13. The masculine epithet rmy is a name of Re in his Litany, see Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 267.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
230 Wb II, 34.2. Cf. LGG III, 213.   
231 For the epithet designating Isis, see Bénédite, Philae, 112, 16. For the designation of Nephthys, see Herbin, RdE 35 (1984), 

124. 
232 I here follow the translation of Ray, JEA 73 (1987), 172. Re was designated iAkby in his Litany, see Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 

268 
233 CDME, 160; Allen, Inflection of the Verb in the Pyramid Texts, 571. 
234 CDME, 160. 
235 Diamond Reed, JSSEA 35 (2008), 170. The root probably denotes making a ‘vocal demonstartion’. Depending on the comtext, 

the term might express either joy or mourning.   
236 Diamond Reed, JSSEA 35 (2008), 173. In Pyr. § 550, for example, rmi, iAkb and HAyt appears together: “O you milch-cows 

who are here, you nursing cows who are here, go around about him, beweep him, lament him, mourn him when he ascends and 

goes to the sky, see Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 109. 
237 Wb III, 7.7; LGG V, 9. 
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Determinatives used with the mourning figures: 

 Mourning Figure Determinative  

1 
Rmyt 

The eye with the flowing tears. 

2 
mAtyt 

A man with his hand in his mouth. 

3 
iAkbyt 

The sign for hair (D 3). 

4 
HAyt 

The sign for hair (D 3). 

3.2.24. Hnw “Henu-Falcon”:  

This figure is represented as a falcon crouching on a standard. No other occurrence of this 

deity exists as far as I know. 

A Possible Interpretation:  

Following the presentation of the evidence above, this discussion focuses on the possible 

interpretation of the scene as a whole. Before proceeding to the discussion I would like to 

embark on the following preliminary remarks. First, the current scene represents a group of 

twenty-four figures juxtaposed together. Nowhere in the material at our disposal were these 

figures mentioned together with the exception of two groups. The first group includes dbA, 

awAy, kA-irw and bA-pf who are represented together in the tomb of Ramesses IX (fig.54). The 

other group is that of the ‘mourning’ female figures who appear sporadically in the textual 

record. The latter recall the four goddesses who protected the deacesed. Namely these are Isis, 

Nephthys, Neith and Serqet. 

 

Fig, 54. dbA, awAy, kA-irw and bA-pf in the tomb of Ramesses IX 

(after Gulimant, MIFAO 15 (1907), pl. XLI) 
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Second, the scene starts with the representations of two baboons followed by a jackal. 

Baboons inhabited the Eastern Desert, while jackals belonged to the Western Desert.238 In the 

Egyptian mythology, baboons were identified as the “bas of the east” who greeted Re at his 

rising while jackals were designated the “bas of the west.”239 This group shall be labelled 

“Geographical association” and will be referred to as (B). 

Third, the Second and Third Hours of Amduat share some features. This includes the 

physical structure and watery nature of this region in the Netherworld. More signifanctly, the 

number of figures represented on the upper register of the Third Hour, twenty-four, is 

analogous to the number of figures depicted in the lower register of the Second Hour.240  

Fourth, while the figures under study grind the rebels, they also cause two meteorological 

phenomena, the wind and the inundation, to happen. Finally, the chart illustrating the scene 

categorises and labels the figures under study as follows: 

(A) inity, initt and in-irt-sHtp-nTrw; the figures associated with the return of the 

Solar Eye. 

(B) Labels the two baboons and Anubis. 

(C) Labels the flood as an action done by the figures. 

(D) Labels the four mourning goddesses. 

(E) Labels grinding the rebels as an action done by the figures. 

(F) Signifies the Nubian Desert as a place of the Eye-goddess. 

(G) Signifies the relationship between the return of the Eye, the flood and the 

appearance of sand. 

(H) Signifies the roaring of figure 3.2.4 and its association with the return of 

the Eye. 

(I) Signifies the roaring of figure 3.2.4 and its association with the wind. 

(J) Signifies the relationship between the return of the Eye and renewing the 

kingship. 

(K) Signifies the association of the figures 3.2.12:3.2.15 with rejuvenation. 

(L) Labels the figures from 3.2.16:3.2.19. 

 
Illustration of the relationship between the figures of the upper register of the Third Hour 

of the Amduat. 

 

                                                      
238 Assmann, Search for God, 82. 
239 Assmann, Search for God, 82. In the tomb of Inherkhau, jackals are envisaged to belong to the sky as well as to the earth. The 

related text reads: i.nD Hr=sn pA 4 sAbw sTAw wiA nA hAw m pt r dwAt “Greetings to them, the four jackals who haul the bark, those 

who have descended from the heaven to the Netherworld”, see Valbelle, Les artistes de la Vallé des Rois, 82-83. 
240 On the sarcophagi of Necantebo II and Usermaatre the Third Hour is placed on the first half of Side Three opposing the Second 

Hour of Amduat, see Manassa, Late Egyptian Underworld, 239. 
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Three figures in the current scene can be categorised into a single group. These, referred to 

as (A) in the following discussion, are inity (3.2.5); initt (3.2.6) and in-irt-sHtp-nTrw (3.2.10).241 

They are associated with the myth of the return of the Solar Eye (irt) with which in and sHtp 

are associated.242 Before taking a further step in the discussion of how elements of the scene 

under study are related to the Solar Eye it might be useful to tackle briefly on the main theme 

of the scene; the return of the Solar Eye.   

The eye of Re, or Atum, was said to be the first-born daughter of Re.243 It was always 

represented feminine. This is clear its designation as wat “Unique one.”244 The Eye could be 

separated from Re,245 where it was, for example, hAb “sent” to do a mission. In Coffin Texts 

spell 76, for example, the Eye was sent to search for Shu and Tefnut: ink Sw it nTrw pA.n tm 

hAb wat=f m HH=i Hna snt=i tfnt “I am Shu, Father-of-the-gods, Atum once sent his Sole Eye 

seeking me and my sister Tefnut.”246 Also, the eye could be sent to punish the enemies of Re. 

In Coffin Texts spell 284, the Solar Eye, in the form of uraeus, opposed the rebels as well as 

Apophis: anxt Ddt tmyw (sic) m-Hr hh n nsr n r=s nHm ra m aApp “she who lives (?) on those 

who perish in the view of the blast of the flame of her mouth, who saves Re from Apophis.”247 

An association between the Eye (A) and the punishment of the rebels (E) could therefore be 

established.   

The Solar Eye could also be separated from Re in her state of anger. In Coffin Texts spell 

325 it is said: Dr.n=f irt Ad=s Axfxf=s “He repelled the eye when she was angry and fiery”.248 

In Coffin Texts spell 335, the anger of the Solar Eye is also stressed: irt ra pw m tr=s n nSny 

“It is the (right) eye of Re at the time of her anger.”249 After leaving Re, the Solar Eye lived in 

the Nubian desert as a ferocious lioness.250 In this regard, she could be associated with Tefnut, 

the vicious lioness who lived in the Nubian Desert.251 The Eye was then brought and reconciled 

with Re by Thoth.252 The lioness was encouraged to return to Egypt by means of music, 

                                                      
241 The Sixth Division of the Book of Caverns identifies the heads which were put in place of the Eye to headless mummies as 

DdDyw/DfDyw “those-who-belong-to-the-pupil”, see Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), pl.CXXXI. In the Tenth Hour of the Amduat 
it is carried by a baboon designated iwf fAy irt=f “Flesh-who-carries-his-Eye”, see Hornung, Das Amduat I, 171. 

242 Also Chapter 167 of the Book of the Dead describes the bringing back of the wDAt-eye by Thoth and how he satisfied her: iw 
in.n DHwty wDAt iw sHtp.n=f wDAt m-xt hAb sy Ra wn.in sy nSn.ti wrt ir grt DHwty sHtp sy m-xt wA sy m nSny wDA=i wDA=s wDA=i 
wDA=s “Thoth has brought back the Wedjat-eye, he has pacified the Wedjat-eye, after Re has sent it, and it was raging greatly. 

Then it is Thoth who pacified it after its fall into raging. I am well, as it is well, I am well, as it is well” see Budge, Book of the 
Dead, 421. 

243 Pinch, Votive Offerings, 191; Cauville, BIFAO 82 (1982), 105-125; Troy, Patterns of Queenship, 23. 
244 Bickel, Cosmogonie, 92. In Coffin Texts spell 761, it is said that the two eyes of the deceased are the children of Atum (irty=k 

m sAty tm), see CT VI, 391k (spell 761).  
245 Bleeker, Hathor and Thoth, 49. 
246 CT II, 5a-b (spell 75). 
247 CT IV, 34h-i (spell 284). 
248 CT IV, 154e (spell 325). 
249 CT IV, 240/241d (spell 335) 
250 Pinch, Votive Offerings, 191. The forms taken by the goddess of the Solar Eye also include feline forms as cat or lioness, see 

Pinch, Votive Offerings, 192-193 where she discusses the potential identity of the cat representing the eye-goddess. Also, the 

Second Shrine of Tutankhamun has a representation of a cat who is shedding light on the necks of headless figures. Darnell 
identifies this cat as the Solar Eye, see Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 113. See also, te Velde in: Kippenberg (ed.), 

Struggles of gods, 250-251. 
251 Bleeker, Hathor and Thoth, 49. 
252 Bleeker, Hathor and Thoth, 49; Inconnu-Bocquillon, Le mythe de la déesse lointaine à Philae. 
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dancing and a temple dedicated to her with offerings.253 The goddess of the Eye was also 

invoked by Re himself to return.254 Thus, there is a potential association between (B) which 

represents the ‘Geographical association’ delineated above and, as an example, (F). The motif 

of the desert associated with the Eye is also recurrent in the Medamud Hymn. In this hymn, 

about the Eye is which identified as that of Horus it is said: [… irt(?)] Hr sHtp=st m pHwy knst 

shr ib Hnwt “[…the eye(?)] of Horus, who pacifies her in the far reaches of Kenset, and who 

gladdens the heart of the mistress.”255 Kenset is a locale which is situated far southeast and 

near Punt.256 This was the land where the “souls of the east” i.e. the baboons (2.31; 2.3.2) 

came.257 

One more question concerning the Solar Eye relates to the goddess associated with her. 

Besides the leonine form, the Solar Eye took other forms. In the Book of Caverns, for example, 

it was represented as two uraei identified as Wepset and Nesert.258 These are two epithets 

which designate Hathor; a protagonist of the myth of the Solar Eye.259 In the Book of Earth, 

Hathor is associated with the Solar Eye in Section D. The head of Hathor is represented with 

a heavy wig and two cow ears. The head is coming forth from a sun disc while restraining a 

serpent. The scene has no accompanying text to illustrate the context. The association of 

Hathor with the solar disc and her protective role is, however, clear. In a text at the temple of 

Philae, Hathor is identified as the Eye of Re. She is referred to as gracious or peaceful (Htp) as 

Bastet and raging (nSn) as Sekhmet.260  

(A) and (D) 

Associated Figures: 3.2.20; 3.2.21; 3.2.22; 3.2.23. 

Although only four figures are identified with epithets associated with mourning, 261 

referred to as (D), all the figures under study are said to mourn (iAkb). Mourning and the Solar 

Eye share some features. For example, the Solar Eye is so often identified with the Wedjat-

eye of Horus which provides an association with mourning.262 Also, by means of crying and 

tears, men were created.263 The pun between rmT “people” and rmyt “tears” is also noteworthy. 

“I am Nu, the Sole One … it means that tears are what I created in him who was angry with 

me, and men of the blind ones are my cattle.”264 In Coffin Texts spell 1130, for example, men 

were created from tears of the creator’s eye: iw rmt m rmwt irt=i “men are the tears of my 

                                                      
253 Pinch, Votive Offerings, 191. 
254 Darnell, SÄK 22 (1995), 49. 
255 Darnell, SÄK 22 (1995), 48. 
256 Darnell, SÄK 22 (1995), 48. 
257 Assmann, Der König als Sonnenpriester, 50-51. 
258 Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), pl.XCVII. 
259 Bleeker, Hathor and Thoth, 50; Troy, Patterns of Queenship, 20-25. 
260 Junker, Der Auszug der Hathor-Tefnut aus Nubien, 32. 
261 Goddesses associated with mourning could be depicted in other ways as, for example, pulling their head, see Roberson, Books 

of the Earth, scene 12. 
262 Allen, Book of the Dead, 29. 
263 Bickel, Cosmogonie, 92. Cf. Hri-dsw=f (2.4.4.)  
264 Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 270. 
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eye.”265 Also, the Solar Eye (A) and mourning (D) are both associated with rebirth. Though a 

noisy activity, including crying and pulling the hair, rejuvenation and effectiveness were 

associated with mourning. In the Litany of Re, for example, it is said: 

iAkbyw nwn Hr=k … The mourners pull their hair because of you… 

Haa bA=k hwt=sn That your ba rejoices, is when they scream 

Ax XAt=k with the result that your corpse becomes effective.266 

 

(A) and (C) and 3.2.1: 

There are both temporal and causative relationships between (A) and (C). The latter, 

referred to as (C) is mentioned in the accompanying text with two terms; nww and Hapi. Atum, 

sent out his eye, while he was still in Nun, to seek the unborn siblings Shu and Tefnut. In 

Coffin Texts spell 331 sk wi m HH iS(f)=k Hna tfnt=k Sw pw Hna tfnt iw sxn.n=i iw HH.n=i mk 

in.n=i “I seek your salvia and your spittle. They are Shu and Tefnut. I searched; I sought; 

behold, I have fetched.”267 Also, there is a relationship between flood and the return of the 

Solar Eye where there exists a causative relationship between (A), i.e. the return of the Solar 

Eye, and (C), i.e. the flood. Also, when the flood waters receded, sand appeared. Thus a further 

relationship between (C) and the figure identified as Hry=Sa=f is unmistakable.268     

Also, (A), (C) and (D) are associated together. In temples of later dates, flood came from 

the tears of Isis in her capacity as a mourning goddess, together with Isis. This is a belief which 

is more obvious in the Graeco-Roman period than in earlier periods.269 In the Songs of Isis and 

Nephthys, for example, it is said: “I flood this land (with tears) today.”270 

3.2.4 and (A): 

The noisy nature of the voice of the figure 3.2.4 could also be associated with both the 

return of the Solar Eye (A) and the wind (I).271 The celebrations of the return of the Solar Eye 

were featured with noise made by celebrants. For example, in the Medamud Hymn it is said: 

TbTb n=T nwHw m obbwy sm n=T srsw “The drunken celebrants drum for you during the cool 

of the night with the result that those who awaken bless you.”272 This is, however, a later 

feature which might not find an echo in the New Kingdom Book of Amduat. More 

significantly, however, is the creative power of the voice evident in the Egyptian thought and 

                                                      
265 CT VII, 465a (spell 1130).                         
266 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 223-24. 
267 CT IV, 147f-i (spell 331). 
268 Ritner, Mechanics, 155 (with references); Pinch, Votive Offerings, 193 (with references). 
269 Faulkner, JEA 22 (1936). 
270 Faulkner, JEA 22 (1936), 124, line 3.16. 
271 Perhaps, noise is associated with the caverns at Elephantine from where the Nile inundation was thought to come. 
272 Darnell, SÄK 22 (1995), 54.  
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its association with the wind (I).273 In Coffin Texts spell 407, for example, a being identified 

as oA-xrw “Loud-of-voice” gives wind for the deceased:  i oA-xrw aA-SfSft Hms m Hr-ib kkw imi 

n=i TAw m Hr-ib wtnw “O you Loud-of-Voice, Great-of-awe, who sits in the midst of darkness, 

give me air among the wtnw.”274 

 The Loudness of voice could also be associated with the myth of the Solar Eye. Seth, 

possibly identified as nhA-xrw in the scene under study, transformed himself into a crocodile 

after he has taken the Eye of Horus. This is narrated in the Late Ptolemaic P. Jumilhac. The 

priest of Seth is identified as Sd-xrw. This was also, as Otto opined, a designation of Seth.275 

The related text reads: nTr imy=s sbk st pw ir.n=f xpr=f <m> msHt iT.n=f irt Hr … ir wab=f Sd 

xrw“… The god who is in it is Sobek, that is, Seth having transformed himself into a crocodile 

after he has taken possession of the Eye of Horus … Sd-xrw is (the name) of his priest.”276 

Also, Te Velde, commenting on the epithet Sd-xrw, believed that this epithet was associated 

with Seth and his chaotic nature.277 

(A) and (K): 

Hathor, the goddess of the Solar Eye, was both the daughter of the god and his consort.278 

On one hand, Hathor bore the solar child, on the other Re carried her as his eye.279  In other 

words, the association of Hathor with Re is of a complementary generational interaction. 

While Hathor was envisaged as the mother of the solar child who grew in her womb, Re was 

also her father. 280  The textual record preserves some examples of this relationship. For 

example, it is said: sDty pri m TAy … nny m Xnw wDAt=f “… the child who came forth from the 

phallus (TAy) … who is inert in his sacred eye.”281  

(A) and 3.2.10: 

There was perhaps a relationship between magic and the Solar Eye. This is evident in the 

textual record. For example, in Coffin Texts spell 261, the creation of magic was associated 

with sending the Solar Eye: ink ir.n nb wa n xprt iSty m tA pn m hAb=f wat=f wn=f way “I am 

he whom the Sole Lord made before there came into being the two things on this earth when 

he sent his Sole Eye when he was alone.”282 

                                                      
273 For example, the voice of the great god is the means through which he takes care of Netherworld inhabitants. In the Fourth 

Hour of the Book of Amduat, it is said: Htp m sTAw in Hm n nTr pn aA … irt sxrw ntyw im=s m xrw=f “Halting the dragging by 
the person of this great god … taking care of those who are in it with his voice” see, Hornung, Das Amduat I, 62. 

274 CT V, 216a-217a (spell 407). On wtnw see, Bickel, Cosmogonie, 64 fn.108, 65 and 150. 
275 Otto, Die Biographischen Inschriften, 68.  
276 Vandier, Papyrus Jumilhac, 219, n.794. 
277 Te Velde, Seth, 147. 
278 Troy, Patterns of Queenship, 23. 
279 Troy, Patterns of Queenship, 23. 
280 Troy, Patterns of Queenship, 23. 
281 Erman, ZÄS 38 (1900), 20. 
282 CT III, 382e-383c (spell 261). 
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 (A) and (L): 

In the tomb of Ramesses IX, there is a representation of twelve figures including four 

figures of the scene under study: dbA, awAy, kA-irw and bA-pf. The iconography in the tomb of 

Ramesses IX remains unchanged. In the middle of the scene there is a representation of miwty-

aAt. This is a designation of Re in the Litany of Re.283 Unfortunately, no text exists in the tomb 

of Ramesses IX to describe these figures or how they are put together. 

To sum up, grinding the rebels (nD sbiw) which the figures of the current scene do seems 

not to be the only theme the current scene focuses on. More significantly, the figures are 

associated with the myth of the return of the Solar Eye. The latter is evidently associated with 

the flood as an action they cause to happen. 284  

 

  

                                                      
283 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 269. See also Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 113. 
284 See Beinlich, in: Beinlich, Schulz and Wieczorek (eds.), Egypt’s Mystrious Book of the Fayium, 29. 
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3.3. Fifth Hour of Amduat: 

 
Fig, 55. nmtyw in the Fifth Hour of Amduat 

(after Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), pl.XXXII) 

The final scene of the upper register of the Fifth Hour of the Amduat is a representation of 

eight male figures named nmtyw “executioners” by Re.285  In front of these figures a female 

figure holding an figure which resembles the hieroglyph for ‘dead enemy’. Re addresses the 

male figures saying:   

Dd-mdw in Hm n nTr pn aA Words spoken by the Person of this great god. 

i nmtyw iryw nmt O Executioners who belong to the slaughterhouse! 

aHayw Hr ont mwtyw who attend upon the smiting of the dead, 

xpr n mdw=Tn  existence belongs to your words,  

Ssp n HkAw=Tn brightness belongs to your magic, 

spd n bAw=Tn  effectiveness belongs to your bas,  

wAS n sxmw=Tn strength belongs to your powers. 

nD xftyw sHtm=Tn mwtyw Grind the enemies, so that you destroy the dead, 

Sa=Tn Swwt Htmyw so that you cut off the shadows of the destroyed ones. 

nikyw mwtw=tn nb(w) punish all your dead, 

ntTn nDw Hr Asir You are those who greet Osiris, 

sDmw mdw Hr wnn-nfr who hear matters on behalf of Wenennefer. 

spd n sfw=Tn sharpness belongs to your knives, 

ont n nmwt=Tn smiting belongs to your slaughterhouses, 

Ts n swSwt=Tn knots belong to your ropes, 

awy=Tn Hr sSmw   your arms shall be upon the images which are  

imyw=Tn among you, 

r apit=i Hr=Tn m Htp until I pass by you in peace.286 

                                                      
285 In Coffin Texts spell 245, the deceased expresses his fear from these nmtyw belonging to the slaughterhouse of the god: n(n) 

sxm nmtyw nTr im=i “The executioners of the god’s slaughterhouse of the god have no power over me.” CT III, 335h (spell 

245). 
286 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 81-82.  
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Above the eight male figures there is an inscription which reads: 

ntsn aHaw Hr ont mwtw  

m dwAt 

They are those who stand beating the dead 

in the Netherworld. 

irrt=sn pw sAmt XAwt mwtw What they do is to burn up the corpses of the dead,  

m hh n r=sn m Xrt hrw with the glowing fire of their mouth daily.287  

 

The following is a list of the figures included in this scene and a survey of their further 

occurrences.  

3.3.1. Htpw-nTrw “He-who-satisfies-the-gods”:  

Htpw-nTrw is represented in a human form. This is the only occurrence of this figure 

according to the material at our disposal.288 In the textual record, however, the act, not a 

personification, of pacifying gods is associated with the judgement of either the living or the 

dead. For example, in this life, the king, was placed by Re in order to judge men and pacify 

(Htp) gods: “Re has placed the King in the Land of the living, forever and ever, judging the 

humankind and satisfying the gods, realising Maat and destroying Isfet.289 In pBerlin 3024, 

The man who was tired of his life, the deceased wishes he would be judged by Thoth who 

satisfies the gods (wDa wi DHwty Htp nTrw).290 

3.3.2. snDw-n=f imntyw “Whom-the-westerners-fear”: 

snDw-n=f-imntyw “whom-the-westerners-fear” is a shrew-headed figure. The normal word 

for a shrewmouse in the Egyptian was amam,291 which designated some Netherworld entities 

perhaps due to the association of the term with am “swallow.”292 In Chapter 145 of the Book 

of the Dead, for example, a gate guardian is identified as amam “shrew”: 

 

i.nD Hr.t Hr Hail, (says) Horus, 

sbxt 21-nwt nt wrd-ib (O) Twenty-First gate of the one weary of heart,…. 

nTr sAw tn amam rn=f …the deity who guards you, Shrew is his name, 

xpr(.n)=f n rwd aS he has come into being before cedar grew, 

nn ms Snd when there was no birth of the acacia,  

n omA biA Hr xAswt when metal was not created on the mountains.293 

                                                      
287 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 82. 
288 LGG V, 575. 
289 Assmann, ÄHG, no.20, II.31-37; the English translation is after Assmann, Search for God, 3.  
290 Faulkner, JEA 42 (1956), 22 l.23-4 
291 Wb I, 186.10. 
292 Kessler, Die heiligen Tiere und der König; Ikram, in: Jánosi (ed.), Structure and significance, 337; Osborn and Osbornová, 

The Mammals of Ancient Egypt, 24; Brunner-Traut, LÄ V, 1160-1161. 
293 Budge, Book of the Dead, 346. 
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Other designations for shrew-headed figures are also known.294 In the First Division of the 

Book of Caverns, for example, Re addresses a figure identified as aDy “Vigorous-one”,295 who 

is depicted with an elongated snout. The address of Re to aDy illustrates the relationship 

between the shrew-headed aDy and Osiris where aDy is said to have come into existence from 

Osiris. Also, the shrew-headed aDy is said to be the corpse of Osiris in its putrefaction: 

 

i aDy StA xprw xnty  O Vigorous One! Mysterious of forms, Foremost of the  

orrt nt Asir cavern of Osiris, 

ntk irw xnty dwAt the forms of Foremost of the Netherworld belong to you, 

xpr.n=k im=f  you have come to existence from him, 

wdn.n=f tw m-xnt orrt=f  when he placed you over his cavern, 

ntk XAt=f m HwA to you belongs his corpse in putrefaction.296 

nTrw Haw m xsfw=i  O Gods who rejoice at my meeting  

dy n=i a=Tn  Give me your arm, 

Ssp wi sSm wi r wAt imnt Receive me, guide me to the way of the West, 

sanx=i XAwt nty im=s so that I make the corpses of those who are in it live,  

di=i Htp bAw=sn Hr=sn so that I cause their bas to rest upon them, 

sro=sn sHD=i kkw=sn  that thay might breathe so that I illuminate their darkness, 

di=i Htp m orrt=i  so that I cause peace in my cavern, 

nD=i mdw n nTrw psDt imyt Asir  I address the gods of the Ennead which is in Osiris, 

di=i xftyw=sn r nmwt=sn  I shall place their enemies in their slaughterhouses. 

wd=i n=Tn mdw I order commands to you, 

sHD=i kkw StAyt I shall illuminate the darkness of the mysterious (chamber), 

api=i Hr=Tn sSm=Tn bA=i  I shall pass by you while you guide my ba.297 

 

                                                      
294 The epithet, or derivatives of it, are used more in later than earlier periods. For example, in the Pyramid Texts utterance 2025a, 

the epithet snD-n=f-Axw-nbw is attested. In Chapter 17 of the Book of the Dead (Allen part b, section) 
295 LGG II, 237. 
296 Ikram, in: Jánosi (ed.), Structure and Significance, 336. 
297 Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.VII. 
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Fig, 56. aDy in the Book of Caverns 

(https://describingegypt.com/tours/ 
ramessesvi/kv9_corridor_d/90/-2/77)  

 

Reading the texts of the Amduat and Book of Caverns together, it is evident that the shrew, 

designated nTr,298 was envisaged as a primeval being.299 The shrew, as in the Book of the Dead, 

came to existence before cedar, acacia or metals on mountains were created. In the Book of 

Caverns, aDy came into being from Osiris. Shrews are not blind, but their eyes are tiny which 

could, nevertheless, act successfully in darkness. Associated with darkness and perhaps 

blindness, shrew was identified with Horus-Mekhentiry, the deity of Letopolis (Ausim).300 

This was a form of Horus who was thought to have been born blind or to have been blinded 

by Seth.301 Brunner-Traut argued that shrews, as well as ichneumon, could be envisaged as 

visual and blindness aspect of the Letopolitan Horus rather than being sacred animals of 

him.302 Also, as nocturnal beings, shrews were associated with the nocturnal sun.303 Most 

significantly in this regard, snDw-n=f imntyw is also a designation of Re in the First Division 

of the Book of Caverns: 

  

                                                      
298 See the discussion of the identity of the figures of the study in the Fifth Chapter. 
299 Although attested in earlier periods, it was not until later periods that a significant role of shrews was apparent in the Egyptian 

religion, see Brunner-Traut, in Nachrichten von der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen: Philologisch-Historische 

Klasse 7 (1965), 133. Besides, certain cities were known for their veneration of shrews as, for example, Athribis, Sais, Memphis, 
Bubastis and Herkleopolis Magna, see Ikram, in: Jánosi (ed.), Structure and significance: thoughts on ancient Egyptian 

architecture, 336. 
300 Ikram, in: Jánosi (ed.), Structure and significance, 337. 
301 Te Velde, Seth, 46-53; Brunner-Traut, in Nachrichten von der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen: Philologisch-

Historische Klasse 7 (1965), 153-157. 
302 Brunner-Traut, in Nachrichten von der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen: Philologisch-Historische Klasse 7 (1965), 

154. 
303 Brunner-Traut, in Nachrichten von der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen: Philologisch-Historische Klasse 7 (1965), 

150; Ikram, in: Jánosi (ed.), Structure and Significance, 337. Mummified shrews, together with raptors, were found in a sacred 
necropolis at Saqqara, see Ikram, in: Jánosi (ed.), Structure and significance, 337.  
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i Asir xnty dwAt O Osiris, Foremost-of-the-Netherworld! 

ink ra imi n=i a=k I am Re, give me your hand. 

ink nb-bA pn I am this Lord-of-ba,  

saHa m n tp ay who is erected …  

snD=f m imntyw fear of him is among the westerners. 

iw=i ir=i sxr dwAt I make plans for the Netherworld, 

di=i Htp bAw [Hr] XAwt=sn I cause the bas to rest upon their corpses.304 

The association of snD with a shrew-headed figure might be difficult to interpret. The 

furious character of shrews is, however, evident in Egyptian textual record. In Papyrus 

Insinger, for example, it is said about shrew that: “[meme] le petit amam porte ses coups 

enragés.”305 snD was also an aspect of kingship in ancient Egypt.306 A text from Elephantine, 

dating from the reign of Thuthmosis II, for example, highlights the fear from the ruler: st Hm=f 

m aH=f bAw=f sxm snd=f xt tA “Now his Majesty is in his palace, (while) his divine intervention 

and the power of fear of him are through the land.”307 Thus, snD is perhaps associated with the 

presence of Re, a form of whom was the shrew, which would frighten the enemies exactly as 

did the royal presence in this life. 

3.3.3.  (m)st “Staff”: 

(m)st is represented as a short-horned figure. Hornung and Piankoff translate this epithet 

as “staff” or “stick” respectively.308 In the First Hour of the Book of Amduat,309 the lower part 

of the middle register shows a heqa-sceptre which is designated mst  (fig.57). The 

annotation in the First Hour of Amduat where Re addresses the group of figures including mst 

does not help identify the figure in the Fifth Hour:  

arryt tn app nTr pn Hr=sn m sr This gate through which this god passes as a ram. 

iri=f xprw m-xt app=f arryt tn  He manifests a form after he passes this gate, 

iwty ar mytyw (m)-xt=f without the dead rising after him 

aHa=sn r arryt tn  They stand at this gate  

iw=f wD=f mdw n nn n nTrw imyw He gives commands to these gods who are in  

arryt tn this gate. 

iw iri.tw nn m imnt nt dwAt This is done in the hidden place of the Netherworld.310 

 

                                                      
304 Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.VI 
305 Lexa, Papyrus Insinger, 24.7. 
306  Eyre, in: Bács and Beinlich (eds.), Constructing Authority, 2-3. 
307 Urk. IV, 137-141, the English translation here is after Eyre, in: Bàcs and Beinlich (eds.), Constructing Authority, 91. 
308 Hornung, Das Amduat II, 99; Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 264. 
309 LGG III, 399. 
310 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 11-12. 
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Fig, 57. mst represented as a heqa-sceptre in the First Hour of the Amduat 

(after Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), pl.II) 

The orthography of the two terms in the First and Fifth Hours of the Amduat are not 

identical.  Also, a full writing of (m)st which would immediately be translated as ‘staff’, is not 

preserved  in the Fifth Hour of the Amduat.311 The determinative resembles fighting sticks 

known in ancient Egypt; “a long single rod, often banded with lashings or heavy metal foil, 

and sometimes with a weight or mace-head at the tip.”312   Therefore, the assumption of 

Piankoff and Hornung that  is a mst-stick seems plausible. This was a type of sticks 

which ends with what is probably a prong.313 The tip is wide and lacks any animal head, like, 

for example, those of the wAs and Dam-sceptres.314 The mst-stick was associated with Osirian 

rituals,315 as for example, in the Ramesseum Dramatic Papyrus where a relevant text reads: 

msw Hrw [xtw stS] Dd mdw  The Children of Horus speak words to [the followers of Seth]: 

Tni [msw=]T<n> r pt  Lift your ms-stick up towards the sky, 

xpdw=Tn awt pXr //  while your buttocks are (those of) goats who go around, 

Tsi msw Xtw stS //  Raising of the ms-sticks of the followers of Seth //  

iri m-a maiA[.ty] // xm Acting with [two] sticks // Letopolis.316 

This column, illustrated by fig.58, might represent an announcement made by the “Children 

of Horus” to enter a temple,317  or part of a ritual.318 The latter is more plausible where this is 

part of a festival of Horus. During this festival, sxnw-Axw priests depict the “Children of 

Horus” who carry their maAwt-sticks to fight “Followers of Seth” who carry the ms-sticks.319 

Altenmüller identified the ms-sticks with the Ams-sceptre which were associated with Horus.320 

In the Pyramid text a hippopotamus, which is clearly a Sethian animal, is struck by the Ams-

                                                      
311 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 413. 
312 Piccione, in: Teeter and Larson (eds.), Gold of Praise, 336. 
313 Piccione, in: Teeter and Larson (eds.), Gold of Praise, 336. 
314 Brown, JARCE 53 (2017), 189-201. 
315 On the use of a range of staves in the afterlife see Brown, JARCE 53 (2017), 189-201. 
316 The English translation here is after Geisen, Commemoration Ritual, 304; on stick-fight see Gillam, Performance and Drama, 

89. 
317 Altenmüller, JEOL 18 (1964), 274f. 
318 Geisen, Commemoration Ritual, 181. 
319 Altenmüller, JEOL 18 (1964), 273f. 
320 Altenmüller, JEOL 18 (1964), 274f. 
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sceptre: “Hail to you, immortal she-hippopotamus! [Have] you [come] against me as animal 

she-hippopotamus? I have wrenched away one of the two Ams-sticks of Horus from you and 

have struck you with it.”321  

While it might be safe to interpret (m)st, one of the figures who nD-Hr Osiris, as part of 

Osirian rituals where it was used against Seth, there could be also another possible 

interpretation. Alternatively, Seth might be envisaged as a protagonist against evil rather than 

the one on whom the punishment befalls. In so doing, I would like to compare this scene from 

Amduat, where (m)st “Staff” is followed by a figure identified as amw “Devourer”, with a 

scene from the Book of Gates. In the scene from the Book of Gates, a pig, identified as am 

“Devourer”, is surrounded by baboons in and in front of a bark, as part of the so-called 

Judgement Hall of Osiris (fig.59).322 The cryptographic accompanying text speaks of the 

baboon which raises a stick against the pig in the bark: ky nTr pn xa di=f nX am “The ape. This 

god has appeared in glory, to cause (the) devourer to disgorge.”323  

In the Book of the Dead Chapter 108, Seth makes Apophis disgorge the water he swallowed 

(am) after Seth fended him off with his lance of metal.324 A harpoon ‘swallows’ Apophis after 

it has salin it.325 Cruz-Uribe notes that the harpoon also swallows the sacrificial animal after it 

has bitten into it.326 Seth is represented at the prow of the sun bark to protect Re against 

Apophis.327 Cruz-Uribe identifies the pig with the harpoon or the figure who brandishes it. In 

other words, the pig represents the sticks used to oppose Apophis and is consequently 

associated with Seth. He further suggested that the squeal of Seth brought about by the stick 

in the hand of the baboon resembles the cry of Seth in the battle when he immobilised the 

enemy.328 The use of sticks or a scimitar by Seth against an enemy, specifically Apophis, is 

documented.  In P.Jumilhac, the foreleg (xpS) of Seth was cut out by Horus.329 This foreleg, 

which could also mean scimitar,330 appears as equivalent to a strong arm used to fell Apophis. 

In the Sixth Hour of the Book of the Day, for example, it is said: “Let Seth stretch forth his 

arm to let Apophis fall.”331  It seems therefore that (m)st in the current scene is associated with 

an Osirian ritual in which Seth may be either triumphed over or a protagonist against 

Apophis.332 

                                                      
321 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 103. 
322 Hornung, Pforten II, 152. 
323 Manassa, RdE 57 (2006), 125. 
324 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 238. 
325 Wilson, Lexikon, 152-153. 
326 Cruz-Uribe, JARCE 45 (2009), 205. 
327 Cf. section (2.1) 
328 Cruz-Uribe, JARCE 45 (2009), 204-205.  
329 Vandier, Papyrus Jumilhac, XVII.11. Shaw, Egyptian Warfare, 43. Some sticks and scepters, as, for example, wAs and Dam 

were associated with Seth. Seth raised the sky by means of the wAs-sceptre, see te Velde, Seth, 90.  
330 Wb III, 268.10. 
331 Pinakoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 401.  
332 Herodotus describes a festival in the city of Bubastis where celebrants used ‘wooden clubs’. Perhaps, this is the same as mst 

see https://www.gutenberg.org/files/2131/2131-h/2131-h.htm Also, a text from Deir el-Medineh reports the beating of a social 
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Fig, 58. Sticks used ritually in Letopolis 

(after, Geisen, Commemoration Ritual , pl.9) 

 
Fig, 59. Raising sticks towards a pig in the Book of Gates by two baboons 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.45) 

3.3.4. amw “Devourer”: 

The epithet of this figure corresponds to his iconography where am is often determined with 

a head and a neck of a long-necked bovine animal.333  

3.3.5. abwy “He-of-the-two-horns”: 

abwy “He-of-the-two-horns” is represented in human form looking backwards. Around his 

head, there is the hieroglyph for shadow (Swwt). An association between ab and slaughterhouse 

is provided by the textual record. In Coffin Texts spell 548, for example, the deceased invokes 

the deities in the slaughterhouse then it is said that the horns of Khepri strike: isT wi Sm.kwi r 

                                                      
oucast was beaten by ‘sticks’, perhaps as an indication to the confrontation of Apophis on the New Year’s Day, see Willems, 

JEA 76 (1990), 48. 
333 See sections (1.3) and (3.1.16). 
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HAt-Hso nt nTrw wSb=sn im ndb=k rf abwy xpr “When I go to the slaughterhouse of the gods, 

they shall answer there. You shall bind the two horns of Kheper.”334 Also, the deceased wished 

to be saved from a gate guardian who is identified as  sSm abw=s “He-who-guides-its-horns”: 

sSm ab=s imyt st StAw rn=f wn n=i ir n=i wAt mk wi ii.kwi i itm imy pr aA iTy nTrw nHm=k wi m 

a nTr pw anx m xrywt. “He-who-guides-its-horns-which-is-in-the-place-of-secrets” is his name, 

open for me, make way for me. Behold, I have come, O Atum, who is in the palace, sovereign 

of the gods. Save me from the hand of this god, who lives on rebels.”335 

3.3.6. iniw-mAat “He-who-fetsches-Maat”: 

ini is not the term usually expected with Maat. In autobiographies, when explicitly 

mentioned, Maat is either spoken (Dd), done (ir) or raised up (sar), in the ritual offering, by the 

author to the god. To exemplify, in an autobiography it is said:   

pr(=i) m niwt(=i) I have come forth from my town,  

hA.n(=i) m spAt(=i) I have descended from my nome, 

Dd.n=i mAat im  I have spoken Maat there, 

ir.n=i mAat im  I have done Maat there.336 

ini is normally translated as to “bring” or “bring about an event.”337 It could also mean to 

“fetch” the criminals.338 It might also be used with Maat to express the idea that it Maat was 

established by the king who was entrusted to realise Maat and destroy Isfet in this life.339 This 

notion is evident in the Pyramid Texts utterance 319b where the arrival of Unas, identified as 

doer of Maat who would bring (in) it is declared.340 The related text reads: “Unas has come 

forth, he does Maat, which he will bring with him.”341 

In the afterlife, however, the Osiris king sought to be justified as, for example, in Pyramid 

Texts utterance 517: “O you who ferry over the righteous boatless of the fields of Rushes, I 

am deemed righteous in the sky and on earth, I am deemed righteous in the Island-of-Earth.”342 

Rather, the god himself brings about Maat. For example, in Coffin Texts spell 1130 we read: 

wDa=i mAr m-a wsr “I judge the miserable from the powerful.”343  

3.3.7. an-Hr-spH “Reversed-of-face-who-lassoes”: 

an-Hr-spH is represented in human form holding a lasso in each hand and looking backward. 

In butchery, lassoing was a perquisite for felling an animal which was prepared for 

                                                      
334 CT VI, 145e-146a-b (spell 548); Ikram, Choice Cuts, 44. 
335 CT IV, 327h-l (spell 336). Also see, Goebs, Crowns, 112 on horns and their association with Osiris. 
336 Urk. I, 46.8ff.  
337 CDME, 22. 
338 Capart and Gardiner, JEA 22 (1936), 183. 
339 Assmann, Search for God, 3-6. 
340 In, for example, Pyr.256 Unas is identified as the doer of Maat: iy.n W. m iw n sisi di.n W. mAat im=f m st isft “Unas has come 

forth from the Island-of-Fire, Unas has set Maat in it in the place of Isfet.” 
341 Faulkner, Pyramid Text, 69. 
342 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 191. 
343 CT VII, 466e (spell 1130). 
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slaughter.344 Lassoing animals is attested as early as the Predynastic times.345 Enemies could 

also be lassoed in the afterlife. In the Coffin Texts Spell 335, for example, the deceased fears 

a figure who ddw spHw m isftyw r nmt=f dnt bAw “throws a lasso on the evil-doers at his 

slaughterhouse, which cuts the bas off.”346 

The iconography of the figure whose face is turned backwards is reminiscent of Mahaef 

“whose-sight-is-behind-him.”347 This deity seems to be associated with ferrying the Osiris 

King through the “Shifting-Waterway.” 348  In Pyramid Texts utterance 481 the deceased 

invokes the ferryman whose face is reversed saying: “O iww Hr=f HA=f ferry me across! The 

reed-floats of the sky are set in place, that I may cross by means of them to Re at the 

horizon.”349  

3.3.8. bA-pf-iry-mtw “That-Ba-which-belongs-to-the-dead”: 

bA-pf-iry-mtw is represented as a ram-headed figure and preseuably represents the nocturnal 

sun.350  

3.3.9. xmyt-Hryt-dnt-mwtw “The-demolishing-one-who-is-over-the-cutting-up-

of-the-dead”: 

 

Fig, 60. xmyt-Hryt-dnt-mwtw 

(after, Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), pl.XXXII) 

 

This female figure is holding an object representing a man with blood streaming from his 

head.351 This representation stands as pars par toto for an enemy on whose blood the female 

figure lives. The related annotation reads: anx=s m snf mwtw m spdT=s nn nTrw “She lives on 

the blood of the dead and on what these gods supply her with.”352 Butchery scenes show that 

the blood flowing from a steer was collected in a spouted jar.353 In the Meketre model, for 

example, blood flowing from the slit is collected in a bowl. Winlock and Gilbert argued that 

                                                      
344 Ikram, Choice Cuts, 45. 
345 Winkler, Völker und völkerbewegungen, pl. 57. 
346 CT IV, 300b-301a (spell 335); Ikram, Choice Cuts, 41ff; Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 88-89; Wilson, Lexikon, 829. 
347 Wilkinson, Complete Gods, 104. See also the being HnTyt (2.7.1).  
348 Wilkinson, Complete Gods, 104. 
349 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 169. 
350See bA-pf (3.2.19). 
351 In the afterlife, enemies could be represented bleeding and could even be identified as snfyw “bleeding ones”, see Piankoff, 

BIFAO 42 (1944), pl. XXV. 
352 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 
353 Ikram, Choice Cuts, 180-182. 
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this blood was intended for cooking. 354  Blood was already consumed by some tribes 

throughout Africa.355 However, using blood as food by the ancient Egyptians is not evident,356 

which, if eaten, as Eyre assumes, would be processed and consumed on spot.357 In the funerary 

sphere, Netherworld beings could be associated with consuming blood. One of the forty-two 

assessors in Chapter 125 of the Book of the Dead, for example, is invoked as i wnm snf pr m 

nmt: “O He who eats blood, who came forth from the slaughterhouse.”358  

Representations of female figures are not common in daily life butchery scenes. In a series 

of hunting scenes studied by Otto, however, a fettered bull is felled to the ground and a butcher 

is depicted cutting its foreleg off.359 On the side of the butcher, there is a representation of a 

standing female figure. The scene also includes the depiction of a sem-priest with raised xrp-

scepter followed by a lector priest (Xry-Hb).360 Otto believed that this scene belonged to this 

life.  He added that this female figure represents a scavenging bird hovering above the 

slaughtered animal.361 Just as enemies were grasped by their hair in ritual killing, oxen were 

brought down to the ground by the grip on their horns.60 

To sum up, the entire scene revolves around the idea of realising Maat by means of 

slaughtering enemies, like fowls and cattle, in a slaughterhouse. As part of kingship rituals, 

gods triumphed over the chaos enemies when animals were killed. Also, the slaughterer would 

benefit from the qualities of the slaughtered animals. Once Maat was realised, gods were 

satisfied.    

The number of the figures in this scene, including the goddess, is nine which presumably 

forms an ‘Ennead’. The number of men participating in slaughter in both butchery scene and 

in the funerary texts is almost identical. For example, in Coffin Texts spell 553, the deceased 

addresses four spirits (Axw) belonging to the slaughterhouse:  

 

i fdw ipw Axw imyw nmt O those four spirits who are in the slaughterhouse, 

i xm mwt=i rx.kw Tn O those whom my mother does not know, I know you,  

n xm=i rnw=Tn I am not ignorant of your names.362 

 

                                                      
354 Winlock, Models of Daily Life, 23-25; Gilbert, JEA 74 (1988), 79-80. 
355 Ikram, Choice Cuts, 180.   
356 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 99. 
357 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 99. 
358 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 272; Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 32. Also, in Chapter 17 of Book of the Dead, the deceased fears 

a god whom he describes as nb-dSrt “Lord-of-Blood”: nb nrw Hry-tp tAwy nb dSrt wAD nmt anx m bskw “Lord of Terror, Overlord 

of the Two Lands, Lord-of-Redness, flourishing of slaughterhouse, living on entrails”, see Quirke, Book of the Dead, 60. 
359 These scene range from the Old to the New kingdoms, see Otto, JNES 9 (1950), 165-166. 
360 Otto, JNES 9 (1950), 165. 
361 Otto, JNES 9 (1950), 170. 
362 CT VI, 152f-h (spell 553). 
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In butchery scenes, a man would help immobilise the bull using a rope. Another man would 

slip the noose over the ox’s front leg. Then one more man would hold the other foreleg and 

therefore the animal would not be able to scramble or kick to stand.363 Thus, the studied figures 

in the Fifth Hour of the Amduat can be categorised according to the the aspects they represent 

into a) a group which includes  snD-n=f-imntyw and bA-pf-iry-mtw which represents divine and 

solar aspects and b) a group which includes Htp-nTrw and iniw-mAat who represent the realising 

of Maat. The third group is associated with slaughterhouses and these are abwy and an-Hr-spHw 

while the final and the fourth group is associated with rituals and includes mst and amw. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                      
363 Ikram, Choice Cuts, 41ff; Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 88-89. On butchery see, Nyord, Lingua Aegyptia 20 (2012), 165-184; 

Szpakowska, in: Landgráfová, Mynářová, (eds.), Rich and Great, 313-323. In the afterlife, enemies could be represented 
bleeding and could even be identified as snfyw “bleeding ones”, see Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pls. XXV. The consumption 

of blood in ancient Egypt is questionable. In the tomb of Ti, for example, two knife-wielding men, designated sfT “cutting”, are 

represented standing over the incision made in the throat of the bull, see Steindorff, Grab des Ti, pl.72-73. Typically in these 
scenes a man pulled back the foreleg of the bull to allow the blood to flow, see Villas, Animal to Edible, 75. In the tomb of 

Khentika, the foreleg is pulled and cut by two men while the text accompanying this scene alludes to the making the blood flow 

efficiently, see James, Khentika, pl.XXII. Nowadays, the amount of blood obtained from a hung steer might be up to 17 kg, see 
Gilbert, JEA 74 (1988), 80. In ancient Egypt, the blood obtained was apparently less than that amount. On one hand, the carcass 

was represented lying on the ground. On the other hand, the shape and the size of the pot used to collect the blood suggest that 

it was less than the amount collected in modern times, see Ikram, Choice Cuts, 180-182. 
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3.4. Sixth Hour of Amduat: 

 

Fig, 61. The staves of the Great Ennead in the Sixth Hour of the Amduat 

(after Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), pl.I) 

The lower register of the Sixth Hour of Amduat ends with a group of staff-like snakes 

spitting fire. They are designated as mdww psDt aAt “Staves-of-the-Great-Ennead.”364 They are 

single-headed, while their lower parts are sunken in the ground making their ends not 

apparent.365 A knife is attached to the bottom of each snake. In front of them there is a 

representation of Nun, from whom the Ennead is said to have come into being.366 Nun is 

represented in human form.367 Five of these figures bear epithets of male members of the 

Heliopolitan Ennead. The designations of these staff-like snakes are: 

3.4.1. tA-Tnn “Tatenen.” 

3.4.2.  tm “Atum.” 

3.4.3. xpri “Khepry.” 

3.4.4. Sw “Shu.” 

3.4.5. gb “Geb.” 

3.4.6. Asir “Osiris.” 

3.4.7. Hr “Horus.” 

 

                                                      
364 See section (2.5.1). 
365 Cf. the two serpents (2.9.5) and (4.3.2) who are represented standing on their tails. 
366 Barta, Untersuchungen, 30. 
367 Nun could be designated it-nTrw “Father-of-the-gods”, see, for example, Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 44. See also section 

(2.4.4). 
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3.4.8. wpw “Judge(?)”: 

The textual record shows further occurrences of these epithets. In Coffin Texts spell 69 wp 

is an entity who devours the hearts and drinks the blood. The related text reads: bAs.n=k 

HAtyw=sn swr.n=k snfw=sn n twt is wp “You have devoured their hearts, you have drunk their 

blood for indeed, you are the judge.”368 Also in Coffin Text spell 155 iw mA.n=i wpw pr m 

sxw(y) nw wrt “I have seen wpw coming forth from the slaughterhouse of the great one (f).”369 

Also in the Coffin Texts spell 517, wp is at the head of Heliopolis: Smi (i) gb xnty psDt wpw is 

xnty iwnw “Go, (O) Geb is the foremost of the Ennead, as wpw is the foremost of 

Heliopolis.”370 

3.4.9. Htpwy “He-of-the-offerings”: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.371 

3.4.10. nww “Nun.” 372 

The annotation reads: 

Dd mdw in Hm n nTr pn aA Words spoken by the Person of this great god 

n mdw nTrw TAyw xntyw  to the staves of the gods who are in front of  

niwt tn this city. 

i mdww psDt aAt  O staves of the Great Ennead! 

sSmw n irw nTrw=f manifestations of the forms of his gods. 

tkA n Hrw=Tn  Burning belongs to your faces,  

spd n sfw=Tn sharpness belongs to your knives, 

Am=Tn xftyw xpri  so that you burn up the enemies of Khepry  

dn=Tn Swwt=sn that you cut off their shadows. 

ntTn iryw Haw StA  It is you who belong to the secret limbs whose places  

iri.n nw swt=sn Nun has made. 

ntTn imyw mw tA-Tnn It is you who are in the water of Tatenen, 

xpryw mkw xpri who have come into being and whom Khepry protects . 

sro=sn m xrw Ra ra nb They breathe by means of the voice of Re every day. 

irrt=sn pw m dwAt What they do in the Netherworld is: 

irit mao m mtyw rdit bAw  Making a roast among the dead, and placing the bas  

r Htmyt at the place of destruction.373 

                                                      
368 CT I, 293b-f (spell 69). 
369 CT II, 306b (spell 155). 
370 CT VI, 105f-g (spell 517). Also, aA-wpt “Great-of-Horns” is a ram-headed figure towing the sun bark in the final scene of the 

Book of the Caverns, Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 46. 
371 LGG V, 565. 
372 In Coffin Texts spell 75, Nu watches over the creation of gods: mA.n wi nw xpr.kwi “Nu has seen me when I came into 

existence”, see CT I, 334a (spell 75). 
373 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 115-16. 
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Collectively, the figures listed above are identified as mdww psDt aAt “Staves of the Great 

Ennead.” This designation is attested only in the Amduat.374 There is a wordplay between mdw 

“staves” and mdw “words” which is frequently used in magical fomula explains the role of 

these staves.375 When attributed to the Ennead, things are meant to express a specific notion. 

For example, in Coffin Texts spell 212, the king identifies himself as “Bull of the Ennead” 

(ink kA psDt).376 I will set aside the function of the Ennead which has already been discussed in 

the previous chapter.377 Rather, the following discussion focuses on the choice of gender of 

the figures, all male, and their iconography. 

The Heliopolitan Ennead included Atum, Shu, Tefnut, Geb, Nut, Osiris, Isis, Seth and 

Nephthys.378 The Ennead does not appear consistently in the textual record. For example, the 

names of the members of the ennead and their number are changeable.379 The Pyramid Texts 

show that, for example, Neith could replace Nephthys.380 Later Seth could be replaced by 

Horus.381 The latter, sometimes counted as the tenth member of the ennead, was also placed 

among members of the ennead as the one who Htm psDt “completes the ennead.”382  

The exclusion of female deities and Seth from the representation is cosmogonic where 

Tatenen, Atum and Khepri are followed by the male descendants of the Ennead. In primeval 

times, duality was not known.383 In Coffin Texts spell 162, gods lived in one body: msTwt iAAw 

anx m XAt wat “the offspring of iAAw which lives in one body.”384 The Coffin Texts also imply 

the androgyny of the members of the Heliopolitan Ennead who were integrated in the 

creator.385 After that, separation and duality followed.386 Thus, members of the Ennead were 

therefore described by features which showed gradual diversity of the universe. 387  For 

example, the two terms Dt and nHH were used for purposes of distinction and duality. Shu and 

Tefnut, for example, were said to represent the nHH and Dt-aspects of the androgynous Atum.388  

In Chapter 17 of the Book of the Dead, for example, Re was said to be nHH while Osiris was 

Dt. The related text reads: nHH pw Hna Dt ir nHH hrw pw ir Dt grH pw “It is time and eternity. 

                                                      
374 LGG III, 464-466; Barta, Untersuchungen, 32 where the term mdw is used in its capacity as “word”; nor the term is used in 

association with snakes, see, for example, Sauneron, Ophiologie, § 41, 56-57. 
375 Ritner, Mechamics,  
376 CT III, 169a (spell 212). 
377 See section (2.5.1). 
378Pyr.1655a-b; Te Velde in: Kippenberg (ed.), Struggles of gods, 242; Barta, Untersuchungen, 78-132. Baines, Fecundity 

Figures, 136; Hornung, Conceptions of God, 221-223. 
379 Pamminger, SAK 19 (1992), 249-255; Hornung, Conceptions of God, 217-218. 
380 Te Velde in: Kippenberg (ed.), Struggles of gods, 242. 
381 Te Velde in: Kippenberg (ed.), Struggles of gods, 242. 
382 Tillier, ZÄS 140 (2013), 70. 
383 Te Velde in: Kippenberg (ed.), Struggles of gods, 247. 
384 CT II, 395b (spell 162). On iAAw see, Frandsen, GM 179 (2000), 9-34. 
385 Englund, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the ancient Egyptians, 11-12. 
386 In Pyr. 1208c, the earth and the sky, for example, were separated: “when the sky was parted from the earth.” 
387 Troy, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, 59-60; Englund, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the ancient 

Egyptians, 13-15. 
388 Englund, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the ancient Egyptians, 13. 
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nHH is the day, Dt is the night.” 389  Westendorf has understood Dt and nHH as terms of 

categorisation.390 

This is a possible interpretation. However, if intentional, the exclusion of the name of Seth, 

for example, is not unusual in the textual record. Naturally, the name of Seth was not included 

in the Ennead of Abydos.391 In addition, Seth had a combination of both masculine geneder 

and nHH-character. Also, deprived from his testicles,392 Seth was not envisaged as a male 

completely.393  

The interpretation of the relationship between the iconography and the action differs from 

a context to another. For example, the serpentine form could indicate the control of the 

represented gods over serpents and their potency physically and magically.394 For long in 

Egypt, cobras and fire were reliable weapons that defended divine and humans.395 The motif 

of snake-like staffs is also well attested in ancient Egypt.396 This is evident, for example, in the 

composition of the wAs and Dam-scepters.397 In Egypt, the red spitting or black-necked cobra 

spray their burning venom from a range of about eight feet against the eyes of their enemies. 

The venom sprayed from their mouth is depicted.398 Such iconography is frequently found in 

goddesses’ iconography as Isis, Nephthys, Mut, Wadjet, Meretseger, and Reneutet. Despite 

various characteristics of these goddess, they all acted as defenders of Maat against in their 

raging against Isfet and were seen as fiery eye of Re.399 In Papyrus Salt 825, four rearing cobras 

execute the enemies who rebel against Osiris. Here, the cobras are addressed as female where 

it is said: “Mistress of your Slaughterhouse. Mistress of flaming, powerful of face.”400  

However, the use of staff-like serpents in the tomb of Bebi el-Kab could be explained in a 

different way. The owner of the tomb and his spouse are represented sitting. In front of them, 

there are some women. These women hold ivories, lotus flowers and snake or snake-like 

staves. 401  Altenmüller understood this scene are being related to apotropaia where, as 

Altenmuller explains, this scene is concerned with ritual rebirth. Willems, however, strongly 

argued that the snakes carried in this scene to either mortuary or funerary tritual.402  

                                                      
389 Budge, Book of the Dead, 53. 
390 Westendorf, ZÄS 100 (1974), 136-141. 
391 Te Velde, in: Kippenberg (ed.), Struggles of gods, 243. 
392 Te Velde, Seth, 53. 
393 Englund, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the ancient Egyptians, 14.  
394 Ritner, in: Szpakowska (ed.), Through Glass Darkly, 206. 
395 See the snake (2.4.5). 
396 As, for example, the funerary composition ‘Anubis and the Seven Demons’, see Niwinski, Studies on the Illustrated Theban 

Funerary Papyri,125, fig.16. 
397 Hayes, Scepter of Egypt, 285. 
398 See xty (2.5.4). 
399 Szpakowska, Archiv für Religionsgeschich 14 (2013), 40. 
400 Derchain, Papyrus Salt 825 II, 13a. Cf. the representations of nHA-Hr snakes in the tombs of Ramesses IX. There, these serpents 

are said leap (nhp) near the slaughtering places of the enemies of Re, see Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 293 and pl.31. 
401 Altenmüller, WdO 14 (1983), 36-37. 
402 Willems, Coffin of Heqata, 131. 
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3.5. Fourth Hour of the Book of Gates: 

3.5.1. Xrw-aHaw-m-imnt 

 

Fig, 62. Xrw-aHaw-m-imnt in the Fourth Hour of the Book of the Gates 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI,  fig.42) 

 

The Lower register of the Fourth Hour of the Book of Gates shows a group of twelve gods 

carrying a long serpent which is designated as mtwy “double cord.”403 Above the serpent there 

is the hieroglyph for the lifetime or a period of time (aHaw) which separates between the twelve 

gods. These latter, represented in humanoid form, are designated: Xrw-aHaw-m-imnt “(Those)-

who-carry-the-lifetime-in-the-West.” The accompanying text reads: 

ntsn smn aHaw saHa hrww  It is they who establish the lifetime and erect the days  

nw bAw imyw imnt  of the bas who are in the West,  

wD r Htmyt and commit to the Place-of-Destruction.  

i.n n=sn ra Re says to them: 

i nTrw xnty<w> dwAt Xrw  O gods! Foremost of the Netherworld, who carry  

mtwy  the double cord,                                                                                  

nDr=Tn mtwy  you shall seize the double cord  

sTA=Tn aHaw Hr=f n bAw  and measure the lifetime on behalf of him of the bas who  

imyw imntt are in the West, 

 wD r Htmyt and commit to the Place-of-Destruction. 

Htm=Tn bAw xftyw=i wD=Tn You shall destroy the bas of my enemies whom you 

r Htmyt commit to the Place-of-Destruction.  

nn mAA=sn Styt (so that) they will not see Shetyt.404  

In front of these twelve figures, there is a representation of nine figures designated 

as DADAT imy<t> dwAt “The-council-which-is-in-the-Netherworld.” The text above 

these latter figures reads:  

  

                                                      
403 This is the only occurrence of this snake, see LGG III, 461.  
404 Hornung, Pforten I, 182-185. 
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DADAT pw Htm xftyw  It is the council which destroys the enemies, 

Awt=sn m mAat their offerings are truth.405  

iw wdn n=sn tp tA m mAa-xrw He who offers to them upon the earth is justified.  

ntsn wD Htm sS m aHaw  It is they who ordain destruction; and who record the lifetime  

n bAw xntyw imntt  of the bas, Foremost-of the-West.   

Htm=Tn r xftyw=i wD=Tn  Your destruction shall be against my enemies whom you commit  

r Htmyt to The Place-of-Destruction.  

ii.n=i aA r sip XAt=i r wdi  I have come here to inspect my corpse and to inflict  

Dwt r xftyw=i evil against my enemies.  

Awt=sn m t Hnot=sn m Dsrt   Their offering is bread, their beer is Djesert (strong ale),  

obHw=sn m mw their refreshment is water.  

iw wdn n=sn tp tA n ao.n=f  He who offers to them upon earth, (he is the one who)  

m Htmyt  does not enter into the Place-of-Destruction.406 

Though designated distinctively, the roles of both Xrw-aHaw-m-imnt and DADAT imy<t> dwAt 

are similar. On one hand, they destroy (Htm) the enemies of Re or their bas and, on the other, 

both are associated with recording lifetime in the afterlife.407 To my best knowledge, this is 

the only occurrence of these figures.408 

In Egyptian thought, the afterlife was a sphere where the dead were considered dead and, 

nevertheless, a place where the blessed dead existed.409 The concept of time was frequently 

represented in the Netherworld Books.410 aHaw “lifetime” was the term used to refer to time in 

this life.411 It was envisaged as one hour in the afterlife.412 In the Instruction for King Merikare, 

for example, a sentence reads: “Do not trust in length of years, They view a lifetime in an 

hour.”413 These gods measure time for the blessed dead rather than the dead (mwtw) in the 

afterlife.414 The latter were destined to destruction while the former would lead a blessed life 

in, for example, the iArw-fields. 

  

                                                      
405 The use of Awt “offerings” here could a wordplay with the term Awt “moments”, the shortest unit for time in ancient Egypt, see 

Wb I, 1.12; Ogdon, GM 164 (1998), 79ff.  
406 Hornung, Pforten I, 185-189.  
407 For the concept of time in Egyptian thought, see Kákosy, LÄ VI, 1361-1371. 
408 LGG VII, 595; LGG VI, 42. 
409 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 10. 
410 In the upper register of the Fifth Hour of the Book of Gates, a twisted serpent is represented coming forth from the neck of a 

mummiform figure, see Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.47, see also the discussion of fAy (3.1.3). Darnell, Enigmatic 
Netherworld Books, 78ff. See also the discussion of Ourboros by Hornung, Hornung, Conceptions of God, 178-179. 

Landgráfová and Janák, in: Kóthay (ed.), Burial and Mortuary Practices, 114-115. 
411 Unless we interpret aHaw as a “period of time”, the Egyptians had no specific term for time. Rather, individual terms for time 

units were used. Other terms include At “moment”, wnwt “hours”, Hrww “days”, Abdw “months” and rnpwt “years.” See, 

Assmann, Zeit und Ewigkeit, 11. Englund, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the ancient Egyptians, 13. ‘Divine’ time was beyond 

the realm of humans. It can be described as eternal time which combined both repetition and linear continuity, see Bochi, 

JARCE 31 (1994), 56. See section (3.4); Werning, in: Chantrain and Winand (eds.), Time and Space as issue in Ancient Egypt, 
209-242. 

412 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 168. 
413 Lichtheim, Literature I, 101. 
414 Bochi, JARCE 31 (1994), 55-62. 
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3.6. Seventh Hour of the Book of Gates: 

3.6.1. nbw-nTrw        

 

Fig, 63.nbw-nTrw, far right, before the stakes of Geb 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.48) 

In the middle register of the Seventh Hour of the Book of the Gates there is a representation 

of seven jackal-headed stakes designated wsrwt-gb with two enemies attached to each. In front 

of each stake, a mummiform figure is present to guard the stake. To the left, Atum is leaning 

on a staff. To the right, a figure holding the was-sceptre is standing. The latter is identified as 

nbw-nTrw “(Most)-golden-of-the-gods.” 

Occurrences: 

To my best knowledge this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.415 

The accompanying text: 

spr in nTr pn aA r wsrwt gb Arrival by Great god at the stakes of Geb, 

sip n=sn xftyw m-xt wDa-mdw m  to which the enemies are counted off after the judgment of  

Imntt the West. 

in siA n nTr pn  Sia says to this god: 

spr=f wsrwt gb When he reaches the stakes of Geb, 

hnn ra nTr aA Assent, Re, the Great God. 

mk tw spr=k wsrwt gb Behold, you reach the stakes of Geb. 

in tm n wsrwt  Atum says to the stakes: 

sA.n=Tn xftyw  You have imprisoned the enemies.  

nDr.n=Tn  nikw You have held tight the punished ones. 

i  nTrw-xtyw-wsrwt O gods-who-are-behind-the-stakes,  

imyw-xt gb rpat who are accompanying Geb the hereditary prince. 

nDr.n=Tn xftyw sA.n=Tn  You held tight the enemies and imprisoned the 

                                                      
415 Cf. LGG IV, 187. 
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nikw  punished ones. 

(n)n pri=sn Xr awy=Tn They shall not escape from your hands, 

nn dA=sn Xr Dbaw=Tn they shall not get loose under your fingers. 

i xftyw sip.t=Tn Hso mi  O enemies! You are accounted (to) the chopper as  

wD.n ra r=Tn Re has commanded against you, 

m smnt=f igrt n XAt=f  when he established in the Silent Land for his body, 

qmA=f dwAt n snT=f  and created the Netherworld for his limbs.   

wD=f Tn n aDt=Tn  He ordains you to your slaughter,  

sip=f Tn n irt.n=Tn m wsxt aAt  he accounts you for what you have done in the Great Hall  

nt ra of Re. 

ti nTrw Hr iAkb wDAt  While the gods are mourning Wedjat,  

di=f nbw-nTrw m sA-Tn he made Most-Golden-of-the-Gods guard you. 

sip xftyw nikw imyw dwAt  The punished enemies in the Netherworld are counted off  

n nn n wsrwt to these stakes.416 

 

 

  

                                                      
416 Hornung, Pforten I, 260-264. 
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3.7. Fourth Division of Book of Caverns:  

 

Fig, 64.The lower register of the Fourth Division of the Book of Caverns 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 79) 

The lower register of the Fourth Division of the Book of Caverns has three illustrations. To 

the far right, a picture shows a cat-headed figure identified as miwty “He-of-the-Cat.”417 In 

front of him, there is a representation of four upside-down figures. Their arms are tied behind 

their backs. miwty is raising his hands as if he is making the sign, not for adoration, but for 

binding the reversed figures. The middle picture shows two female figures facing each other; 

one represented as lion-headed, the other is in human form. The latter has no designations. The 

lion-headed is identified as Htmyt “She-who-Destroys” in the tomb of Ramesses VI. In O and 

P, she is designated Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-imyw=f “She-who-destroys-and-guards-those-who-are-in-

him(?). While in the Osirieon, she is named sxmty-Htmy(t) “The-powerful-one-who-

destroys.”418 Both figures extend their arms downwards. Between them there is a reclining 

male figure who remains unidentified. The last picture, to the far left, shows a male figure who 

is identified as Htm-Hr “Destructive-of-face” attending four representations of enemies who 

are depicted upside-down.419 

Possible Parallel:  

The central picture is depicted almost directly below the sun disc in the upper register. This 

is reminiscent with a figure of XAt-Htmyt “Corpse-of-She-who-destroys” in the Book of Earth 

who is reclining inside a coffin.420 The coffin is surmounted by six semi-ovals. Inside each, 

there is a figure raising his arms in a sign of adoration. The figures to the right, from left to 

right, are identified as Htm-Hr “He-who-destroys-the-face”, StAt(y) “He-of-the-Mystery”, and 

snyt(y) “He-of-the-cabin.”421 The figures to the left, from left to right, are identified as Htmt-

Hr “She-who-destroys-the-face”, StAt “She-of-the-Mystery” and snyt “She-of-the-cabin.” The 

annotation in the Book of the Earth reads:  

  

                                                      
417 On species of cats kept by the Egyptians, see, Pinch, Votive Offerings, 190.  
418 Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 85. 
419 See section (1.7.10). 
420 Piankoff, Création, 60. Stricker, De geboorte van Horus III, 286. 
421 Roberson, Books of the Earth, 278. 
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Ddwt n ra sSm aA nty Xr rdwy St(At) Saying of Re to the great image which is below the mysterious feet. 

i sSm pn StAt xpriw nty Xr rdwy StAt O this image, Mysterious-of-manifestations, which is below the 

mysterious feet. 

oaH a=k Bend your arms, 

Hnw rmn=k Raise your shoulder, 

mk wi api=i Hr XAwwt StAt Behold, I pass by the mysterious corpses,  

bA=i Hr SAs=f Hr  

imyw=sn 

my ba is crossing it above the ones  

who are in them, 

ms<=i> wi Ds=i I give birth to myself, 

api=i <Hr>=tn aAw … I pass (by) you, (O) great ones… 

hAy n=Tn Rejoicing belongs to you,  

tw(t) is wd (Dwwt m xfty=k) Indeed, you inflict evil upon your enemies.422 

 

 

Fig, 65.Central picture of the bottom register of the left side wall as a parallel of the scene under study 

(after Piankoff, Création, pl.D) 

 

  

                                                      
422 Piankoff, Création, pl.XXXIII; 58.  
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3.7.1. miwty “He-of-the-cat.” 

Occurrences:  

miwty is a designation of the sun god in the Litany of Re: Hkn n=k Ra oA sxm di xftyw=f m 

sAwt=sn Tw is XAt miwty “Hail to you Re, High-of-power, who places his enemies in their guard, 

indeed you are the corpse of “He-of-the-cat”.”423 In Chapter 17 of the Book of the Dead, the 

well-known tom-cat represented beside the iSd-tree is identified as Re himself. The related text 

reads: ink miw pwy pSny iSd r gs=f m iwnw grH pw Htm xftyw nw nb-r-Dr ptr rf sw miw pwy TA 

Ra pw Ds=f Dd.tw miw “I am that cat beside whom the Ished-tree was split in Iunu, on that 

night when the enemies of the Lord-of-All were destroyed. What is that? That male cat is Re 

himself, called Cat (Miw)….” 424  Further, on the first side of the Second Shrine of 

Tutankhamun, miwty is represented as a cat-headed mummy among a group of eight gods. The 

annotation reads: 

nn n nTrw m sxr pn  These gods are in this form 

m or(r)wt=sn imywt Hryt in their cavern which is in the Upper Region. 

wnn XAt(?)=sn m kkw Their corpse (?) is in the darkness.425 

In the Book of Gates, miwty, cat-headed, is a guardian of a door of a cavern. The related 

text reads: 

iri aA pw n orrt He is the doorkeeper of the cavern. 

mn=f m st=f He remains in his place.426 

On the Second Shrine of Tutankhamun, miwty is represented as a standing lion-headed 

deity with two snakes on his head (fig.66). 

 

Fig, 66. miwty represented, 

lion-headed, on the Second 

Shrine of Tutankhamun 

(after Piankoff, Shrines, 12) 

                                                      
423 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 38. 
424 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 59. 
425 Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 64. 
426 Hornung, Pforten I, 402. 
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The annotation above miwty in the Book of Caverns reads: 

ra Dd=f r orrt tn wdi=f  Re, he says to this cavern while he extends  

a=f r xftyw=f his arm against his enemies: 

ntTn nn ixmw […..] You are those who know not [……] 

Sfyw obyw  the swollen ones; the drowned ones. 

n(n) wnt afnt=Tn m-m  

Axw 

There will not be your headcloth among the  

akh-spirits.427 

n(n) ar irt Hr r=Tn The Eye of Horus will not ascend to you, 

n(n) mAA=Tn (tn-tAyt) you will not see (Tentait), 

di=Tn n aHA nttw=tn You are given to the Warrior while you are bound, 

di sip=Tn n mitwy  your reckoning is given to He-of-the-Cat, 

iwty pri m sAw=f  from whose guard, one does not come out. 

wD.n=i sAxy=f Tn   I have commanded that he forcibly drive  

oAs(=f) Tn you and that (he) binds you.428 

 

3.7.2. Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-imyw=f “She-who-destroys-and-guards-who-are-in-

him(?)”: 

Occurrences: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence if this figure.429 

The annotation reads: 

wnn nn m sxr pn (m) orrt wat They are in this form (in) the Sole-cavern, 

iwty mAA=sn ra the ones who do not see Re,  

iwty sDm=sn xrw=f the ones who do not hear his voice,  

wdd=n oAsw=Tn  We place your fetters(?). 

(iw wdi)=f Dw r=sn  He (inflicts) evil against you 

sw app=f (Hr) orrwt=sn  while he passes by your caverns.430 

The annotation above these figures reads: 

ra Dd=f r orrt Tn  Re, he speaks to this cavern: 

i Htmyt xntt Htmyt   O She-who-Destroys! Foremost of the Place-of-Destruction,   

Htmy(t) xntt Htmyt (O) She-who-Destroys! Foremost of the Place-of-Destruction. 

pryw m XAt Htmt (O) who came forth from the destroyed corpse. 

                                                      
427 The deceased has his afnt “headcloth” unfolded when the sun god appears in the Netherworld so that he can see the god, see 

Zandee, Death as an Enenmy, 108. 
428 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XLVIII. 
429 LGG V, 593. 
430 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XLVIII. 
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ntTn nn Htmyw wnnyw  You are the destroyed ones who are  

 kkw=sn m snf whose darkness is blood, 

anxyw m bwt ibw=sn who live on the abomination of their hearts. 

iw=i wD=i Tn n XAwt=Tn I command that you belong to your corpses, 

pri=Tn m HwA you shall come out from putrefaction, 

iwty is pri=tn m-a  without your escaping from the condition.431 

3.7.3. Htm-Hr “Destructive-of-face”: 

Occurrences: 

To my best knowledge, the only other occurrence of this figure is in the Book of Earth 

scene discussed above. 432 

The annotation associated with Htm-Hr “Destructive-face” reads: 

ra Dd=f r orrt tn Re, he says to this cavern: 

<i> iATyw i gbyw <O> mutilated ones! O weakened ones! 

i dmAyw i dSryw O the ones who are cut off! O bloodied ones! 

ntTn n pn Htm xftyw=i You belong to this one who destroys my enemies. 

iw=i wD=i sAw=Tn n  I command you keep watch for the one who makes  

sxd=sn them upside down. 

sip=i tn <n> ry(t)=f I shall allot you to his tribunal,433  

nknw=Tn Htm-Hr so that He-of-destructive-face injures you. 

swt rf Htmyw xftyw Concerning this, he is the one who destroys the enemies. 

tA-Htmyt=Tn […] Land-of-Destruction you […].434  

 

  

                                                      
431 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XLVIII. 
432 LGG, V, 592. 
433 This is variant of rwt-wDa “judge”, see CDME, 147. 
434 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.L. 
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3.8. Fifth Division of Book of Caverns: 

3.8.1. HnTyt “She-who-butchers”: 

 

Fig, 67. HnTyt in the Fifth Division of the Book of 

Caverns 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI , fig.14) 

 

HnTyt is a standing female figure holding two staves with an enemy tied to each staff. These 

are the enemies of Re (xftyw Ra) who are identified separately as sdf-Hr “Bound-of-face” and 

ann-Hr “Turned-of-face.”435 The annotation reads: 

 

Dd=f r orrt tn  He says to this cavern, 

i HnTyt i HnTyt O She-who-butchers (enemies)! (twice) 

imyt Htmyt  who is in the Place-of-Destruction,  

sAAt xftyw=i Ds=i  who guards my own enemies,  

wdt.n=i m kkw smAw whom I have placed in the intense darkness. 

i mnt m st tn StAt O established one in this Mysterious place! 

wdi.n=i wnnt im=s whom I have appointed, the one who exists in it, 

iwtt prit m imnt the one who does not go forth from the West, 

iwtt prit m kkw the one who does not go forth from darkness, 

(sAA) {n} m awy m Hr  (who guards) with two arms and face,  

sip(w) n=T  the ones who are allotted to you.  

swt is mAwDw imyw tA nTrw  Indeed, it is the poles in the land of gods, 

sip (n)=sn xftyw=i reckoning my enemies.436 

 
  

                                                      
435 an-Hr is the name of one of the human-headed haulers of the solar bark in the concluding scene to the Book of Caverns, 

Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 46; this is also a designation of one of the figures depicted on the Second Shrine of Tutankhamun, 

Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 59-60.  
436 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.LXVI. 
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HnTyt is derived from HnTi “to butcher” or “to kill.”437 Although, to my best knowledge, this 

is the only occurrence of the goddess, 438  the ontology of HnTyw-beings is, however, 

documented in the textual record. In Coffin Texts spell 495, for example, it is said: nHm=f sw 

m-a xAtyw HnTw wsrw aw “He shall save himself from the xAtyw, butchers, strong of arms.”439  

In the New Kingdom Netherworld Books, male HnTyw-figures are represented as snake-

headed figures who brandish their knives to repel Apophis.440 In the Eleventh Hour of the 

Book of Gates, four snake-headed figures are identified as HnTyw. They are brandishing their 

knives to overthrow Apophis. In the Book of Gates, two gods are identified as HnTywy “The-

two-butchers.”441 HnTy is addressed as a being who slaughters with his knife. The related text 

reads: nDr sp 2 Hnnty nDr=k m ds=k m a=k ir Sat m ds=k m a=k “Seize twice, (O) slaughterer! 

You shall seize with your knife and with your hand. Make a slaughter with your knife and with 

your hand.”442  

HnTyw-beings are also attested in the Greco-Roman Period. Cauville translates the stem Hnt 

in the temple of Dendera as “to sacrifice.”443 In the temple of Edfu, HnTyw are mentioned 

together with hbyw, xAtyw, wpwtyw and mnHwy; 444  beings who were associated with 

slaughtering and killing. The related text in the Temple of Edfu reads: HnTyw HH Hr HnT isft n=k 

“HnTyw go slaughtering badness for you.”445 Also at Edfu, HnTyw cut (stf) meat portions of the 

king’s enemies.446 

The HnTtyw could be subordinate to a major figure. The texts of the temple of Edfu reveals 

that they are subordinate to a mistress defined as Mentyt. The related text reads: Dd-mdw in 

mntyt wrt Hryt-ib bHdt Hnwt HnTtyw nb(t) wpwtyw sxmt nb(t) snD wdi hh r row msxnt nb(t) imy 

m rnpt=s “Speaking of words by Mentyt, the Great-one, who resides at Edfu, the Mistress of 

HnTtyw-butchers, the Mistress of wpwtyw-messengers.”447.”448  HnTyw were also associated with 

Hathor: prt in Ht-Hr Hna Hnwtyw (HnTyw/HnTyw) “Going forth by Hathor with HnTyw.”449 

 

 

 

                                                      
437 Wb III, 122. 
438 LGG V, 228-230. 
439 CT VI, 77a (spell 495). 
440 Wilson, Lexikon, 661. 
441 Hornung, Pforten I, 356; II, 247. 
442 Urk VI, 147 (18-20). 
443 Cauville, Dendara, 379.  
444 Blackman and Fairman, JEA 29 (1943), 20-21. 
445 E IV, 264 (2-3); 111 (10); 112 (17); 213 (2). 
446 E VI, 57 (3-4), Wilson, Lexikon, 925-926. 
447 A common term for Netherword punishing figures. 
448 E IV, 273 (15-17). 
449 Leitz, Tagewahlerei, 16-17, 94, 95-101. 
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3.8.2. iarwty “He-of-the-two-uraei”: 

 

Fig, 68. iarwty in the Fifth Division 

of the Book of Caverns 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses 

VI, fig.14) 

 

iarwty, cobra-headed figure, is kneeling and extending a staff against a cauldron raised by 

two arms coming forth from the earth.450 In the Litany of Re, this is an epithet of the sun god. 

The related text reads: Hkn n=k Ra oA-sxm iarwty gsp Swty twt is XAt HwAAyty “Praise to you Re, 

High-of-awe, He-of-the-two-uraei, indeed you are the corpse of the one who belongs to the 

putrefaction.”451 The annotation in the Book of Caverns reads:  

wnn Hryt m sxr pn The cauldron will be in this form, 

awy pri m Htmyt  when the two arms come out from the Place-of-Destruction, 

wTs=sn tn and lift you up. 

aA-sDt sip n=s tpw  Great-of-Flame to which the heads of the enemies of  

xftyw xAwy the night(?) are reckoned. 

iarwty nb-rkHw  He-of-the-two-uraei, Lord-of-fire  

di=f [rkH] m=tn (imyw) Hryt  places fire among you (who are in) the cauldron.452 

Re speaks to this cobra-headed deity saying: 

ra Dd=f r orrt tn imy iarty  Re, he says to this cavern which is in iarty: 

i nayw i HfAy i Ssry O nayw O HfAy O Ssry  

i nTr pn aA-xprw O this god, Great-of-forms! 

rkH xt snhp sdt m stoke the fire! Kindle the flame in the  

Hryt sAAt=k sip.t tpw ibw nw  cauldron you guard, into which the heads and hearts of  

xftyw=i XAkw  my enemies and those who are ill-hearted against  

r=i r=s me are alloted.453 

 

                                                      
450 On the iarat, possibly a different orthography of the epithet under study, see Sauneron, Ophilologie, 111-112 §82a. 
451 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 27. 
452 Pinakoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.LXVI. 
453 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.LXVII. 
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3.9. Sixth Division of Book of Caverns: 

3.9.1. Htmyt-tn (dn).  

3.9.2. Htmyt-tn 

 
Fig, 69. Two punitive female figures in the lower register of the Sixth Division of the Book of Caverns 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.20) 

The first picture of the lower register of the Sixth Division of Book of Caverns shows two 

groups of paired decapitated figures of two attended by each knife-brandishing female entities. 

The two figures, from right to left, are identified as xftyw “enemies” and aApp “Apophis.”454 

The female figure attending these two figures is designated Htmyt-tn (dn) “That-destroyer.” 

The female figure attending the two other figures is also identified as Htmyt-tn“That-

destroyer.” Behind her, two hearts are represented.  

Occurrences: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of this figure.455 

The accompanying text reads: 

wnn nn m sxr pn m-xnty dwAt Thes are this form within the Netherworld, 

sAA nn nTr pn m sA=sn These guard this god with their protection,  

iw nTr pn aA wdi=f Dwt r=sn This great god ordains evil against them, 

m-xt app=f Hr=sn after he passes by them. 

wn=sn m kkw  They are in darkness,  

iwty mAA=sn HDwt the ones who do not see the daylight, 

xrw nTr pn aA sDm=sn  the voice of this great god, they hear it, 

iwty  mAA HDwt itn=f without seeing the lights of his disk, 

sor st nn nTrw n sAyt st  these gods breathe it because of gurading it, 

m-xt sDm=sn mdw nTr pn aA  after they hear the words of this great god,  

m-xt app=f Hr=sn after he passes by them.456 

                                                      
454 Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), pl.CL.30.  
455 LGG V, 593-594. 
456 Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), pl.CXXXII-III. 
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3.9.3. spsy “He-who-ties-by-hair”: 

3.9.4. spsyt “She-who-ties-by-hair”: 

 
Fig, 70. spsy and spsyt in the Sixth Division of the Book of Caverns 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.20) 

 

Four kneeling enemies with their arms secured behind their backs have their heads chopped 

off. In front of them, there is a male figure who is identified as spsy “He-who-ties-by-hair.” 

Behind them there is a representation of a female figure who is identified as spsyt “She-who-

ties-by-hair.” Both are extending their arms against the enemies who are depicted between 

them. The epithets of the punshing figures might be an indication to their role grasping the 

hair before decapitating the head.457 

 

Occurrences:  

No other attestations occur in the textual record of the female figure.458 In the Coffin Texts 

spell 155f, an early attestation of sps is used: Sw sbAk.n=f spsw “Shu has brightened those who 

were touseled.”459 The male figure is, however, attested in the temple of Esna.460 In the temple 

of Edfu, sps is used in a context of subjugating the foreign people “to tie up the Asiatics by 

their hair.”461 This could explain the pose of the two deities whose arms are extended against 

the heads of the figures between them. 

  

                                                      
457 See fig.1. 
458 LGG VI, 279. 
459 Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 252.  
460 Esna II, 191, 22. 
461 Wilson, Lexikon, 830. 
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The annotation reads:  

Ra Dd=f r orrt tn  Re, he says to this cavern: 

i spsy i spsyt imyw O He-who-ties-by-hair! O She-who-ties-by-hair who are in  

Htmyt  the Place-of-Destruction, 

wnn Dww m sAwt=sn in whose guarding the evil ones will be, 

iwty pri m orrwt=sn  from whose caverns, one does not come forth, 

mTn wi SAs=i (Hr) orrt=tn  Behold! I pass (by) your cavern, 

api=i Hr nmt I shall pass by the slaughterhouse, 

wD=i r=tn  I ordain against you,  

wD=i tn n sDbw=Tn  I command that you belong to your evil, 

sip=i tn n Dryw imyw  I count you off to the ones who obstruct, who are in  

Htmy the Place-of-Destruction. 

ntTn xftyw Dw Indeed you are the evil enemies, 

iwtyw pri bAw=sn m tA whose bas do not come forth from the earth, 

n mA(.n)=sn wi  who do not see me.462 

  

3.9.5. Bait 

3.9.6. Benfit 

 

Fig, 71. Bait and Benfit in the Sixth Division of Book of 

Caverns 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.20) 

 

 

 

                                                      
462 Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), pl.CXXXIV-V. 
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In the middle of the lower register of the sixth division of the Book of Caverns, there is a 

representation of two jackal-headed goddesses who raise their arms as a sign of adoration. 

Between the two goddesses, there four female figures whose arms are secured behind their 

backs. Each of these females bear a particular designation as follows: imit “She-who-

bewails”,463 amit “She-who-cries(?)”464, Dwit “The-evil-one” and Trit “The-bloodied-one.”  

Occurrences:  

To my best knowledge, thses are the only occrences of figures identified as such.465 

 Re addresses the two goddesses saying: 

ra Dd=f r orrt tn Re, says to this cavern: 

i bAyt i bnfyt i nTrty wrty  O Bait! O Benfit! O two great goddesses!  

aAty xnty Htmyt   two great ones, Foremost-of-the-Place-of-Destruction, 

ntyw m sAwt Xrt-snTyt  who are in guarding of She-who-carries-the-body (of the dead) 

iTyt sSmw nb dwAt who seize the manifestation of the Lord of the Netherworld. 

sA nn iTi snTyt=sn Guard these, seize their corpses, 

HA nTw m Haw=sn  fastened and bound in their bodies. 

The goddesses respond to the sun god and say: 

Dd=sn im  They said there: 

nn pri bAw=sn im their bas will not come forth,   

n(n) sxm Swwt=sn  their shadows shall not be powerful, 

Hr nw nn aA sp-sn because of this great thing (twice),  

ir.n=sn m st <w>rt  which they have done in the great seat,  

bw StA n xnty dwAt and the Mysterious place Of the Foremost of the Netherworld. 

i mTn wi api(=i) Hr=Tn Behold! (I) pass by you,  

wD(=i) Tn n sD(bw)=Tn I ordain you belong to your guilt, 

sip=Tn n Htmyt  you are alloted to the Place-of-Destruction,  

n(n) pri m=s from which one does not come forth.466  

 

  

                                                      
463 Wb I, 82.22. 
464 I here follow the translation of Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 129. 
465 LGG I, 800-801. 
466 Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), pl.CXXXIII. 
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3.10. Book of the Earth: 

3.10.1. Hry-rwDw (RVII Hry-oAs-Hry-rwDw). 

3.10.2. Hry-rwDw (RVII Hry-oAswt). 

3.10.3. Hry-rwDw (RVII tmw nb mAat “Atum, Lord of Maat”). 

 

Fig, 72. Punitive figures on the rear wall in the sarcophagus hall of Ramesses VI 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.109) 

 

The lower register of the rear wall in the sarcophagus hall of Ramesses VI shows three 

kneeling enemies whose arms are tied behind their backs. Only the figure to the far right is 

designated: xmy “The demolished one.” Behind each kneeling figure there is a god (nTr) who 

secures his bindings. In the tomb of Ramesses VI, all three gods are designated Hry-rwDw. In 

the tomb of Ramesses VII, the kneeling figure to the left, together with the god behind him, 

are replaced with a representation of Atum. There, Atum is represented as a ram-headed figure. 

He is identified as tmw nb mAat “Atum, Lord of Maat.” 467  The two remaining gods are 

identified as Hry-oAs and Hry-oAswt. As the accompanying text illustrates, these gods guard the 

enemies only while their punishment is inflected by the sun god. The annotation reads:  

  

                                                      
467 Darnell and Colleen Manassa Darnell, Netherworld Books, 509. 
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nn n nTrw m sxr pn These gods are in this form,468 

sn sAA=sn xmyw=sn when they guard their demolished ones. 

nTr aA wD (=f) Dwwt=sn The great god, (he) ordains their evil (?) 

m-xt is api=f (Hr)=sn afterwards he strides by them, 

tmmw nn n xmyw these demolished ones shall perish, 

ir=sn aD=sn iwty=sn  when they (gurdians) hack their non-existent ones. 

ap nTr pn r orrt tn 

 iwty mdw=f n=sn 

This god passes by this cavern,  

without speaking to them, 

wnn=sn m kkw they shall be in darkness.469 

 

  

                                                      
468 On the construction sn r=sn, see Roberson, Books of the Earth, 105. 
469 Pinakoff, Création, pl.XIX. 
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3.11. The second picture on the third register of the Left Wall of the 

sarcophagus hall of Ramesses VI. 

3.12. n(y)-Hsow. 

3.12.1. aA-Hsow. 

3.12.2. imy-Hsow. 

3.12.3. Saty. 

 
Fig, 73. Punitive figures on the second picture on the third register of the Left Wall of the sarcophagus hall of 

Ramesses VI 

(after Pinakoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.123) 

The Second Picture on the third register of the Left Wall of the sarcophagus hall of 

Ramesses VI shows four gods grasping four upside down, headless figures.  Each figure is 

identified as Hso(w) “The-decapitated-one.”470 The gods are designated, from left to right, as: 

n(y)-Hsow “He-who-belongs-to-the-decapitated-ones”, aA-Hsow “Great-one-of-the-

decapitated-ones”, imy-Hsow “He-who-is-among-the-decapitated-ones” and Saty “He-who-

belongs-to-the-slaughter.” To my best knowledge, these gods are attested only in the Book of 

Earth.471 The accompanying texts are an address of Re to these gods and an annotation. The 

address of Re reads:  

Ddwt ra <n> nTrw sAAw sDwt Sayings of Re <to> the gods who guard the flames: 

i nTrw sp 2 sAAw sDwt O gods (twice) who guard the flames, 

i mtTn wi api=i Hr=Tn O Behold, I stride by you, 

Dw.t<w>=Tn m […]=Tn when you are called upon from your… 

wD=i n=Tn irw=Tn I command your forms for you, 

TwT is aAyw rkHyw  Indeed you are the Great ones of the Flames  

wbdw sDwt  who heat the fires which   

imyw<t> nn n xftyw xnty imntt  among these enemies of the Foremost of the West.472 

                                                      
470 See section (1.7.4.1). 
471 For n(y)-Hsow, see LGG V, 372; for aA-Hsow, see LGG II, 37; for imy-Hsow, see LGG I, 247; for Saty, see LGG VII, 30. 
472 Pinakoff, Création, pl.XXXI. 
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The annotation narrates that these gods guard (sAA) these enemies and turn them upside-

down (sxd).473 The text reads: 

nn n nTrw m sxr pn These gods are in this form, 

sA[A] =sn  xAwt Hsoyw=sn when they guard the corpses of their decapitated ones, 

sxd=sn snTyw=sn  when they turn upside down their bodies. 

iw nTr pn wdi=f Dww=sn  This god ordains their evil (?) 

iwty mdw=sn n=f without them speaking to him,  

bAw nn n sAwt=sn  the bas of these who guard them,  

ao m-xt nTr pn they enter after this god. 

<HAp sn> kk.w  Then the darkness <conceals them>,  

m-xt (api)=f Hr=sn after he (passes) by them. 

XAwt=sn mn.ti m st=sn xr Dt Their corpses suffer in their place for ever.474 

 

 

  

                                                      
473 See sections (1.7.2) and (1.7.10). 
474 Pinakoff, Création, pl.XXXI, 6-XXXII. 
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3.13. The Third Picture on the Third Register of the Left Wall of 

the Sarcophagus Hall of Ramesses VI.  

3.13.1. wbdyt “She-who-burns.” 

3.13.2. wAmmy<t> “She-who-roats.” 

3.13.3. sDt “Fire.” 

3.13.4. nswt “She-of-the-flame.” 

3.13.5. sXbyt “She-who-savours.” 

3.13.6. nAnyt “She-of-the-nAnyt-gesture(?)” 

 

 

Fig, 74. Punitive figures in the Sarcophagus Hall of Ramesses VI 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig. 124) 

 

The third picture on the third register of the Left Wall of the Sarcophagus Hall of Ramesses 

VI, shows five enemies (xftyw) four of them, to the right hand side, are shown kneeling. The 

arms of all the enemies are bound behind their backs. They are made into human candles where 

a tingue of flame comes forth form the head of each figure. Behind each enemy, a standing 

goddess is securing his bonds. To the far left of this scene, there is a representation of a 

standing enemies. His arms are secured behind his back. He is facing away from the other 

enemies. Also, no tongue of flame is represented coming out from his head. He is bound by a 

goddess standing behind him, while another goddess (nAnyt) is represented in front of him 

while her arms are depicted downwards. While some of these goddesses are attested elsewhere, 

others were only in the tomb of Ramesses VI.475 wbdyt is attested in pBremner-Rhind 10188 

where Apophis is addressed that he is sentenced to the Eye of Horus and Usert, the burning 

one (iw=k n irt Hr wsrt wbdyt).476  The annotation reads: 

  

                                                      
475 For wAmmyt, see LGG II, 244-245; for sXbyt, see LGG VI, 595; for nAnyt, see LGG III, 519. 
476 Faulkner, Bremner-Rhind, 30, 9; Faulkner, JEA 24 (1938), 43; see section (1.7.3.1). 
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nn n nTrw(t) m sxr pn  These gods are in this form, 

sn  [m]r=sn xftyw=sn  when they [bin]d their enemies, 

di=sn sDwt im=sn  they set fir to them. 

iw nTr pn aA wdi=f Dw wt=sn This great god, he ordains their evil, 

m-xt is api=f Hr=sn afterwards he strides by them. 

wnn=sn m kkw They are in darkness, 

iwty mAA=sn HDDw the ones who do not see the rays of the light. 

xrw ra pw sDmt nn n nTrwt The voice of Re is what these goddesses hear, 

di nn n nTrwt sDt m-imyw xftyw ra these goddesses set fire to the enemies of Re, 

m-xt is api=f Hr=sn afterwards he strides by them, 

wdi=f n=sn irww=sn  assigning them their forms, 

Ddwt n ra api=f orrt tn StAt  Sayings of Re when he traverses this mysterious cavern,  

aAt rkHw great of fire, 

i StAt rkHw XAwt  igrt O mysterious one, burner of corpses in the realm of the dead 

sAA(t) kkw which guards the darkness, 

i mtTn wi api=i tn StAt O behold, I stride by you, O mysterious one, 

spr=i Hr aAt sDwt when I arrive at Great of Fire, 

i sSm wi sp 2 O, guide me (twice), 

Ssp wi aA StAw receive me, O Great-of-mysteries, 

am=tn sDwt imyw bAw  you shall devour the flames which are in bas.477 

 

 

Summary of Research Findings: 

The punishers of the enemies of Re are attested in all books under study. The occurrences of 

these figures range from the Ramesseum Dramatic Papyrus throughout the Graeco-Roman 

Period.  

The analysis of epithets reveals how various the names of the figures under study 

were. While some denote unity between Horus and Seth (3.1.11), others were associated with 

regeneration. Other epithets remin merely functional as, for example, wbdyt “She-who-burns” 

and sDt “fire.” It was also found that major deities my be represented using other epithets as, 

for example, AXbyt (3.1.15). 

                                                      
477 Pinakoff, Création, XXXII. 
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The study of the Third Hour of the Amduat has shown a significant relationship 

between the Amduat and the Book of the Day where a scene parallel to the Third Hour was 

also attested in the Book of the Day. In this specific Hour of the Amduat, the host of the 

twenty-four figures are attested together only in the Amduat. Although the accompanying text 

speaks of the punishment of the enemies of Re by these figures, the analysis of the epithets 

and iconography of these figures underlines their association with the return of the Eye-

goddess.  

 The analysis of the individual epithets of the nmtyw “executioners” shows how these 

variant epithets correspond to either Re, Osiris or both. For example, the study of the epithet 

mst “Staff” revealed how this epithet is associated with the Osiris ritual where Seth may be 

either triumphed over or represented as a protagonist against Apophis.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: PUNISHERS OF THE ENEMIES OF 

OSIRIS 

Introduction:  

This chapter addresses the figures who punished the enemies of Osiris. The figures studied 

are placed in a chronological order where those found in the Amduat are discussed first then 

follow the figures in the Book of Gates, Book of Caverns and the Book of Earth. 

4.1. Seventh Hour of the Book of Amduat: 

4.1.1. mds-Hr “Sharp-of-face”: 

 
Fig, 75. mds-Hr and the enemies before the enthroned Osiris 

(after Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), pl.V.) 

In the upper register of the Seventh Hour of Amduat, Osiris is represented seated on a block 

throne. He is wearing two feathers with a uraeus on his forehead. He is holding the was-sceptre 

in one hand and the ankh-sign in the other. He is encircled with the serpent anx-irw “Alive-of-

Forms.”1 In front of Osiris, three kneeling enemies of Osiris are decapitated while their arms 

are bound behind their backs. Behind them, a figure identified as mds-Hr “Sharp-of-face” is 

standing. He is shown with either cat ears or horns on his head. The latter would correspond 

to his face which is described as mds “Sharp.” He holds a knife in his raised hand while in the 

other he holds a tool which is difficult to interpret.  The text accompanying the representation 

of mds-Hr reads:  

  

                                                      
1 See Manassa, Late Egyptian Underworld, 301-302. 
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Occurrences:  

mds-Hr is attested earlier than his representation in the Amduat. In Coffin Texts spell 1168, 

for example, mds-Hr is associated with Khepry and was identified as “Keeper of the windings”: 

nTr=k xpry rn=f pw iry oAbw n S pw mds=Hr rn=f pw sDt nw ntt Hr=f “Your god, Khepry is his 

name. He is the Keeper of the windings of the Lake. Sharp-of-face is his name, fire is this 

which is on him.”3 

In Chapter 144 of the Book of the Dead, there is a representation of seven gates with a 

seated figure inside. On the top of each shrine there is kheker-frieze. Besides, two rearing 

snakes are represented on each end of the top of the shrine. In front of each shrine there are 

two standing figures. One of these guards (sAA) while the other reports (smi). The figure in 

front of each shrine, except for the first shrine, is represented ram-headed. The Sixth Shrine is 

attended by a ram-headed figure and a flacon-headed figure. The annotation reads: 

ikn-t khA-xrw rn n iry  He-who-scoops-bread, violent-of-voice is the keeper of the  

arryt 6 Sixth Gate. 

in-Hr rn n sAA=s He-who-brings-the-face is the name of its guard, 

mds-Hr iry S rn n smi im=s Sharp-of-face lake-keeper is the name of the reporter in it.4  

                                                      
2 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 119-120. 
3 CT VII, 510a-d (spell 1168). Cf. the figure am-XAwt (4.9.2) below. 
4 Budge, Book of the Dead, 328. 

i.n nTr pn n Asir imy mHn This god says to Osiris who is in the Mehen-Serpent. 

i Asir pi xnty dwAt O this Osiris, Foremost-of-the-Netherworld, 

nb-anx HoA-imnt Lord-of-the-life, Ruler-of-the-West, 

anx n=k anx=k anx.t(i) life belongs to you, you live, being alive, 

bA n=k bA=k bA.t(i) m tA the ba belongs to you, you are a ba, being a ba on the earth, 

bwA n=k r imyw-xt=k esteem belongs to you more than your followers, 

xr n=k xftyw=k Xr rdwy=k your enemies shall fall for you, under your legs, 

sxm n=k m iriw r=k power belongs to you over those who acted against you. 

ns anxw irw r=sn The flame of “Alive-in-respect-of-the forms” are against them,  

Am=f sn so that he burns them up. 

mds-Hr r=sn mds=f sn “Violent-of-Face” is against them, so that he cuts them down, 

mao=f sn m mao=f he roasts them by his roasting, 

ipw Asir m ra nb when Osiris reckons every day, 

iw=i api=i Hr=k m Htp I pass by you in peace.2  
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Finally, there might be a pun between the epithet mds-Hr and an epithet held by a deity, 

Haw-Hr “Body-of-Horus” in the temple of Edfu. There, the latter is identified as ‘the foremost 

of [bHdw] of Re (Edfu), Hr=f m ds “His-face-is-flint”, who protects the flesh of Horus’ perhaps 

as a sort of wordplay between the two epithets.5  

The tools held by mds-Hr are both identified by Piankoff as “knives.”6 However, for the 

object held in the hand stretched out over the decapitated enemies, this not be taken as face 

value as no existing knife from ancient Egypt could be compared to this tool. 7 Hornung 

interprets them as “swords.”8 Against the latter Verhoeven argues that the identification of this 

tool with the sword would be questionable if compared with swords from ancient Egypt.9 

Despite the obscure identification of the tool, it seems, if a dual role of the god is considered, 

that the knife would correspond to slaughtering the enemies, and that the unidentified tool 

corresponds to roasting them which makes it a ‘skewer’.   

To sum up, this survey shows that mds-Hr is either a keeper of windings or lake, or a 

protector. Besides, his iconography is changeable. In the tomb of Amenhotep II, the feline 

iconography is maintained (fig. 76). On the Shrine of Tutankhamun, a lion-headed figure is 

identified as mds-tp “Sharp-of-head.”10 On his head, there are two rearing cobras. These two 

cobras are perhaps parallel to the pointed ears. 

 

Fig, 76. mds-Hr as represented the tomb 

of Amenhotep II 

(after Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), 

pl.XXXIV) 

 

 

                                                      
5 Gaber, in: Kousoulis and Lazaridis (eds.), Proceedings of the Tenth International Congress of Egyptologists, 1103.  
6 Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 278. 
7 Ikram, Choice Cuts, 64, fig.14. 
8 Hornung, Das Amduat II, 128. 
9 Verhoeven, Grillen, Kochen, Backen, 54. 
10 Piankoff, Shrines, pl.29. 
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Fig, 77. Representation of mds-tp, lion-headed, as a variant of mds-Hr on a shrine of Tutankhamun 

(after Piankoff, Shrines, fig.29) 

4.1.2. nikw “He-who-punishes”:  

 
Fig, 78. nikw in the Seventh Hour of the Amduat 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.80) 

nikw is represented in humanoid form with an obscure object on his forehead. He is holding 

a spiral-like rope by which he binds three felled figures each identified as wty “bound one.”11 

The text which accompanies the representation of nikw reads: 

in Hm n nTr pn The Person of this god says: 

iriw wt r Asir (O) you who have done action agaisnt Osiris, 

xAkw r xnty dwAt (O) you who rebelled against the Foremost-of-the-Netherworld, 

nTTw n awy=Tn fetters belong to your arms, 

mr n oAsw=Tn binding belongs to your bonds,  

Htm n bAw=Tn destruction belongs to your bas, 

iso n Swwt=Tn  restraint belongs to your shadows. 

nik Tn nikw m nikt=f “He-who-punishes” punishes you with his punishing-knife, 

n(n) pri=Tn m sAwt=f Dt You shall not go forth from his guard for ever. 

iriw wtwt r Asir Those who have bound Osiris.12 

                                                      
11 In the Third Hour of the Book of Night, a goddess is identified as wtt “She-who-binds”, see Roulin, Livre de la Nuit I, 110-11.   
12 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 121. 
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Occurrences: 

nikw appears with many orthographies in the textual record to designate enemies, Apophis 

and a punishing figure. To my best knowledge, the orthography of the epithet nikw in the 

Amduat is not attested elsewhere.13   

Orthographies of nikw: 

 Term Where  Designation of: 

1  
CT 572 Enemies of the Solar Eye. 

2  
P. Bremner-Rhind, 26:19. Apophis. 

3  
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 121. Punishing figure. 

The object on the forehead of nikw is difficult to interpret. Objects attached to heads of 

Netherworld entities, like hair, are known. For example, in the Second Division of the Book 

of Caverns, five male figures hold a lock of hair to their heads.14 The object on the forehead 

of nikw, however, cannot be identified as a lock of hair. Rather, I would like to compare the 

object in the current scene with three other figures. In the upper register of the Tenth Hour of 

the Amduat, a figure is represented with two protuberances replacing his head (fig.79). This 

figure is identified as rmwny “Twin-arms.”15 rmnwy is represented other figure who strip the 

bandages of the enemies (swSw wtw n xftyw).16 The other is in the Litany of Re a figure 

identified as inTy “He-who-fetters” has two similar objects replacing his head (fig.80).  In the 

Litany of Re, this is a designation of the sun god. The related text reads: Hnkw n=k Ra oA-sxm 

nb-inttw r xftyw=f wa aA Hry gfwt=f twt is XAt inttwy “Hail to you Re, High-of-power, Lord-of-

bonds against his enemies, great unique one, He-who-is-upon-his-monkeys. Indeed you are 

the corpse of He-who-binds.”17 The last example comes from the Book of Caverns where, in 

the Second Division, the upper register has a representation of four figures inside ovals who 

have, as Piankoff posits, catfish heads (fig.81).18 

Perhaps, the nature and function of this object are connected with the role which nikw does. 

In the first example, rmnwy holds in his hands the wAs-sceptre and the ankh-sign. While in the 

Seventh Hour of the Book of Amduat, nikw holds the rope by which he binds the enemies. It 

is possible therefore that the object under study has to do with the role of the figure who 

fetters.19  

                                                      
13 LGG III, 527. Presumably there is a potential ambiguity, depending on whether nikw is understood as an active or passive 

participle. 
14 Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.11. 
15 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 172. 
16 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 171. In the tomb of Ramesses VI, however, the head of this figure is replaced with two snakes, 

https://describingegypt.com/tours/ramessesvi/kv9_lower_corridor_h/93/-42/45.  
17 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 73. 
18 Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 55. 
19 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 118-120. 
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Fig, 79. rmnwy, far left, with two protuberances replacing his head in the Tenth Hour of the Amduat 

(after Bucher, MIFAO 60 (1932), pl.X) 

 
Fig, 80.  inTy, fourth figure from the left, with two protuberances replacing his head in the Litany of Re 

(after Hornung, Sonnenlitanei II, 57) 

 
Fig, 81. Catfish-headed figures in the Second Division of the Book of Caverns 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.11) 
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4.2. Ninth Hour of the Amduat: 

 
Fig, 82. Cloth-gods in the Ninth Hour of the Book of Amduat from the tomb of Amenhotep II 

(after, Pinakoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.83) 

The upper register of the Ninth Hour of the Book of Amduat begins with twelve 

mummiform figures seated on the sign for cloth (mnxt).20 The following is a survey of the 

occurrences of these figures where they are identified, from left to right, as: 

4.2.1. nhA-tA “He-who-expels-the-earth(?)”: 

nhA-tA is represented as a mummiform figure seated on the hieroglyph for cloth (mnxt). To 

my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.21  

4.2.2. dbA “The-clothed-one”:   

dbA is represented as a mummiform figure seated on the hieroglyph for cloth (mnxt).22 

4.2.3. irtywy “He-who-is-clothed-in-(blue?)-linen”:  

irtywy is represented as a mummiform figure seated on the hieroglyph for cloth (mnxt). To 

my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.23  

4.2.4. mnxty “He-who-belongs-to-the-cloths”: 

mnxty is represented as a mummiform figure seated on the hieroglyph for cloth (mnxt). To 

my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.24 

4.2.5. Hbs(w) “He-who-is-clothed”:  

 
Fig, 83. Second Side of the Second Shrine of Tutankhamun showing Hbs(w) as the last of a group of six gods 

(after Piankoff, Shrines, fig. 42) 

                                                      
20 The mnxt-cloth sign is usually shown as a horizontal line of linen cloth upon which there are two vertical lines of folded cloth, 

see Wilkinson, Reading Egyptian Art, 175. 
21 LGG IV, 261-262. See the discussion of the figures 2.9.3 and 3.2.4. See also the discussion of the figures (2.9.3) and (3.2.4). 
22 See the discussion of figures (2.9.1) and figure (3.2.16). 
23 LGG I, 536. 
24 LGG III, 316. 
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Hbs(w) is represented as a mummiform figure seated on the hieroglyph for cloth (mnxt). On 

the Second Shrine of Tutankhamun, Hbsy, a variant of Hbs, is represented among six standing 

mummiform gods (fig.83).25 In front of them, a serpent, identified as iart, spews a flame(?) 

towards the head of the proceeding figure. In front of each of the following figures there is a 

star from which light comes out towards the figure’s forehead. Also, immediately in front of 

each figure there is a human-headed ba standing on a standard. These mummiform figures are 

identified as dwAty “He-of-the-Netherworld” or wnwty “He-of-the-Hour”, Hbsy “Clothed-one”, 

Ssy “He-of-the-mummiform”, Hosy “The-Complete-one”, iss(y) “The-bound-one(?).”26 The 

annotation above these figures reads:  

nn n n<Trw> m sxr pn  These g<ods> are in this form,  

HDwt ra aow m XAwt=sn when the light of Re enters into their corpses. 

Dwi=f bAw=sn When he calls their bas,  

sn r=sn ap=sn xtw bAw they traverse after the bas.27 

4.2.6. nbty “He-who-belongs-to-the-basket(?)”:  

nbty, whose epithet is difficult to interpret, is represented as a mummiform figure seated 

on the hieroglyph for cloth (mnxt). To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a 

figure identified as such.28 

 

4.2.7. sty-nTr “Deputy-of-the-god”: 

sty-nTr is represented as a mummiform figure seated on the hieroglyph for cloth (mnxt). To 

my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.29 

4.2.8. sty-psDt “Deputy-of-the-Ennead”: 

sty-psDt is represented as a mummiform figure seated on the hieroglyph for cloth (mnxt). 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.30 

4.2.9. Htmw-Axw “He-who-destroys-the-Akhs-spirits”: 

Htmw-Axw is represented as a mummiform figure seated on the hieroglyph for cloth (mnxt). 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.31 

                                                      
25 Piankoff reads this epithet as “The-weak-one(?)”, see Piankoff, Shrines, 128. 
26 Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 102-103. 
27 I here follow the translation of Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 104.  
28 LGG III, 557. 
29 LGG VI, 68. 
30 LGG, VI, 68. 
31 LGG V, 590. 
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4.2.10. nb-pat “Lord-of-elite”: 

nb-pat is represented as a mummiform figure seated on the hieroglyph for cloth (mnxt). In 

the textual record, this is an epithet which designates a number of gods as, for example, Horus. 

In Coffin Texts spell 531, for example, Osiris is justified against his enemies in front of Horus, 

Lord-of-the-elite (iw wD nsw smAa xrw Asir pn r xftyw=f xr Hr nb-pat).32 In Pyramid Text 

utterance 637, Horus is also designated nb-pat. This utterance reads: “O king, may the perfume 

of the Eye of Horus be on you, may the gods who follow Osiris be delighted with you. Take 

possession of their Wrrt-crown, being equipped with the shape of Osiris, that you may have 

more power thereby the spirits by the command of Horus himself, the Lord-of-the-elite.”33 

Finally, in the Graeco-Roman period, nb-pat is a designation of Horus in a ritual scene in the 

Temple of Edfu.34 

4.2.11. dmDw “The-joiner”:  

dmDw is represented as a mummiform figure seated on the hieroglyph for cloth (mnxt). In 

the textual record, there is an evident association of dmDw with Re and Osiris. In the Litany of 

Re, for example, Osiris is invoked as the one who is dmD: iw xrw=k mAa r xftyw=k nTr aA imy 

Axt iw xrw=k mAa r xftyw=k pn Asir DmDw “Your voice is justified against your enemies, O 

great god who is in the Horizon. Your voice is justified against your enemies O this Osiris, the 

united one!”35 Obviously, the Solar-Osirian unity in the Litany of Re is described as DbA-dmD 

“The-united-clothed-one.”36 In Papiri Geroglifici e Ieratici da Tebtynis, Re is dmDty. The 

related text reads: tu saluti Horo e Ra-dmDty, che la hanno fatta venire (due volte) “You greet 

Horus and Re-dmDty who sent her (twice).”37  

4.2.12. imnw-a “He-with-hidden-arm”: 

imnw-a is represented as a mummiform figure seated on the hieroglyph for cloth (mnxt). 

When the body is wrapped, the arms would be normally hidden.38 In the lower register of the 

Second Shrine of Tutankhamun, imnw-a is one of six standing mummiform gods wearing the 

white crown.39 In front of each figure, there is a mast surmounted by a star which is in turn 

surmounted by a sun disk. From the latter emerge a lion head and cobra. A fire comes out from 

the lion head and the cobra to encompass the head of the mummiform figure between them. 

About these gods, the accompanying text reads: 

  

                                                      
32CT VI, 125f (spell 531). 
33 Faulkner, Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts, 264. 
34 Cauville, Edfou, 25.  
35 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 121-2.  
36 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 5. 
37 Osing and Rosati, Tebtynis 1, 112. I am indebted for my colleague Gabriella Longhitano for helping me with the translation 

from Italian. However I am responsible for the final translation.  
38 Riggs, Unwrapping Ancient Egypt, 144. 
39 Note that this figure, as Hbs, is represented as the last figure in the group. 
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nn n nTrw m sxr pn  These gods are in this form: 

HDwt ra Hbs(t) XAwt=sn It is the light of Re, which clothes their corpses. 

Dwi=f bAw=sn When he calls their bas, 

sn r=sn ap=sn m-xtw(=f) they traverse behind (him).40 

 

 
Fig, 84. imnw-a as a member of a group of six gods 

(after Piankoff, Shrines, fig. 42. Exterior right panel) 

 

The text which accompanies the scene in the Ninth Hour of the Book of Amduat reads: 

dbA=Tn m mnxwt=Tn You are clothed in your cloths, 

Dsr=Tn m Hbsw=Tn you are distinguished in your clothing, 

dbA.n Tn Hr im  in which Horus has clothed you, 

m imn=f it(=f) m  as he has hidden (his) father in the  

dwAt imnt nTrw Netherworld which conceals the gods. 

kft n tpw=Tn nTrw Uncovering belongs to your heads, (O) gods, 

wn n Hrw=Tn Opening belongs to your faces,  

iri=Tn irw n Asir when you make forms for Osiris, 

swAS=Tn nb-imnt when you praise the Lord-of-the-West. 

smAa=Tn xrw=f r xftyw=f ra nb You shall justify him against his enemies every day. 

DADAt p(w) nt nTrw It is the Council-of-the-gods,  

nDt mdw Hr Asir ra nb who interrogates on behalf of Osiris every day.41 

irrt=sn pw m dwAt What they do in the Netherworld is 

sxrt xftyw n Asir overthrowing the enemies of Osiris.42 

 

  

                                                      
40 I here follow the translation of Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 132. 
41 See a similar statement in Coffin Texts spell 12 where a relevant text reads: nTrw mdw Hr Hr sxr=sn n=f stS “Gods who speak 

on behalf of Horus, they shall overthrow Seth for him”, see CT I 39b-c (spell 12). 
42 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 155-6.  
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A Possible Interpretation: 

The figures under study are clearly associated with the Osiris/Horus cycle. The following 

discussion will attempt to put such association in a broader context. In so doing, as a starting 

point, I would like, for easiness of discussion, to categorise these epithets thematically into 

groups as follows:  

A. Associated with Cloth dbA 

irtywy 

mnxty  

Hbs 

B. Representatives of gods sty-nTr 

sty-psDt 

C. Divine/Kingship Htm-Axw 

nb-pat 

D. Associated with Re/Osiris dmDw 

imnw-a 

E. Undefined nhA-tA   

nbty 

A. Associated with Cloth: 

The first group includes four figures whose epithets are connected with cloth. The 

association of cloth with the Osiris/Horus cycle is a well-documented and extensive 

theme in the textual record. It might be related, in some of its aspects, to the scene in 

the Ninth Hour of Amduat. In what follows, I attempt at presenting a possible 

interpretation for the employment of cloth in the Ninth Hour of Amduat.  

Pyramid Texts utterance 416 clarifies the association of cloth with the Osiris/Horus 

cycle. The relevant text reads: “This is an intact garment which Horus had made for his 

father Osiris.”43 The four epithets associated with cloth in the current scene are; dbA, 

irtywy, mnxty and Hbs(w).44  In the story of Sinuhe, a relevant text, a letter from the 

ruler, reveals the benefits of Egyptian burial: wDa n=k xAwy m sft wAtw m-a tAyt “A night 

will be divided up for you with unguent and four-threaded fabric of Tait.”45 More 

directly to the point, Coffin Texts spell 23 speaks of the deceased Osiris receiving staff, 

cloth, sandals and arrows for the road. The related text reads: Ssp n=k mdw=k sDw=k 

                                                      
43 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 137. 
44 A wrapped body carried a number of symbolic connotation as, for example, generation. A significant example is the fragment 

of relief known as ‘Daressy fragment.’ This is a fragment from the Nineteenth Dynasty which shows three registers of wrapped 
bodies. The upper register is occupied by deified figures who are represented seated on thrones. The middle and the lower 

register illustrates standing figures whose bodies are wrapped as well. These latter figures are priests and scribes from the Old 

Kingdom, see Riggs, Unwrapping Ancient Egypt, 19-27. 
45 Sinuhe, B 191-192. 
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Tbwy=k aHAw=k n wAt Sa=k tp sin=k nHbt nt xftyw=k nt xftywt=k “Receive for yourself 

your staff, your loincloth, your sandals and your arrows for the road so that you shall 

chop off the head and sever the neck of your male enemies and of your female 

enemies.”46 The latter spell belongs to a group of spells which constitute a coherent 

liturgy which was ascribed by Assmann to the Stundenwachen.47 The purpose of this 

ritual was protection of Osiris against his enemies. In the annotation, there are clear 

indications to the protection of Osiris. This is evident in the wordplay between nDt and 

nD “to protect” which perhaps refers to the protection during embalming ritual in the 

night before burial. 

In the textual record, protective gods who defended Osiris against Seth were 

described as “those of piercing eyes.” This is perhaps a parallel of the phrase wn n 

Hrw=Tn “Opening belongs to your faces.”48 This was mentioned, for example, in a 

liturgy, of a later date, from the British Museum Papyrus 10081; the Ritual of 

Overthrowing Apophis.49 The text names gods who protect Osiris. A particular deity, 

Red-eye, is associated with the red fabric. The text reads: “Ho, you gods there, with 

piercing eyes in the following of Osiris, “Nebjehnebjeh”, “Qed-ka”, He to whom the 

flame prophesies on the tip of his fire(?), Red-eye, who is in the house of the red fabric,50 

Flaming-one, who comes out backwards, he who gazes before him on what is brought 

to him by day, whom Re appointed to protect Osiris, for he did not want Seth to see 

him. Arise, you gods in your hours, give protection, you gods in the darkness! You shall 

smite Seth for him, you shall turn back his following for him. Do not allow the attack 

to succeed a second time.”51 In terms of protection associated with cloth, among the 

figures in the Ninth Hour of the Amduat, Hbs denoted protection as attested in the textual 

record. For example, a cryptographic text in the Judgement Hall of Osiris, between the 

Fourth and the Fifth Hours of the Book of Gates, reads: Hbsw imy dwAt r nDt T(A)wt 

“Those who clothe the one who is in the Netherworld in order to protect He-of-the-

Dais.”52 

 

                                                      
46 CT I, 71h-72a-b (spell 23). See also the discussion of the term sxr in Chapter one (1.7.4) and in particular the Edfu texts which 

associates the cloth with overthrowing the enemies of Osiris by Horus. 
47 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 262. 
48  wn-Hr is also the name of the ‘Daily Temple Ritual’ which included laying strips of linen in the cult statue, see 

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/museums-static/digitalegypt/religion/dailycult.html.  
49 See Assmann, Altägyptische Totenliturgien. 
50 For the use of ‘Red fabric’ in Amarna, see Lyla Pinch, JSSEA 25 (1995), 7-14. 
51 The English translation is after Assmann, Death and Salvation, 263. Cf. Chapter 17 of the Book of the Dead where this sequence 

of beings is also attested. They are seven akh-spirits who follow Osiris. The related text reads: “As for ‘these seven spirits: 
Fanged-one-slumberer, Bull-that-cannot-be-given-fire, Foremost-of-his-flame, Entering-of-sight-who-is-in-his-hour, Red-

eyed-of-the-following-of-the-temple-of-red, Shining-face-who-came-forth-backwards, He-who-sees-by-night-and-fetches-by-

day”, see Quirke, Book of the Dead, 59. 
52 The English translation is after Manassa, RdE 57 (2006), 115.  
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In Chapter One, I have discussed the term sxr “overthrow” and how it was associated 

in latter texts with cloth. In a text preserved in the Edfu Temple, Horus is said to have 

overthrown his enemies. Before then, the text names a range of linen. The text reads: 

“Your face is illumined with white linen. Your body is blooming with the green linen. 

You unite with the sashed-linen and overthrow your foe. You hold the red linen in its 

moment. It is the inundation that washes away your sweat. The sunshine illumines your 

face. These clothes woven by Isis and spun by Nephthys, they fit you, they cover your 

body, they remove your opponents from you.”53  

The number of the figures under study, considering their association with cloth, 

might recall either the twelve hours of the night or the ritual of clothing the god, or both. 

The night that preceded funeral was divided into twelve hours, with a protective deity 

allocated to each.54 Otherwise, in the papyrus archive of Raneferef, Plate 12A lists a 

number of different types of cloths which were provided for the king’s temple, and 

allocated to each of the temple divisions. Such types of cloth were apparently related to 

the wAg-festival of the god Thoth. The fragment is composed of two sections preceded 

by a register giving the names and titles of officials in charge of distributing the cloth.55 

Also in plate 13A, mnxt-cloth is mentioned in an account of cloths which are devoted 

to the wAg-festival of Thoth.56  

The following discussion focuses on the connotations of cloth employed in the Ninth 

Hour of the Amduat. Cloths were associated with a number of connotations including 

concealment, protection, regeneration and renewal.57 When a body is wrapped, the cloth 

and the body become a unity.58 The wrapped body therefore benefits from the cloth. For 

example, in the temple of Abydos, on the lower register of the South Wall, the king 

presents cloth to the god who is seated on a throne. The spell relates the significance of 

the cloths presented by the king to the god. The related text reads: “Spell for arraying 

for the white cloth. O Re-Horakhty, take for yourself this your shining cloth; take for 

yourself this your beautiful cloth; take for yourself this your mar garment; take for 

yourself this White Eye of Horus, coming forth from Nekhen, that you may shine in it, 

that you may be splendid in it, in this its name of mnxt, that it may cleave to you, in its 

name of idmi.”59 

                                                      
53 Offering inscription from the temple of Horus at Edfu dating to the First century BCE. The English translation here is after 

Egberts, In Quest of Meaning I, 180. 
54 Andreas, Die Stundenwachen im Osiriskult. 
55 Posener-Kriéger, Verner, Vymazalová, Abu Sir X, 222. 
56 Posener-Kriéger, Verner, Vymazalová, Abu Sir X, 225. 
57 Wilson, Lexikon, 1230-1231; Vymazalová and Coppens, in: Maříková Vlckova, Mynářová and Tomášek (eds.), My Things 

Changed Things, 66-70. 
58 Riggs, Unwrapping Ancient Egypt, 140. 
59 David, Religious Ritual at Abydos, 100. 
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The question that follows concerns the potential colouring of linen as the epithet of 

irtywy suggests. Linen, in ritual context, was usually coloured white, green, red and blue 

or dark-red. Symbolism of colours that pertains to protection, health, fertility and 

rejuvenation is documented.60 In rituals, the chosen colours benefited whoever received 

linen offerings.61 For example, a text, presumably related to the Daily Temple Ritual, 

from the temple of Abydos which accompanies the offering of two rolls of cloth to the 

king makes the recipient excellent because of the cloths he offered: “May Edjo appear, 

the Mistress of Nebyt is excellent... She makes him excellent with these his cloths. She 

hands him over to those who are in her papyrus-wands. He becomes young again like 

fresh plants.”62 The association of irtywy with ‘blue’ is, however, uncertain. Suffice it 

to say that no specific term for blue exists.63 Nevertheless, the association with blue 

raises some speculations. Among these, the association of the colour with water is 

highly possible.64 It should be noted, however, that in the tomb of Ramesses VI, while 

the cloth worn by irtywy is painted yellow, his hair and the cloth-sign he sets on are both 

blue (fig.85).  

 

Fig, 85. irtywy in the tomb of Ramesses VI 

(copyright https://describingegypt.com/tours 

/ramessesvi/kv9_lower_corridor_h/117/-19/43) 

 

B. Representatives of gods: 

The second group includes two figures who are perhaps associated with the Ennead 

and an unidentified god; sty-nTr and sty-psDt. The association of the Ennead with the 

Osiris/Horus cycle on one hand and wrappings on the other is evident. In the Eighth 

Hour of the Book of Amduat, the images (sSmw) of the members of the Ennead, 

individually named, are represented on the sign for cloth.65 They are distributed to three 

                                                      
60 Vymazalová and Coppens, Maříková Vlckova, Mynářová and Tomášek (eds.), My Things Changed Things, 66. 
61 For the symbolic significance of blue, see Baines, SAK 3 (1975), 19 n.83; Baines, Fecundity Figures, 141-142.  
62 David, Religious Ritual at Abydos, 100. 
63 Schenkel, ZÄS 88 (1963), 131-147. Piankoff translates this epithet as “Blue-staff”, see Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 295. 
64 Baines, Fecundity Figures, 141. 
65 Hornung, Egyptian Amduat, 252-255. 

https://describingegypt.com/tours
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caverns (orrt) with three members in each. Each cavern has a distinctive sound. All 

caverns, however, are associated with the mysteries of Horus and Osiris. The annotation 

of each scene introduces them with a statement which connects them with these 

mysteries. In the first cavern, where the images of Khepri, Atum and Shu are 

represented, the annotation says: wnn=sn m sxr pn Hr mnxwt=sn m sStA n Hr iwa Asir 

“They are in this form on their cloths as the mystery of Horus, the heir of Osiris.”66 In 

the second cavern, the images of Tefnut, Geb and Nut are illustrated. The annotation 

begins with: wnn=sn m sxr pn Hr mnxwt=sn mnw Hr Say=sn m sStA iri.n Hr “They are in 

this form on their cloths, established on their sand as a mystery which Horus has 

made.”67 Finally, in the third cavern, where the images of Osiris, Isis and Horus are 

represented the annotation says wnn=sn m sxr pn Hr mnxwt=sn mnw Hr Say=sn m sStA 

iri.n Hr “They are in this form on their cloths, established on their sand as a mystery 

which Horus has made.”68 In the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak, the members of an Ennead 

(psDt) are represented while their bodies are wrapped (fig.86).  

 
Fig, 86. Members of the Ennead with wrapped bodies in the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak 

(after Nelson, Great Hypostyle Hall, pl.201) 

C. Divine/Kingship:  

The two consecutive figures nb-pat and Htmw-Axw are apparently associated with the 

opposition of enemies whether living or dead. In Pyramid Texts utterance 414, the king 

is summoned to clothe himself and to assume the wrrt-crown, which was associated 

with divine royalty and rule,69 before Horus, Lord-of-the-elite. There is also a clear 

association of the enthroned king with cloth. The related text reads: “O king, take your 

                                                      
66 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 136. 
67 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 137. 
68 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 138 
69 Goebs, Crowns, 35ff. 
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bright tunic, take your cloak upon you, be clad in the Eye of Horus which is in the 

Weaving-town, that it may make a shout for you before the gods, that it may make your 

cognizance before the gods, that you may assume the wrrt-crown by means of it before 

the gods, and that you may assume the wrrt-crown by means of it before Horus Lord-

of-the-elite.”70 The choice of pat in the text under study and in the Pyramid Texts as well 

is meaningful. Two core terms describe the social groups of the society in ancient 

Egypt.71 Namely, these are pat and rxty. While the former represented a group which 

had to be defeated and subdued, the latter described the “elite.”72 In the Pyramid Texts, 

rxyt are perhaps associated with ‘rebels’. In Pyramid Texts utterance 650, for example, 

it is said: “He sets Upper Egypt in order for him, he sets Lower Egypt in order for him, 

he hacks up the fortress of Asia for him, he quells for him all the hostile plebs under his 

fingers.”73 However, pat, together with rxyt, could be listed in the execration texts 

among the rebels against royalty. For example, a relevant text reads: ‘all humans (rmT), 

all elite (pat nbt), all humanity (rxyt), all men, all eunuchs (sxtyw) all women, all 

noblemen, who will rebel (sbi.ty=sn), who will conspire, who will fight, who will plan, 

who will plan to rebel, every rebel who will plan to rebel in this whole country’.74 

Axw is functionally parallel to pat where it represents the forms in which the dead 

appeared to the living.75 Ax was the root of the Coptic term which can be translated as 

ghost  .76 This relates to the Ax ior apr “equipped effective akh” which could help the 

living. Interaction of the dead with the living was by means of the Ax. One could 

therefore meet the Ax in the necropolis.77 If the Ax-spirit is angry, it could harm a human 

victim it possessed.78 Thus, in the Bentresh stela it is said: “The learned man reached 

Bakhtan. He found Bentresh to be possessed by a spirit (Ax); he found him to be an 

enemy whom one could fight.”79 Thus, Axw were listed among beings which the living 

fear and sought protection against their evil. For example, in O. Gardiner 363, ‘A spell 

against Night Terrors’ the speaker says: DAy [DAyt Ax(?) Axt(?)] Hr.[tr r=i(?)…] mwt mwtt 

nn iwat nn pr=f m Hr r Hr at m at[…] “O male adversary, [female adversary, male ghost, 

female ghost(?)] be far from [me(?)…]. O dead man, dead woman, there will be no 

conception. He shall not go forward, with face forward, with limbs as [sound] 

limbs.”80Also, in the Letters to the Dead, a legal action can be taken against an evil akh-

                                                      
70 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 136. 
71 Helck, JESHO 2 (1959), 5-15. 
72 Baines, in: O’Connor and Silverman (eds.), Ancient Egyptian Kingship, 133. 
73 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 268. 
74 Sethe, Ächtung feindlicher Fürsten, 59-62; Willems, JEA 76 (1990), 47. 
75 Eyre, in: Poo (ed.), Rethinking, 41.  
76 Eyre, in: Poo (ed.), Rethinking, 41. 
77 Gardiner, Late Egyptian Stories, 89-94; von Beckerath, ZÄS 119 (1992), 90-107. 
78 Ritner, Mechanics, 180. 
79 Lichtheim, Literature III, 92. 
80 The English translation here is after, Ritner, JARCE 27 (1990), 25-26. 
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spirit.81 Thus, there is apparently a logical consequence in the inclusion of the epithets 

Htmw-Axw and nb-pat respectively. The manifestations of evil, whether living or dead, 

are subdued by the god.  

D. Associated with Re/Osiris: 

The last two figures hold epithets which are perhaps connected with the sun god; 

imnw-a and dmDw. As discussed in Chapter Two, the figure identified as dmDt is 

concerned with gathering together the body of Re. Re himself, however, might be the 

doer of the act of dmD. In a ritual scene in the Temple of Dendera, the accompanying 

text attributes to Horus magical powers and describes him as an offspring of Sekhmet 

and the one who dmD sA mi Ra “who united the amulet like Re.” The related text reads: 

“Horus, whose magical powers are great, protects the gods with his pectoral, the 

offspring of Sekhmet, who protects the divine body, which attaches the pectoral of the 

great in Iounet, the equal of Horus, who unites the amulet as Re.”82 It seems safe to 

conclude that the figure dmDw, masculine counterpart of dmDt, functions similarly. 

While the enemies are sxr “overthrown”, Osiris is dmD “totalled.” 

E. The Undefined: 

Finally, considering the broader context discussed above, an interpretation of nhA-tA 

might be sought. The epithet is now clearly connected with the justification of Osiris 

over his enemies. Although an understanding of nhA is yet difficult to approach, the use 

of tA “earth” might immediately recall the rite xbs-tA. In Chapter Three, I have discussed 

briefly this rite and how it is associated with Osiris. More evidence from the textual 

record might be useful.  In Coffin Texts spell 7, for example, this ritual was connected 

with fighting the enemies and Osiris’ vindication against them. The related text reads: 

xbs tA aHA nrHw “The earth is hacked when those who reviled are fought.”83  

The meaning of nbty is difficult to interpret. Considering the rituals of protecting 

Osiris discussed above, this epithet might be related to a figure named nbDy. He was 

mentioned in Coffin Texts spell 49 in association of the wake of Osiris:  Dd=f xw=Tn 

ir=Tn aonw-Hrw nwAA wabt iiw m smSwt nbDy “He says: Guard yourself, you whose faces 

are turned around(?),84 who see the Pure Place, who come in the following of nbDy.”85 

  

                                                      
81 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 174.  
82 Translated from French after Cauville, Dendara IV, 414-5.  
83 CT I 19c (spell 7). See section (3.1). 
84 Wb I, 235.1; Wilson, Ptolemaic Lexikon, 183. 
85 CT 218-219a (spell 49). 
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4.3. Eleventh Hour of Amduat: 

 
Fig, 87. Lower register of the Eleventh Hour of the Amduat 

(after, Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 86) 

The lower register of the Eleventh Hour of the Book of Amduat is populated by twelve 

figures: eleven humanoids, and one snake. These begin, from left to right, by the falcon-headed 

Horus. He is leaning on staff with one hand and holding a wand in the other.86 In front of him, 

a fire-spitting serpent standing on its tail is represented. This serpent is designated sti-HHw 

“He-who-burns-millions.” Then six traps (HAdw) follow. The first five traps are each attended 

by a female figure. The first figure, lion-headed, is identified as Hryt ktwt=s “She-who-is-

upon-her-cauldrons.” The following four figures are all depicted in human form. These are 

identified as Hryt-HAdw “She-who-is-upon-her-traps”, nknyt “She-who-wounds”, Hryt-nmwt=s 

“She-who-is-upon-her-slaughterhouses”, and Hryt-sfw=s “She-who-is-upon-her-knives.” 

These traps contain enemies (xftyw), corpses (XAwt), bas (bAw),87 shadows (Swwt), and heads 

(tpw) respectively. Finally, there is a trap (int-sxdw) for “those-who-are-upside-down” which 

is left unattended. Then, there is a representation of four female figures with the sign for desert 

on their heads. At the end of the register, there is a representation of a male figure holding the 

was-sceptre and ankh-sign. He is identified as Hry-wHAwt=f “He-who-is-upon-his-cauldrons.” 

The accompanying text reads: 

wD-mdw in Hm n nTr pn A command by the Person of this God: 

irit Sat Hwiw it(=i) Asir  slaughtering those who have smitten (my) father Osiris. 

XAwt xftyw Haw mtyw Corpses of the enemies, bodies of the dead, 

inTw Smt  constrained of movement,  

irw Htmyw forms of the destroyed ones. 

pri.n=i im=f I have come out from him, 

Hwi it=i m-xt bAgi=f my father smites after he has been weary. 

nik n XAwt=Tn m nikt Punishment belongs to your corpses with the punishing-knife, 

Htm n bAw=tn perishing belongs to your bas, 

hbt n Swwt=Tn treading belongs to your shadows, 

iso n tpw=Tn cutting off belongs to your heads. 

                                                      
86 Compare this posture of Horus, though common, to the ‘Driving the Calves’ ritual discussed below. In a relevant text, translated 

by Blackman and Fairman, Horus in this ritual is described as “… and brandishes the stick behind the calves”, see Blackman 

and Fairman, JEA 35 (1949), 105. 
87 As, perhaps, an indication to the enemies trapped in cages, see Vernus, GM 29 (1978), 145.  
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n xpr=tn sxd=Tn You have not come into being because you are upside-down, 

n(n)sTsi=tn xr.n=Tn m  you will not rise because you have fallen in  

HAdw=Tn your traps, 

n(n) bn=Tn n(n)dA=Tn you will not escape, you will not get loose, 

Amwt imyt sti-HHw r=Tn The burning which is in ‘He-who-burns-millions’ is against you, 

wAwAt Hryt-ktywt=s r=Tn The fire of ‘She-upon-who-is-her-cauldrons’ is against you, 

nswt Hryt-HAdw=s r=Tn The fire of ‘She-who-is-upon-her-traps’ is against you, 

bxxw imy r n  The fiery breath which is in the mouth of  

Hryt-nmwt=s r=Tn “She-who-is-upon-her-slaughterhouses” is against you, 

ds im=Tn n Hryt-sfw=s The knife of ‘She-who-is-upon-her-knives’ is in you, 

iri=s aDt=Tn  She shall make your slaughter,  

wdi=s Sat=Tn she shall commit your slaughtering, 

n(n) mAA=Tn anxw tpw tA Dt You will not see those who live on the earth forever. 

wnn=sn m sxr pn m dwAt They are in this form in the Netherworld, 

iw wD.t(w) aDt(?)=sn ra nb in  their slaughter is commanded every day by the  

Hm n Hr dwAty Person of Horus-of-the-Netherworld.88 

Above the four goddess with the sign for desert on their heads there is an annotation which 

reads:  

wnn=sn m sxr pn They are in this form 

ntsn iriw Tms m xftyw Asir It is they who make Tms (red) among the enemies of Osiris  

m dwAt in the Netherworld. 

Hry-wHAwt=f m sAA orrt tn ‘He-who-is-upon-his-cauldrons’ is as guardian of this cavern. 

anx=sn m xrw xftyw They shall live by means of the voice of the enemies, 

m sbH n bAw Swwt  and by means of crying out of the bas and the shadows 

ddw=sn r HAdw=sn which they place at their pits.89 

Occurrences:  

4.3.1. Hr “Horus.” 

passim. 

 

4.3.2. sti-HHw “He-who-burns-million.” 

To my best knowledge this is the only occurrence of a figure identified by such an epithet.90 

                                                      
88 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 188-189. 
89 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 191. 
90 LGG VI, 685. Cf. the giant crawling serpent sty “Flaming-one” which is represented above twelve mummiform figures in the 

upper register of the Third Hour of the Book of Gates, Darnell and Manassa Darnell, Ancient Egyptian Netherworld Books, 
265; Hornung, Pforten I, 51. 
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4.3.3. Hryt-ktwt=s “She-who-is-upon-her-cauldrons”: 

To my best knowledge this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.91 

 

4.3.4. Hryt=HAdw=s “She-who-is-upon-her-traps”: 

To my best knowledge this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.92 

 

4.3.5. nknyt “She-who-wounds”: 

nknyt appears on the sarcophagus of Panehemisis of later date raising her hands in a sign 

for adoration.93 

 

4.3.6. Hryt-nmwt=s “She-who-is-upon-her-slaughterhouses”: 

To my best knowledge this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.94 

 

4.3.7. Hryt-sfw=s “She-who-is-upon-her-knives”: 

To my best knowledge this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.95 

 

4.3.8. psyt “She-who-cooks”: 

A figure identified as psyt is not attested in the textual record until the Graeco-Roman 

period. In a ritual scene in the temple of Edfu, this is a designation of Hathor.96 

 

4.3.9. rkHyt “She-who-burns.” 

rkHyt is an epithet of Wadjet.97 In Papyrus Salt, she is represented as one of four lion-headed 

goddesses who recite a defensive ritual and direct a flame against Seth and his gang.  The 

related text reads: “La flamme, la brûlante, la grande lionne, l'embrasante. / Elles récitent, le 

livre "repousser etc..." /; celui dont on n'a pas le commencement. / X, 5 le demi-mort et le 

demi- / vif. Le Grande de tremblement. / (Ce sont elles) qui lancent le feu / contre Seth et les 

Bandits.”98 

                                                      
91 LGG V, 443. Cf. the figure identified as Hryt-ktwt=s-m-pr-anx, see Goyon, Confirmation, XIII, 19. 
92 LGG V, 440. 
93 Bergmann, Panehemisis I, 14. Cf. the figure designated nkn “He-who-wounds” (2.8.8). 
94 LGG V, 439. Cf. the figure designated nkn “He-who-wounds” (2.8.8). 
95 LGG V, 441. 
96 E III, 197, 5; E IV, 381, 13. 
97 LGG IV, 729.  
98 Derchain, Le papyrus Salt 825 I, 141. 
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4.3.10. Hryt-Say=s “She-who-is-upon-her-sand”: 

To my best knowledge this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.99 

 

4.3.11. Htmyt “She-who-destroys.”100 

 

4.3.12. Hry-wHAwt=f “He-who-is-upon-his-cauldrons”: 

To my best knowledge this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.101 

 

A possible interpretation:  

Twelve figures, with ‘functional’ epithets, are involved in this scene.102 The choice of the 

epithets form a logical consequence where the enemies are seized, slaughtered and cooked. To 

put it in a cruder way, the bodies of the enemies are seized in traps by Hryt=HAdw=s “She-

who-is-upon-her-traps.”103 Then they are brought to slaughterhouses which are watched over 

by Hryt-nmwt=s “She-who-is-upon-her-slaughterhouses.” Their bodies are slaughtered and cut 

off by nknyt “She-who-wounds” and Hryt-sfw=s “She-who-is-upon-her-knives.” Finally, they 

are cooked/burnt by the fiery breath of Hryt-nmwt, and by Hryt-ktwt=s “She-who-is-upon-her-

cauldrons”, psyt “She-who-cooks”, rkHyt “She-who-burns” and Hry-wHAwt=f “He-who-is-

upon-his-cauldrons.”104  

Two main themes can be deduced from this scene. The first concerns the association of the 

epithets with Osiris-myths. The second deals with the potential association of the orrt “cavern” 

in which these figures are represented with the desert and, consequently, the association with 

Osiris-myth. 

The sequence of treating the enemies illustrated above is associated with the Osiris-myth. 

The enemies of Osiris, including his murderer Seth, were treated like bulls. For example, in 

Papyrus Jumilhac, a bull designated Bata, a symbol of Seth,105 carried Osiris.106 Besides, the 

sacrificial animal was identified with Seth.107 Also, in the ritual for Opening the Mouth, Seth 

was identified with an ox.108 The annotation of the current scene finds an echo in the Pyramid 

Texts utterance 580. This utterance intertwines both the notion of Seth as a bull and the smiting 

                                                      
99 LGG V, 442.  
100 Cf. Htmyt (2.1.6). 
101 LGG V, 361. 
102 See the discussion of the epithets categories in the following chapter. 
103 In section 4.4 below four figures are associated with the HAdw. 
104 Cf. section (3.8). On the cooking of offerings, see Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 110  
105 Te Velde, Seth, 97; Hoffman, SAK 23 (1996), 167-200. 
106 Vandier, Papyrus Jumilhac, XX. 
107 Te Velde, Seth, 94-98; Willems, JEA 76 (1990), 30-31. Also, a hippopotamus was slaughtered in parallel to the slaughtered 

bull in burial rites, see Willems, Chests of Life, 149-150.  
108 Otto, Das ägyptische Mundöffnungsritual, 76; Smith, Opening the Mouth for Breathing, 30-34. 
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(Hwi) the enemies of Osiris. The related text reads: “O you who smote my father, who killed 

one greater than you, you have smitten my father, you have killed one greater than you. O my 

father Osiris this king, I have smitten for you him who smote you as an ox, I have killed for 

you him who killed you as a wild bull; I have broken for you him who broke you as a long-

horn on whose back you were, as a subjected bull. He who stretched you out is a stretched 

bull; he who shot(?) you is a bull to be shot(?); he who made you deaf is a deaf bull. I have cut 

off its head, I have cut off its tail, I have cut off its tail, I have cut off its arms (sic), I have cut 

off its legs.”109 The motif of burning the enemies treated like cattle is also attested elsewhere. 

For example, the offspring of the Evil One, either Seth or Apophis, were dealt with as ‘cattle’ 

and were burnt. In a relevant text of the Ritual of Repelling the Agressor (P. Louvre 3129 and 

P. BM EA 10252) we read: “Their shape turned into humans in Heliopolis whose children of 

children are present until today. And they are damned that they (the children of the Evil One) 

be burnt on the brazier of Mut who carries her brother, which envelops all ‘cattle-people’.”110 

The epithet of the figure Hryt-HAdw=s could be associated with an Osiris-myth.111 Basically, 

HAd means ‘fish-trap’.112 In the Book of the Dead, Re commands Sobek to bring by means of 

the fish-traps the hands of Horus which were thrown in the water. Sobek replies to Re saying: 

“I have fished them in the fish-trap.”113  Ptolemaic rites show that the chaos forces were 

symbolically seized in the (HAdw).114 A text from the Ptolemaic Period, for example, reads: 

HA<o> sw m HAdt “He will be captured in a trap.”115  

Another association with Osiris-myths presents itself. This is agrarian in nature, related to 

the ritual for ‘Driving the Calves’. In this ritual, the king, identified with Horus, hold a snake-

like staff in one hand to drive the calves. Besides, he carried another staff and ropes in his left 

hand.116 The calves, symbolising the enemies of Osiris, were killed near the tomb.117 Part of 

this ritual was the activity of HHi is.118 This was done by the calves where they threshed corn,119 

symbolising Osiris, to hide his tomb, i.e. Osiris, from the enemies.120 There is perhaps a 

wordplay between the epithet sti-HHw, the serpent standing on its tail.  

 

                                                      
109 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 234-235; Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 111. See also the discussion of the term Tms “doing redness” 

(1.7.3.3). 
110 Urk. VI, 60-147; Yoyotte, Annuaire ÉPHE 89 (1980-1981), 29-102. 
111 Egberts, In Quest of Meaning, 150. 
112 Wb III, 36.5-6. 
113 Budge, Book of the Dead, 233. 
114 Wilson, Lexikon, 1113. 
115 Vernus, GM 29 (1978), 145-148; Goyon, Kêmi 19 (1969), 53, lines 10-11. 
116 Egberts, GM 111 (1989), 33. 
117 Chassinat, Le mystère d'Osiris au mois de Khoiak, 655-667. 
118 Kees, Farbensymbolik in ägyptischen religiösen Texten, 470-476. In this specific ritual, snakes were slaughtered: “I have 

hacked the pHdty-snakes, the uraei worth thousands of gods. The aHa-snakes, I have severed their head(s) and cut off their tail(s), 

making (unthreshed) corn into grain (tAy)”, see Blackman and Fairman, JEA 35 (1949), 105. 
119 Compare this with a similar ritual in the Ramesseum Dramatic Papyrus, see Geisen, A Commemoration Ritual, 186-187. 
120 Blackman and Fairman, JEA 35 (1949), 98-112; Egberts, GM 111 (1989), 33-45; Egberts, In Quest of Meaning, 249ff .  
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Three aspects in the scene under study imply the desert nature of the Netherworld area in 

which these figures are represented. Firstly, the iconography of the lioness Hryt-ktywt=s; 

secondly, the epithet of Hryt-Say=s “She-who-is-upon-her-sand”; thirdly, the hieroglyph for 

desert on the last four goddesses’ heads. The arid nature of this cavern, which is hot, burning 

and with no water, could be associated with the Osiris-myth where he was designated the 

“Lord-of-the-desert.”121 This is well documented in the textual record. In Chapter 17 of the 

Book of the Dead, for example, a relevant text reads: ptr rf sw imntt it.n=tw r bAw nTrw xft wD 

Asir nb smt “What is that? It is the west, which was made for the bas of the gods, at the 

command of Osiris, Lord-of-the-Desert.”122  

Finally, there is perhaps a wordplay between whAwt “Oases”, and the epithet Hry-wHAwt=f 

“He-who-is-upon-his-cauldrons.”123 The interchangeability between Oasis and cauldron has 

raised a debate among scholars. However, an in-depth investigation of the linguistic 

associations between the two terms is beyond the scope of this study.124 

 

  

                                                      
121 Other gods, including Seth, were also associated with the deserts. For the association of Seth with the desert see, for example, 

Vittman, in: Jasnow and Widmer (eds.) Illuminating Osiris, 363-374. 
122 Budge, Book of the Dead, 52. See also Fischer, JNES 16 (1957), 224 for an invocation made to Osiris and igAi, Lord of the 

Oasis. 
123 Wb 1, 347.18-23. 
124 Giddy, Egyptian Oases, 37. 
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4.4. Fourth Hour of the Book of Gates: 

4.4.1. Hri-Htmw: 

4.4.2. Hrw-HAdw=sn 

 
Fig, 88. The Gods of the traps, far left, watched by Hri-Htmw in the Book of Gates 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.39) 

This following scene from the Book of Gates is clearly a development of the scene from 

the Eleventh Hour of the Amduat. The lower register of the Fourth Hour of the Book of Gates 

begins with Horus leaning on a staff. In front of him there are eleven male figure in human 

form. They are designated nTrw irw sSd “Gods who belong to the bandages.” In front of these 

latter figures there is a rearing cobra identified as nsrt “Flame.” The following is Osiris, xnty 

imnt, standing on a coiled serpent. Behind him there are twelve male figures without attributes 

where they bear no possessions. These are identified as nTrw HAww kAr “Gods behind the 

shrine.” Finally, there are four figure with a hAd “trap” in front of each. These are identified as 

Hrw-HAdw=sn “Those-who-are-upon-their-traps.”125 

Occurrences:  

To my best knowledge this the only occurrence of figures identified as such.126  

The text related to this scene reads: 

                                                      
125 Hornung, Pforten I, 137.  
126 LGG V, 407. 
127 Hornung, Pforten I, 137-140. 

in Hr n nn n nTrw Horus says to these gods: 

nDr n=Tn Xftyw it=i  seize for yourself the enemies of my father, 

xnp.n=Tn r HAdw=Tn whom you have dragged to your traps, 

Hr nn mr ir.n=sn r aA  because of this pain they have caused to the Great One,   

gmw msw who found (them) and created (them).  

Xrt=Tn n=Tn m dwAt  Your shares are yours in the Netherworld  

sA HAdw   (you) who guard the traps   

bxx(y)w m wD n ra and who glow according to the command of Re. 

Dwi=i n=Tn swt is ir(f) m-a  xrw=Tn I call for you, but he looks after you. 

wnn nTr pn aHa Hr tp nn n Hadw this god will stand over the top of these traps.127  
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4.5.  Ninth Hour of the Book of Gates: 

4.5.1. Hr 

4.5.2. xty  

4.5.3. nTrw-Hrw-xty 

 
Fig, 89. The fire-spitting snake, xty, in the Ninth Hour of the Book of Gates 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.54) 

The lower register of the Ninth Hour of Book of the Gates has a representation of Horus 

leaning on a staff. In front of him there are twelve enemies. Each group of four of these enemies 

have their arms bound in a way different from the other. These are identified as Xftyw Asir 

wbdyw “enemies of Osiris; the burnt ones.” Facing them is a fire-spitting serpent which is 

designated xty “Fiery-one.” In the coils of the snake there are seven standing mummiform 

gods. 128  These are identified as nTrw-Hrw-xty “Gods-upon-the-fiery-snake.” The 

accompanying text reads:   

 

irt.n Hr n it=f Asir What Horus has done for his father Osiris 

nn n xftyw m sxr pn These enemies are in this fashion. 

Hr (nb-pt) wD=f  Horus (Lord-of-the-sky), commands that  

Dwwt=sn r=sn their evils belong to them.  

i.n n=sn Hr: Horus says to them: 

snHw n awy=Tn xftyw it=i Fetters belong to or your arms, (O) enemies of my father. 

awy=Tn n tpw=Tn xmyw Your arms belong to your heads, (O) demolished ones. 

nttw=Tn m-HA tpw=Tn Dwtyw You are bound behind your heads, (O) evil ones. 

Hso=Tn nn wn=Tn  You are dismembered, so that you shall not exist. 

Htm bA=Tn nn anx=f  Your ba perishes so that it shall not live  

Hr nw ir.n=Tn r it=i Asir Because of this you have done against my father Osiris. 

rdit=Tn sStAw m-HA=Tn You have put the Mystery behind you,  

Sdi=Tn sSm n Styt You have taken away the image of Shetyt. 

mAa xrw it=i Asir r=Tn My father, Osiris, is justified against you, 

mAa xrw=i r=Tn I am justified against you.  

ntTn sHAyw imnwt  It is you who have revealed what should be hidden  

m Htp aAaw=i m  in the resting place (namely) my begetter in the  

                                                      
128 In the Book of the Day, for example, Apophis is represented below the bark of the sun god, see Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses 

VI, fig.131. 
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dwAt Netherworld.  

ihy tm=Tn tmyw Ho! You shall perish, (O) perished ones.129 

 

Horus then address the fire-spitting serpent. 

i.n Hr (n) xtj Horus speaks (to) the Fiery-one: 

i xty aA wAwAt pn  O this Fiery one great of fire, 

nty irt=i tp r=f on whose mouth my eye is, 

msw=i sA(w) qAbw=f  my sons (are those who) protect his windings. 

wn r=k sn arty=k Open your mouth, open your two jaws, 

imi nsrt=k m xftyw it=i place your flame among the enemies of my father, 

wbd=k XAtw=sn snsw  so that you burn their bodies and their bas 

bAw=sn m hhy pwy n tp r=k are cooked, with this glow which is upon your mouth, 

m wAwAt imyt XAt=k   with the fire which is in your body. 

msw=i r=sn  My sons are against them  

Htm=sn so that they shall be destroyed. 

Axw priw im=i r=sn  The akh-spirits come out from my inside against them  

nn wnn=sn so that they do not exist.   

pri xrt imy.t HfAw pn  A flame comes out from the inside of this serpent  

wbd.xr nn n xftyw then these enemies burn, 

m-xt Dwi Hr r=f after Horus calls for it. 

iw rx HkAw  HfAw pn m  Whoever knows the Hekau of this serpent,  

iwty ar=f sDt=f is the one who shall not approach his fire. 

iw wdn n Hrw HfAw pn m Whoever sacrifices to those atop this serpent, 

 iwty bA=f m sDt is the one whose ba will not be in fire.130 

 

 

 

                                                      
129 Hornung, Pforten I, 318-323. 
130 Hornung, Pforten I, 324-326. 
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Occurrences:  

Xty “Fiery-snake”: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of xty.131 The description of the 

snake gives no distinctive features and follows the ophiological description of snakes in 

Egyptian texts. For example, in the tomb of Iufaa, the tail of Tutu, a human-headed lion, 

ends with a head of a serpent. This latter is described in the accompanying text as: “One 

whose face is on fire, the one who stretches his jaws.”132 

Sons-of-Horus: 

The designation of the seven mummiform figures, 

nTrw-Hrw-xty, otherwise identified as msw=i (Hr), is 

anonymous and it is not attested elsewhere in the textual 

record. 133  It might be methodologically helpful to 

compare their posture with other scenes. In the Third 

Division of the Book of Caverns, for example, Osiris, 

represented in an oval, is standing on a serpent while 

another is depicted above him, and two more guard him 

before and behind. The serpents guard Osiris. The 

related text reads: “Those who guard him are the 

Venomous-One who is in his cavern and Large-mouth-

with-yawning-jaws.”134 

Later examples from the Twenty-First Dynasty could be also compared with the 

Book of the Gates scene. These are Fifty-four examples from coffins and papyri which 

have been studied by Niwiński. A sample of these scene will suffice. Typically, three 

mummiform figures are depicted standing on a serpent (fig.91). They could be 

represented as, for example, a ram-headed figure flanked by a lion-headed and a jackal-

headed figures. Although they are often designated anonymously as, “Great-gods, 

Lords-of-the-Netherworld”, the ram-headed figure is designated once as Re and 

multiple times as Osiris. The lion-headed figure is usually identified as Isis. The jackal-

headed could be identified as Anubis, Duamutef and in multiple cases Horus.135  

                                                      
131 LGG V, 967-968. See Sauneron, Ohphiologie, 63, for a probable wordplay between the epithet of this serpent and a plant (xt-

n-HfA) which was brought from the Eastern Desert for treating snakes bites.  
132 Landgráfová and Janak, in: Kóthay (ed.), Burial and Mortuary Practices, 116. 
133 LGG VI, 534. 
134 Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 67. 
135 Niwiński, in: Schoske (ed.), Akten der Vierten Interntaionalen Ägyptologen Kongress, 310. 

 

Fig, 90. Osiris standing in a 

shrine upon a serpent 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of 

Ramesses VI, fig.12) 
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Fig, 91. Three figures standing on a serpent 

(after Niwiński, in: Schoske (ed.), Akten der 

Vierten Interntaionalen Ägyptologen Kongress, 

fig.3) 

The serpent of the Twenty-First Dynasty examples remains unidentified. It is highly 

probable that the serpent represents the Mehen-snake inside whom both Re and Osiris 

regenerated. The interpretation of the relationship between these figures and the serpent 

they surmount is difficult to interpret. Be it as it may, the gods standing on the top of 

the snake in the Twenty-First Dynasty examples are associated with the Osirian-cycle.  

The gods standing upon the snake in the Book of Gates are also addressed by Horus 

as msw=i “my sons.”136 These are four in the Pyramid Text.137 In Chapter 17 of the 

Book of the Dead, the Sons-of-Horus who surround Osiris, slaughter the evildoers: 

imsty Hpy dwA-mwt=f obH-snw=f i nD Hr=tn nbw-mAat DADAt HA Asir ddyw Sat m isftyw 

“Imsety, Hapy, Duamuetef, Qebehsenuef, Hail Lords-of-Maat, council surrounding 

Osiris, who cause slaughter among the evildoers.”138 The number of the Sons-of-Horus, 

as documented in the textual record, is not, however, reconciled with the number of the 

figures in the current scene. Perhaps, these figures could be identified by the akh-spirits 

which came from inside of Horus. By means of comparison, in Chapter 17 of the Book 

of the Dead, the deceased mentions the Flame-goddess (nsrt) who follows Osiris. 

Besides, he mentions seven spirits, including the four sons of Horus who guard the 

burial of Osiris. The related text reads: nsrt wnn=s m-xt Asir Hr sAA Amt bAw nw xftyw=f 

… ir grt Axw 7 ipwy imsty Hpy dwA-mwt-f obH-snw=f mA.n-it=f Xr-bAo=f Hr-mxnt-irty 

rdit st pw in inpw m sA orst nt Asir “Flame-goddess who is in the following of Osiris, 

upon guarding and burning the bas of his enemies. … As for these seven spirits. Imsety, 

Hapy, Duamuetef, Qebehsenuef, Manitef, He-who-is-under-his-moringa-tree and 

Horus-Mekhentirty, it means that Anubis has placed as a protection of the burial of 

Osiris.”139 

                                                      
136 For other designations of the Sons of Horus, see Mathieu, Égypte Nilotique et Méditerranéenne 1 (2008), 8. 
137 See, for example, § 842b; 1104c; 1105a; 1548a and 2057. In Pyramid Texts utterance 215, the sons of Hours are referred to 

as: “Your hands are Hapy and Duamutef … your feet are Imsety and Kebehsenuef”, see Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 42; Smith, 

Following Osiris, 384. 
138 Budge, Book of the Dead, 57. 
139 Budge, Book of the Dead, 59. 
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4.6. First Division of the Book of Caverns: 

4.6.1. sAw-tA “Sons-of-the-Earth”: 

 
Fig, 92. sAw-tA snakes in the First Division of Book of Caverns 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.10) 

sAw-tA “Sons-of-the-earth” are three coiled snakes who lead a group of sixteen rebels (sbiw) 

in the lower register of the First Division of the Book of Caverns. All rebels have their arms 

bound behind their backs. Of these, the eight preceding figures are already decapitated. In the 

text above this scene Re addresses the rebels as well as the sAw-tA snakes.  The annotation in 

which Re speaks to these rebels reads: 

i sbiw wdi.n=i im O rebels whom I have placed there, 

ntTn xftyw Asir wdiw Dwt m  you are the enemies of Osiris who have spread evil in the  

tA imn Hidden land.  

iw sip=i Tn n sAw-tA I assign you to the Sons-of-the-earth, 

n(n) pri=Tn m sAwt=sn that you will not escape from their guard, 

mi nn sp 2...n=i r=sn like that, like that… I have...against them…,  

sip=i sn n Htmyt I assign them to the Place-of-Destruction. 

i Htmyw i Hsqyw xftyw nw Asir  O destroyed ones, O beheaded ones, enemies of Osiris, 

iw wHsw tp(w)  the heads are cut off  

iwty wsrwt=sn having no necks. 

iwtyw bAw=sn  having no bas,   

skiw XAwt(=sn) so that (their) bodies are destroyed. 

mTn wi api=i m-Hrw=Tn Behold, I stride in the sight of you, 

iw=i wdi=i tn n Dwwt=tn I ordain you to your evils,  

sip=i tn n tm wn(n) I assign you to non-existence, 

ntTn nn n Xrw Dw  you are the carriers of evil,  

xntyw Htm(y)t (O) Foremost of the Place-of-Destruction.140   

                                                      
140 Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.VIII-IX. 
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Re identifies the sAw-tA snakes as the door-keepers of the Place-of-Destruction. Besides, 

the role of these snakes where they guard those enemies is also mentioned. The text reads: 

i HfAw aAw sAw-tA  O Great serpents, Sons-of-the-earth,  

iryw-aAw n Htmyt door-keepers of the Place-of-Destruction,  

sAw.n=Tn nDrw.n=Tn nn n xftyw Asir you have guarded and held tight the enemies of Osiris. 

mTn wi api=i Hr orrwt=Tn Behold, I pass by your caverns, 

Htp=i m imnt-nfrt  when I halt in the Beautiful-West  

r sxpr nmwt=sn r=sn to create their slaughterhouses against them 

r sHtm bAw=sn  to destroy their bas,  

r sin Swwt=sn to obliterate  their shadows, 

r ski XAwt=sn  to destroy their corpses, 

r nHm Axw=sn to take away akh-spirits,  

 (r) ssy Xftyw=k HoA imnt  (to) enchain your enemies, O Regent-of-the-West. 

iw=i rf ao=i m imnt imyw=s  Haw m  I enter the West, as those who are in it rejoice at my  

xsfw=i approach.141 

The following discussion focuses, on one hand, on the association of the sA-tA snake with 

Osiris and, on the other, on their function as doorkeepers of the Place-of-Destruction. Then 

attempt is made to identify the sAw-tA snakes with individual epithets using latter attestations.142  

sA-tA is a term one frequently encounters in the ancient Egyptian textual record. 143  It 

designates, for example, one of the worms that threatened grain.144 sAw-tA in the Book of 

Caverns are, however, HfAw “serpents.”145 As the material at our disposal shows, sA-tA snake 

was invoked by the deceased. Besides, offerings were made to snake-headed figures 

designated sAw-tA in the temple of Edfu. In the tomb of Anherkhau at Deir el-Medina, for 

example, the sA-tA snake was invoked as the one who came forth from Nun: i.nD Hr=k sA-tA pri 

m nwn “Hail to you, Son-of-the-earth, who has come forth from Nun.”146 Also, the deceased 

sought to obtain the serpentine form where he would call himself “Son-of-the-earth.” In so 

doing, he is regenerated and renewed. For example, in Chapter 87 of the Book of the Dead 

read, a relevant text reads: 

  

                                                      
141 Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.IX 
142 Snakes are guardians of the doors and gates in the Book of Gates. In the Book of the Heavenly cow the sun god assigns snakes 

to Geb to put in the Underworld, see Guilhou, 2010, Myth of the Heavenly Cow. UEE. 
143 LGG VI, 96-101. 
144 Egberts, GM 111 (1989), 39. 
145 For the attestations of HfAw in the Egyptian textual record, see Sauneron, Ophiologie, §19; §22; §27; 
146 Bruyère, Mert Seger à Deir el Médineh, 269.  
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ink sA-tA Aw rnpt sDr  I am Son-of-earth, long of years, who sleeps  

msw ra nb and who is born every day. 

ink sA-tA imy Drw tA I am Son-of-earth who is in the end of the earth. 

sDr=i ms.kwi mA.kwi I shall sleep, I shall be born, I shall be renewed. 

rnp.kwi ra nb I shall be rejuvenated every day.147 

In the textual record, sAw-tA snakes were clearly associated with Osiris. They were, for 

example, the protectors of Osiris in his shrine. The representation of the First Division of the 

Book of Caverns on the sarcophagus of Tjaihorpata displays no enemies. However, a sA-tA 

snake is described as the one who guards Osiris. The relevant text reads: (i) imyw xt=f Htp m 

kAr(=f) sA-tA aA m sAw sw “(O) those who are in the following of the one who rests in (his) 

shrine, sA-tA the great is the one who guards him.”148 

The sAw-tA snakes function as doorkeepers of the Place-of-Destruction. They guard (sAA) 

the rebels and seize (nDr) them. Specific Netherworld locations are known. These include, for 

example, orrt “Cavern”, “Slaughterhouse”, “Countryside”, “Mound”, “Sandbank” and “Place-

of-destruction.”149 Apart from Ts “sandbank” measurements or descriptions of these locations 

are not provided in the texts.150 The Egyptian afterlife was an imitation of this life. Just as the 

royal palace in the New Kingdom, for example, shows some barriers to access,151 the access 

to some areas in the afterlife was restricted. The sky (pt), for example, had two leaves of doors 

(aAwy). 152  Structures of a similar function were also documented. These include, gates 

(arrwt),153 portal (sbxt),154 and gateway (rwt).155  

Doors were usually guarded by iryw-aA “doorkeepers.”156 iry-aA is common epithet which 

was held by officials in this life.157 The deceased, unwilling to have his movement restricted, 

wished that his ba would not be watched over by the iryw-aAw in the Netherworld. 158  For 

example, on stela of his tomb façade, Djehuty, from Hatshepsut’s reign says: bA=i anx(=f) xr 

nb-nHH nn xsf [sw] iryw-aAw sAyw sbAwt dwAt pri=f Hr nis wAH-xt m is=i n Xrt-nTr “My ba shall 

live near the Lord-of-Eternity. The doorkeepers who watch over the doorways of the 

Netherworld shall not repel [it], so that it may go forth at the invocation of offerings in my 

tomb of the necropolis.”159 

                                                      
147 Budge, Book of the Dead, 188. 
148 Maspero, Sarcophages, 255.  
149 See the Appendix on ‘Locations’. 
150 Quirke and O'Connor, in: O'Connor and Quirke (eds.), Mysterious Lands, 161. 
151 See Leprohon, JSSEA 24 (1994), 78. 
152 This is frequently mentioned in the Pyramid Texts as, for example, utterances 246, 325, 422, 461, 463, 479, 510, 553 and 563. 
153 As, for example, CTs 1081; 1084; 1107; 1134 and 1165. 
154 See, for example, CTs 45, 237, 239, 312 and 336. 
155 As, for example, CTs 255, 226, 420 and 446. 
156 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 114-115. 
157 Leprohon, JSSEA 24 (1994), 80. 
158 Chapter 12 of the Book of the Dead begins with the statement: r n ao prt “Formula for going in and out”, which shows the 

ability of the deceased to go in and out as he wished, see Budge, Book of the Dead, 33. 
159 Urk. IV, 430: 9-15. 
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It might be methodologically useful to compare sAw-tA in their capacity as doorkeepers with 

other entities functioning likewise in the afterlife. Chapters 144/147 of the Book of the Dead, 

for example, provide a fine-grained example of doorkeepers. In chapter 144, for example, 

seven gates (arrwt) are guarded by three figures.160 These figures are individually identified as 

“doorkeeper” (iry-aA), “guardian” (sAwty) and “He-who-reports-what-is-in-it” (smi-im=s). The 

annotation introduced each of these guardians. In Chapter 145, Knowledge of the gates, their 

names and the names of the god guarding it is a necessity for the deceased to pass by them. 

This is clear in the repeatedly used phrase: iw=i rx.kwi t rx.kwi rn=t rx.kwi rn n nTr sAw tn “I 

know you, I know your name, I know the name of the god who guards you.”161 Also, on 

reaching the Hall of the Two Truths in Chapter 125 of the Book of the Dead, the deceased has 

to identify the architectural elements he is going to pass through which include doors. After 

proving his knowledge of the place and its guardian, the deceased is allowed to enter. The 

doorkeeper of the Hall of the Two Truths also asks the deceased. Then this doorkeeper 

declares: DA ir=k mk Tw smi.ti “Proceed! Behold, you are announced.”162  

Doorkeepers appear in different forms and wielding knives. These includes for example, 

falcon-headed, jackal-headed, and lion-headed entities. For example, in Chapter 145 of the 

Book of the Dead of Iahtesnakht,163twenty-one structures are each guarded by a doorkeeper 

(iry-aA). Only the epithets of the doorkeepers of the first ten gates are given. Guilhou has 

devoted a study on the guardians in Chapter 144-147 of the Book of the Dead.164 A sample of 

the epithets of these doorkeepers, their iconography and their possessions will suffice for 

comparison. In Chapter 145 of the Book of the Dead, for example, the doorkeepers of the first 

ten gates are designated:165  

 Epithet Translation  

1 nry  “Terrible-one” 

2 ms-ptH  “Born-of-Ptah” 

3 bAo  “(He-of-)the-moringa-tree” 

4 Hw-ngA  “Strike-of-long-horned-bull” 

5 Hn-row  “Narrow-bend” 

6 smA  “He-who-unites” 

7 iknw  “He-who-scoops”166 

8 xt-aA-m-hAw=f xw-n-Dt=f  “Fowl-snake-in-his-time, He-who-protects-his-body” 

9 Ds=f  “Himself” 

10 sxn-wr  “Great-embracer” 

                                                      
160 This motif is clearly mentioned earlier in the Book of the Two Ways, see Lesko, Book of the Two Ways. 
161 Budge, Book of the Dead, 334ff. 
162 Budge, Book of the Dead, 267. 
163 Verhoeven, Das saitische Totenbuch der Iahtesnacht. 
164 Guilhou, in: Aufrère (ed.), Encyclopédie religieuse de l’Univers vegetal I, 365-417. 
165 For the iconography and possessions of the doorkeepers in this particular chapter, see Guilhou, in: Aufrère (ed.), Encyclopédie 

religieuse de l’Univers vegetal I, table 4. 
166 Budge, Book of the Dead, 336. 
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It is clear that the sAw-tA in their capacity as doorkeepers of the Place-of-destruction differ 

from the doorkeepers in the Book of the Dead in some respects. For example, the deceased 

could pass over the doorkeepers of the Book of the Dead if he knew their names. On contrary, 

there is no dialogue between the sAw-tA snakes and the rebels they guard. 167  Also, no 

theriomorphic doorkeeper is represented in the Book of the Dead examples. Rather, an 

example of a snake functioning as a doorkeeper is documented in the tomb of Iufaa (fig.93).168 

Like the sAw-tA snakes, the snake in the tomb of Iufaa has his head raised. He is represented as 

if he is crawling. The annotation says that: “He is at the mouth of the gate of Upper 

Netherworld, just as he is at the mouth of Lower Netherworld.”169 

 

Fig, 93. The snake guarding the gates of Upper and Lower Netherworld in the tomb of Iufaa 

(after, Landgráfová and Janak, in: Kóthay (ed.), Burial and Mortuary Practices, pl.24.2) 

 

Spatial association with the Htmyt: 

sAw-tA, in their capacity of doorkeepers of the Place-of-Destruction, could be seen as 

restricted to this locality in the afterlife.170 The association of the sAw-tA snakes with the Place-

of-destruction is clearly mentioned in the introductory text. The related text reads: iwtyw priw 

m orrwt=sn “who do not come forth from their caverns.”171 This could agree with the criterion 

suggested by Lucarelli which specified that ‘demons’ were restricted to a certain place in the 

Netherworld. However, the material at our disposal weighs for the favour of the argument that 

sAw-tA snakes were not necessarily restricted to the Place-of-Destruction. 

  

                                                      
167 Borghouts, in: Schoske (ed.), Akten der Vierten Interntaionalen Ägyptologen Kongress, 135. 
168 Snakes might also be represented in a hybrid from as, for example, falcon-headed, see Landgráfová and Janak, in: Kóthay 

(ed.), Burial and Mortuary Practices, pl.23.1. 
169 Landgráfová and Janak, in: Kóthay (ed.), Burial and Mortuary Practices, 120. 
170 Lucarelli, BMSAES 15 (2010), 85; see also the discussion on “Spatial aspect; question of spatial limitations” in Chapter Five.  
171 Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.VIII. 
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On the sarcophagus of Tjaihorpata a further role is attributed to a sA-tA snake where he 

encircles the entire Netherworld. The related text reads: i sA-tA qAby imnt n HoA-dwAt “O that 

Son-of-earth who encircles the West for the Ruler-of-the-Netherworld.”172 Also, in the Chapel 

of the Throne of Re at Edfu, Ptolemy IV, on the first register of the Southern Wall, is followed 

by the souls of Pe and Nekhen. The king is represented raising his hands to adore Horus-of-

Behdet.173  Behind Horus, there is a representation of four snake-headed figures. All of them 

bear the was-sceptre in the left hand and the ankh-sign in the right. 174 They also wear a short 

kilt while a tail of bull is attached to the back of each. Collectively these snake-headed deities 

are called sA-tA. Annotation which describes these four snakes as “protectors” of Horus-of-

Behdet also introduces speech spoken by them. Each sA-tA snake has speech of him. The speech 

spoken reveals that the roles of the sAw-tA snakes belong to this life. They crown the king and 

place fear in the hearts of his enemies. Quoting Ibrahim, the speech of sA-tA snakes at Edfu 

runs as follows:  

The first sA-tA: “I give you the appearance on the throne of Horus in the great seat 

of Horakhty.” 

The second sA-tA: “I put your fire in the hearts of the mankind, and your terror in the 

bellies of the people.” 

The third sA-tA: “I cause your dignity to be great among the people, like Re when he 

shows himself in the morning.” 

The fourth sA-tA: “I cause your fear to pervade in the two lands, like the sun-disc in 

the belly of the sky.”175 

 

Fig, 94. sA-tA, snake-headed figures, following Horus-of-Behdet receiving adoration from Ptolemy IV 

(after, Chassinat, Edfou, pl.XXXIX) 

 

                                                      
172 Maspero, Sarcophages, 254. 
173 Gaber, in: Kousoulis and Lazaridis (eds.), Proceedings of the Tenth International Congress of Egyptologists, 1098. 
174 Kákosy, MDAIK 37 (1981), 256. 
175 Ibrahim, Chapel of the Throne of Re, 40-41. 
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Individual epithets were already given to the sAw-tA snakes in the Book of Caverns. They 

are summoned by the sun god. The first is designated: wr-tA aA-pHty “Great-of-earth, High-of-

power.” The second is named sDty aA-nsrwt “Double-flame, Great-of-flames.” Finally, the third 

is identified as imy tA Xrt iwty gmH=f nTr aA “The one who is in the lower land, who does not 

see the great god.”176 Also, individual names of the sAw-tA snakes may be provided in the 

temple of Edfu. On the western enclosure wall of the temple of Edfu, western face of the lintel 

of the northern door, Ptolemy IX followed by Cleopatra III is represented offering water to 

two snake-headed figures. They are seated with the ankh-sign and was-sceptre in their hands. 

The accompanying text lists names of four figure not two as represented. These are, iry-dndn, 

so-Haw, Haw-Hr and and xnty-Hr.177 Collectively, the four figures are identified as sAw-tA. Clearly 

enough, however, a sA-tA in the temple of Edfu is designated aA-pHty. He is one of four snakes, 

all identified as sAw-tA, which were depicted on the lower part of the Western Exterior door 

jamb of the Central Hall.178 The other three epithets do not, however, correspond to any of the 

epithet of the sAw-tA snakes in the Book of Caverns.  

To sum up, the sAw-tA snakes, besides functioning as doorkeepers of the Place-of-

destruction, were associated with Osiris. These associations included regeneration, renewal 

and protection. Though they were doorkeepers of a netherworldly place, sAw-tA snakes were 

not necessarily restricted to the underworld. This is clearly propounded by the attestations of 

sAw-tA snakes in the temple of Edfu. Thus, their association with doors both in the Netherworld 

and the temples is the key point. Besides, four individual names were given to the snakes 

whose designation is left collective in the Book of Caverns.  

  

                                                      
176 Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.VIII. 
177 Gaber, in: Kousoulis and Lazaridis (eds.), Proceedings of the Tenth International Congress of Egyptologists, 1098. 
178 Gaber, in: Kousoulis and Lazaridis (eds.), Proceedings of the Tenth International Congress of Egyptologists, 1095; Goyon, 

Dieux gardiens I, 85. 
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4.7.  Second Division of the Book of Caverns: 

4.7.1. xAtyw “Slaughterers”: 

 

Fig, 95. xAtyw as depicted in the tomb of Ramesses VI 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, 54) 

xAtyw is a group of four knife-wielding figures who are represented in the lower register of 

the Second Division of the Book of Caverns. They are bearded and represented with the 

headdress. In front of them sixteen figures are depicted. The four leading figures are 

decapitated and their heads are placed in front of them. The following four figures have their 

arms bound behind their backs and are lying prone. The two following groups (of four each) 

are also bound while they stand upside-down. The hearts of the last group are “taken out” 

(Sdiw) and placed in front of him. The sun god addresses them as follows: 

i Hsoyw  O beheaded ones,  

iwtyw tp=sn  who do not have their head,  

xntyw Htmyt foremost of the Place-of-Destruction, 

i xryw  O fallen ones,  

iwtyw bA=sn  the ones who do not have their ba,  

xntyw Htmyt foremost of the Place-of-Destruction. 

i sxdyw  O upside-down ones,  

nTTyw  the bound ones,  

xntyw Htmyt foremost of the Place-of-Destruction. 

i sxdyw snfyw  O upside-down ones, the bloodied ones,  

Sdiw HAtyw  the ones with hearts taken out,  

xntyw Htmyt foremost of the Place-of-Destruction. 

i xftyw HqA dwAt  O enemies of the Ruler of the Netherworld;  

Asir xn(ty) imnt Osiris Foremost of the West. 

mTn wi wD=i Tn n Htm Behold, I ordain you to destruction. 

sip=i Tn n tm wnn I assign you to not exist, 

xAtyw imyw nmwt nt Asir The Slaughterers who are in the Slaughterhouse  

aDtt (sic) Tn irt =<s>n mi {…..}  of Osiris slaughter(?) you and do as …  

aDt sxpr…=Tn the massacre create(d) … you. 
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ntTn nw wdw onwt  

irw Dwwt m imnt 

You are those who have implanted offence and who 

have done evil in the West. 

ntTn xftyw nn Tn swt  You are enemies, though you exist not,  

nn wnn=tn nor shall you exist. 

i mTn wi ao=i Hr=Tn Behold, I enter by you 

wD=i n=Tn sDbw(=Tn) r=Tn I command to you that (your) guilt is against you, 

iw wD=i Tn n Htmyt  I command you to the Place-of-Destruction;  

nn pri swt Axw=Tn  but your akh-spirits shall not come forth.179  

Occurrences:  

Since the time of the Pyramid Texts throughout the Graeco-Roman period, xAtyw-beings, 

whether singular or plural, are documented. They are attested in both funerary and non-

funerary texts. The latter include, for example, medical texts. Therefore a range of 

determinatives and orthographies are employed making the translation of the term 

problematic. The following is a survey of the occurrences of xAtyw.   

In the Pyramid Texts, xAtyw could be associated with the tomb of the Osiris king. For 

example, a relevant text from Pyramid Texts utterance 578 reads: “the xAtyw fall on their faces 

for you.”180 In the Coffin Texts the xAtyw show more tendency to be an abomination of the 

deceased. For example, in Coffin Texts spell 256 the xAtyw have been shot down for the 

deceased: sSr=f n=i xAtyw “he shoots the xAtyw down (with arrows) for me.”181 In Coffin Texts 

spell 495 the deceased also defends himself before the xAtyw: “I have saved myself from the 

xAtyw, the carvers, strong of arms.” 182 Finally, in Chapter 149 of the Book of the Dead, the 

deceased wishes that the xAyw, perhaps a variant of the xAtyw, will not pursue him: 

nn sxm sxr ad im=i He-who-overthrows-the-catfish shall have no power over me, 

nn iwt xAyw m-sA=i the xAyw will not come after me, 

nn iwt DAyw m-sA=i the adversaries will not pursue me. 

anx=i m Htpt imt=Tn I live on the offerings that are with you.183 

Outside the funerary literature, xAtyw are also attested in the Edwin Smith medical papyrus. 

The focus in this scientifically oriented papyrus is on the surgical manipulation and the magical 

perspective.184 In this Papyrus, xAtyw are associated with Sekhmet: SmAyw sxmt “disease-

agents(?) of Sekhmet.”185 The danger of the xAtyw needs to be avoided where the incantation 

                                                      
179 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pls. XXIV-XXVI 
180 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 234. 
181 CT III 366a (spell 256). 
182 Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 135. 
183 Budge, Book of the Dead, 371. 
184 Raven, Egyptian Magic, 94. 
185 Breasted, Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus I, 477. 
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reads: “Withdraw O xAtyw. The wind shall not reach me, that those who pass by may pass by 

to work disaster against me. I am Horus who passes by the diseased ones of Sekhmet, (even) 

Horus, Horus, healthy despite Sekhmet. I am the unique one, son of Bastet. I die not through 

you (fem).”186  

xAtyw are also attested in the Oracular Amuletic Decrees. The main concern of these 

decrees is the supernatural protection of people from diseases, saving them from injuries while 

traveling, and gaining protection against all kinds of evils.187 Therefore, the recipient of the 

spell does not have an active role as in the Pyramid Texts, the Coffin Texts or in Book of the 

Dead. This theme is confirmed by a frequent formula in the Oracular Amuletic Decrees where 

it is said: iw=(i/k/n) Sd f/s/N r “I/you/we/shall keep him/her/N safe against.” The principal 

groups mentioned in Oracular Amuletic Decrees are various ghosts, minor deities including 

the dead, the Axw, and the wrt. Besides, there are other minor groups as xAtyw, SmAyw and 

wpwtyw.188    

Problematic translation: 

The survey of occurrences of xAtyw demonstrated above outlines how the translation of this 

term is problematic. Before presenting the potential translations of the term, I hereby discuss 

the puns between xAtyw and other terms. These are not random terms. Rather, they can be 

contextually associated with xAtyw. First, there might be a wordplay between xAtyw and the 

term for night (xAwy). In the Pyramid Texts utterance 578 the connection of xAtyw with the 

decan stars is made clear. The text reads: “The xAtyw fall on their faces for you, Imperishable 

Stars kneel to you.”189 In Coffin Texts spell 257, the deceased repels the xAtyw: xsf=i xAtyw ir 

n=i wAt swA=i im=s “I repel the xAtyw, prepare a way for me that I may pass on it.” 190 

Eschweiler therefore interprets these texts that xAtyw were “dreadful nocturnal ghosts.”191 The 

pun between xAtyw and the term for illness also resulted in a similar problem.192    

Thus, overall, two main translations are provided. The first, perhaps due to the employment 

of the knife determinative, is slayers/slaughterers/murderers or knife-demons.193 The second, 

perhaps associated with non-funerary evidence, is, for example, “demons of disease” as 

suggested by Breasted.194  

                                                      
186 Breasted, Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus I, 477. 
187 Lucarelli, in: Broekman, Demarée and Kaper (eds.), The Libyan Period in Egypt. Proceeding of a Conference at Leiden 

University, 231. 
188 Lucarelli, in: Broekman, Demarée and Kaper (eds.), The Libyan Period in Egypt. Proceeding of a Conference at Leiden 

University, 232. 
189 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 234. 
190 CT III, 368a (spell 257). 
191 Eschweiler, Bildzauber im alten Ägypten, 213; Allen, Art of Medicine in Ancient Egypt, 101. 
192 Wb III, 224.6-11; Lucarelli: in Backes, et.al (eds.), Totenbuch-Forschungen, 204. 
193 Borghouts, Ancient Egyptian Magical Texts, 12; Blackman and Fairman, JEA 29 (1943), 21 no.6. 
194 Breasted, Edwin Smith surgical papyrus, 415. Cf. the disease agent in P. Berlin 3027 who is addressed as: “O Knife(?), in the 

hands of a strong butcher”, see Erman, Zaubersprüche für Mutter und Kind, (2.10-3.8). 
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To sum up, the weight of the evidence favours the translation of xAtyw as “slaughterers.” 

The association of xAtyw with illnesses is a later attestation. It was not until the Edwin Smith 

Surgical Papyri and the Oracular Amuletic Decrees when xAtyw were connected with iAdt 

rnpt.195 It seems plausible to translate xAtyw in the text under study as “Slaughterers” in 

particular as they are identified as nmtyw Asir “Slaughterers of Osiris.”    

Under, ‘Subordination to other gods’, I discuss in Chapter Five whether a sort of hierarchy 

and following of major deities by minor one can be recognised in the corpus of this study. 

While it is not easy to define other figures as a “lesser” group, xAtyw show a consistent 

subordination to a number of gods. Some unequivocal evidence will be provided in the Fifth 

Chapter. A sample of other texts will therefore suffice here. For example, in chapter 145 of 

the Book of the Dead, xAyt, variant of xAtyw, are associated with Sekhmet: <s>whA.n=i xAyt 

sxmt “I have <p>raised the xAyt of Sekhmet.”196 Later, xAtyw were associated with Tutu. Tutu 

was thought to be a son of Neith.197 He had control over the xAtyw who were sent by his mother 

Neith to cause death. The association of xAtyw with Sekhmet survives in the Graeco-Roman 

period. Thus, Tutu masters the xAtyw: Hry-tp n xAtyw n sxmt SmAyw n bAst “master of the xAtyw 

of Sekhmet and the Wandering Demons of Bastet.”198 At Philae, Tutu who is described as 

‘master of gods’ says about the xAtyw: di=i xpr Sfyt=k m ibw xAtyw m snD “I will cause that 

your awe be in the hearts of the xAtyw in fear(?).”199 

  

 

 

  

                                                      
195 Breasted, Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus I, XVIII.1. 
196 Quirke, Book of the Dead, 342. 
197 Kaper, Egyptian God Tutu, 105. 
198 The English translation here is after Kaper, Tutu, 61. 
199 Vassilika, Ptolemaic Philae, pl.30a-b. 
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4.8. Third Division of Book of Caverns: 

4.8.1. sAA-xftyw-Asir “He-who-guards-the-enemies-of-Osiris”: 

 

Fig, 96. Female enemies of Osiris guarded and 

destroyed by “He-who-gaurds-the-enemies-of-

Osiris” 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.12) 

 

The second picture, from left to right, on the Lower Register of the third of Book of Caverns 

shows four inverted female enemies (xftywt) of Osiris. They are raising their hands in a sign 

for adoration. Behind them, there is a male figure who is identified as sAA-xftyw-Asir “He-who-

guards-the-enemies-of-Osiris.”200 He is also represented raising his arms in adoration sign. 

This male figure guards (sAA) the enemies in front of him and also destroys (sHtm) their bas. 

The related text reads:  

ra Dd=f r orrt tn Re, he says to this cavern: 

i xftywt nn n xfty(w)t sxdwt O enemies, these inverted enemies, 

iwtyw Swwt=sn who do not have their shadows, 

i iwtyw sxdw  O ones who are not, the upside down-ones, 

bAw anxw iri=sn m Swwt=sn whose living bas make their shadows(?) 

ntTn xftyw Asir you are the enemies of Osiris, 

xftyw=f iwtyw bAw=sn his enemies who do not have their bas, 

iw=Tn r=Tn (m) kkw You are against yourselves (in) the darkness. 

nHm bAw=Tn r XAwt=Tn  your bas shall be taken away from your bodies, 

Tn r=(T)n itmw you shall be breathless (?), 

xprw=Tn r=Tn m Htmyt  You shall be against yourselves in the Place-of-Destruction. 

wa im=Tn m sAA=Tn The one who is among you guards you,  

sHtm bAw sdbyw the one who destroys the bas of the guilty ones, 

iwty pri bAw Xr a=f whose bas do not come out under his arm, 

n(n) mAA=Tn HDwt You will not see the illumination, 

n(n) sxm=Tn (r)stwt=i  you will not have power against my rays.201 

 

Occurrences:  

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.202 

                                                      
200 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 26. 
201 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXXIV. 
202 LGG IV, 128ff. 
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4.9. Shrine of Osiris with the damned (Book of the Earth): 

 
Fig, 97. Shrine of Osiris in the Book of Earth 

(after Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig.357) 

 

A shrine of Osiris is represented in the Book of Earth. The representation in which the 

shrine is depicted is divided into two registers as, perhaps, and indication to the “Upper” and 

“Lower” Netherworld. 203  The central scene, in the upper register, shows Osiris, xnty 

imnt<yw> imyw tA “Foremost of the West(erners) who are in the earth”, flanked on either side 

by two mounds. The mound to the right is surmounted by a human-headed ba. This ba is 

designated “Ba of Osiris in the West.” The mound to the left is surmounted by a figure of 

whom only the torso is depicted. This is identified as “corpse of Geb.” He is raising his hands 

in a sign for adoration. Below, there is a representation of a chest which is labelled afdt StAt 

“Mysterious chest (i.e. Coffin of Osiris).”204 On either side of this shrine there is a figure 

extending his arms towards the shrine. The figure to the right is designated as sStAw “He-who-

conceals.”205 To the left, the jackal-headed Anubis is represented.  

  

                                                      
203 Leitz, ZÄS 116 (1989), 41-57. 
204 Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 92-93. 
205 Piankoff, Création, 39. 
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On either side of the shrine there are two almost identical scenes where a figure raising a 

cauldron is surrounded by a figure on each side. To the right, the figure raising the cauldron is 

identified as HAdy “He-of-the-trap” while the gods flanking him are designated am-XAwt “He-

who-swallows-the-corpses” and am-snTw “He-who-swallows-the-limbs.” The cauldron 

contains the hieroglyphs for shadows and body fluids. To the left, where the cauldron contains 

only three hieroglyphs for meat on a bone (F 44), the god lifting it is designated ktyt “He-of-

the-cauldron.” He is surrounded by two mummiform gods identified as am-bAw “He-who-

swallows-the-bas” and am-XAwt “He-who-swallows-the-corpses.” From above the shrine, an 

upside-down human torso, head and two arms, is represented. These arms hold two tapers, on 

top of which (all still upside-down) are two decapitated figures. From the necks of the 

decapitated figure, blood is flowing downwards into the previously described cauldrons which 

are carried by HAdy and ktyt. The annotation related to the upside-down figure holding the 

tapers reads: nTr pn m sxr pn sDt=f imytyw awy=fy niky=f tpw nsrw=f “This god is in this form, 

his flame is between his hands, when he punishes the heads which he burns.206” In the lower 

register, on either side, there is a representation of three kneeling enemies who are decapitated. 

The text uses both the terms xftyw and sbiw to designate the punished figures. Their 

punishment is said to have taken place outside the hidden chamber. The text in which they are 

described as xftyw reads: nn n xftyw m sxr pn (n)ik(w) m-rwty at imnt “These enemies are in 

this form when they are being punished outside the hidden chamber.” 207  While the text 

describing them as rebels reads: nn n sbiw m sxr pn m-rwty n at imnt nTr aA wd=f Dwwt=sn 

(m)=sn “These rebels are in this form outside the hidden chamber when the great god inlflicts 

their evils (among) them.”208 

The relevant text in the annotation which accompanies this text reads: 

ao XAwt StA(w)t- xr(w)t Entering of the corpses, mysterious-of-forms, 

imy(w)t at imnt which are in the hidden chamber 

in nTr pn aA Tf ao=f imn  by this great god while he enters him who conceals  

StAw the mysteries. 

i Tn XAwt StAw(t)-xrwt O you corpses, Mysterious-of-forms, 

imywt at imnt XAt aAt which are in the hidden chamber of the great corpse, 

snk-ib sAA imy tA kAri=f Dark-of-heart, those who are in the earth guard his shrine, 

i mk wi SAs=i (Hr) kAri=k O behold, I tread by your shrine, 

<wD>=i Dw m xftyw=k <inflicting> evil among your enemies.209 

 

                                                      
206 Piankoff, Création, pl.XXI-XXII. 
207 Piankoff, Création, pl.XXII. 
208 Piankoff, Création, XXII. 
209 Piankoff, Création, pl.XXI. 
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Occurrences: 

4.9.1. HAdy “He-of-the-trap”: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.210 

4.9.2. am-XAwt “He-who-swallows-the-corpses”: 

The only other occurrence of this figure is documented in Chapter 17 of the Book of the 

Dead. The related text reads: iry qAb pwy n S-x(b)t am XAwwt xnp HAtyw “He who belongs to 

the binding of the Lake-of-Fire, He-who-swallows-the-corpses, He-who-seizes-the-hearts.”211 

In the Book of the Dead, am-XAwt is described as: Hr=f m Tsm inHwy=fy m rmT “his face is of a 

greyhound, while his eyebrows are of a man.”212 

4.9.3. am-snTw “He-who-swallows-the-limbs”: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.213 

4.9.4. am-bAw (two figures) “He-who-swallows-the-bas”: 

To my best knowledge, this is the only occurrence of a figure identified as such.214 

4.9.5. ktyt “He-of-the-cauldron”:  

In the Litany of Re, one of the manifestations of the sun god is designated ktwty “He-of-

the-cauldron.” He is represented as a mummiform figure with two feathers on his head. The 

text related to this ktwyt in the Litany of Re reads: Hkn n=k Ra oA-sxm wD sDt m ktwyt=f pn sin 

tpw Htmyw twt is XAt ktwyty “Praise to you Re, High-of-power, who commands fire into this 

his cauldron, who severs the heads of the destroyed-ones. Indeed, you are the corpse of “He-

of-the-cauldron”.”215 

Interpretation: 

The epithets of these figures imply a process similar to that discussed in the Eleventh Hour 

of the Amduat above. The enemies are seized by means of traps (HAdy); then they cooked (ktyt) 

and swallowed (am-snTw) and (am-bAw).216 

Summary of Research Findings: 

The punishers of the enemies of Osiris are attested in all the books under study. The analysis 

of the epithets of these figures reveals a variety of these epithets. The epithets range from 

functional epithets as, for example, Htmyt (4.3.11) and psyt (4.3.8) to others associated with 

cloth as, for example, dbA (4.2.2) and mnxty (4.2.4).  

                                                      
210 LGG V, 28. 
211 Urk. V, 67, 15.  
212 Lucarelli, in: Goyon and Cardin (eds.), Proceeding of the Ninth International Congress of Egyptologists I & II, 1183. 
213 LGG III, 111. 
214 LGG III, 110. 
215 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 74. 
216 These devouring figures are reminiscent of Ammut, see section (4.1). 
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The iconography of these figures also varies. While some are represented with cat ears or 

horns (?), others are represented mummiform or completely in human form. Though variant 

in their epithets and depictions, these figures are associated with Osiris from a number of 

perspectives; cloth or the Osiris-Myth. 

 Two groups of figures of the punishers of the enemies of Osiris are attested outside 

the funerary sphere. The first is the sAw-tA “Sons-of-the-Earth” who are attested the temple of 

Edfu. The other group is the xAtyw “Slaughterers.” These are four knife-wielding figures in the 

Book of Caverns. Earlier, a mention was made of the xAtyw in the Pyramid Texts. Later, they 

were attested in Medical papyri as, for example, in the Oracular Amuletic Decrees. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: ANALYSIS AND IDENTITY  

Introduction: 

In the previous chapters, punishing figures in the New Kingdom Netherworld books have 

been explored. Before proceeding to the analysis, some general remarks can be made at the 

outset. Firstly, the punishing figures under study are divine entities rather dead (mwtw) or 

spirits (Axw).1 Secondly, these figures acted according to a command of major deities as, for 

example, Horus in the Eleventh Hour of the Amduat; wD-mdw in Hm n nTr pn “A command by 

the Person of this god.”2 Thirdly, though heavily involved in Netherworld punishments, some 

of these figures had cosmic roles as, for example, in the Third Hour of the Amduat. Also, in 

the Second Hour of the Amduat, the punishing figures were responsible for the provision of 

water to those in the following of Re in the afterlife.  

The aim of this chapter will be, therefore, firstly, defining the place of these punishing 

figures in the ancient Egyptian ‘pantheon’. 3  In so doing, I will follow a criterion which 

investigates the introductory formulae, the linguistic determinatives and the texts 

accompanying these punishing figures to define their place in the Egyptian pantheon. 4 

Secondly, the identification of these figures will raise the question of whether a hierarchy 

existed among these figures. The discussion also focuses on the spatial aspect of these figures 

and whether or not they were restricted to their places in the Netherworld. Aiming at answering 

the question of whether we are dealing with one single group of different groups of figures, 

the epithets of these figures and their iconography are also addressed.  

Finally, the question of ‘Modes of Interaction’ with the living is addressed to find out 

whether these figures were known and contacted with by the living. This is sought in the light 

of the use of the epithets of these figures in theophoric names and attestations in the temple.  

5.1. The question of identity and place in the pantheon:  

Two main introductory formulae introduce the individual scenes representing the figures 

included in this study: wnn=sn m sxr pn “they are in this form”, or nn n nTrw m sxr pn “these 

gods are in this form.”5 The former is used in the Book of Amduat, the Book of Gates and the 

                                                      
1 Bennet, in: Quirke (ed.), Company of Images, 22. Cf. Lloyd, Ancient Egypt, 221ff. See below the discussion of ‘Continum of 

Being’. 
2 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 188. 
3 Bennet, in: Quirke (ed.), Company of Images, 17. 
4 Cf. Bennet, in: Quirke (ed.), Company of Images, 17. 
5 In Book of Caverns, a wnn nn m sxr pn formula applies to enemies. In the Third Division, four upside-down figures making the 

adoration sign have an accompanying text which begins with the formula wnn nn m sxr pn iwty(w) mAA=sn HDwt Ra “These are in 

this from, the ones who do not see the illumination of Re.” Likewise and in a similar wording, the eight bound enemies in the 
Fourth Division of the Book of Cavern are referred to as: wnn nn m sxr pn iwt[y(w) mAA=sn HD]wt Ra “These are in this form, the 

ones who do not see the illuminations of Re.” In the Fifth Division, there is a representation of four upside-down decapitated 

figures who are also labelled by a text that begins with wnn=sn m sxr pn xftyw Ra “They are in this form; the enemies of Re.” In 
the Seventh Hour of the Book of Amduat, Apophis is introduced with the formula: wnn=f m sxr pn r Ts=f imy dwAt “He will be 
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Book of Caverns. The latter, which clearly identifies the figures it labels as nTrw, is much less 

common and attested only, in the scope of this study, in the Book of the Earth.6  Other 

introductory structures could also be used. For example, in the Fourth Hour of the Book of 

Gates, when Atum addresses the deities identified as nbw-xrt “Lords-of-Provision” (2.2), the 

related text commences with the sentence: i.n tm n nn n nTrw “Atum says to these deities.”7  In 

the Seventh Hour of the Book of Amduat Osiris is encircled with the Mehen-serpent and the 

accompanying text reads: i.n nTr pn n Asir imy mHn “This god says to Osiris who is encircled 

in the Mehen-serpent.”8 Such formulae, as Roberson correctly remarks, are mere captions to 

the vignette and are not considered as sentences.9 Also, in the Book of Caverns, the direct 

speech of Re serves as a caption. In the First Division, for example, the Sons-of-the-Earth 

(sAw-tA) are summoned by Re as: i HfAw aAw sAw tA iryw-aAw n Htmyt “O Great serpents, Sons-

of-the-Earth, door-keepers of the Place-of-Destruction.”10  

Both formulae, wnn=sn m sxr pn and nn n nTrw m sxr pn, are never preceded by iw or any 

other particle.11 Following them, there might be either a subordinate or a prepositional phrase. 

These introductory formulae may be followed by subsequent forms which might start with a 

distinct, nonetheless correlated, narrative.12 I will leave aside the grammatical issues which 

have been discussed by Vervloesem and Roberson.13 The question that concerns us most here 

is whether, on one hand, the figures introduced by these formulae, especially the former, can 

be defined as ‘deities’ (nTrw) as does the latter in the Book of Earth and, on the other, whether 

these various groups of figures can belong to a single category based on the use of the same 

formula.  

The wnn=sn m sxr pn formula applies, with slight differences, to various groups of figures 

in this study:  

  

                                                      
in this form, at his sandbank which is in the Netherworld.” In addition, on the Sarcophagus of Djedher the deceased is introduced 
by the statement wnn=f m sxr pn “He is in this form” see, Manassa, Late Egyptian Underworld, 95. 
6 The formula is also found in the Solar-Osirian Enigmatic Book where nn n nTrw m sxr pn is used instead of wnn=sn m sxr pn; 

see Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 458-359; Barta, GM 98 (1987), 8. 
7 Hornung, Pforten I, 79.  
8 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 533. 
9 Roberson, Books of the Earth, 103.  
10 Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.IX. 
11 Baumann, Suffix Conjugation, 105-106. 
12 Darnell, Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 459. 
13 For grammatical aspects of the formulae, see Roberson, Books of the Earth, 101-104. 
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 Group Cross- 

Reference 

1 The figures preceding the sun bark in the Tenth Hour of the Book of 

Gates.14 

2.6. 

2 Two knife-brandishing female figures represented in the lower 

register of the Sixth Division of the Book of Caverns.15 

3.7. 

3 Two jackal-headed female figures in the Sixth Division of the Book 

of Caverns.16 

3.9.5; 3.9.6. 

4 Various figures depicted on the lower register of the Second Hour of 

Amduat.17 

3.1. 

5 The figures in the upper register of the Third Hour of Amduat.18 3.2. 

6 The deities opposing Apophis in the Seventh Hour of Amduat.19 2.1. 

7 The nine Sms-signs represented in the Eighth Hour of Amduat.20 2.2. 

8 The twelve mummiform figures identified as DADAt-p(w)-nt-nTrw in 

the Ninth Hour of Amduat.21 

4.2. 

9 The twelve figures at the end of the middle register of the Tenth Hour 

of Amduat. 

2.3. 

10 The nine figures in bearing oars and repelling Apophis depicted in 

the lower register of the Twelfth Hour of Amduat.22 

2.4. 

 

When applied to female figures, the formula shows no significant change. For example, the 

wnn=sn m sxr pn formula occurs with the four female figures who are represented with the 

hieroglyph for desert on their heads in the Eleventh Hour of Amduat.23 In the Book of Caverns, 

HnTyt, represented in the third register of the Fifth Division of the Book of Caverns is 

introduced with: wnn nTrt tn m sxr pn m sAA xftyw ra “This goddess is in this form as guardian 

the enemies of Re.”24  

  

                                                      
14 Hornung, Pforten I, 343. 
15 Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), pl.CXXXII. 
16 Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), pl.CXXXIV. 
17 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat I, 222. 
18 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat I, 333. 
19 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 550-551. 
20 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat II, 615. 
21 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 157; see section (2.4). 
22 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 202. 
23 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 191. 
24 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.LXV. 
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5.1.1. Determinatives: 

In general, the epithets of the gods in ancient Egypt could be followed by a determinative.25 

However, all the studied figures from the Amduat, including major gods as Anubis, Osiris and 

Horus, and those in the Book of Earth lack divine determinatives. In both the Book of Gates 

and the Book of Caverns, determinatives were used inconsistently. The following two tables 

show a selection of examples in which a determinative was used and its nature:  

Book of Gates:  

 Figure Cross-

reference 

Determinative 

(Gardiner List) 

1 tm  2.5  

2 DADAt-xsft-aApp 2.5.1. None.26  

As psDt-Ra .27 

3 nbw-xrwt 2.5.2. .28 

 

Book of Caverns: 

 Figure Cross-

reference 

Determinative 

(Gardiner List) 

1 sAw-tA “Sons-of-the-earth” 4.6.1. .29 

As HfAw .30 

2 xAtyw “Slaughterers” 4.7.1. .31 

3 sAA-xftyw-Asir “He-who-guards-the-enemies-

of-Osiris” 

4.8.1. None.32 

4 miwty “He-of-the-cat” 3.7.1. 33/ without in P.34 

5 Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-imyw=f “She-who-destroys-

and-guards-who-are-in-him(?)” 

3.7.2. None.35 

6 Htm-Hr “Destructive-of-face” 3.7.3. .36 

6 HnTyt “She-who-butchers” 3.8.1. None.37 

                                                      
25 On the divine determinative as a classifier of the deity see, Shalomi-Hen, Classifying the Divine. 
26 Hornung, Pforten I, 74. 
27 Hornung, Pforten I, 76. 
28 Also determined with the same determinative in the Book of Caverns, see Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XVII. 
29 Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.VIII. 
30 Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.VIII. 
31 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXV. 
32 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXXIV. 
33 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 40. 
34 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), XLVIII. 
35 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 41. 
36 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.L. 
37 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 57. 
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7 iarwty “He-of-the-two-uraei” 3.8.2. None.38 

8 bAyt “Bait” 3.9.5. . 

9 bnfyt “Benfit” 3.9.6. .39 

10 spsy “He-who-ties-by-hair” 3.9.3. . 

11 spsyt “She-who-ties-by-hair” 3.9.4. .40 

 

Recent studies have shown that particular determinatives used in certain words could be 

envisaged as a reflection of what may be called “conceptual categorisation.” In other words, 

this could be seen as a categorisation posited by the ancient Egyptians. 41  However, the 

evidence of material studied shows that the determinatives are not reliable, either in identifying 

the status of the figures or in categorising them.42   

 

5.1.2. Accompanying texts: 

In the texts which accompany the scenes, a specific epithet which includes ‘divinity’ (nTr) 

is used inconsistently to identify the figures they label. For example, in the upper register of 

the Fifth Hour of the Book of Amduat the figures identified as nmtyw are also referred to as 

nTrw in the accompanying text.43 Horus, in the Eleventh Hour of Amduat, is introduced with 

the formula wD-mdw in Hm n nTr pn “Speaking of words by the Person of this God”,44 while 

the female figures he addresses are introduced with the formula wnn=sn m sxr pn.45 In the 

accompanying text, these female figures are said to be: nTrwt p(w) nikywt aApp m dwAt “These 

are the goddesses who punish Apophis in the Netherworld.”46 Also, in the Tenth Hour of the 

Book of Gates (2.3), the figures preceding the sun bark are identified in the accompanying text 

as: in nn n ntrw aHA<w> Hr nTr pn m Hrt “These deities who fight on behalf of this god in 

heaven say.”47 The deity Htm-Hr “Destructive-of-face” in the Fifth Division of the Book of 

Caverns is also identified as nTr: wnn nTr pn m sxr pn m sAwt xftyw “This god is in this form, 

as the guard of the enemies.”48 

                                                      
38 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 58. 
39 Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), pl.CXXXIII. 
40 Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), CXXXIV. 
41 Goldwasser apud David, De l’inferiorite a la petrubation, VIII. 
42 For unsuitability of the determinatives in distinguishing between gods in Coffin Texts spells, see Frandsen, in: Kousoulis (ed.), 

Ancient Egyptian Demonology, 60. 
43 See section (3.3).  
44 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 188. 
45 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 191. 
46 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 126. 
47 Hornung, Pforten I, 347. 
48 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XLIX. 
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In addition, in the corpus of this study, individual figures, under the umbrella of the 

introductory formula wnn=sn m sxr pn, hold individual epithets, undetermined, that identify 

them as nTrw: 

 Epithet Cross-Reference  

1 nbw-nTrw   3.6.1. 

3 nTrw-Hrw-xty “Gods-upon-the-fiery-snake” 4.5.3. 

2 sty-nTr “Deputy-of-the-god” 4.2.7. 

 

In order to identify the status of the figures under study, it might also be methodologically 

reasonable to compare their status with other entities doing similar functions in the Egyptian 

divine realm. In the Amduat, some figures in the First Hour are introduced with a statement 

followed by their names which identify these figures as nTrw as, for example, the twelve 

attributeless female figures who guide the sun god:  

rnw nTrwt sSmywt nTr aA Names of the goddesses who guide the great god.49 

Also, in the same hour, the lower register depicts, among other entities, nine male figures 

making the sign for adoration who are also identified as nTrw: 

 

rnw nw nTrw Hssyw Ra Names of gods who make music for Re when  

 ao=f m dwAt he enters the Netherworld.50 

 

The identification of the studied figures as nTrw, as a term used by the ancient Egyptians 

themselves, seems plausible. nTrw, normally translated as ‘gods’51 was one of the elements 

which formed the ‘Continum of Being’.52 The following discussion is not an exhaustive study 

of the concept of Egyptian nTr. Rather, it is an attempt at defining exactly the studied figures 

in the Egyptian pantheon. From the textual record, though it forms only part of the evidence,53 

and apparently ritual rather than theological in their conceptions but still full of theology,54 we 

learn how the Egyptians defined beings inhabiting the universe. A text dating to the Middle 

Kingdom, for example, defines these as four categories: rmT “people”, nTrw “gods”, Axw “akh-

spirits”, and mwtw “the dead.55 Also, in the Onomasticon of Amenemopet, superhuman beings 

are specified as: nTr “god”, nTrt “goddess”, Ax “transfigured male spirit”, Axt “transfigured 

                                                      
49 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 7. 
50 Hornung, Egyptian Amduat, 30. 
51 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 33; in this Book, Hornung discusses further uses of the term nTr which are beyond the scope of 

this study. These include, for example, the direct or indirect use of nTr in personal names as, for example, Htp-nTr “God-is-

Gracious” and smr-nTr “Companion-of-the-god”, see Hornung, Conceptions of God, 45-49. 
52 Lloyd, Ancient Egypt, 209. Cf. Bennet, in: Quirke (ed.), Company of Images, 22. 
53 Baines, in: Pongratz-Leisten (ed.), Reconsidering the Concept of Revolutionary Monotheism, 43. 
54 Eyre, in: Poo (ed.), Rethinking, 35. 
55 Winand: in Quertinmont (ed.), Dieux, 29. See also fig, 7.1 in Lloyd, Ancient Egypt, 209. 
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female spirit” nswt “king” nsyt “goddess of the kingship.”56 Moreover, in Coffin Texts spell 

165, the deceased enumerates beings from whose ‘spoken’ evil he was safe. In this spell, the 

deceased introduces the triple categorisation of beings, nTr, Ax and mwt, which spans from the 

Middle Kingdom until the Roman times.57 The related text reads: wDA.kwi swDA.kwi m-a sDb 

nb pri m r n nTr nb Ax nb mwt nb “I am hale, having been made hale from every obstacle that 

has come forth from the mouth of every god (nTr), every akh-spirit (Ax) and every dead 

(mwt).”58  

The attestations of nTr show was further uses outside the divine sphere. For example, nTr 

was adopted when rmT “people” could not be used.59 nTr was thus used to identify the king 

from early times.60 Senefru, as well as other kings of the Fourth and the Fifth Dynasties, are 

called nTr-aA “Great-God” in Wadi Maghara.61 The deceased king can also be identified as a 

nTr “god.” In a Pyramid Texts utterance, for example, it is said: “Raise yourself, they say, in 

your name of god (nTr), you shall become the Atum of every god (nTr nb).”62 The term pA nTr 

“the god”, etymologically the origin of ⲡⲛⲟⲩⲧⲉ in Coptic,63 is attested from the New Kingdom 

onwards,64 and could have been used to refer to a god or defied king.65 Only living human 

beings are excluded from the scope of beings and things which are identified as divine.66 Thus, 

nTri was used to identify sacred animal, sacred objects as well as the blessed dead.67 

Though its vagueness, where it includes a number of meanings,68 the designation nTr is 

sufficient in identifying the studied figure. This, as a result, limits the room for using modern 

terms to identify the studied figures. ‘Genii’, for example, which was applied by Lucarelli to 

the entities guarding the Ptolemaic temples and, more commonly ‘demon’ are not as accurate 

as nTrw. However, it could be argued that the inimical behaviour of the studied figures against 

people makes them demons under the appearance of deities. Besdies, it was also suggested 

that they are designated nTrw to avoid speaking their real demonic names.69 Bennet also argues 

that it is difficult to distinguish demons from other types of entities including deities (nTrw). 

                                                      
56 Gardiner, Ancient Egyptian Onomastica I, 13, A63-A68; Szpakowska, Religion Compass 3/5 (2009), 799.  
57 Gee, in: Hawas and Brock (eds.), Egyptology at the Dawn of the Twenty-First Century 2, 231-232. 
58 CT III, 7-8a (spell 165). 
59 Baines, Fecundity Figures, 33. Rarely, however, was the reigning king identified as divine, see Hornung, Conceptions of God, 

53. 
60 Silverman, in: Shafer (ed.), Religion in Ancient Egypt, 59. 
61 Gardiner and Peet, Inscriptions of Sinai I, pl. II, II. Baines argues that the epithet nTr-aA was used to identify the figures of the 

kings striking enemies only, see Baines, GM 67 (1983), 22. 
62 Pyr. 147b. Winand stresses that the living king was always addressed as god, as, for example, in the Story of Sinuhe where nTr 

could have been employed to refer to a living king, see Winand, in: Quertinmont (ed.), Dieux, 30; Sinuhe R 7. Winand adds the 

description of the King in the Story of Sinuhe as a god: “Year 30, Third Month of Akhet, Day 7, the god ascended to his 

horizon.” 
63 Crum, Coptic Dictionary, 230. 
64 Winand, in: Quertinmont (ed.), Dieux, 30. 
65 Winand, in: Quertinmont (ed.), Dieux, 30. 
66 Wb II, 363-364. 
67 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 53. 
68 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 42. 
69 Bennet, in: Quirke (ed.), Company of Images, 24. 
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In her opinion, this is due to ‘the similarities in names, appearance, functions and 

behaviours’.70 

Though plausible at the first glance, the application of ‘demons’ to Egyptian nTrw, and 

specifically to the studied figures, is problematic.71  Firstly, ‘demon’ carries certain values in 

a specific cultural and local environment, both popular and scholarly, which could be 

ambiguous and entirely unsuitable in specific cases and cultures.72 For example, the notion of 

demon, which semantically changed over time,73 is based on the Judeo-Christian heritage 

which introduced these beings negatively.74 Secondly, and most significantly, there is no 

generic term in the Egyptian language which can be translated as ‘demon’ used by some 

scholars to bridge this gap in the Egyptian language.75 In the Ptolemaic Period, nTr as equal to 

the Greek theos “god” in the bilingual decrees as, for example, the Rosetta stone.76 Also, in 

Coptic, nTr was used as equivalent to ⲛⲟⲩⲧⲉ.77 Although demons could be similar to the studied 

figures in terms of the epithets, appearanc and behaviour, the existence of a ‘demon’ class as 

an emic category in Egyptian thought is too complicated to be established.78 Other concepts, 

such as religion for example, also lack a clear definition in the Egyptian language. However, 

unlike demons and demonology, the ideological structures founded by the Egyptians indicate 

clearly to a coherent institution in the eyes of modern scholars.79 It was not until the Graeco-

Roman Period that one can speak of ‘demonisation’ in the divine realm.80 In the Greek Magical 

Papyri, for example, the spirit which could appear in the others’ dreams is said to emanate 

from either the gods (theoi), the angels (angeloi), or the demons (daimon).81 Thirdly, serious 

consequences resulting from coining the term and applying it to the Egyptian culture have to 

be considered.82  

                                                      
70 Bennet, in: Quirke (ed.), Company of Images, 15. 
71 Cf. Graves-Brown, Daemon and Spirits. 
72 Cf. Frankfurter, Evil Incarnate, 13-15 and fn.2 for comparative literature. 
73 The root of demon (daimon) comes either from or which mean “to be under the authority of a 

deity”, see Liddel, Lexicon, 148; Lucarelli, JANER 11 (2011), 111, n.8. The term was used from the time of Homer to identify 

a ‘divinity’, see Liddel, Lexicon, 148. It was used to identify a myriad of minor deities representing a class below the gods of 
the Olympus. Zeus, the greatest god, was not, however, identified as a demon. Later, in Jewish and Christian writings, daimon 

underwent both semantic and theological changes. Semantically, the term came to mean “to be possessed.” Although in 

Classical Period, daimones could be envisaged as either of good or evil nature, the Jewish and the Christian writers use the 
exclusive meaning of demon as evil, see Riley, in: Van der Toorn, Becking and Horst (eds.), Dictionary of Deities and Demons, 

446. Therefore, as a result of this negative perception of ‘demon’ by the Jewish and the Christian writers, the nations’ old deities 

and their servant divinities were all demonised and reduced to a category of evil spirits. These were thought to convince people 
to do sins and tempt them from the right faith by incorrect dogmas of other religions, see Riley, in: Van der Toorn, Becking 

and Horst (eds.), Dictionary of Deities and Demons, 450. Bennet also discusses the differences between an ‘Egyptian’(?) 

demons and the demons in Greek thought, see Bennet, in: Quirke (ed.), Company of Images, 17-18. 
74 Kousoulis, Journal of Ancient Egyptian Interconnections 5 (2013), 20. 
75 Lucarelli, JANER 11 (2011), 110; Lucarelli, 2010, Demons (benevolent and malevolent). UEE; Kousoulis, Journal of Ancient 

Egyptian Interconnections 5 (2013), 20. 
76 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 42. 
77 Crum, Coptic Dictionary, 230; Volokhine, in: Quertinmont (ed.), Dieux, Genies et Demons, 60f. 
78 Frandsen, in: Kousoulis (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Demonology, 56. 
79 Volokhine, in: Quertinmont (ed.), Dieux, 61. 
80 Lucarelli, JANER 11 (2011), 109. 
81 Ciraolo, in: Meyer and Mirecki (eds.), Ancient Magic and Ritual Power, 179. 
82 Kousoulis, in: Kousoulis (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Demonology, X. 
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To sum up, the figures explored in this study are identified as nTrw since there is no specific 

Egyptian term for the category ‘demons’. The category of ‘demons’ depends on modern 

discussions and the attempt to distinguish figures identified as nTrw from the regular set of 

gods who received cults is not conceiving.  

The identification of the figures included in this study are nTrw helps, as a starting point, 

define their status. However, there might be some issues, both linguistically and theologically, 

resulting from the use of nTrw to outline divine relationships. Theologically, the treatment of 

these figures as nTrw raises the problematic contradiction that results from the linguistic use of 

the same term to designate two separate categories as ‘god’; a quite problematic and conflicted 

nature of the terms coexisting which is not deniable.83 Linguistically, the Egyptian language 

had no articles before the Amarna Period. Therefore, the term nTr could be translated as (any) 

deity.84 Conversely, in the Greek pantheon of deities, when the epithet “the god” was 

used, it did not mean just any member of the class “gods”, but rather their highest god; Zeus.85  

5.2. The question of hierarchy:  

The divine realm of the New Kingdom was featured, as seen in the corpus of this study, 

with a noticeable increase of beings. The relationship between these figures is questioned. 

Among divinities in the Egyptian religion there was a number of relationships. Hornung 

defines, apart from syncretism,86 three forms of such relationships. The first is the kinship 

where a deity may be defined as a biological relative of another. In the corpus of this study, 

this relationship applies to Horus as, for example, in the Ninth and Eleventh Hours of Amduat 

(4.2) and (4.3) respectively, and in the Ninth Hour of the Book of Gates (4.4). The second of 

these relationships occurs when a deity is described as an image, ba, or a manifestation of 

another deity. In the Eighth Hour of the Book of Amduat, the nine Sms-signs (2.2) who place 

the knives in the enemies of Re are said to be sSmw StAw n tA-Tnn “mysterious images of 

Tatenen.”87 The third is a temporary one which lasts for a brief time. The clearest example is 

the unity of Re and Osiris. In the Book of the Earth, for example, the Solar-Osirian unity is 

introduced by an introductory title as Ddw Ra ao=f XAt imnti xnti imntt, “What Re says when he 

enters the corpse of the Westerner, Foremost of the West.”88  

 Such relationships suggested by Hornung, though fine-grained, leave the majority of 

the study figures without a relationship that connects them. It was suggested that ‘demons’ 

                                                      
83 Assmann, Search for the God, 10. Quack, in: Floßmann-Schütze et.al (ed.), Kleine Götter - große Götter, 361. 
84 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 48. 
85 Assmann, Search for the God, 10. See, for example, a relevant passage in Papyrus Harkness which reads: nn pH T=k/t bw n nTr 

aA ntr wr “The opprobrium of an important god, a great god, will not reach you”, see Smith, Papyrus Harkness (MMA 31.9.7), 
65. 

86 Baines, in: Porter (ed.), One God or Many, 31-33. 
87 See section (2.2). 
88 Roberson, JARCE 45 (2009), 228. 
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were created by the (great) god.89 Also, it was posited that the entities in the divine sphere 

were structured in accordance to the pattern of mankind.90 Further, it was suggested that these 

figures constituted a lower stratum in a way which differs from that of the ‘great’ gods.91 

I would be inclined to explore the terms used by the Egyptians themselves. In Egyptian 

thought, as evident in the language of the divine sphere and the iconography of divinities, the 

deities were not of an equal status. Several groupings of the Egyptian pantheon can be 

envisaged as structured hierarchally.92 This is, for example, the case in the grouping of Amun, 

Re(-Harakhte), and Ptah where Amun is represented as the leading figure.93 Also, a passage 

from the Ptolemaic Text of the demotic instruction of Papyrus Insinger, the addressee is 

instructed not to insult a small amulet or a small god: “do not slight a small god lest his 

retaliation teach you.”94  Although this text is of a late date, it perhaps reveals that the concept 

it conveys was present in the Egyptian thought from an earlier date. Linguistically, while some 

gods were identified as wrw “great”, other were described as nDsw “small” as, for example, 

the psDt-wrt and the psDt-nDst.95 In addition, major gods like Horus and Amun held the epithet 

nswt-nTrw “king-of-gods.”96 Re, in the textual record from the time of the Pyramid Texts, was 

identified as king of the divine world, while a role of his representative (sty) was attributed to 

Thoth from the New Kingdom.97  

Some epithets included in this study express a status. These include, for example, nb-r-Dr 

“Lord-of-all” and nbw-nTrw “(Most)-golden-of-the-gods.” More significantly, however, is the 

categorisation of nTr-aA “great god” attested ubiquitously.98 In the Second Hour of Amduat, for 

example, the text which accompanies the figures depicted in the lower register states: 

iw nTr pn aA wD=f n=sn mdw This great god, he commands an order to them,  

Dwi=sn n=f when they call to him. 

anx=sn m xrw nTr pn aA They live by means of the voice of this great god, 

sro Htwt=sn Dwi=f sn Their throats breathe when he calls them 

wD=f n=sn irw=sn He commands to them their duties.99 

 

                                                      
89 Lucarelli, 2010, Demons (benevolent and malevolent). UEE, 2. A caption of an image of a papyrus dating to the Third 

Intermediate Period reads: “death, the great god, who created gods and men”, see Hornung, Conceptions of God, 81 with 

references. 
90 Baines, in: Pongratz-Leisten (ed.), Reconsidering the Concept of Revolutionary Monotheism, 56; Roccati, in: Kousoulis (ed.), 

Anceint Egyptian Demonology, 89. 
91 Roccati, in: Kousoulis (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Demonology, 96. 
92 Baines, in: Pongratz-Leisten (ed.), Reconsidering the Concept of Revolutionary Monotheism, 68. 
93 Baines, in: Pongratz-Leisten (ed.), Reconsidering the Concept of Revolutionary Monotheism, 67-68. 
94 Lexa, Papyrus Insinger I, 76 (24.6); the translation here is after Lichtheim, Literature III, 204 (24.6), 
95 Baines, in: Porter (ed.), One God or Many?, 48. 
96 Hornung, conceptions of God, 231-232 
97 Hornung, conceptions of God, 232. 
98 Baines, GM 67 (1983). 
99 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 33. 
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In the text accompanying the figures at the end of the upper register of the Fifth Hour of 

the Book of Amduat where the nmtyw figures identified as nTrw are represented, it is said: 

Dd-mdw in Hm n nTr pn aA Spoken words by the Person of this great god.100 

 

In the Eighth Hour of Amduat, the sun god addresses the nine Sms-signs and the 

accompanying text identifies the former as nTr-aA: 

Dwi nTr pn aA r=sn This great god calls upon them.101 

 
Also, in the Third Division of the Book of Caverns, it is said: 

 

And it is also said about the enemies of the sun god that they do not see the illumination of 

the nTr-aA: 

iwty(w) mAA=sn HDwt  The ones who do not see the illumination of this  

nTr pn aA great god.103 

In the Second Hour of the Book of Gates, Atum ritualises (sAx) the nTr-aA: 

irt tmw n Ra What Atum does for Re: 

sAxt nTr aA dwA bA=f Ritualizing the great god. Praising his ba.104 

 

Finally, in the Book of Earth, the nTr-aA commands the evil of the enemies. The related text 

reads: 

nTr aA wD (=f) Dwwt=sn The great god, (he) commands (?) their evil.105 

 

In Egyptian there were no grammatical categories of comparative and superlative. 

Therefore, Hornung suggested a translation of nTr-aA as ‘greatest god’ without excluding 

‘great’ as a potential meaning of the term.106 ‘Greatest’, however, is not an appropriate use in 

Egyptian taking into consideration that ‘greatest’ in western language refer strictly to ‘one’. 

The translation of nTr-aA as ‘great’ rather than ‘greatest’ seems to be plausible. Even if nTr-aA is 

used to refer to Re and Osiris, the translation ‘great’ is still more conceiving than ‘greatest’.107  

                                                      
100 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 81. 
101 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 144. 
102 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XXXV. 
103 Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), XXXVII. 
104 Hornung, Pforten I, 36. (R VI version). 
105 Piankoff, Création, pl.XIX. 
106 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 181-186. 
107 Baines, GM 67 (1983), 16.  

iw nTr aA mdw=f n=f  This great god speaks to him.102 
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nTr-aA was an epithet used to identify the sun god as well as Osiris.108 It does not apply to 

all figures even those identified as nTr. Thus, the ‘demons’, in Baines’ words, who obviously 

follow a major god and the crew of the sun bark in the Book of Amduat where the sun god 

receives the whole attention are not identified with the epithet nTr-aA. Neither were the youthful 

gods in the triads identified with the epithet nTr-aA.109 The hierarchy distinguished by the use 

of nTr-aA and nTr therefore is a native classification introduced by the Egyptians themselves. 

Therefore, on the basis of the epithets used, a general hierarchy can be outlined; great god (nTr-

aA) and gods (nTrw); an opposition between a ‘great’ and a minor,110 one and the rest.111 

 

  

                                                      
108 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 186; Baines, GM 67 (1983) 13-28. Also, the epithet nTr wr existed and had a dictionary meaning 

similar to nTr-aA.  
109 Baines, in: Porter (ed.), One God or Many?, 38. 
110 Baines, GM 67 (1983), 18. 
111 Baines, in: Porter (ed.), One God or Many?, 38. 
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5.3. Subordination to other gods: 

Under appendix 3, the actions done by the figures of the study have been listed.112 The 

actions could be said to be done for Re or Osiris. Besides, some examples exist to prove that 

some of these figures could be linguistically associated with a god. The table below illustrates 

certain deities who are associated with Re, Horus or other deities. In the Book of Gates, the 

Council-who-repel-Apophis is designated as psDt-Ra. Also in the Book of Gates, the nine 

deities standing on the fire-spitting snake are said to be msw-Hr “Children-of-Horus” In the 

Book of Amduat, the nine Sms-signs are identified as isyw-Ra “Ancient-ones-of-Re.” More 

clearly in terms of subordination to gods, however, is the group of gods in the Book of Caverns 

identified as xAtyw. They and their actions are associated with a number of gods which 

illustrate that the xAtyw were subordinate to other gods.113 Kurth classifies the xAtyw as an 

earmarked group of sub-forces.114   

Essentially, however, xAtyw were subordinated by Sekhmet.115 In medical papyri, in order 

to avoid the potential harm of the xAtyw, their mistress, Sekhmet, was invoked.116 Also, in 

Section VIII of the Papyrus Edwin Smith, the recipient identified himself with Horus son of 

Sekhmet and Mahes son of Bastet. Both Horus and Mahes were said to have control over the 

emissaries sent by their mothers.117 In the Litany of Re, it is said: nHm=k wi m xAtyw=k spd 

nmw snfyw Sdyw HAtyw iTyw (sn) r Hrywt=sn nn ir=sn xt=sn r=i nn di=sn wi r Hrywt=sn Hr ntt 

ink Ra “You shall save me from your xAtyw with sharp knives, the bloody ones who tear out 

the hearts (and) seize (them) at their cauldrons. They shall not perform their things against me. 

They shall not place me into their cauldrons for I am Re.”118 xAtyw are also associated with 

Osiris where they were said to be in his slaughterhouse in the tomb of Ramesses IX.119 The 

xAtyw are also envisaged as being subordinate to the sun god. In the Bremner-Rhind papyrus, 

the arch-enemy of the sun god is delivered to the hands of the “xAtyw of Re.”120 Re also is able 

to ward off the power of beings including xAtyw.121 Finally, xAtyw were mastered by Tutu who, 

at Esna, is identified as “Master-of-xAtyw-of-Sekhmet.”122 

  

                                                      
112 See appendix 3, under “Actions.” 
113 Schipper, in: Reiterer, Nicklas and Schöpflin (eds.), Angels: The Concept of celestial beings, 9. 
114 Kurth, in: Lange, Lichtenberger and Römheld (eds.), Die Dämonen, 49. 
115 Meuer, Fiende des Konig, 76. See also the discussion of the figure HnTyt (2.7.1) in the Third Chapter where the HnTyw-beings 

are said to be subordinate to the goddess Mentyt. 
116 Breasted, Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, 484. 
117 Breasted, Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, 477. 
118 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 146-147. 
119 Guilmant, MIFAO 15 (1907), pl.LVII-LVIII. 
120 Faulkner, Bremner-Rhind Papyrus, 75 (col. 75/29.22); Faulkner, JEA 24 (1938), 42. 
121 Allen, JNES 8 (1949), 351-352. 
122 Esna 107, 490, 622, the translation here is after Kaper, Tutu, 235, 239-240. 
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Subordination to major deities: 

 Figures Cross-reference Term 

1 DADAt-xsft-aApp 2.5.1. psDt-Ra 

2 nTrw-Hrw-xty 4.5.3. (Sons-of-Horus) 

msw=i sA(w) oAbw=f “My (Horus) who protect 

his windings.” 

3 Nine Sms-signs 2.2. isyw-Ra 

4 xAtyw 4.7.1. Various 
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5.4. Spatial aspect; question of spatial limitation: 

Under appendix 4, Locations, the places where the studied beings have been listed. These 

places are: cavern (orrt), Place-of-Destruction (Htmyt), slaughterhouse (of Re) (nmt), 

countryside (sxt), mound (iAt), stakes of Geb (wsrwt gb), traps (HAdw), sandbank (Ts), East of 

the sky (iAbt pt) and the Netherworld (dwAt). Other beings, however, as, for example, DADAt-

xsft-aApp (2.5.1) and nTrw-Hrw-xty (4.5.3.), were left without the location where they existed 

being identified. 

An adverbial sentence structured with nominal subject (participant 1) followed by an 

adverbial predicate (participant 2) is frequently used to state where these figures were.123 ‘m’ 

“in” is the preposition which is often used to define the location of these figures. By means of 

comparison between the prepositions m and Hr, which is used with the sun god, the meaning 

of the former is made clear. The sun god is said to pass by the figures he addresses (app=f 

Hr=sn). 124  Thus, Hr, whose basic meaning is “location on the surface of something”, 125  

expresses an “essive case” which means that A is in the region of B. m, however, refers to 

location,126 which in turn expresses a statement of situation. m expresses an “inessive case.” 

That is to say A is inside B.127   

Examples in the Book of Amduat include, for example, the beings depicted in the upper 

register of the Third Hour, who are said to exist in the Netherworld (wnn=sn m sxr pn m dwAt). 

In the Fifth Hour, the eight nmtyw deities are in the Netherworld: (ntsn aHaw Hr ont mwtw m 

dwAt) Also, the beings punishing Apophis in the Seventh Hour (2.1) who in his (Apophis) 

sandbank which is are said to be in the Netherworld: wnn=f m sxr pn m Ts=f imy dwAt.128 

Besides, the four knife-brandishing goddesses who punish Apophis in this hour are said to do 

this punishment in the Netherworld: (nik=sn aApp ra nb m dwAt).129  

In the Twelfth Hour, the nine oar-wielding figures repel Apophis in the East of the Sky 

(ntsn xsf aApp m iAbt pt).130 In one case in the Book of Amduat, however, an essive case is used.  

In the Eighth Hour of Amduat, it is said about the nine Sms-signs: irrt=sn pw rdit dsw m xftyw 

Ra r-hAw niwt tn “What they do: is to place the knives in the enemies of Re in the neighborhood 

of their town.”131 

 

                                                      
123 Garcia Zamacona, ZÄS 137 (2010), 13. 
124 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 47. 
125 Allen, Grammar of the Pyramid Texts, 65. 
126 Allen, Grammar of the Pyramid Texts, 61. 
127 Garcia Zamacona, ZÄS 137 (2010), 13.  
128 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 124. 
129 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 126. 
130 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 203. 
131 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 144. 
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The Lords-of-Provision in the Book of the Gates exist in a cavern which closed on them 

after the sun god passed by them: xtm orrt=sn Hr=sn “their cavern is closed upon them.”132 

Also, verbs that express motion could be occasionally used in the Book of Gates. For example, 

the beings punishing Apophis in the Tenth Hour (2.3) are said to retreat (Hmm) and traverse 

(api): Hmm=sn r aryt nt Axty, api=sn xr=f r Hrt “(then) they retreat to the gate of the Horizon, 

and they traverse before him to the sky.”133 In the Book of Caverns, the sAw-tA snake “Sons-

of-the-Earth” (4.6.1) are defined as the doorkeepers of the Place-of-Destruction (iryw-aAw n 

Htmyt). 

The spatial relationship between these deities and the places in which they exist might, at 

first glance, agree with the criteria suggested by Lucarelli to distinguish between gods and 

‘demons’. In one aspect, Lucarelli argues that ‘demons’, as the door guardians of the Book of 

the Dead, are restricted to the place they guard as well as the scope of their effect.134 This is 

problematic. First, one might wonder if Osiris, ruler of the Netherworld, would thus be 

identified as a ‘demon’. Second, no extant text associated with the studied figure explicitly 

says they did not leave the place in which they existed. In the Book of Amduat, the Fourth 

Hour has a representation of a snake identified as imn “Hidden-one.” This serpent, who existed 

in at the entrance of the mysterious way to Imhet, did not leave the area in which he existed 

in.135  

Besides, the relationship between gods and places is evident in the Egyptian thought. 

Essentially, Egyptian deities were thought to have authority on a town, nome, or an area of the 

world. Outside their cult centers, their potency decreased in proportion to the remoteness from 

these cult centers.136 Only few deities in ancient Egypt, as Re and Osiris for example, were 

honored outside their cult centers.137 This is evident, for example, in the concept of a city god 

(nTr-niwty) which was an ancient component in the religion of ancient Egypt. 138  Thus, 

Egyptian cities were associated with the names of certain gods. For example, Thebes, 

Hermopolis, and Memphis were identified by the Egyptians as “city of Amun”, “city of 

Thoth”, and “city of Ptah.”139 The limitation of gods’ spatial control might be evident in a New 

Kingdom cosmological text, the Book of Nut, in which a relevant part reads: “The distant 

region of the sky is in total darkness. Its limits (Dr) to south, north, west and are not known. 

These (cardinal points) are fixed in the primeval waters as ‘weary ones.’… Its land is not 

known … by the gods and spirts. There is no light there at all, (and) it stretches under every 

                                                      
132 Hornung, Pforten I, 80-85. 
133 Hornung, Pforten I, 343. 
134 Lucarelli, BMSAES 15 (2010), 86. See also the discussion of the section (4.6.1). 
135 Hornung, Text zum Amduat I, 378-379; see also the discussion of the figure imnw (2.2.2). 
136 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 166. 
137 Krauss, BACE 11 (2000), 96. 
138 Assmann, Search for God, 27; Dunand and Zivie-Coche, Gods and Men, 28. 
139 Assmann, Search for God, 19. 
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place.”140 In Papyrus Leiden I 350 IV, one reads: “His ba, it is said, is the one who is in heaven, 

it is he, the one who is in the Netherworld, who rules the east, his ba is in the heaven, his body 

in the west, his image is in the southern Heliopolis and wears his diadem.”141 

To sum up, the studied figures might seem at the first glance to be restricted to the places 

in which they were represented. This does not necessarily mean that they could be identified 

as ‘demons’ since the restriction of deities in the Egyptian thought to specific places is attested 

as, for example, in the case of Osiris.  

  

                                                      
140 Pap. Carlsberg I, 2, 20-31, the translation here is after Hornung, Conceptions of God, 168. On his comment on this text, 

Hornung argues that boundaries of the created world included the Netherworld. He refers to the places where the enemies were 

punished and concluded that “the sun god does not approach during his nightly journey, and which are never illuminated by a 
ray of light nor penetrated by the voice of the creator god.” However, not seeing (mAA) the sun god nor hearing (sDm) his voice 

should not be taken as a spatial limitation of the sun god. Rather, as could be concluded from the texts, it is the enemies who 

neither see (nn mAA) the sun god nor hear (nn sDm) his voice. By means of the latter beings in the afterlife live. For example, in 
the Second Hour of Amduat a relevant about the deities depicted in the lower register reads: sro Htwt=sn Dwi=f sn “Their throats 

breathe when he calls upon them.” On the various qualities of a deity worshipped in a particular place, see Baines, in: Porter 

(ed.), One God or Many?, 29. 
141 The translation here is after Assmann, Solar Religion, 141. 
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5.5. Epithets: 

The figures included in this study are each identified with an epithet that denotes either a 

theology, physical aspect, or a function of its holder. 142  Epithets, held individually or 

collectively do not only identify the divine beings, but also, as a feature of the Egyptian 

religion, form an indispensable part of the beings’ personalities.143 The epithets of the figures 

included in this study are never preceded with definite articles.144 On a minor scale, however, 

demonstrative articles could be used as, for example, in the case of pf (3.2.19; 3.3.8) and tn 

(3.8.1; 3.8.2).  

Another feature of the divine epithets in the Egyptian religion that one finds in the corpus 

of this study is the existence of the ‘female doublets’. Female doublets are differentiated from 

the masculine epithets by the addition of the feminine ending (t).145 In Egyptian theology, the 

epitome of the female doublets include the four pairs of the primeval deities.146 Besides, Re, 

in the New Kingdom, has had a female consort whose name was the female doublet of his; 

Raet (or Raet-of-the-Two-Lands).147 The table below illustrates the female doublets attested 

in the corpus of this study. In front of each female epithet there is, when possible and being 

confined to the epithets of the study only, the masculine epithet:  

 Female Epithet Cross-reference Masculine Epithet Cross-reference 

1 dmDt 2.1.5. dmDw 4.2.11. 

2 Htmyt 2.1.6. None. 

3 Dnyt 2.4.8. None. 

4 HnTyt 3.8.1. None. 

5 sAywt 2.6.3. sAyw 2.3.2. 

6 Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-

imyw=f 

3.7.2. None. 

 

7 Htmyt-tn 3.9.1; 3.9.2. None. 

8 bAyt 3.9.5. None. 

9 bnfyt 3.9.6. None. 

10 spsyt 3.9.4. spsy 3.9.3. 

                                                      
142 See appendix 1 under, the “Content of the Names.” 
143 Dunand and Zivie-Coche, Gods and Men, 24. The name of a deity could also be a danger for him or her. A perfect example is 

the Tale of the Secret Name of Re in which Isis used her magical power to know the secret name of the aged deity Re. See, 

Roccati, Magica Taurinensia, 136-144 and 165-167 for translation. The need to know the names of these figures was also 

important for the living. The accompanying text of the upper register in the Third Hour of Amduat stresses the importance of 
knowing the names of its inhabitants for a living person: iw wdn.t(w) n=sn tp tA m rnw=sn iw Ax n s tp tA Ss mAa HH n sp “They 

are offered to them upon earth in their names. (It) is useful for a man upon earth. A matter true a million times.” Hornung, Das 

Amduat I, 24-25; see section (3.2). 
144 As in the case of the term nTr discussed above.   
145 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 83; Dunand and Zivie-Coche, Gods and Men, 25. 
146 Sethe, Amun und die acht Urgötter von Hermopolis. 
147 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 83-84. 
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11 Nikyt 2.1.7. nikw 4.1.2. 

12 intt  3.2.6. inity 3.2.5. 

13 rmyt  3.2.20. None. 

14 mAtyt 3.2.21. None. 

15 iAkbyt 3.2.22. None. 

16 HAyt 3.2.22. None. 

17 AXbyt 3.1.15. None. 

 

5.5.1. Adjectives: 

Adjectives also constitute parts of the epithet of some of the figures in this study. Some 

epithets mirror the daily life of the Egyptians whose language had few adjectives. Thus, to 

describe their world, the Egyptians used nouns and the description would have the form of “an 

expression of identity.”148     

 Epithet Cross-reference 

1 aA-Hsow 3.11.2 

2 Saty 3.11.4. 

3 nmtyw 3.3. 

4 rnpty 3.1.5. 

5 mAxy  3.1.6. 

6 Axy 3.1.12. 

7 HD-a 3.1.20. 

8 Xaw-a 2.3.12. 

9 mnxty 4.2.4. 

 

5.5.2. The epithets categories: 

The epithets under study vary and do not constitute a single category. Like epithets of many 

Egyptian deities, a categorisation of these epithets is possible. Kuhlmann defines three main 

domains to categorise the divine epithets; nature and function; iconography; provenance and 

local worship.149 Similarly, the epithets of the supernatural beings in the funerary sphere could 

be categorised according to their meaning into groups which express either actions they do or 

physical characteristics.150 For example, the guardians of the doors in the Book of the Dead 

                                                      
148 Englund, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, 21. 
149 Kuhlmann, LÄ II, 683. An example of the ‘geographical’ epithets is that of Nekhbet “She-of-Nekheb”, modern el-Kab, see 

Wilkinson, Complete Gods and Goddesses, 213. While an epitome example of the gods whose epithets denote a function is 

Maat, a goddess who personified justice and order, see Hornung, Conceptions of God, 74-83; Dunand and Zivie-Coche, Gods 

and Men, 25. 
150 Roccati, in: Kousoulis (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Demonology, 94. 
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bear epithets that indicate parts of their bodies, or certain trait of personality that denote their 

protective, but possibly also vengeance role.151 In this study, there is, on one hand, a group of 

names of the ‘major deities’ as Asir wnn-nfr, Ast, tm, xpri, Sw, gb, Asir, Hr, wpw, Htpwy, Nw. 

These are identified collectively as, for example, the Ennead in the Third Hour of the Book of 

Gates which is designated as DADAt-xsft-aApp. On the other hand, epithets of other figures can, 

as the following table and chart illustrate, be categorised according to the actions they do or 

the objects they refer to: 

Nature and function:  

 Epithet Translation  Cross-reference 

1 Imnw Hidden-one. 2.2.2. 

2 sStAw-bAw Whose-ba-is-made-secret. 2.2.3. 

3 sxnw-Swwt Whose-shadow-is-brought-to-rest. 2.2.4. 

4 Mtrwy The-precise-one. 2.2.8. 

Epithets categorised according to function: 

 Category Cross-reference 

1 Cooking and Cauldrons 4.3.3; 4.3.8; 4.3.12; 4.9.5. 

2 Killing by cutting 2.1.8; 2.3.8; 3.2.7.3.8.1; 3.11.1; 3.11.2; 3.11.3; 3.11.4; 

4.3.5. 

3 Destruction (Htm) 2.1.6; 2.7.1; 3.3.9; 3.7.2; 3.7.3; 4.2.9; 4.3.11; 4.4.1 

4 Swallowing 3.1.15; 3.1.16; 3.3.4; 4.8.4; 4.8.2; 4.8.3; 3.12.5. 

5 Deputy of gods (sty) 4.2.7 4.2.8. 

6 Totalling (dmD) 2.1.5; 4.2.11; 2.3.11. 

7 Binding 2.3.3. 

8 Repelling 2.3.7; 2.5.1. 

9 Archers and bows 2.3.2; 2.3.4; 2.3.5; 2.3.6; 2.3.9; 2.3.10; 3.2.8. 

10 Weeping and mourning 3.2.20; 3.2.21; 3.2.22; 3.2.22. 

11 Provisions 2.5.2. 

12 Knives 4.3.7; 2.1.4. 

13 The Ennead 3.4.1; 3.4.2; 3.4.3; 3.4.4; 3.4.5; 3.4.6; 3.4.7; 3.4.8; 3.4.9; 

3.4.10. 

14 Associated with the 

seasons and grain 

3.1.1; 3.1.2; 3.1.5; 3.1.6; 3.1.1; 3.1.22 

  

                                                      
151 Lucarelli, BMSAES 15 (2010), 87. As, for example, wnm-HAwt-nt-pHwy=f “He-who-eats-detritus-of-his-rear”, anx-m-fntw “He-

who-lives-on-worms” and xsf-Hr “One-with-repellent-face” in Chapter 144 of the Book of the Dead, see Quirke, Book of the 
Dead, 325. 
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Iconography (physical characteristics, posture, and attributes): 

 Category Cross-reference  

1 Epithets containing body parts and 

their functions 

2.2.9; 3.1.4; 3.1.11; 3.1.21; 3.3.7; 3.3.5; 4.1.1; 

4.2.11; 3.2.4. 

2 Feline 3.7.1. 

3 Cloths 2.4.1; 3.2.2; 3.2.16; 4.2.2; 4.2; 4.2.4; 4.2.5 

4 Associated with light 2.3.12; 3.1.8; 3.1.1; 3.1.12; 3.1.20. 

5 Gestures  3.12.6. 

Associated with localities: 

In this category, figures are associated with places either by the statement that they 

are Hri/t-place as seen in the first two examples and (4.3.6.) in the third example, or by 

using the nisbe-adjective as (3.3) in the third example. In the fourth example, Anubis, 

in the Second Hour of Amduat, is identified as the Lord (nb)-of-the sacred-land:152 

 Category  Cross-reference  

1 Traps 4.3.4; 4.4.; 4.9.1. 

2 Sand 3.2.1; 4.3.10. 

3  Belonging to the slaughterhouse 3.3; 4.3.6. 

4 Lord-of-sacred-land 3.1.14. 

5 Behind stakes (wsrwt) 3.6.2. 

Status and age: 

Status: 

 Category Cross-reference 

1 Strength  3.2.13. 

2 Beauty  3.2.26. 

 

Age: 

 Category Cross-reference 

1 Youth 3.1.9; 3.2.14. 

2 HkA-smsw 2.1.1. 

 

Hierarchy: 

 Category Cross-reference  

1 nb-r-Dr 2.2.5. 

2 nb-pat 4.2.10. 

3 wr-HkAw 3.2.11. 

 

                                                      
152 Kurth differentiates between the two epithets Hri-place and nb-place that while the former refers to a deity who receives a cult 

as a guest, the latter identifies the main god of the place, see Kurth, Die Dekoration der Säulen im Pronaos des Tempels von 
Edfu, 182-183.  
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Fig, 98. Distribution of the Epithets of the studied figures 

5.5.3. One god and many names: question of polyonymy:  

In Egyptian religion, it is a common feature that one deity might be identified with multiple 

names.153 Litanies to deities, as Osiris for example, invoke him “in all his names” (n Asir m 

rnw=f nb).154 Also, the epithet aSA-rnw “He-of-many-names” is associated with Osiris.155  In 

addition, when a ritualist invoked a deity, he said that he would invoke him in all his names. 

Such enumeration includes aspects of the deity; physical, theological or even spatial.156 In the 

Book of the Dead, Chapter 142, entitled rx rnw Asir m iswt=f nbt “knowing the names of Osiris 

in all his places”157 lists a number of epithets which identify Osiris as Asir wn-nfr Asir anxy Asir 

nb-anx Asir nb-r-Dr “Osiris Wennefer, Osiris-of-life, Osiris, Lord-of-life, Osiris, Lord-of-

all.”158 In an Eighteenth Dynasty hymn, the god was invoked as the one who has many names: 

“King of the gods with many names.”159 Also, Amun, as an individual transcendent deity, was 

invoked in magical texts, under numerous names, from the Ramesside Period until the time of 

the Greek Magical Papyri.160 Thus, besides his basic name, a deity might be identified with 

further epithets which could be a capacity or a physical aspect that may be reflected in the 

god’s iconography.161 For example, to the epithet Amon-Re, the name of Onuris, who destroys 

the cosmic enemies, is added.162 In addition, a theological reality could be obtained by means 

of such combination. For example, the triple epithet Khepri-Re-Atum expressed the triple 

aspect of the sun god in his three phases.163  

                                                      
153 Dunand and Zivie-Coche, Gods and Men, 26-27. 
154 Faulkner, JEA 40 (1954), 34-39. 
155 ÄHG, no. 213; see also Lichtheim, Literature II, 81 where a stela dating to the Eighteenth Dynasty is concerned with a hymn 

to Osiris. This hymn deals with the myth of Osiris and begins with an invocation to Osiris as “Lord-of-eternity, of many names, 
of holy forms.” On contrary, not having a name led eventually to non-existence like the cosmic enemy who was identified as 

iwty rn=f “The-one-whose-name-does-not-exist”, see LGG I, 162a. 
156 Meeks, in: Quertinmont (ed.), Dieux, 120. 
157 Budge, Book of the Dead, 322. 
158 Budge, Book of the Dead, 323. 
159 ÄHG, no. 213, line 2. 
160 Assmann, Search for God, 13. 
161 Meeks, in: Quertinmont (ed.), Dieux, 120. 
162 Meeks, in: Quertinmont (ed.), Dieux, 120. 
163 Dunand and Zivie-Coche, Gods and Men, 27. 
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The sun god has been worshipped under many epithets since the Old Kingdom. Re, through 

these epithets, was introduced as the creator who sustained all the creatures. Hornung argues 

that the nTr in the Instruction for Merikare who created and sustained the human,164 is the sun 

god.165 In the maxims of Ani, after he has instructed how to behave before the god, a sentence 

elaborates on what is meant with ‘god’ reading: “God of this earth is the sun in the sky, while 

his images are on the earth.”166  

In the New Kingdom, the conception that a god could manifest himself in other gods is 

evident in the theology. The best example is the Litany of Re in which invocations to the sun 

god are made in “all his forms.”167 In many hymns, the deities invoked are seen as forms of 

the one creator god.168  

Within the corpus of this study, a number of epithets were used to identify the sun god.169 

Some of these were derived from the Litany of Re as: 

 Epithet Occurrence in the Litany of Re 

1 nHi “He-who-prays” Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 80 and 274. 

2 dbA170 “” Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 40 and 268. 

3 imnw Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 59. 

4 dwAty Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 63, 97, 132, 142 and 181. 

5 dmD Hornung, Sonnenlitanei I, 1, 122, 179, 180 and 239. 

 

Others, though not mentioned in the Litany of Re, express theological aspects of the sun 

god as: 

 Epithet Cross-reference 

1 sStAw-bAw 2.2.3. 

2 sxnw-Swwt 2.2.4. 

3 mTnw 2.2.7. 

4 mtrwy 2.2.8. 

5 sDmw 2.2.9. 

6 imnw-a 4.2.11. 

7 Tsw 2.3.11. 

8 xa-a 2.3.12. 

                                                      
164 Lichtheim, Literature II, 106.  
165 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 54. 
166 Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature II, 141. 
167 Hornung, Sonnenlitanei.  
168 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 55-56.  
169 Although it can be argued that these epithets were also held by other deities, the discussion in the previous chapters has dealt 

with how these epithets were used to identify Re. 
170 Written dbAty in the Litany. 
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Others that express his superiority also occur:  

 Epithet Cross-Reference 

1 nb-r-Dr 2.2.5. 

2 oA-SfSft 2.4.2. 

3 nb-pat 4.2.10. 

 

Finally, the sun god took many forms which would posit that the epithets held by these 

figures identify the sun god: 

 Epithet Cross-Reference 

1 Miwty 3.7.1. 

2 snDw-n=f-imntyw 3.3.2. 

 

5.5.4. Personifications (Names and Epithets that denote function of the bearer): 

Under appendix 1, entitled ‘Content of the Name’, it is noticed that some of the punishing 

figures in the Netherworld were identified with epithets that express a function or role they 

did. Examples of these figure include a male figure identified as wa-im-sdbyw “one-among-

the-guilty-ones.” Another, in the Book of Earth is designated Awy-n-aApp “Extender-of-

Apophis”, bsAw “He-who-protects”, Hryt-sfw=s “she-who-is-upon-his-knives”, Hri-dsw=f 

“He-who-is-upon-his-knives”, Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-imyw=f.  

 

 Epithet Cross-reference 

1 sAA-xftyw-Asir 4.8.1. 

2 Awy-n-aApp 2.7.2. 

3 bsAw 3.1.23. 

4 Hryt-sfw=s 4.3.7. 

5 Hri-dsw=f 2.1.4. 

6 Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-imyw=f 3.7.2. 
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5.5.5. Animal names: 

As the table below shows, within the corpus of this study, twenty-four figures are 

represented with animal attributes. These epithets might also represent a physical aspect of the 

bearer or his/her iconography. 171 These epithets, apart from that of miwty, do not express the 

animal form held by the figures.172 Rather, they might either refer to a function the bearer does 

or denote a theological association.  

The association between deities in animal form and their epithets: 

 The figure Translation Iconography 
Cross-

reference 

1 miwty  He-of-the-Cat Cat-headed figure. 3.7.1. 

2 amw-aA  Swallower-of-the-donkey Bull-headed figure. 3.1.16. 

3 (m)st  Staff 
Short-horned bull-headed 

figure. 
3.3.3. 

4 amw  Swallower 
Long-horned bull-headed 

figure. 
3.3.4. 

5 Htm-bA=f  He-who-destroys-his-ba. Two ram-headed figures. 2.7.1. 

6 bA-pf-iry-mtw  
That-ba-which-belongs-to-

the-dead 
Black ram-headed figure. 3.3.8. 

7 Awy-n-aApp  Extender-of-Apep Ram-headed figure. 2.7.2. 

8 xty The-fiery-snake Fire-spitting snake. 4.5.2. 

9 sAw-tA (HfAw) Sons-of-the-earth Three coiled snakes. 4.6.1. 

10 ns-m-irt=f  
He-who-burns-with-his-

eye 

Fire-spitting snake 

standing on its tail. 
2.4.5. 

11 sti-HHw  He-who-burns-millions 
Fire-spitting snake 

standing on its tail. 
4.3.2. 

12 Hryt-ktwt=s  
She-who-is-upon-her-

cauldrons 
Lion-headed female figure. 4.3.3. 

13 
Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-

imyw=f 

She-who-destroys-what-is-

in-it 
Lion-headed female. 3.7.2. 

14 
snDw n=f imntyw  

 

Whom-the- 

Westerners-fear 
Shrew-headed figure. 3.3.2 

15 Hry-Sa=f  He-who-is-upon-his-sand Baboon. 3.2.1. 

16 sAyw  Those-who-protect Baboons. 2.6.2. 

17 dby-nTr The-divine-clothed-one Seated baboon. 3.2.2. 

                                                      
171 Meeks, in: Quertinmont (ed.), Dieux, Genies et Demons, 120.  
172 Only few deities in the Egyptian religion have epithets that could be interpreted as animal names. These include, for example, 

the hare deity, Wenut of the Hermopolitan nome. More clearly associated with animal names is Kherty, the ichneumon deity. 

Other deities, however, bore epithets that reflect animal feature such as the lioness Pakhet “She-who-tears-apart.” See Hornung, 
Conceptions of God, 83. 
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18 nhAy Nehay Crocodile-headed figure. 2.4.3. 

19 nhA-xrw  Terrible-of-voice Crocodile-headed figure. 3.2.4. 

20 nHi  He-who-prays(?) A double-headed figure. 2.4.4. 

21 nb-tA-Dsr  Lord-of-the-sacred-land Jackal-headed figure. 3.1.14. 

22 bAyt  Bait 
Jackal-headed female 

figure. 
3.9.5. 

23 bnfyt  Benfit 
Jackal-headed female 

figure. 
3.9.6. 
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5.6. Iconography and attributes of the studied figures:  

Each culture determines the forms its major gods or divine entities take. These forms are, 

however, described in a way similar to that of the man.173 Both in literary as well as religious 

textual records, deities are envisaged to have human characteristics where they speak, hear and 

think.174 Iconographically, the forms taken by the deities in ancient Egypt were numerous. 

These range from human form as, for example, Amun and Ptah, to animal or animal-headed 

deities as, for example, the jackal-headed Anubis and the crocodile-headed Sobek. 

These forms, whether adopted by major or minor deities, do not differ significantly where 

both could be represented, besides the human form, in animal or hybrid form. Classification 

according to iconography is perhaps a convenient research method.175 Under appendix, no.2 

the iconography, I demonstrate the various forms adopted by the studied figures. These include 

serpentine forms, felines, canines, crocodiles, bulls, shrews, birds, ram-headed, leonine and, 

the vast majority, human forms, eighty represented in a human form completely and other 

fifteen are represented in mummiform. The attributes they carry also vary and include, for 

example, ankh-sign, was-sceptre, wands, and, more frequently, knives.  

One, however, should take into consideration the unavoidable mixing of both negative and 

positive characteristics held by a single divine being.176 In the Book of Amduat, iconography, 

rather than the epithet, of a number of deities does not necessarily denote their punishing roles. 

These include: 

 

 
Figure Translation Iconography Action 

Cross-

reference 

1 wpw-trw  
“Opener-of-the-

seasons” 

Represented in human 

form holding the 

hieroglyph for season. 

sAm “burn” 3.1.1. 

2 ir(y)-trw  
“He-who-belongs-

to-the-seasons” 

Represented in human 

form holding the 

hieroglyph for season. 

sAm “burn” 3.1.2. 

3 fAi “Bearer” 

Represented in human 

form and holding the 

hieroglyph for season. 

sAm “burn” 3.2.3.177 

                                                      
173 Silverman, in: Shafer (ed.), Religion in Ancient Egypt, 19. 
174 Silverman, in: Shafer (ed.), Religion in Ancient Egypt, 15. 
175 Fischer, in: Farkas, Harper, and Harrison (eds.), Monsters and Demons, 13-26. 
176 Kousoulis, in Kousoulis (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Demonology, XII. 
177 The fourth member of this group is depicted in human form as well but the sign for seasons is replaced with a knife, see figure 

(3.1.4).  
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4 rnpty  
“He-who-belongs-

to-the-year” 

Represented in human 

form and holding a long 

sign for the year.  

sAm “burn” 3.1.5. 

5 mAxy  “He-of-the-sheaf” 

Represented in human 

form and holding a long 

sign for the year.  

sAm “burn” 3.1.6. 

6 nHi  “He-who-prays” 

Represented in human 

form and holding a long 

sign for the year.  

sAm “burn” 3.1.7. 

7 HDDwty 
“He-who-belongs-

to-the-light” 

Represented in a human 

form and holding a star. 
sAm “burn” 3.1.8. 

8 Hwn-wr  “Great-youth” 
Represented in a human 

form and holding a star. 
sAm “burn” 3.1.9. 

9 HD-wr  “Great-white-one” 
Represented in a human 

form and holding a star. 
sAm “burn” 3.1.10. 

10 

Hrwy=fy-

awy=fy-m-

Xnw=f 

One-who-has-two-

faces-and-two-arms 

inside-him” 

Represented in a human 

form and holding a star. 
sAm “burn” 3.1.11. 

11 Axy  “Shining-one” 
Represented in a human 

form and holding a star. 
sAm “burn” 3.1.12. 

12 npn  “The Grain” 

Represented in a human 

form and holding an ear 

of grain. 

sAm “burn” 3.1.18. 

13 abA  “abA-Sceptre” 

Represented in a human 

form and holding an ear 

of grain. 

sAm “burn” 3.1.19. 

14 HD-a  
“He-of-the-shining-

arm”   

Represented in a human 

form and holding an ear 

of grain. 

sAm “burn” 3.1.20. 

15 tpy  “He-of-the-head” 

Represented in a human 

form and with two ears 

of grain on his head. 

sAm “burn” 3.1.21. 

16 npri  “Neper” 

Represented in a human 

form and with two ears 

of grain on his head. 

sAm “burn” 3.1.22. 

17 bsAw  “He-who-protects” 

Represented in a human 

form and with two ears 

of grain on his head. 

sAm “burn” 3.1.23. 
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5.6.1. Polymorphism: 

Polymorphism, figures’ multiplicity of forms perhaps pertains to the composite hieroglyph 

style of representation itself which was used similarly to depict gods.178 The polymorphic 

images of both major and minor deities increased in both ritual and magical contexts that 

related to the temple. Starting from the first millennium BCE, polymorphic figures increased 

as, for example, aSA-Hrw “He-with-many-faces” who was attested in the textual record since 

the Middle Kingdom, gained a noticeable popularity during the late as well as the Graeco-

Roman Periods.179 

Multi-headed figures are not a common feature among the studied figures. In the Book of 

Amduat, there is a representation of the double-headed figure nHi (2.4.4) and Hrwy=fy-awy=fy-

m-Xnw=f (3.1.11). Also, in the Second Hour of the Amduat as well, there is a representation 

of double-headed figure in the Tenth Hour of the Book of Gates, a variant of the scene which 

represents the figures repelling Apophis is depicted as double-bird headed. 

5.6.2. Iconography as a means of categorisation:   

Textually, as discussed above, a categorisation of major and minor deities by means of the 

epithet nTr-aA “Great God” is possible.180 Whether or not the same is true about iconography is 

controversial.181 Iconographically, focus might be placed on major deities of pantheon.182 

Thus, numerous wooden stelae of high rank individuals, that were used at funerals and then 

placed in the tombs, represent the deceased before a single deity, mainly the sun god.183 The 

most important god was depicted bearing the power and life symbols (was-sceptre and anx-

sign) as, for example, Horus in the Ninth and the Eleventh Hours of the Book of Amduat, and 

Atum in the Third Hour of the Book of Gates. Minor deities in the corpus of this study could 

be represented in the same manner. For example, the deity Hry wHAwt=f (4.3.11) represented 

on the lower register of the Eleventh Hour of the Book of Amduat bearing the ankh-sign and 

the was-scepter. Also, the deity nbw-nTrw in the Seventh Hour of the Book of Gates is depicted 

in such a way.  

The figure’s iconography does not, therefore, seem to be sufficient in identifying either his 

role or his status. This is a feature of Egyptian religious iconography. For example, the votive 

offerings from Deir el-Medinah, including stele, sketches and sculptures, which were 

presented to either Renuentet or Meretseger in snake form, were also presented to Renuntet-

Meretseger in their combined from. 184  In addition, an enigmatic falcon preserved in the 

                                                      
178 Lucarelli, JANER 11 (2011), 112; Hornung, in: Uehlinger (ed.), Images as Media, 1-20. 
179 Lucarelli, JANER 11 (2011), 113. 
180 Baines, GM 67 (1983), 22. 
181 See Frandsen, in: Kousoulis (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Demonology, 60. 
182 Baines, in: Pongratz-Leisten (ed.), Reconsidering the concept of revolutionary monotheism, 79. 
183 Baines, in: Pongratz-Leisten (ed.), Reconsidering the Concept of Revolutionary Monotheism, 79 especially fig. 12 which is the 

stela of Djedamuniu(es)ankh where the deceased is depicted in front of Re-Harakhte and a landscape of the tomb below.  
184 Szapkowska, in: Kousoulis (ed.), Ancient Egyptian Demonology, 73. 
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Brooklyn Museum does not have any archaeological context or inscription.185 But the form of 

this falcon and later parallels allow to identify the association of this flacon with oracles. 

Therefore, as Silverman argues, the written contexts and archaeological settings should not be 

the only ways to underline the religious importance of objects.186    

 

Fig, 99. Iconography of the studied figures 

 

 

  

                                                      
185 The Nodding Falcon of the Guennol Collection at the Brooklyn Museum, Silverman, in: Shafer (ed.), Religion in Ancient 

Egypt, 10. 
186 Silverman, in: Shafer (ed.), Religion in ancient Egypt, 10. 
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5.7. Modes of interaction with the living 

5.7.1. Concluding Texts and cult 

Introduction and body of evidence: 

In the previous three chapters, it has been discussed in some detail the ways how enemies 

(xftyw) and rebels (sbiw) were punished in the hereafter. Since the time of the Pyramid Texts, 

however, the textual record shows that an individual could protect himself against the 

punishment of the underworld entities. Some Pyramid Texts spells demonstrate the desire of 

the deceased to be protected against many dangers and gods who may hinder his way. For 

example, a Pyramid Text utterance reads: “O Horus, take me with you, living and enduring; 

O Horus, do not leave me boatless. I have come to you, my father, I have come to you, O Geb; 

may you give me your hand, so that I may ascend to the sky to my mother Nut.”187 Gods could 

also have been threatened by the deceased which can be envisaged, in Hornung’s words, as “a 

new and surprising variant in the relationship between god and man.188  

Within the corpus of this study, in Book of Gates and Book of Amduat, man could pass by 

certain entities and their punishment safely by either acquiring knowledge (rx) of these beings 

or making offerings (wdn/Awt/Htpw) to them. To start with Amduat, the introductory text of 

the Second Hour of Amduat ends with the statement which illustrates that the figures depicted 

in this hours are offered to on earth: 

iw wdn.t(w) n=sn tp tA m  They are offered to upon earth in  

rnw=sn their names. 

iw Ax n s tp tA Ss mAa (It) is useful for a man upon earth. A matter true  

HH n sp a million times.189 

Also in the Book of Amduat, the text introducing the Fifth Hour of Amduat shows that the 

figures represented in this hour that they are offered to on earth:  

iw wdn.t(w) n=sn tp tA They are offered to upon earth.190 

 

In the Seventh Hour of Amduat, the magic of Isis and Eldest Magician (2.4.1; 2.4.2), used 

to repel Apophis in the Netherworld, could also have been performed on earth. Then it is said 

that the one who does it on earth would be one among the crew of the sun bark. Besides, the 

texts stresses that only few (anD) know this image (sSm):  

                                                      
187 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 172. 
188 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 205-206; Eyre, in: Poo (ed.), Rethinking, 38. 
189 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 24-25. ‘A matter true a million times’ is usually found in medical and ritual texts as, for example, 

Book of the Dead, which indicates to an empirical knowledge, see Eyre, in: Poo (ed.), Rethinking, 36.  
190 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 77. In the Short version of Amduat this sentence is changed into iw wdn.t(w) n nn n nTrw tp tA “These 

gods are offered to upon earth.” Short Amduat. line. 112. 
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iw ir.t(w) nn n HkAw Ast HkAw smsw  This magic of Isis and the Eldest-Magician is  

n xsf app Hr ra m imnt  performed to repel Apophis from Re in the West, 

m imnt nt dwAt in the Hidden Chamber of the Netherworld.  

iw ir.t(w) tp tA m mitt  It is done on earth likewise, 

iw irr st m imy wiA n ra  He who does it is the one who is in the bark of Re  

m pt m tA in the sky and in the earth. 

anD rx sSm pn Few are those who know this image, 

 iwty rx=f n xsf  He who does not know it shall not repel  

nHA-Hr “Terrible-of-Face.”191 

The upper register of the Third Hour shows twenty-four figures with different 

iconographies and epithets. These include, for example, a baboon setting on a sand oval, a ram 

with knives attached to his foreleg. The texts say that whoever knows these entities depicted 

in this hour (3.2.1: 3.2.27) would pass by them, would not perish and would not descend into 

their traps: 

iw rx sn m app  The one who knows them is the one who passes  

Hr=sn by them, 

n sbi.n=f n hmhmt=sn  he does not perish because of their roaring,  

n hAi.n=f m HAdw=sn  he does not descend into their traps.192 

In the Fifth Hour of Amduat, knowledge is presented as a necessity for man to pass in peace 

by the female figure (3.3.9) who is depicted in front of the eight figures identified as nmtyw 

“executioners” at the end of the upper register.193 The related text reads:    

anx=s m snf mtw m  She lives on the blood of the dead and on what  

spd(t) n=s nn nTrw these gods supply to her. 

iw rx s(y) m swA Hr=s  He who knows her is the one who passes by her  

m Htp in peace.194 

 

Finally, the Twelfth Hour of Amduat, where the lower register shows the nine oar-wielding 

figures who repel Apophis, ends with a text which emphasises the benefits of doing (ir) the 

offerings to the figures in this hour. It is also elaborated how knowledge is useful for an 

individual on earth, in heaven and in earth: 

                                                      
191 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 123. 
192 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat I, 222. 
193 See section (3.3). 
194 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. The Second Hour of Amduat also has a similar formula which stresses on knowledge and the 

benefits gained by who knows: iw rx st m Ax apr xmw=sn “He who knows it, is an equipped akh whom they protect.” 
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iw ir.t(w) nn mi sSm pn nty m  This is done like this image which is in the  

sS Hr iAbtyw at imnt  depiction on the eastern side of the Hidden  

nt dwAt Chamber of the Netherworld. 

iw Ax n rxw st It is beneficial for him whom knows it, 

tp tA m pt m tA on earth, in heaven and in the earth.195 

In the Book of Gates, knowledge is much less common than making offerings to the figures 

of the Netherworld. In the first nine hours, the concluding text iw wdn n=sn tp tA “He who 

offers to them upon earth” recurs. In the Third Hour of the Book of Gates, the “Ennead-who-

repel-Apophis” (2.1.1) is said to live on the offerings (Awt) of Re and the offerings (Htpw) of 

Osiris as well. Then it is promised that if man offers to the ennead on earth and presents cool 

water for them, he would be a nb-Awt “Lord-of-provision” before Re:  

anx=sn m Awt ra They live on the offerings of Re,  

m Htpw xnty-imntyw on the offerings of Foremost-of-Westerners. 

iw wdn n=sn tp tA  He who offers to them upon earth,  

xnp n=sn obHw he who presents cool water to them. 

m nb Awt xr ra is Lord-of-Provisions before Re.196  

The Ennead in this last scene is followed by a group of figures identified as “Lords-of-

Provisions” (2.2). The text says that if offerings of cool refreshment (obHw) are made to these 

figures upon earth (Hr tA), the offerer would be a justified person in the West with a secluded 

shoulder in the hidden place: 

iw wdnw n=sn Hr tA He who offers to them upon earth, 

xnpw n=sn obHw he who offers to them cool refreshment, 

m mAa-xrw m imnt is the one who is True-of-Voice in the West, 

Dsr-rmn m  with secluded shoulder in the  

st imnt Hidden-Place.197 

In the Ninth Hour of the Book of Gates, the knowledge of the magic (HkAw) of the fire-

spitting serpent (4.5.2.), who burns the enemies of Osiris, would result in that whoever does 

that would not approach the fire of this serpent. In addition, if man offers to the gods upon the 

serpent (4.5.3), his ba would move freely and would not be locked up: 

  

                                                      
195 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 193. In the version of Amduat in the tomb of User, ir “do” is used instead of rx “know”: iw Ax n irr 

st tp tA m pt m tA “It is beneficent for who does it upon earth, in the sky and in the earth.” 
196 Hornung, Pforten I, 78. 
197 Hornung, Pforten I, 80-85. 
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iw rx HkA HfA pn  He who knows the magic of this serpent is the  

m iwty ar=f n sDt=f one who does not approach his fire. 

iw wdn n Hryw HfAw pn He who offers to those upon this serpent 

 m iwty bA=f m  is the one whose ba is not (locked up) in the  

St flames(?).198 

Analysis: 

In terms of orientation, the texts of the two books differ. While the Book of Amduat is 

essentially knowledge-oriented, the Book of Gates is ritual-oriented. An interpretation 

suggested by Wente concerning the different orientation of the two books is that they served 

to complement each other, and that the unique orientation of each book provides a different 

approach through which one can enter into the afterlife and become part of the renewal and 

regeneration cycle of the sun god.199 Linguistically, the texts differ slightly. In the Book of 

Gates there is a sort of regularity of performance which can be deduced from using the 

habitative sDm=f.200  Finally, while the offerings, in Amduat, are mentioned without any 

further explanations of, for example, the nature of what these offerings are, in the Book of 

Gates, offerings are often specified to be, for example, bread (t) and Dsrt “strong ale.”201  

The statement that offering or knowledge were required or made tp tA or Hr tA “on earth” 

reiterated in both Book of Amduat and Book of Gates is a crucial point as to the question of 

the interaction between these figures and the living. Although m tA “in the earth” is also used, 

it is less important as it perhaps means an existence in the Netherworld.202 As offerings or 

knowledge were performed “on earth”, the question that arises concerns identity of who knew 

these figures and offered to them. Putting it in a cruder way, the discussion below aims at 

finding out if these gods were known to people or were of restricted accessibility whereas only 

few knew them. 

The importance of knowledge is underlined in the very beginning of the Book of Amduat. 

In the title the author/s shows the range of things which knowledge include; knowledge of the 

Netherworld, its inhabitants and the transfiguration of Re. The related text reads:   

  

                                                      
198 Hornung, Pforten I, 325-326. Wente argues that m st literary “in fire” is better understood as m tA “in the earth” because ba is 

usually said to be restrained in the earth, see Wente, JNES 41(1982), 168; on the ba being in the sky see Assmann, Death and 

Salvation, 90-94. However, the context here may be simply avoidance of destruction by fire, and not incarceration. 
199 Wente, JNES 41 (1982), 177. 
200 Wente, JNES 41 (1982), 162; Westendorf, Grammatik der Medizinischen Texte, 166-167. 
201 Hornung, Pforten I, 188-189. Offering wine was used to appease deities. Wine, on one hand, nullifies the perilous side of the 

deities and, on the other, shows the theological importance of drunkenness, see Hornung, Conceptions of God, 205, especially 

n.33. 
202 Zabkar, Ba, 110-111. One also reads in a hymn: ao m tA m wD=f “entering into the earth according to his command”, Posener, 

Enseignbment loyalist, 7.1. 
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rx bAw dwAtyw Knowing the bas of the Netherworld,  

rx irw knowing what is done, 

rx sAxw=sn n ra knowing their transfiguration of Re, 

rx bAw StAw knowing the mysterious bas, 

rx imyt wnwt nTrw=sn knowing what is in the hours, and their gods, 

rx Dwi=f sn  knowing what he calls to them. 

rx sbAwt wAwt appt nTr  knowing the gates and ways upon which the great  

aA Hr=sn god passes, 

rx Smwt wnwt nTrw=sn  knowing the courses of the hours and their gods, 

rx wASyw  knowing the honourable-ones  

Htmyw and the annihilated.203 

The knowledge in the Netherworld, as the title of Amduat showed, could include names, 

possessions and even actions.204 However, nowhere neither in the Book of Gates nor in the 

Book of Amduat is there a mention of who acquired the knowledge or offered to these figures. 

Thus, one, seeking an answer of identity of ‘who knew’, might compare the text of the Book 

of Amduat with another text which deals with knowledge in the beyond. This text, the King 

as a Sun Priest, which probably dates to the Middle Kingdom,205 is attested in numerous 

version.206  The version of Taharqa, quoted below, is interpreted by Goyon as a ‘hymn’.207 The 

king, in the capacity of sacred kingship, is introduced in this text as solar priest. 208  The 

knowledge of the king (rx), which occurs seven times, is a main component of the text. The 

relevant part of the text reads: “[King N knows these] mysterious [words] that are pronounced 

by the Souls of the East when they sing praises, shouting out toward Re when he rises and 

when he [appears] in the [Horizon. They open for him the leaves] [of the four doors of the 

eastern horizon and he begins sailing] on the way of the sky, Taharqa knows their secret images 

and their manifestations, (those) they have in the west(?). He knows [the place where they are 

staying] when Re begins taking his way. He knows the words pronounced by the crew when 

they are hauling the bark of the One of the Horizon. He knows the rebirths [of Re] [and his 

transformations that take place in the flood. He knows] this mysterious [door] through which 

the great god comes out. He knows the one who is in the day bark and the great image that is 

in the night bark. [He knows] [your (sic) harbors in the horizon and your (sic) runnings in 

Nut].”209  

                                                      
203 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 1-2. Knowledge (of names) is reminiscent of the Story of the Shipwrecked Sailor in which the snake 

deity asked the Egyptian to “give a good name to the god”, see Hornung, Conceptions of God, 203. 
204 Assmann, Search for God, 94. 
205 Parker, Leclant and Goyon, Edifice of Taharqa, 37-40. 
206 See Assmann, Solar Religion, 17-18. 
207 Parker, Leclant and Goyon, Edifice of Taharqa, 38. 
208 Assmann, Solar Religion, 17. 
209 Parker, Leclant and Goyon, Edifice of Taharqa, 39; Assmann, Der König als Sonnenpriester, 21. 
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The state of something being StAw/sStA “mysterious”, as mentioned in both the Book of 

Amduat and the text of Taharqa, represents an aspect of the Egyptian cult which Assmann 

identifies as “inner.”210 This could mean that there was a limited accessibility to these texts. In 

the Seventh Hour of the Book of Amduat, it is said that that few (anD) know the image needed 

to repel Apophis.211 The Book of Amduat, Book of Gates and other Netherworld Books are 

found almost exclusively in royal tombs.212 Although in the New Kingdom Thuthmosis III has 

permitted the vizier Useramun to use the Book of Amduat and the Litany of Re to decorate his 

sarcophagus chamber,213 this could be considered as an exception.214 Wente believes that royal 

Underworld compositions, like Amduat, formed a kind of ‘mysticism’, as in Greece, and were 

accessible for use in this life.215 Hornung and Schott,216 however, argued that the accessibility 

to these compositions was available for the king, the par excellence ritualist, for whose use 

these religious compositions were written, or officiants to whom he delegated such duties.217 

Besides, the language used to write these texts were far removed from the forms which were 

spoken.218 This paucity of those who had accessibility to the religious composition seems 

reasonable but also problematic. On one hand, these religious compositions were the 

production of a selected category in a society whose most individuals were illiterate. In the 

society of ancient Egypt, almost only 1% of the population were educated with different levels 

of literacy.219 On the other hand, however, the knowledge meant in the texts at our disposal 

could be envisaged as being a result of intuition,220 and it should not be understood that 

knowledge, on earth, could be acquired by the kings only.221 

 

The king, who knows the language spoken by Netherworld entities, shares, as a solar 

priest,222 in the journey of the sun god being completed by means of the liturgies he recited.223 

In temples, the performed cult imitated the events that happened in the Netherworld. Thus, the 

words which were spoken are interpreted as divine discourses which someone who performed 

the god’s role made. Therefore, when the sun god was worshipped on earth, worshipper joined 

                                                      
210 In Assmann’s viewpoint, the Egyptian cult had both inner aspect, found in all cults, and an outer aspect, see Assmann, Solar 

Religion, 17. 
211 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 123. 
212 Hornung, Books of the afterlife. 
213 The inscriptions and representations of this tomb have been discussed in Dziobek, Die Gräber des Vezirs User-Amun. An 

earlier article dealt with the architecture, see Eberhard, MDAIK 45 (1990), 109ff; Hornung, Books of the Afterlife, 28. 
214 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 402. 
215 Wente, JNES 41 (1982), 175-176. 
216 Hornung, Grabkammer des Vezir User, 104-106; Schott, Schrift der verborgenen Kammer in Königsgräbern, 323-333, 370. 
217 Dunand and Zivie-Coche, Gods and Men, 100. 
218 Baines, in: Pongratz-Leisten (ed.), Reconsidering the concept of revolutionary monotheism, 44. 
219 Baines and Eyre, GM 61 (1983), 65-96.  
220 Assmann, Proceeding of the Israel Academy VII 4 (1992), 160. Assmann, Death and Salvation, 393.  
221 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 402. Cf. Weiss, in: Verschoor, Stuart and Demarée (eds.), Imaging and Imaging, 224-225. 
222 The king, in theory, was the one exclusively responsible for the ritual. In practice, however, ritual was largely distributed to 

priests. 
223 Wiebach-Koepke, Sonnenlauf und kismische Regeneration, 91. 
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a hymn praising the sun god derived from divine speech (Unio Liturgica).224  Therefore, 

normally, in the official solar cult in Egypt, those who adored the sun god would benefit from 

that by salvation.225 To exemplify, in Chapter 100 of the Book of the Dead, the deceased states 

that he had sung the praises of the sun god and became one of the baboons: 

Sma.n=i dwA.n=i iTn I have chanted, I have praised the sun disc. 

smA.n=i m imyw Httwt I have joined those in jubilation (the baboons).226 

 

5.7.2. Theophoric Personal names: 

A survey of the use of the epithets under study as parts of personal names, in public feasts, 

literature,227 and temples could be a further way to find out if any of these deities was known 

to the living. The survey of the names is confined to the personal names as well as their 

attestations in the temples. The name, one of several material and immaterial constituent parts 

of man,228 had a remarkable importance in the society of ancient Egypt.229 Parents could have 

chosen a name for their child derived from the epithet of a god to whom they were devoted.230 

Choosing a name after a deity, which might have been an influence of a Zeitgeist theology,231 

could suggest that this specific deity was known to the living.232  The consultation of works 

on the names from ancient Egypt shows a wide range of the forms of these names; phrase; Dd-

xnsw-iw=f-anx (Khonsou-says-he-will-live), 233  one-word name, basilophoric (a name that 

honors a king) or theophoric (a name that honors a deity).234 Only the latter is the focus of this 

discussion. 

The table below lists the epithets included in this study. In front of each there is, if found, 

the reference to its occurrence in a personal name. If an epithet is used as part of a personal 

name it will be written in bold. The hieroglyph for both the epithet and the theophoric name 

is also provided.  

Before presenting the results which the table below illustrates, it would be useful to make 

some preliminary remarks. Firstly, the survey includes epithets from Old, Middle and New 

Kingdoms. Although the study texts are of a New Kingdom date, some epithets were attested 

as parts of personal names in the Old kingdom. Secondly, it is noteworthy that no evidence 

                                                      
224 Assmann, Solar Religion, 23. 
225 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 402. 
226 Budge, Book of the Dead, 210. On the mysterious language of the baboons, see te Velde, in: Kamstra, Milde and Wagtendok 

(eds.), Funerary Symbols and Religion, 129. 
227 Englund, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, 19. 
228 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 41. 
229 Baines, in: Shafer (ed.), Religion in Ancient Egypt, 123-200; 
230 Vernus, LÄ IV, 327-328. 
231 Moore, JARCE 33 (1996), 139. 
232 Englund, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, 20; Barbara, Untersuchungen zur Götterwelt des Alten Reiches, 

13. 
233 Vernus, LÄ IV, 328. 
234  Ranke, Personennamen; Scheele-Schweitzer, Die Personennamen des Alten Reiches; Vittmann, 2013, Personal Names: 

Structures and Patterns. UEE. 
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exists to show the background of the persons who held these names. The importance of one’s 

background is that if he/she belonged to a priestly family this would be an indication to the 

knowledge of these names with a specific category of the society which had the privilege to 

access a wider range of religious knowledge than others.235 Thirdly, the translation of some 

names is problematic. In addition, a pronunciation of the name might change where the 

phonetic form is not preserved and, as a result, the meaning changes.236 Finally, names of 

major deities as Horus, Anubis, Atum and Khepri were, not surprisingly, frequently used in 

personal names. Thus, suffice it to refer to their many occurrences in the works consulted. 

However, extended names, like inpw-n-wAs, do not exist.  

The ‘son or daughter of deity X’ is the form frequently attested in the usage of these names. 

These include, for example, sAt-mTnw, sAt-wd(?), sAt HD(?)-wr and sAt-fAi. Other names do not 

use the deity’s epithet but the conception it bears. For example, epithets like dmD-kAw, dmD-

kAw=s do not honor the goddess dmDt (2.4.5) and it could also be argued that these are not 

theophoric names.  

Names of the Ennead were attested in the textual record from the Middle Kingdom and 

were used only with theophoric personal names.237  In the corpus of the study, the Ennead was 

mentioned twice. In the Book of Gates (2.1.1.), it was identified collectively. In the Sixth Hour 

of Amduat, the nine fire-spitting snake-like staves (3.4.1: 3.4.9.) are identified individually as; 

tA-Tnn, tm, xpri, Sw, gb, Asir, Hr, wpw and Htpwy. Only the latter is not attested neither in 

Ranke’s nor Scheele-Schweitzer’s. wp, however, is attested in the Old Kingdom.  

No attestation is found for the majority of the epithets which express a function as, for 

example, Htmyt, nikyt, nikw, dnyt, Htm-bA=f, tp-Tri, dmA, pDty, Smrty, ns-m-irt=f, Hri-dsw=f, 

Awy-n-aApp, amw-aA, nhA-xrw, Xrw-nwH-m-imnt, Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-imyw=f, HnTyt, Htmyt-tn (dn), 

spsy, spsyt, Hry-oAs, Hry-oAswt, n(y)-Hsow, aA-Hsow, imy-Hsow, Saty, wdbt, wAmmyt, sDt, nswt, 

sXbyt, nAnyt, sti-HHw, Hryt-ktwt=s, Hryt=HAdw=s, nknyt, Hryt-nmwt=s, Hryt-sfw=s, psyt, rkHyt, 

Hryt-Say=s, Htmyt, Hry-wHAwt=f, nTrw-Hrw-xty, HAdy, am-XAwt, am-snTw, am-bAw and ktyt.  

Exceptions, however, include the epithets of six of the deities represented in the register of 

the Tenth Hour of Amduat. These are wdw, sti, rdi, xsf, nkn and Ts. rdi, xsf, nkn and Ts were 

used in personal names since the Old Kingdom. The four epithets sti, rdi, xsf, nkn for a single 

group of deities wielding spears. Interpretation of why the epithets of this specific group were 

popular in personal names is difficult.  

 

                                                      
235 See Peterková Hlouchová, Prague Egyptological Studies 17 (2016), 76. 
236 Englund, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, 19. 
237 Ranke, Personennamen II, 70; Englund, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, 20. 
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Only a selection of the epithets which can be interpreted as aspects of Re were attested as 

parts of personal names. These are: mTnw, sDm, Ts, nHi. Others, however, are not attested. These 

are xa-a, dbA, oA-SfSft, xnty-hTT=f, sxm-ib, dwAty, smA-xftyw=f, imnw-a, nb-pat and all epithets of 

the eight Sms-signs except for mTnw and sDm. The former was used as part of a feminine name 

expressing a kinship: sAt-mTnw.238 The latter, determined with a seated man, was a personal 

nickname in the Old Kingdom.239  In Ranke’s Die Personennamen, sDm expresses a hearing 

ability of gods as, for example, Horus and Re.240 In a similar manner to sDm, other epithets 

were used as a personal name. These include nfr-nTrw, in both Ranke and Scheele-Schweitzer, 

and amw.241 

 

Occurrences of the epithets in personal names: 

 Epithet 
Cross-

reference 
Ranke Scheele-Schweitzer 

1 HkA-smsw 2.1.1 - - 

2 Ast 2.1.2.   

3 srot-Htyt  2.1.3.   

4 Hri-dsw=f  2.1.4. - - 

5 dmDt 2.1.5. kA(i)-dmDi(.w).242 
dmD, dmD-rHw, dmD-kAw, 

dmD-kAw=s.243 

6 Htmyt 2.1.6. - - 

7 nikyt 2.1.7. - - 

8 dnyt  2.1.8. - - 

9 Htm-bA=f 2.7.1. - - 

10 Awy-n-aApp 2.7.2. - - 

11 Htp-tA 2.2.1. - - 

12 imnw 2.2.2. passim.244  

13 sStAw-bAw 2.2.3. - - 

14 sxnw-Swwt 2.2.4. - - 

15 nb-r-Dr 2.2.5. - - 

16 mnw 2.2.6. - - 

                                                      
238 Ranke, Personennamen I, 289, 18. 
239 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 668 (3268). 
240 Se the figure sDmw (2.2.9). 
241 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 290 (664). 
242 Ranke, Personennamen II, 430, 10.  
243 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 764 (3795-3798). 
244 Ranke, Personennamen III, 20-23. 
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17 mTnw 2.7.7. sAt-mTnw.245 mTnw (guide).246 

18 mtrwy 2.2.8. - - 

19 sDmw 2.2.9. Ra-sDm;247 Hr-sDm.248 sDm.249 

20 tp-Tri 2.3.1. - - 

21 Ssri 2.3.2. - - 

22 dmAw 2.3.3. - - 

23 wdw 2.3.4. sAt-wd(?).250 - 

24 sti  2.3.5. kA-sti.251 - 

25 rdw 2.3.6. passim.252 - 

26 xsfw  2.3.7. dr-xsf.253 Dr-xsf.254 

27 nkn 2.3.8. - nkn.255 

28 pDty  2.3.9. - - 

29 Smrty 2.3.10. - - 

30 Ts 2.3.11. Tsi-Hmn.256 Tsw.257 

31 xa-a 2.3.12. - - 

32 dbA 2.4.1. - - 

33 oA-SfSft 2.4.2. - - 

34 nhAy 2.4.3. - - 

35 nHi 2.4.4. rdi(.wi)-nHi.258 nHi.259 

36 ns-m-irt=f 2.4.5. - - 

37 nbi-Axw 2.4.6. - - 

38 xnty-hTT=f 2.4.7. - - 

39 sxm-ib 2.4.8. - -260 

40 dwAty 2.4.9. - - 

41 wpw-trw 3.1.1. - - 

42 ir(y)-trw 3.1.2. - - 

                                                      
245 Ranke, Personennamen I, 289, 18. 
246 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 408 (1472/1474). 
247 Ranke, Personennamen I, 220, 5; on the concept of the ‘god-who-hears’ see the discussion of the epithet sDmw (2.2.9); Gallet, 

2013, Karnak: the Temple of Amun-Ra-Who-Hears-Prayers. UEE. 
248 Ranke, Personennamen I, 250, 19. 
249 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 668 (3268). 
250 Ranke, Personennamen I, 288, 10. 
251 Ranke, Personennamen II, 322, 5. 
252 Ranke, Personennamen III, 88-89. 
253 Ranke, Personennamen I, 400, 18. 
254 Determined with a seated man, see Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 747.  
255 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 503. 
256 Ranke, Personennamen I, 305, 24. 
257 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 738 (3734). 
258 Ranke, Personennamen II, 228, 7. 
259 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 497. 
260 Other epithets using sxm are: sxm-anx, see Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 660 (3203). 
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43 fA 3.1.3. 
sAt-fAi;261 tA-fA-btri;262  

pA-fAi.263 

 

- 

44 a-fAw 3.1.4. ns-pA-kA-fAi-a(?).264 - 

45 rnpty 3.1.5. - - 

46 mAxy 3.1.6. - - 

47 nHi 3.1.7.                  See no. 35 in this table. 

48 HDDwty 3.1.8. - - 

49 Hwn-wr 3.1.9. - - 

50 HD-wr 3.1.10. sAt HD(?)-wr.265 - 

51 

Hrwy=fy-

awy=fy-m-

Xnw=f 

3.1.11. - - 

52 Axy 3.1.12. ki-Axy.266 Axy.267 

53 Asir wnn-nfr 3.1.13.   

54 nb-tA-Dsr 3.1.14.  - 

55 AXbyt 3.1.15. - - 

56 amw-aA 3.1.16. - - 

57 ir(y)-st-nTr 3.1.17. - - 

58 npn 3.1.18. - - 

59 abA 3.1.19. - - 

60 HD-a 3.1.20. - - 

61 tpy 3.1.21. - tpi.268 

62 npri 3.1.22. - - 

63 bsAw 3.1.23. - - 

64 nbiwy 3.1.24. - - 

65 Hry-Sa=f 3.2.1. - - 

66 dby-nTr 3.2.2. - - 

67 inpw  3.2.3. Passim.269 Passim.270 

68 nhA-xrw 3.2.4. - - 

69 inity 3.2.5. wnm-innt(?).271 - 

                                                      
261 Ranke, Personennamen I, 288, 25. 
262 Ranke, Personennamen I, 357, 4. 
263 Ranke, Personennamen II, 279, 12. 
264 Determined with the sign for water, see Ranke, Personennamen I, 175, 19. 
265 Ranke, Personennamen I, 292, 9. 
266 Ranke, Personennamen I, 342, 26. 
267 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 205 (42). 
268 Determined with a seated man or woman, see Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 725 (3634). 
269 Ranke, Personennamen III, 24. 
270 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 248. 
271 Ranke, Personennamen I, 79, 15. 
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70 initt 3.2.6. sAt-inyt.272 - 

71 smA-xftyw=f 3.2.7. - - 

72 pD-aHa 3.2.8. - - 

73 inpw-n-wAs 3.2.9. - - 

74 in-irt-sHtp-nTrw 3.2.10. - - 

75 wr-HkAw 3.2.11. -273 - 

76 saH-ib 3.2.12. - - 

77 TmA 3.2.13. m-sw-TmA;274 a(y)-TmA.275 TmAi.276 

78 Hwn-saHw 3.2.14. - - 

79 iTi-m-grH 3.2.15. - - 

80 dbA 3.2.16. - - 

81 awAy 3.2.17. nHm-awAy.277 - 

82 kA-irw 3.2.18. - - 

83 bA-pf 3.2.19. - - 

84 rmyt 3.2.20. - - 

85 mAtyt 3.2.21. - - 

86 iAkbyt 3.2.22. - - 

87 Hayt 3.2.23. nbt-HAyt.278 - 

88 Hwn 3.2.24. - - 

89 Hr-xty 3.2.25. - - 

90 nfr-nTrw 3.2.26. nfr-nTr.279 nfr-nTr.280 

91 mH-mAat 3.2.27. - - 

92 Htpw-nTrw 3.3.1 - - 

93 
snDw-n=f-

imntyw 
3.3.2. - - 

94 (m)st 3.3.3. - - 

95 amw 3.3.4. - amw.281 

96 abwy 3.3.5. - - 

97 iniw-mAat 3.3.6. - - 

98 an-Hr-spHw 3.3.7. - - 

                                                      
272 Ranke, Personennamen I, 286, 15-16. 
273 The feminine epithet wrt-HkAw is however attested in a number of names, see Ranke, Personennamen III, 42. 
274 Ranke, Personennamen I, 167, 14. 
275 Ranke, Personennamen II, 269, 3. 
276 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 733 (3705). 
277 Ranke, Personennamen I, 208, 5. 
278 Ranke, Personennamen I, 189, 5. 
279 Ranke, Personennamen I, 214, 16. 
280 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 471 (1913). 
281 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 290 (664). 
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99 bA-pf-iry-mtw 3.3.8. - - 

100 
xmyt Hryt dnt 

mwtw 
3.3.9. - - 

101 tA-Tnn 3.4.1. - - 

102 tm 3.4.2. Passim.282 tmi.283 

103 xpri 3.4.3. Passim.284  

104 Sw 3.4.4. Passim.285  

105 gb 3.4.5. Passim.286  

106 Asir 3.4.6. Passim.287  

107 Hr 3.4.7. Passim.288  

108 wpw 3.4.8. pA-n-wp.289 wp.290 

109 Htpwy 3.4.9. - - 

110 nww 3.4.10. Passim.291  

111 
Xrw-nwH-m-

imnt 
3.5.1. - - 

112 miwty 3.7.1. - miwt.292 

113 
Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-

imyw=f 
3.7.2. - - 

114 HnTyt 2.8.1. - - 

115 iarwty 3.8.2. - - 

116 Htmyt-tn (dn) 3.9.1. - - 

117 Htmyt-tn 3.92. - - 

118 spsy 3.9.3. - - 

119 spsyt 3.9.4. - - 

120 bAyt 3.9.5. - - 

121 bnfyt 3.9.6. - - 

122 Hry-oAswt  3.9.2. - - 

123 n(y)-Hsoyw  3.11.1. - - 

124 aA-Hsow  3.11.2. - - 

125 imy-Hsow  3.11.3. - - 

                                                      
282 Ranke, Personennamen III, 133. 
283 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 725 (3639). 
284 Ranke, Personennamen III, 104; on the use of Khepri as part of theophoric names in the Old Kingdom, see Peterková 

Hlouchová, Prague Egyptological Studies 17 (2016), 67-78. 
285 Ranke, Personennamen III, 122. 
286 Ranke, Personennamen III, 111. 
287 Ranke, Personennamen, III, 43. 
288 Ranke, Personennamen III, 95. 
289 Ranke, Personennamen I, 106, 25. 
290 Short name of wpi, see Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 321 (857). 
291 Ranke, Personennamen III, 95. 
292 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 370 (1202). 
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126 Saty  3.11.4. - - 

127 wbdyt  3.12.1. - - 

128 wAmmyt  3.12.2. - - 

129 sDt  3.12.3. - - 

130 nswt  3.12.4. - - 

131 sXbyt  3.12.5. - - 

132 nAnyt 3.12.6. - - 

133 mds-Hr 4.1.1. - - 

134 nikw 4.1.2. - - 

135 nhA-tA 4.2.1. iwn-nhA(?).293 - 

136 dbA 4.2.2. 

dbA forms an element in 

some names as DbA,294 

DbA-nfr,295 and DbA-

snb.296 

- 

137 irtywy 4.2.3. - - 

138 mnxty 4.2.4. - mnxt-nfr(t).297 

139 Hbs(w) 4.2.5. Hbsi.298 - 

140 nbty 4.2.6. wsr-nbty.299 - 

141 sty-nTr 4.2.7. - - 

142 sty-psDt 4.2.8. - - 

143 Htmw-Axw 4.2.9. - - 

144 nb-pat 4.2.10. - - 

145 dmDw 4.2.11. See dmDt above.  

146 imnw-a 4.2.12. - - 

147 Hr 4.3.1.   

148 sti-HHw 4.3.2. - - 

149 Hryt-ktwt=s 4.3.3. - - 

150 Hryt=HAdw=s 4.3.4. - - 

151 nknyt 4.3.5. - - 

152 Hryt-nmwt=s 4.3.6. - - 

153 Hryt-sfw=s 4.3.7. - - 

154 psyt  4.3.8. - - 

                                                      
293 Ranke, Personennamen I, 18, 6. 
294 Ranke, Personennamen I, 406, 5. 
295 Ranke, Personennamen I, 406, 6. 
296 Ranke, Personennamen I, 406, 7. 
297 Scheele-Schweitzer, Personennamen, 377 (1269). 
298 Ranke, Personennamen I, 305. 
299 “Stark sind die beiden Herrinnen (d.h. der könig)”, see Ranke, Personennamen I, 85, 22. 
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155 rkHyt  4.3.9. - - 

156 Hryt-Say=s 4.3.10. - - 

157 Htmyt  4.3.11. - - 

158 Hry-wHAwt=f 4.3.12. - - 

159 Hr 4.5.1. passim.300  

160 Xty 4.5.2. - - 

161 nTrw-Hrw-xty 4.5.3. - - 

162 sAw-tA 4.6.1. - - 

163 xAtyw 4.7.1. - - 

164 HAdy 4.8.1. - - 

165 am-XAwt 4.8.2. - - 

166 am-snTw 4.8.3. - - 

167 am-bAw  4.8.4. - - 

168 ktyt 4.8.5. - - 

 

5.7.3. Temples: 

In Chapter Four, I have explored the attestations of the sAw-tA “Sons-of-the-earth” snakes 

in the later Ptolemaic temples. The table below illustrates further epithets which are attested 

in various temples. All these temples are of a Graeco-Roman date. The epithets come 

exclusively from the Book of Amduat. It is noted that the figures who bore these epithets in 

Amduat do not appear in temples. Rather, the epithets were adopted by major deities. This is 

a feature studied by Kurth who addressed how a notion that was used to qualify a specific deity 

was applied to another in the Graeco-Roman Period. In his study, Kurth has shown that the 

name of the second deity was used as an epithet for a deity, whose epithet is often a syncretistic 

pairing, who was depicted and addressed. The epithet of the second deity, determining deity 

to say, was used for an invocation of a role associated with the scene.301 The aspect added by 

means of the epithet, therefore, helped illustrate the role of the main deity. Despite one or two 

more epithets could have been used, only one deity was represented. 302   

  

                                                      
300 Ranke, Personennamen III, 95-96. 
301 Kurth, SAK 5 (1977), 175-181; Baines, in: Porter (ed.), One God or Many?, 34. 
302 Kurth, SAK 5 (1977), 175-181. 
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The epithets of deities under study which are attested in temples of later periods:  

 Epithet Cross-reference  Temple  Attestation  

1 wp-trw  3.1.1. Edfu. Epithet of Khonsou. 

Esna Epithet of Khnum-Re. 

Dendera Epithet of Thoth. 

2 HDDwty 3.1.8. Edfu Epithet of the creator of the Great Hill 

in a ritual scene.  

 Epithet of Horus-Behdety 

3 Hwn-wr 3.1.9. Esna Epithet of Khnum. 

4 Hry-Sa=f 3.2.1. 

 

Edfu. Epithet of Sokar-Osiris.303 

Edfu. Epithet of Geb.304 

5 smA-xftyw=f 3.2.7. Edfu. Epithet of Horus-Re.305 

Edfu. Epithet of Shu.306 

6 nb-pat 4.2.10.  Epithet of Horus. 

7 xsfw 2.3.7.  Epithet of Horus-Behdet.307 

8 mtrwy  2.2.8.  Epithet of in-a=f. 

9 sDmw 2.2.9. Hibis. Epithet of Thoth.308 

10 pDty 2.3.9.  Epithet of Montu. 

In the Book of Gates, as indicated in the discussion of the modes of interaction, some deities 

were said that they were offered to. It is specified that bread (t) and beer of specific kind (Dsrt) 

were the offerings one was advised to offer to the deities in order to avoid entering into the 

Place-of-Destruction. For example, a relevant text in the Fifth Hour of the Book of Gates reads:   

Awt=sn m t Hnot=sn m Dsrt   Their offering is bread, their beer is Djesert (strong ale),309  

obHw=sn m mw their refreshment is water.  

iw wdn n=sn tp tA nao.n=f  He who offers to them upon earth,  

m Htmyt  does not enter into the Place-of-Destruction.310 

 

  

                                                      
303 E V, 165, 1. 
304 E IV, 300, 9. 
305 E VIII, 15, 7. 
306 E VIII, 83, 5. 
307 E IV, 306, 14. 
308 Hibis 2, VII. 
309 Cauville, Offerings, 49. 
310 Hornung, Pforten I, 188-189. 
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In temples, cult formed the main subject of the inscriptions. A deity who was said to have 

received cult had to be depicted as recipient of this cult.311 The existence of a cult is an 

indication that we are dealing with a deity. It is difficult to conclude, based on the absence of 

cult, that the deity was a completely speculative philosophical creation. Bes neither had a cult 

and nor temple devoted to him.312 Amaunet, the female counterpart of Amun, though well 

attested in the textual record and her appearances in ritual scenes more frequently than Mut,313 

does not seem to have received a cult.314 

A survey of the epithets of the deities who are said to have been offered to shows that no 

deity with such an epithet seems to have received a cult. The theological existence of these 

entities was based on their membership, together with the constellation of beings, in treatises 

of the Netherworld.315 It was not until the Ptolemaic Period that minor deities, demons, had a 

personal cult. An epitome in this regard is the seven demons mastered by Tutu aA-pHty.316 

The other question is whether these deities were known to the living by means of offering 

to them. In the temples of ancient Egypt, there was no common worship. Rather than the outer 

parts, people were not allowed to approach the temples. Only priests were concerned with 

carrying out the ritual.317 Also, again, in his quality as a solar priest, the king, beside other 

duties, was the one whom the god installed in order that he would give offerings to the gods 

and mortuary offerings to the blessed spirits: 

iw rDi.n raw niswt N tp tA n  Re has installed King N upon the earth of the  

anxw r nHH Hna Dt living for ever and eternity. 

Hr wDa rmTw Hr sHtp nTrw Judging people and satisfying gods,  

Hr sxpr mAat causing Maat to come into being 

Hr sHtm isft destroying Isfet. 

iw Di=f Htpwt n nTrw He gives offerings to the gods,  

prt-xrw n Axw and mortuary offerings to the akh-spirits.318 

 

Summary of Research Findings: 

This last chapter has approached the studied figures from a number of perspectives. 

Through the study of the formulae introducing these figures, their determinatives and the 

captions accompanying their depictions, it was clear that the figures under study were 

                                                      
311 Baines, GM 67 (1983), 18. 
312 Englund, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, 19.  
313 Troy, in: Cline and O’Connor (eds.), Thutmose III, 126. 
314 Baines, in: Pongratz-Leisten (ed.), Reconsidering the Concept of Revolutionary Monotheism, 54. 
315 Manassa, Archiv für Religionsgeschichte 14 (2013), 47. 
316 Kaper, Tutu, 62 n.33. 
317 Englund, in: Englund (ed.), Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, 8. 
318 Assmann, Der König als Sonnenpriester; Assmann, Sonnenhymnen in thebanischen Gräbern, 48. The translation is after 

Parkinson, Voices from Ancient Egypt, 38-40. 
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considered as nTrw in the Egyptian ‘pantheon’. The identification of these figures as nTrw was 

also helpful in defining their place in the pantheon when compared to nTr-aA “great-god.”   

 The study of the epithets of the studied figures shows how various these epithets were. 

A significant feature of these epithets is the use of the ‘female doublets’ and ‘adjectives’. Also, 

it was clear that these epithets could be classified into categories which include, for example, 

localities and status. Polyonymy was also another feature of the studied epithets. Thus, Re was 

introduced in the books under study with different names which include, for example, sStAw-

bAw (2.2.3), sDmw (2.2.9) and nb-r-Dr (2.2.5). Further categories include personifications and 

animal names.  

 The interaction between the studies figures and the living was also questioned. Three 

factors were used in tracing such a relationship; the concluding texts which speaks about how 

beneficial to these figures was, the personal theophoric names and the temple attestations. It 

was concluded that knowledge of these figures by the living cannot be substantiated. Also, the 

epithets which were later attested in the Graeco-Roman Period do not necessarily represent 

the figures under study. Rather, these epithets are adopted by major deities.  
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 

This study has explored the punishing figures in four New Kingdom Netherworld Books,319 

using the accompanying texts and the iconography of the figures which has not been dealt with 

previously by researchers. The actions done by the figures studied vary and some of these 

actions mirror similar actions issued in decrees of this life in ancient Egypt.  

Epithets: 

The categorisation of the punishing figures into three groups according to the deity for 

whom the objects were punished, has helped understand how each group of figures can be 

associated with the myths of either Re or Osiris. For example, the epithets of the twelve figures 

represented in the lower register of the Eleventh Hour of the Amduat are associated with the 

myth of Osiris.320 Also, it was found out that the numbers of some figures was significant 

where, for example, the twenty-four figures punishing the enemies of Re in the Second Hour 

of the Amduat are clearly associated with the solar daily cycle.321 It was also found out that 

the punishment theme is sometimes less significant than other themes, seen in the broader 

context. For example, while the twenty-four figures in the Second Hour of the Amduat burn 

(sAm) the enemies of Re, it was found out that their association with light, germination and 

time is the primary theme, and that of the punishment comes second.322  

Also, in analysing the individual epithets of the figures studied, it was realised that 

ontologically some figure predated New Kingdom Netherworld Books. The clearest example 

is that of figures attested in the Ramesseum Dramatic Papyrus.323 The survey of the epithets 

has shown, however, that other figures are attested only once in the books under study and do 

not appear elsewhere.  

Structure: 

 The study of the scenes of the Amduat revealed that the themes represented in registers 

of sequent hours could sometime be continuous and complementary. For example, the lower 

register of the Second Hour and the upper register of the Third Hour of the Amduat are both 

inhabited with twenty-four figures. Both deal with the daily cycle of the sun and the return of 

the Solar Eye.  

  

                                                      
319 See the Introduction under, ‘Dating and Research History’. 
320 See section 4.3. 
321 See the interpretation of section 3.1. 
322322 See section 3.1. 
323 See, for example, the figures fAi (3.1.3) and abA (3.1.19). 
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Identity of the studied figures: 

The examination of the introductory formulae, the accompanying texts and the 

determinatives helped identify the studied figures as gods (nTrw) on a basis of Egyptian 

terminology. In terms of Egyptian thought, these figures were envisaged as gods subordinate 

to the great god (nTr-aA); Re. There was therefore a sort of hierarchy of the figures studied 

whose epithets, iconography and locations agree well with their functions as punishing figures. 

This, therefore, rules out the application of non-Egyptian terminologies as, for example, the 

term ‘demons’ as borrowed from the ontology of Greek religion.  

Through the examination of individual epithets, considered in the broader context, I have 

been able to demonstrate that while the bearer of an epithet might be a minor deity, the fact is 

that these epithets were also manifestations of major deities. Thus, for example, dmDt (2.1.5), 

who opposed Apophis in the Seventh Hour of the Amduat, was found to represent Nephthys 

acting as  a ‘totaller’ of the Solar-Osirian unity or counting the pieces of Apophis who was 

transfixed by knives. Also, I have been able to identify the female figure AXbyt, “Swallower” 

(3.1.15) in the Second Hour of the Amduat as Isis. Similarly, through the study of the 

iconography and epithet of the figure Hrwy=fy-awy=fy-m-Xnw=f “One-who-has-two-faces-

and-two-arms-inside-him” (3.1.11), I have been able to identify this figure as representing the 

unity of Horus and Seth.    

The analysis of the epithets of the figures studied also reveals that some epithets mirrored 

the habit of the Egyptians of using female doublets.324 Through the study of each figure 

individually, and the analysis of their epithet I have been able to demonstrate that we are 

dealing eventually with various categories of figures, rather than a one coherent category.  One 

group represents manifestations of Re. This is, for example, the case of the nine Sms-signs 

(2.2.1:2.2.9) in the Eighth Hour of the Amduat. Another group represents the unity of Osiris 

and Re as, for example, the double-headed nHi (2.4.4). A third group of figures remain merely 

functional where their epithets denoted actions done against the enemies. 325  Twenty-four 

epithets are derived from animal names.  

Interaction with the living:  

Two concluding sentences were attested in the Book of the Amduat and the Book of Gates. 

The first dealt with offerings to the figures labelled as such (iw wdn.t(w) n=sn tp tA m),326 while 

the other was concerned with knowing them by the living (iw rx sn).327 According to these 

concluding phrases whoever knew the studied figures or offered to them could pass them 

                                                      
324 See the section on ‘Epithets’ in the Fifth Chapter. 
325 See, for example, the figures rkHyt (4.3.9). 
326 Hornung, Das Amduat I, 24. 
327 Hornung, Texte zum Amduat I, 222. 
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safely. Were the studied figures known by the living and received offerings from them? In an 

attempt to answer this question, I have discussed the possibility that these statements alluded 

to a sort of practical interaction between the beings and the living. I have explored the broader 

range of occurrences of these formulae in both books. In analysing these statements, I was able 

to conclude that the king, and this was a restricted ritual knowledge, or a priest on his behalf, 

were the persons who knew these figures or offered to them.  

Another way to examine the knowing by the living of the figures studied was through 

personal theophoric names. I have explored the occurrences of these epithets in personal names 

from the Old, Middle and New Kingdoms. Overall, only 38 of the epithets under study are 

attested in personal theophoric names. I have found that certain epithets were only used as 

parts of theophoric names. First and foremost in use were the names of individual members of 

the Heliopolitan Ennead which were attested. The only exception is Htpwy (3.1.3) who is 

represented as one of the Staves of the Great Ennead in the Sixth Hour of the Amduat whose 

name, to my best knowledge, is not documented in a personal name. Functional epithets are 

clearly absent in the theophoric names. These include, for example,  Htm-bA=f “He-who-

destroys-his-ba”, 328  Awy-n-aApp “Extender-of-Apophis”, 329  aA-Hsow “Great-one-of-the-

decapitated-ones”,330  imy-Hsow “He-who-is-among-the decapitated-ones”,331  Saty “He-who-

belongs-to-the-slaughter”,332 wbdyt “She-who-burns”,333 wAmmy<t> “<She> who-roasts”,334 , 

tp-Tri “Tep-Tjeri” or “The-disk-headed-one(?)”,335  dmAw “He-who-binds-together”,336  pDty 

“The-Bowman”,337 and sti-HHw “He-who-burns-millions.”338  

Of the epithets which were identified as epithets of Re,339 only mTnw “Guide(?)”,340 sDm 

“He-who-hears”,341 Tsw “He-who-ties”,342 and nHi “He-who-prays”,343 are attested as parts of 

personal theophoric names. The nature of the relationship between these epithets and their use 

as parts of theophoric names is, however, difficult to interpret. Also, in each case, it is quite 

possible that the names do not indicate specifically to Netherworld beings, but to other beings 

with the same (rather generic) names. 

                                                      
328 2.7.1. 
329 2.7.2. 
330 3.11.2. 
331 3.11.3. 
332 3.11.4. 
333 3.12.1. 
334 3.12.2. 
335 2.3.1. 
336 2.3.3. 
337 2.3.9. 
338 4.2.3. 
339 See sections 2.3 and 2.4 as well as section 30 in the appendix ‘Content of the Name’.  
340 2.2.7. 
341 2.2.9. 
342 2.3.11. 
343 2.4.4 and 3.1.7. 
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A further line of enquiry was to examine the interaction between the figures studied and 

the living was to explore the attestation of these epithets in temples of Graeco-Roman date. I 

have found that these epithets were in fact adopted there by major deities. Thus the bearer of 

the epithet does not himself appear in the temple texts as an independent deity.  

Future Research: 

It was mentioned that some areas and topics are beyond the scope of this thesis. Thus, the 

roles of the guardians of the doorways and gates of the books under study need to be addressed. 

Once this is completed, the punishing figures in the rest of the New Kingdom Netherworld 

books needs to be studied thoroughly. This will add to our knowledge and understanding of 

Egyptian divinities in the Netherworld. Simultaneously, a Virtual Reality database which 

includes all the studied figures will be established. I have already contacted colleagues in the 

School of Architecture at the University of Liverpool asking for technical help. The project 

will focus on the royal tombs in which these figures were represented. Next to each figure, the 

related text and data will be attached.  
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APPENDIX 1: CONTENT OF THE NAME 

 

1. Epithets denoting fire and burning: 

 The Figure Translation of the 

epithet 

Cross-Reference 

1 
 

ns-m-irt=f 

He-who-burns-with-

his-eye. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

203. 
2.4.5. 

2 
 

nbi-Axw 

Whose-magical-

spells-burn. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

203. 
2.4.6. 

3 
 

nbiwy  
The-double-flame. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 3.1.24. 

4 
 

wbdy(t)  
She-who-burns. Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.1. 

5 
 

wAmmy<t>  
<She> who-roasts. Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.2. 

6 
 

sDt 
Fire. Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.3. 

7  

nswt 

She-of-the-flame. Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.4. 

8 
 

sti-HHw 

He-who-burns-

millions. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

190. (805) 
4.3.2. 

9 
 

rkHyt  
She-who-burns. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

191. (818) 
4.3.9. 

10 
xty  

 
The-fiery-snake. Hornung, Pforten I, 323. 4.5.2. 

11 
 

nTrw-Hrw-xty 

Gods-upon-the-

fiery-snake. 
Hornung, Pforten I, 323. 4.5.3. 

 

2. Cauldrons and cooking: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

Hryt-ktwt=s 

She-who-is-upon-

her-cauldrons. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 190. 

(807) 
4.3.3. 
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2 
 

psyt 
She-who-cooks. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 191. 

(817) 
4.3.8. 

3 
 

Hry-wHAwt=f 

He-who-is-upon-his-

cauldrons. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 191. 

(821) 
4.3.12. 

4 
 

ktyt  
He-of-the-cauldron. Piankoff, Création, 39. 4.9.5. 
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3. Killing by cutting: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1  

dnyt 

She-who-cuts-off. Hornung, Das Amduat, 

126. (no. 519) 
2.1.8. 

2  

nkn 

He-who-wounds. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

10, 175. (no. 740) 
2.3.8. 

3  

smA-xftyw=f  

He-who-slays-his-

enemies. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

48. (no.200) 
3.2.7. 

4 HnTyt She-who-butchers. Piankoff, BIFAO 42 

(1944), pl.LXVI. 
3.8.1. 

5  

n(y)-Hsoyw 

He-who-belongs-

to-the-decapitated-

ones. 

Piankoff, Création, 55. 

3.11.1. 

6  

aA-Hsow 

Great-one-of-the-

decapitated-ones. 

Piankoff, Création, 55. 
3.11.2. 

7  

imy-Hsow 

He-who-is-among-

the decapitated-

ones. 

Piankoff, Création, 55. 

3.11.3. 

8  

Saty 

He-who-belongs-

to-the-slaughter 

Piankoff, Création, 55. 
3.11.4. 

9  

nknyt 

She-who-wounds. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

190. (811) 
4.3.5. 

 

4. Traps (HAdw): 

 
The Figure 

Translation of 

the epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

Hryt-HAdw=s 

She-who-is-

upon-her-traps. 

Hornung, Das 

Amduat I, 190. (809) 
4.3.4. 

2 

 

 

Hrw-HAdw=sn  

Those-who-are-

upon-their-traps, 

(4) 

Hornung, Pforten I, 

137. 
4.4.2. 

3 
 

HAdy 
He-of-the-trap. 

Piankoff, Création, 

39. 
4.9.1. 
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5. Belonging to the slaughterhouse: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

Hryt-nmwt=s 

She-who-is-upon-her-

slaughterhouses. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 190. 

(no. 813) 
4.3.6. 

2 
 

iryw nmt  
Executioners. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 81-83. 3.3. 

 

6. Sand: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

Hry-Sa=f 

He-who-is-upon-his-

sand. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 47. 

(no. 194) 
3.2.1. 

2 
 

Hryt-Sa(y)=s 

She-who-is-upon-

her-sand. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 191. 

(no. 819) 
4.3.10. 

 

7. Destruction (Htm): 

 The Figure 
Translation of the 

Epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

Htmyt 
She-who-destroys. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 126. 

(no. 521) 

2.1.6. 

2 
 

Htm-bA=f 

He-who-destroys-his-

ba. 1 
Piankoff, Création, 61. 

2.7.1. 

3 

 

xmyt-Hryt-dnt-

mwtw 

The-demolishing-one 

who-is-over-the-

cutting-of-the-dead. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 

(356) 

3.3.9. 

4 

 

Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-

imyw=f 

She-who-destroys-

and-guards-who-are-

in-him(?) 

Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 

pl.XLVIII. 

 

 

3.7.2. 

                                                      
1 Two ram-headed figures. 
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5 
 

Htm-Hr 
Destructive-of-face. 

Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 

pl.L. 

3.7.3. 

6 
 

Htmw-Axw 

He-who-destroys-the-

akh-spirits. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 

4.2.9. 

7 
 

Htmyt 
She-who-destroys. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 191. 

(no. 820) 

4.3.11. 

8 
 

Hri-Htmw  

He-who-is-upon-the-

destroyed-ones. 
Hornung, Pforten, 136. 

4.4.1. 

9 
 

Htmyt-tn 
That-destroyer 

Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 

pl.36. 

3.9.1. 

10 
 

Htmyt-tn 
That-destroyer 

Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 

pl.36. 

3.9.2. 

 

8. Swallowing: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

AXbyt 
Swallower. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 

(no. 184) 
3.1.15. 

2 
 

amw-aA 

Devourer-of-the-

donkey. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 

(no. 185) 
3.1.16. 

3 
 

amw 
Devourer. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 

(no. 351) 
3.3.4. 

4 
 

am-bAw 

He-who-swallows-

the-bas. 
Piankoff, Création, 39. 4.8.4. 

5 
 

am-XAwt 

He-who-swallows-

the-corpses. 
Piankoff, Création, 39. 4.8.2. 

6 
 

am-snTw  

He-who-swallows-

the-limbs. 
Piankoff, Création, 39. 4.8.3. 

7 
 

sXbyt 
She-who-savours. Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.5. 
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9. Associated with the seasons and grain: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

wp-trw 

Opener-of-the-

seasons. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 34. 

(no. 170) 
3.1.1. 

2 
  

iry-trw 

He-who-belongs-to-

the-seasons. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 34. 

(no. 171) 
3.1.2. 

3 
 

rnpty 

He-who-belongs-to-

the-year. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 

(no. 174) 
3.1.5. 

4 
 

mAxy 
He-of-the-sheaf. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 

(no. 175) 
3.1.6. 

5 
 

npn 

 

The-Grain. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 

(no. 187) 
3.1.18. 

6 
 

npri 
Neper. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 

(no. 191) 
3.1.22. 

 

 

10. Associated with light: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 

 

xa-a  

Rising-of-arm. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 176. 

(no. 744) 
2.3.12. 

2 
 

HDDwty 

He-who-belongs-to-

the-light. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 

(no. 177) 
3.1.8. 

3 
 

HD-wr 
Great-white-one. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 

(no. 179) 
3.1.10. 

4 
 

Axy 
Shining-one. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 

(no. 181) 
3.1.12. 

5 

 

HD-a 

He-of-the-shining-arm. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 

(no. 189) 
3.1.20. 
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11. Cloths: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

dbA 
The-clothed-one. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 203. 

(no. 889) 
2.4.1. 

2 
 

dby-nTr 
The-divine-clothed-one. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 47. 

(no. 195) 
3.2.2. 

3 
 

dbA 
The-clothed-one. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 48. 

(no. 209) 
3.2.16. 

4 
 

dbA 
The-clothed-one. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 

(no. 622) 
4.2.2. 

5 
 

irtywy 

He-who-is-clothed-in-

(blue?)-linen. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 

(no. 623) 
4.2.3. 

6 
 

mnxty 

He-who-belongs-to-the-

cloths. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 

(no. 624) 
4.2.4. 

7 
 

Hbs(w) 
He-who-is-clothed. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 

(no. 625) 
4.2.5. 

 

12. Deputy of gods: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1  

sty-nTr 

Deputy-of the-God. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. (no. 

627) 

4.2.7. 

2 

 

sty-psDt 

Deputy-of-the-

Ennead. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. (no. 

628) 

4.2.8. 
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13. Earth: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

Htp-tA 

He-who-makes-the-

earth-content. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

145. (no. 589) 
2.2.1. 

2 
 

nhA-tA 

He-who-expels-the-

earth. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

156. (no. 621) 
4.2.1. 

3 

 

sAw-tA 

Sons-of-the-earth. 
Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), 

pl.VIII-IX. 
4.6.1. 

 

14. Names containing body parts and their functions: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

sDmw 
He-who-hears. 

Hornung, Das Amduat 

I, 145. (no. 597) 
2.2.9. 

2 
 

a-fAw 

(The)-arm-which-

carries. 

Hornung, Das Amduat 

I, 35. (no. 173) 
3.1.4. 

3 

 

 

Hrwy=fy-awy=fy-m-

Xnw=f 

One-who-has-two-

faces-and-two-arms- 

inside-him.                             

Hornung, Das Amduat 

I, 35. (no. 180) 
3.1.11. 

4 
 

tpy 
He-of-the-head (?). 

Hornung, Das Amduat 

I, 36. (no. 190) 
3.1.21. 

5 
 

an-Hr-spH 

Reserved-of-face-

who-lassoes. 

Hornung, Das Amduat 

I, 83. (no. 354) 
3.3.7. 

6 

 

abwy 

He-who-has-two-

horns. 

Hornung, Das Amduat 

I, 83. (no. 352) 
3.3.5. 

7 
 

mds-Hr 
Violent-of-face. 

Hornung, Das Amduat 

I, 120. (no. 352) 
4.1.1. 

8 
 

imnw-a 
He-with-hidden-arm. 

Hornung, Das Amduat 

I, 157. (no. 632) 
4.2.11. 
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9 
 

nhA-xrw 
Terrible-of-voice. 

Hornung, Das Amduat 

I, 47. (no. 197) 
3.2.4. 

15. Totallers: 

 The Figure 
Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

dmDt 
The-totaller (f). 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 126. (no. 

518) 
2.1.5. 

2 
 

dmDw 
The-totaller (m). 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. (no. 

631). 
4.2.11. 

3 

 

Tsw 

 

He-who-ties. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 176. (no. 

743) 
2.3.11. 
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16. Feline: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1  

miwty  
He-of-the-cat. Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 40.  3.7.1. 

 

17. Binding: 

 The Figure 
Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

dmAw 
He-who-binds-together. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 

(no. 735) 
2.3.3. 

 

18. Bonds: 

 The Figure Translation of the epithet Cross-Reference 

1 
 

Hry-rwDw 

He-who-is-upon-the-cord. 

(Three ram-headed gods). 
Piankoff, La Creation, 36. 3.10.1. 

2 
 

Hry-oAswt 
He-who-is-upon-the-fetter. Piankoff, La Creation, 36. 3.10.2 

 

19. Archers and bows: 

 The Figure 
Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1  

Ssri 

 

The-Archer. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 

(no. 734) 

2.3.2. 

2  

wdw 

He-who-shoots-(an-

arrow) 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 

(no. 736) 

2.3.4. 

3  

sti 

He-who-shoots. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 

(no. 737) 

2.3.5. 

4  

rdw 

He-who-throws-(a 

spear?) 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 

(no. 738) 

2.3.6. 

5  

pDty 

The-Bowman. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 176. 

(no. 741) 

2.3.9. 
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6  

Smrty 

 

The-Bowman. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 176. 

(no. 743) 

2.3.10. 

7  

pD-aHa 

Who-stretches-the-

bow. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 48. 

(no. 200) 

3.2.8. 

 

20. Repelling: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

xsfw 
He-who-repels. 

Hornung, Das 

Amduat I, 175. (no. 

739) 

2.3.7. 

2 
 

DADAt-xsft-aApp 

The-council-who-

repel-Apophis. 

Hornung, Pforten I, 

74. 
2.5.1. 

 

21. Weeping and mourning: 

 The Figure 
Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

rmyt  
She-who-weeps. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 49. 

(no. 213) 
3.2.20. 

2 
 

mAtyt 
The mourner. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 49. 

(no. 214) 
3.2.21. 

3 
 

iAkbyt 
The mourning one. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 49. 

(no. 215) 
3.2.22. 

4 
 

HAyt 
She-who-mourns. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 49. 

(no. 216) 
3.2.22. 

 

22. Associated with Enneads and divinities: 

 The Figure 
Translation of 

the epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1  

tA-Tnn 

Tatenen. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

116. (no. 477) 
3.4.1. 
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2 
 

tm 
Atum. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

116. (no. 478) 
3.4.2. 

3 xpri  Khepry. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

116. (no. 479) 
3.4.3. 

4 Sw  Shu. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

116. (no. 480)   
3.4.4. 

5  gb Geb. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

116. (no. 481)   
3.4.5. 

6  Asir Osiris. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

116. (no. 482)  
3.4.6. 

7  Hr Horus. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

116. (no. 483) 
3.4.7. 

Hornung, Pforten I, 323. 4.5.1. 

8  wpw Judge(?) 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

116. (no. 484) 
3.4.8. 

9  Htpwy 
He-of-the-

offerings. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

116. (no. 485) 
3.4.9. 

10  nww Nun. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

116. (no. 486) 
3.4.10. 

11   

Htpw-nTrw  

He-who-satisfies-

the-gods. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

83. (no. 348) 
3.3.1. 

12 
 

Asir wnn-nfr 

Osiris, 

Wenennefer. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

35. (no. 182) 
3.1.13. 

13 
  

nb-tA-Dsr 

Lord-of-the-

sacred-land. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

35. (no. 183) 
3.1.14. 

14 

 

ir(y)-st-nTr 

 

He-who-belongs-

to-the-place-of-

god. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

36. (no. 186) 
3.1.17. 

16 
 

Ast 
Isis. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

123. (no. 505) 
2.1.2. 

17 
 

srot-Htyt 

She-who-makes-

the-throat-

breathe. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

125. (no. 516) 
2.1.3. 
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18 
 

nbw-nTrw   

(Most)-Golden-

of-the-gods. 
Hornung, Pforten I, 260. 3.6.1. 

19 
 

inpw 
Anubis. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

47. (no. 196) 
3.2.3. 

20 
 

inpw-n-wAs   

Anubis-of-the-

was-sceptre. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

48. (no. 202) 
3.2.9. 

 

23. Provisions:  

 The Figure 
Translation of the 

epithet 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

nbw-xrwt 

Lords-of-

Provisions. 
Hornung, Pforten I, 79. 2.5.2. 

 

24. Knives: 

 The Figure Translation of the name Cross-Reference 

1  

Hryt-sfw=s 

She-who-is-upon-her-

knives. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 190. 

(no. 815) 
4.3.7. 

2 
 

Hri-dsw=f 

He-who-is-upon-his-

knives. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 125. 

(no. 517) 
2.1.4. 

 

25. Status: 

 The Figure 
Translation of the 

name 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

Hwn-wr 
Great-youth. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

35. (no. 178) 
3.1.9. 

2 
 

Hwn-saHw 

Youth-of-the-

nobles. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

48. (no. 207) 
3.2.14. 
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26. Maat 

 The Figure 
Translation of the 

name 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

iniw-mAat 
He-who-fetches-Maat. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 

(no. 353) 
3.3.6. 

 

27. Magic: 

 The Figure 
Translation of the 

name 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

HkA-smsw 
Eldest-Magician. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

123.(no.507)

  

2.1.1 

2 

 

 

Hryw-mdw-HkAw 

Chiefs-of-the-magical-

words. 
Hornung, Pforten I, 344. 2.6.1. 

3 
 

sAyw 

Magicians-of-Re 

(Male). 
Hornung, Pforten I, 344. 

2.6.2. 

4 
 

sAywt 

Magicians-of-Re 

(Female). 
Hornung, Pforten I, 344. 

5 
 

wr-HkAw  
Great-of-Magic. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

48. (no. 204) 
3.2.11. 

 

28. Associated with Spears 

 The Figure 
Translation of the 

name 
Cross-Reference 

1 
 

abbtyw  
Those-of-the-spears. Hornung, Pforten I, 344. 2.6.3. 

 

29. Bovine:  

 The Figure 
Translation of the 

name 
Cross-Reference 

1  
 

bA-pf-iry-mtw 

That-ba-which-

belongs-to-the-dead. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 

(no. 355) 
3.3.8. 
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2 
 

kA-irw  
Bull-of-the-forms. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 49. 

(no. 211) 
3.2.18. 

3 
 

bA-pf 
That-ba. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 49. 

(no. 212) 
3.2.19. 
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30. Aspects of Re: 

 
The Figure 

Translation of the 

name 
Cross-Reference 

1  

imnw  

Hidden-one. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

145. (no. 590) 

2.2.2. 

2  

sStAw-bAw  

Whose-ba-is-made-

secret. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

145. (no. 591) 

2.2.3. 

3  

sxnw-Swwt 

Whose-shadow-is-

brought-to-rest. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

145. (no. 592)  

2.2.4. 

4  

nb-r-Dr 

Lord-of-all. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

145. (no. 593) 

2.2.5. 

5  

mnw  

Offering-jar(?) Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

145. (no. 594) 

2.2.6. 

6  

mTnw 

Guide(?). Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

145. (no. 595) 

2.2.7. 

7  

mtrwy 

The-precise-one. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

145. (no. 596) 

2.2.8. 

8 oA-SfSft  

 

High-of-awe. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

203. (no. 890) 

2.4.2. 

9  

xnty-hTT=f 

Foremost-of-his-

jubilation(?) 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

203. (no. 895) 

2.4.7. 

10  

sxm-ib 

Forceful-of-heart. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

203. (no. 896) 

2.4.8. 

11  

dwAty 

He-of-the-

Netherworld. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

203. (no. 897) 

2.4.9. 

12  

snDw-n=f-imntyw 

Whom-the-

Westerners-fear. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

83. (no. 349) 

3.3.2. 

13  

nb-pat 

Lord-of-the-elite. Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

156. (no. 630) 

4.2.10. 
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31. Unclassified: 

 The Figure 
Translation of the 

name 
Cross-Reference 

1 

 

(m)st 

 

Staff. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 

(no. 350) 
3.3.3. 

2 
 

fAi 
Bearer. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 34. 

(no. 172) 
3.1.3. 

3 

nHi  

 
He-who-prays. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

203. (no. 892) 
2.4.4. 

 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 

(no. 176) 
3.1.7. 

4 
 

tp-Tri 

Tep-Tjeri” or “The-

disk-headed-one(?) 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

175. (no. 733) 
2.3.1. 

5 
 

abA 
He-who-provides. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 

(no. 188) 
3.1.19. 

6 

 

bsAw 

 

He-who-protects. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 

(no. 192) 
3.1.23. 

7 
 

sAA-xftyw-Asir  

He-who-guards-the-

enemies-of-Osiris. 

Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 

26. 
4.8.1. 

8 
 

Awy-n-aApp 
Extender-of-Apophis. Piankoff, Création, 61. 2.7.2. 

9 nTrw-xtyw-wsrwt 
Gods-behind-the-

stakes. 
Hornung, Pforten I, 262. 3.6.2. 

10 
 

nbty 

He-who-belongs-to-

the-basket(?) 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

156. (no. 626) 
4.2.6. 

11 
 

nAnyt  

She-of-the-nAnyt-

gesture(?) 
Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.6. 

12 
 

nikyt 
She-who-punishes. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

126. (no. 520) 
2.1.7. 

13 
 

bAyt 
Bait. 

Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 

CXXXII-III. 
3.9.5. 

14 
 

bnfyt 
Benfit. 

Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 

CXXXII-III. 
3.9.6. 
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15 

 

in-irt-sHtp- nTrw   

 

He-who-brings-the-

eye-and-satisfies-the-

gods. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 48. 

(no. 203) 
3.2.10. 

16 
 

TmA  
The-strong-one. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 48. 

(no. 206) 
3.2.13. 

17 
 

iTi-m-grH 

He-who-is-taken-

away-in-the-night. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 48. 

(no. 203) 
3.2.15. 

18 
 

awAy 
The-robber. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 49. 

(no. 210) 
3.2.17. 

19 
 

xAtyw 
Slaughterers. 

Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 

pls. XXIV-XXVI 
4.7.1. 

20 
 

nhAy 
Nehay. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

203. (no. 891) 
2.4.3. 

21 

 

iarwty  

 

“He-of-the-two-

uraei” 

Pinakoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 

pl.LXVI. 
3.8.2. 

22  

spsy  

“He-who-ties-by-

hair” 

Pinakoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 

pl.CXXXIV. 
3.9.3. 

23  

spsyt 

“She-who-ties-by-

hair” 

Pinakoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 

pl.CXXXIV. 
3.9.4. 

24  

inity 

“He-who-belongs-to-

the-brought-back-

one” 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 47. 

(no. 198) 
3.2.5. 

25 

 

innt(y)t  

 

“She-who-belongs-

to-the-brought-back-

one” 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 49. 

(no. 199) 
3.2.6. 

26 
Xrw-aHaw-m-imnt 

“(Those)-who-carry-

the-lifetime-in-the-

West 

Hornung, Pforten I, 182-

185. 
3.5.1. 
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APPENDIX 2: ICONOGRAPHY 

1. Human Form: 

 The Figure Brief Description Cross-Reference 

1 

n(y)-Hsoyw He-who-

belongs-to-the-

decapitated-ones  

Standing god holding an 

overturned decapitated 

figure 

Piankoff, Création, pl. D. 3.11.1. 

2 

aA-Hsow  Great-one-

of-the-decapitated-

ones  

Standing god holding an 

overturned decapitated 

figure 

Piankoff, Création, pl. D. 3.11.2. 

3 

imy-Hsow  He-who-

is-among-the 

decapitated-ones  

Standing god holding an 

overturned decapitated 

figure 

Piankoff, Création, pl. D. 3.11.3. 

4 

Saty  He-who-

belongs-to-the-

slaughter  

Standing god holding an 

overturned decapitated 

figure 

Piankoff, Création, pl. D. 3.11.4. 

5 

Hryt-HAdw=s  She-

who-is-upon-her-

traps  

Standing goddess, spitting 

fire and holding a 

butcher’s knife 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 190. 4.3.4. 

6 
nknyt  She-who-

wounds 

Standing goddess, spitting 

fire and holding a 

butcher’s knife 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 190. 4.3.5. 

7 

Hryt-nmwt=s  She-

who-is-upon-her-

slaughterhouses  

Standing goddess, spitting 

fire and holding a 

butcher’s knife 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 190. 4.3.6. 

8 
Hryt-sfw=s  She-who-

is-upon-her-knives  

Standing goddess, spitting 

fire and holding a butcher 

knife 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 190. 4.3.7. 

9 psyt  She-who-cooks  

A goddess in human form 

with the hieroglyph for 

desert upon her head 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 191. 4.3.8. 

1

0 
rkHyt  She-who-burns  

A goddess in human form 

with the hieroglyph for 

desert upon her head 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 191. 4.3.9. 

1

1 

Hryt-Sa<y>=s  She-

who-is-upon-her-

sand  

A goddess in human form 

with the hieroglyph for 

desert upon her head 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 191. 4.3.10. 
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12 
Htmyt  She-who-

destroys  

A god holding the 

hieroglyph for life in one 

hand and the was-sceptre 

in the other 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 126. 2.1.6. 

13 
Htpw-nTrw  He-who-

satisfies-the-gods  
Standing  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 3.3.1. 

14 
abwy  He-who-has-

two-horns  

A god with the hieroglyph 

for shadow (Swwt) around 

his head 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 3.3.5. 

15 
iniw-mAat  He-who-

fetches-Maat  

A god with a feather on his 

head 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 3.3.6. 

16 

an-Hr-spHw  

Reserved-of-face-

who-lassoes  

Holding a coil of rope (?) 

in each hand 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 3.3.7. 

17 

xmyt-Hryt-dnt-mwtw 

The demolishing one 

who is over the 

cutting of the dead 

(?)  

Standing goddess holding 

a crouching figure 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 3.3.9. 

18 
wp-trw  Opener-of-

the-seasons  

Running god holding the 

hieroglyph for season 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 34. 3.1.1. 

19 

iry-trw  He-who-

belongs-to-the-

seasons  

Running god holding the 

hieroglyph for season 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 34. 3.1.2. 

20 fAi  Bearer  
Running god holding the 

hieroglyph for season 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 3.1.3. 

21 
a-fAw He-who-

devours (?)  

Running bearded god 

holding a knife 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 3.1.4. 

22 
rnpty  He-who-

belongs-to-the-year  

God  in a human form 

holding the sign for the 

year 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 3.1.5. 

23 
mAxy  He-of-the-

sheaf  

A god holding the sign for 

the year 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 3.1.6. 

24 nHi He-who-prays  
A god holding the sign for 

the year 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 3.1.7. 

25 
HDDwty  He-who-

belongs-to-the-light  

A god holding the sign for 

the star 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 3.1.8. 

26 Hwn-wr  Great Youth  
A god holding the sign for 

the star 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 3.1.9. 
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27 
HD-wr  Great-white-

one  

A god holding the sign for 

the star 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 3.1.10 

28 

Hrwy=fy-awy=fy-m-

Xnw=f One-who-has-

two-faces-and-two-

arms-inside-him  

A god with two heads Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 3.1.11. 

29 Axy  Shining-one  

Standing god with a 

papyrus sceptres in each 

hand 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 3.1.12. 

30 AXbyt  Swallower  

Seated on a short throne 

and holding the hieroglyph 

for star 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 3.1.15. 

31 

ir(y)-st nTr  He-who-

belongs-to-the-place-

of-god  

A god holding the 

butcher’s knife in his left 

hand 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 3.1.17. 

32 npn  The-Grain  
A god holding an ear of 

grain in his left hand 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 3.1.18 

33 
abA  He-who-

provides  

A god holding an ear of 

grain in his left hand 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 3.1.19. 

34 
HD-a  He-of-the-

shining-arm  

A god holding an ear of 

grain in his left hand  
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 3.1.20. 

35 
tpy He-of-the-head 

(?)  

A god with a double ear of 

grain on his head 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 3.1.21. 

36 npri  Neper  
A god with a double ear of 

grain on his head 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 3.1.22. 

37 
bsAw  He-who-

protects  

A god with a double ear of 

grain on his head 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 3.1.19. 

38 
nbiwy  The-double-

flame  
A god without attributes Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 3.1.24. 

39 
HnTyt  She-who-

butchers 

A goddess in a human 

form holding a pole 

surmounted by the 

hieroglyph for coiled snake 

in each hand. To each pole 

an enemy of Re is 

attached. 

Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 

pl.LXVI. 
3.8.1. 

40 

sAA-xftyw-Asir He-

who-guards-the-

enemies-of-Osiris 

Upside-down god making 

the gesture for adoration 

Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 

26. 
4.8.1. 
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41 
nbw-nTrw   (Most)-

Golden-of-the-gods  

A god in human form 

holding the was-sceptre 
Hornung, Pforten I, 260. 3.6.1. 

42 

Hri-Htmw  He-who-

is-upon-the-

destroyed-ones 

Standing god in human 

from holding the was-

sceptre 

Hornung, Pforten I, 136. 4.4.1. 

43 

Hrw-HAdw=sn  They-

who-are-upon-their-

traps  

Three gods without 

attributes leaning and 

attending  HAdw and 

extending their hands 

towards these  HAdw 

Hornung, Pforten I, 137. 4.4.2. 

44 

DADAt-xsft-aApp  The-

council who-repel-

Apophis  

Nine humanoid figures 

without attributes   
Hornung, Pforten I, 74. 2.5.1. 

45 
nAnyt  She-of the-

nAnyt-gesture  

A goddess facing a bound 

prisoner and extending her 

two arms downwards 

Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.6. 

46 
sXbyt  She-who-

savours  

A goddess in binding an 

enemy  
Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.5. 

47 
wbdyt  She-who-

burns  

A goddess binding a 

kneeling enemy from 

whose head  a tongue of 

flame comes out 

Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.1. 

48 sDt  Fire  

A goddess binding a 

knelling enemy from 

whose head  a tongue of 

flame comes out 

Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.3. 

49 
wAmmy<t>  <She> 

who roasts  

A goddess binding a 

knelling enemy from 

whose head  a tongue of 

flame comes out 

Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.2. 

50 
nswt  She-of-the-

flame  

A goddess binding a 

knelling enemy from 

whose head  a tongue of 

flame comes out 

Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.4. 

51 xAtyw Slaughterers  
Four knife-wielding 

figures  

Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 

pls. XXIV-XXVI 
4.7.1 

52 
mds-Hr  Violent-of-

Face  

A god with the ears of a 

cat holding a lasso in his 

right hand and a butcher’s 

knife in the other 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 120. 4.1.1. 
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53 

srot-Htyt  She-who-

lets-the-throat-

breathe  

A goddess constraining 

Apophis 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 125. 2.1.3. 

54 
Hri-dsw=f  He-who-

is-upon-his-knives  

A god without attributes 

constraining Apophis 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 125. 2.1.4. 

55 dmDt  The-Totaller  
A goddess holding a 

butcher’s knife 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 126. 2.1.5. 

56 dnyt  She-who-cuts 
A goddess holding a 

butcher’s knife 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 126. 2.1.8. 

57 
nikyt  She-who-

punishes  

A goddess holding a 

butcher’s knife 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 126. 2.1.7. 

58 
Htmyt  She-who-

destroys  

A goddess holding a 

butcher’s knife 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 126. 4.3.11. 

59 
Htm-Hr Destructive-

of-face 

A figure without attributes 

extending his two hands 

against a group of four 

enemies (xftyw). 

Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 

pl.L. 

 

3.7.3. 

60 sti He-who-shoots 
A god holding a spear in 

his right hand. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.5. 

61 
rdw He-who-throws-

(a spear?) 

A god holding a spear in 

his right hand. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.6. 

62 xsfw He-who-repels 
A god holding a spear in 

his right hand. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.7. 

63 nkn He-who-wounds 

A god holding a spear in 

his right hand. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.8. 

A god holding a knife in 

his left hand. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 10.  

64 
pDty  The-Bowman 

 

A god extending both 

hands downwards and 

holding a bow. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 176. 2.3.9. 

65 
Smrty The-Bowman 

 

A god extending both 

hands downwards and 

holding a bow. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 176. 2.3.10. 

66 
Tsw He-who-ties 

 

A god extending both 

hands downwards and 

holding a bow. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 176. 2.3.11. 

67 
xa-a Shining-of-arm 

 

A god extending both 

hands downwards and 

holding a bow. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 176. 2.3.12. 
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68 dbA The-clothed-one 

A humanoid figure holding 

an oar in his right hand.  
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 203. 2.4.1. 

A mummiform figure 

seated on the sign for cloth 

(mnxt) 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 4.2.2. 

A mummiform figure 

without attributes. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 48. 3.2.16. 

69 oA-SfSft High-of-awe 
A god holding an oar in his 

right hand.  
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 203. 2.4.2. 

70 
nbi-Axw Whose-

magical-spells-burn 

A god holding an oar in his 

right hand. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 203. 2.4.6. 

71 
xnty-hTT=f Foremost-

of-his-jubilation (?) 

A god holding an oar in his 

right hand. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 203. 2.4.7. 

72 
sxm-ib Forceful-of-

heart 

A god holding an oar in his 

right hand. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 203. 2.4.8. 

73 
dwAty He-of-the-

Netherworld 

A god holding an oar in his 

right hand. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 203. 2.4.9. 

47 
nbw-xrwt Lords-of-

Provisions 

Nine human-headed deities 

each holding a sceptre.  

Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses 

VI, fig. 34 and p. 155-156. 
2.5.2. 

 

2. Figures in human from with heads replaced with discs: 

 The Figure Brief Description  Cross-Reference 

1 

tp-Tri Tep-Tjeri or 

The-disk-headed-

one(?) 

A god with his head 

replaced by a disc and 

holds an arrow 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.1. 

2 Ssri The-Archer 

A god with his head 

replaced by a disc and 

holds an arrow 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.2. 

3 
dmAw He-who-

binds-together 

A god with his head 

replaced by a disc and 

holds an arrow 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.3. 

4 
wdw  He-who-

shoots-(an-arrow) 

A god with his head 

replaced by a disc and 

holds an arrow 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 

 
2.3.4. 
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3. Signs with human heads: 

 The Figure Brief Description  Cross-Reference 

1 

Htp-tA  He-who-

makes-the-earth-

content  

Sms-signs with a human head 

on its top, and beneath the 

hieroglyph for clothing 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 145. 2.2.1. 

2 
imnw Hidden-

one  

Sms-signs with a human head 

on its top, and beneath the 

hieroglyph for clothing 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 145. 

 
2.2.2. 

3 

sStAw-bAw  

Whose-ba-is-

made-secret 

Sms-signs with a human head 

on its top, and beneath the 

hieroglyph for clothing 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 145. 2.2.3. 

4 

sxnw Swwt He-

who-brings-the-

Shadows-to-rest 

Sms-signs with a human head 

on its top, and beneath the 

hieroglyph for clothing 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 145. 2.2.4. 

5 
nb-r-Dr Lord-of-

all  

Sms-signs with a human head 

on its top, and beneath the 

hieroglyph for clothing 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 145. 2.2.5. 

6 
mnw Offering-

Jar(?) 

Sms-signs with a human head 

on its top, and beneath the 

hieroglyph for clothing 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 

145.

  

2.2.6. 

7 mTnw Guide(?) 

Sms-signs with a human head 

on its top, and beneath the 

hieroglyph for clothing. 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 145. 2.2.7. 

8 
mtrwy He-who-

witnesses  

Sms-signs with a human head 

on its top, and beneath the 

hieroglyph for clothing 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 145. 2.2.8. 

9 
sDmw He-who-

hears 

Sms-signs with a human head 

on its top, and beneath the 

hieroglyph for clothing 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 145. 2.2.9. 
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4. Mummiform: 

 The God Brief description   Cross-Reference 

1 
Asir wnn-nfr Osiris, 

Wenennefer  
Wearing the double crown Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 3.1.13. 

2 

nTrw-Hrw-xty  

Gods-upon-the-

fiery-one  

Seven gods standing upon 

the fire-spitting snake 
Hornung, Pforten I, 323. 4.5.3. 

3 

nTrw-xtyw-wsrwt   

Gods-behind-the-

stakes   

Seven gods standing 

behind the stakes of Geb 
Hornung, Pforten I, 262. 3.6.2. 

4 
nhA-tA  He-who-

expels-the-earth  

A god seated on the 

hieroglyph for cloth 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156.  4.2.1. 

5 
dbA  The-clothed-

one  

A god seated on the 

hieroglyph for cloth 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 4.2.2. 

6 

irtywy He-who-is-

clothed-in-blue(?)-

linen  

A god seated on the 

hieroglyph for cloth 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 4.2.3. 

7 

mnxty He-who-

belongs-to-the-

cloths 

A god seated on the 

hieroglyph for cloth 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 4.2.4. 

8 
Hbs(w)  He-who-is-

clothed  

A god seated on the 

hieroglyph for cloth 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 4.2.5. 

9 

nbty  He-who-

belongs-to-the-

basket  

A god seated on the 

hieroglyph for cloth 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 4.2.6. 

10 
sty-nTr  Deputy-of-

the-God  

A god seated on the 

hieroglyph for cloth 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156.  4.2.7 

11 
sty-psDt  Deputy-

of-the Ennead  

A god seated on the 

hieroglyph for cloth 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 4.2.8. 

12 

Htmw Axw  He-who 

destroys-the-Akh-

spirits  

A god seated on the 

hieroglyph for cloth 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 4.2.9. 

13 
nb-pat  Lord-of-

the-elite 

A god seated on the 

hieroglyph for cloth 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 4.2.10. 

14 dmDw The-totaller  
A god seated on the 

hieroglyph for cloth 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 156. 4.2.11. 

15 
imnw-a He-with-

hidden-arm 

A god seated on the 

hieroglyph for cloth 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 157. 4.2.12. 
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5. Canid: 

 The God Brief description   Cross-Reference 

1 

nb-tA-Dsr 

Lord-of-the-

sacred-land 

Jackal-headed figure seated on a 

short throne holding the hieroglyph 

for star 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 35. 3.1.14. 

2 bAyt Bait 

Jackal-headed female figure 

making the adoration sign over a 

group of four female bound figures 

Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 

pl.CXXI. 

 

3.9.5. 

 

3 bnfyt Benfit 

Jackal-headed female figure 

making the adoration sign over a 

group of four female bound figures 

Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 

pl.CXXI. 

 

3.9.6. 

 

6. Feline: 

 The figure Brief description   Cross-Reference 

1 miwty He-of-the-cat 
A cat-headed god making 

the adoration gesture  

Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses 

VI, 79.  
3.7.1. 

 

7. Bovine: 

 The figure Brief description   Cross-Reference 

1 
amw-aA Devourer-

of-the-donkey 

Bull-headed god seated on a 

short throne holding the 

hieroglyph for star 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 36. 3.1.16. 

2 (m)st Staff Short-horned bull-headed god Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 3.3.3. 

3 amw Devourer Long-horned bull-headed god Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 3.3.4. 

 

8. Ram and Ram-headed: 

 The figure Brief description   Cross-Reference 

1 

Htm-bA=f He-

who-destroys-

his-ba 

Two ram-headed gods; one of 

them is holding the rear part of 

Apep with both hands while 

the other is extending his two 

arms downwards. 

Piankoff, Création, 61. 2.7.1. 

2 

bA-pf-iry-mtw  

That-Ba-which-

belongs-to-the-

dead  

Black ram-headed god Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 3.3.8. 
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3 

Awy-n-aApp  

Extender-of-

Apophis  

A ram headed god holding the 

front part of Apophis on whose 

neck a knife is placed 

Piankoff, Création, 61. 2.7.2. 

4 

smA-xftyw=f He-

who-slays-his-

enemies 

A ram with a knife attached to 

his front leg. 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 48. 3.2.7. 

 

9. Serpentine: 

 The figure Brief description   Cross-Reference 

1 
xty The-fiery-

snake 

Fire-spitting coiled 

serpent 
Hornung, Pforten I, 323. 4.5.2. 

2 
sAw-tA Sons-of-the-

earth  
Three coiled snakes 

Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.VIII-

IX. 
4.6.1. 

3 

ns-m-irt=f He-

who-burns-with-

his-eye 

A fire-spitting serpent 

standing on its tail and 

has the sign for life 

(Ankh) in front of him.   

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 203. 2.4.5. 

4 
sti-HHw He-who-

burns-millions 

A fire-spitting serpent 

standing on its tail.  
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 191. 4.3.2. 

 

10. Leonine: 

 The figure Brief Description  Cross-Reference 

1 

Hryt-ktwt=s She-

who-is-upon-

her-cauldrons 

Lion-headed female 

figure spitting fire and 

holding a butcher’s 

knife in her hand 

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 191. 4.3.3. 

2 

Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-

imyw=f 

She-who-

destroys-and-

guards-who-are-

in-him(?) 

Lion-headed female 

figure making the 

adoration sign and as 

her name denotes, she 

destroys and guards 

Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 

pl.XLVIII. 

 

3.7.2. 
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11. Shrew-headed: 

 The figure Brief Description  Cross-Reference 

1 snDw-n=f-imntyw 

Whom-the-

Westerners-fear 

Shrew-headed figure Hornung, Das Amduat I, 83. 3.3.2. 

 

12. Baboon: 

 The figure Brief description Cross-Reference 

1 
Hry-Sa=f He-who-

is-upon-his-sand 
Seated baboon Hornung, Das Amduat I, 47. 3.2.1. 

2 

Dby-nTr The-

divine-clothed-

one 

A baboon seated in what 

seems to be a shrine 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 48. 3.2.2. 

3 
sAyw Magicians-

of-Re (Male) 

Four baboon holding 

nets in front of the bark 

of Re and rebel Apophis 

Hornung, Pforten I, 344. 2.6.2. 

 

13. Crocodile/Crocodile-headed: 

 The figure Brief Description  Cross-Reference 

1 nhAy Nehay 

A crocodile-headed 

god holding an oar in 

his right hand.  

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 203. 2.4.3. 

2 

nhA-xrw 

Terrible-of-

voice 

A crocodile-headed 

deity 
Hornung, Das Amduat I, 47. 3.2.4. 

 

14. Bird-headed: 

 The figure Brief description   Cross-Reference 

1 nHi He-who-

prays 

A figure with double bird head 

holding an oar in his right hand.  

Hornung, Das Amduat I, 203. 2.4.4. 

2 Hr  Horus Hawk-headed Horus leaning heavily 

on a staff and ordering the fiery one 

to burn the enemies of Osiris. 

Hornung, Pforten I, 323. 4.5.1. 
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APPENDIX 3: ACTIONS 

1. Burning (wbd, sAmt, Am, rkH, snsyt, tkA). 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 n(y)-Hsoyw   Piankoff, Création, 55. 3.11.1. 

2 aA-Hsow   Piankoff, Création, 55. 3.11.2. 

3 imy-Hsow  Piankoff, Création, 55. 3.11.3. 

4 Saty  Piankoff, Création, 55. 3.11.4. 

5 sti-HHw  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 190. 4.3.2. 

6 Hryt-ktywt=s  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 190. 4.3.3. 

7 Hryt-HAdw=s  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 190. 4.3.4. 

8 nknyt  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 190. 4.3.5. 

9 Hryt-nmwt=s  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 190. 4.3.6. 

10 Hryt-sfw=s  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 190. 4.3.7. 

11 wp-trw  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 34. 3.1.1. 

12 iry-trw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.2. 

13 fAi  Hornung, Das Amduat, 35. 3.1.3. 

14 a-fAw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 35. 3.1.4. 

15 rnpty  Hornung, Das Amduat, 35. 3.1.5. 

16 mAxy   Hornung, Das Amduat, 35. 3.1.6. 

17 nHi  Hornung, Das Amduat, 35. 3.1.7. 

18 HDDwty  Hornung, Das Amduat, 35.  3.1.8. 

19 Hwn-wr   Hornung, Das Amduat, 35. 3.1.9. 

20 HD-wr   Hornung, Das Amduat, 35. 3.1.10 

21 Hrwy=fy-awy=fy-m-Xnw=f  Hornung, Das Amduat, 35. 3.1.11. 

22 Axy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 35. 3.1.12. 

23 Asir wnn-nfr  Hornung, Das Amduat, 35. 3.1.13. 

24 nb-tA-Dsr   Hornung, Das Amduat, 35. 3.1.14. 

25 AXbyt   Hornung, Das Amduat, 36. 3.1.15. 

26 amw-aA  Hornung, Das Amduat, 36. 3.1.16. 

27 ir(y)-st-nTr   Hornung, Das Amduat, 36. 3.1.17. 

28 npn  Hornung, Das Amduat, 36. 3.1.18 

29 abA  Hornung, Das Amduat, 36. 3.1.19. 

30 HD-a  Hornung, Das Amduat, 36. 3.1.20. 

31 tpy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 36. 3.1.21. 

32 npri   Hornung, Das Amduat, 36. 3.1.22. 

33 bsAw   Hornung, Das Amduat, 36. 3.1.23. 

34 xty  Hornung, Pforten I, 323. 4.5.3. 

35 nAnyt  Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.6. 
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36 sXbyt  Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.5. 

37 wbdyt  Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.1. 

38 sDt  Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.2. 

39 wAmmy<t>   Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.3. 

40 nswt  Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.4. 

 

2. Doing redness (Tms): 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 psyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.8. 

2 rkHyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.9. 

3 Hryt-Sa(y)=s Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.10. 

4 Htmyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.11. 

 

3. Guarding1 the enemies: 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 sAA-xftyw-Asir Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 26. 4.8.1. 

2 Htm-bA=f   Piankoff, Création, 61. 2.7.1. 

3 Awy-n-aApp   Piankoff, Création, 61. 2.7.2. 

4 sAw-tA   Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.VIII-IX. 4.6.1. 

5 nbw-nTrw   Hornung, Pforten I, 260. 3.6.1. 

6 Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-imyw=f  Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XLVIII. 3.7.2. 

7 HnTyt  Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.LXVI. 3.8.1. 

8 bAyt  Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 37. 3.9.5. 

9 bnfyt  Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 37. 3.9.6. 

 

4. Guarding (sAA) 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 Hry-wHAwt=f   Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.12. 

2 nbiwy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 36. 3.12.1. 

3 nTrw-Hrw-xty  Hornung, Pforten I, 323. 4.5.3. 

 

5. Slaughtering (aDt, rdit dsw m xftyw) 

 The God/s Reference 

1 xAtyw Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pls. XXIV-XXVI 4.7.1. 

2 Htp-tA  Hornung, Das Amduat, 145. 2.2.1. 

3 imnw  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 145. 2.2.2. 

                                                      
1 For terms used for guarding see sections C above. 
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4 sStAw-bAw  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 145. 2.2.3. 

5 sxnw-Swwt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 145. 2.2.4. 

6 nb-r-Dr  Hornung, Das Amduat, 145. 2.2.5. 

7 mnw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 145. 2.2.6. 

8 mTnw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 145. 2.2.7. 

9 mtrwy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 145. 2.2.8. 

10 sDmw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 145. 2.2.9. 

 

6. Slaughtering (aDt, Sat) and burning: 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 Htpw-nTrw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 83. 3.3.1. 

2 snDw-n=f imntyw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 83. 3.3.2. 

3  (m)st  Hornung, Das Amduat, 83. 3.3.3. 

4 amw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 83. 3.3.4. 

5 abwy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 83. 3.3.5. 

6 iniw-mAat  Hornung, Das Amduat, 83. 3.3.6. 

7 an-Hr-spHw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 83. 3.3.7. 

8 pA-pf-iry-mtw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 83. 3.3.8. 

9 Xmyt-Hryt-dnt-mwtw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 83. 3.3.9. 

10 mds-Hr  Hornung, Das Amduat, 120. 4.1.1. 

 

7. Seizing the enemies (nDr): 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 nTrw-xtyw-wsrwt  Hornung, Pforten I, 262. 3.6.2. 

2 Hrw-HAdw=sn  Hornung, Pforten I, 137. 4.9.1. 

 

8.  Punishing (nik): 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 dmDt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 126. 2.1.5. 

2 Htmyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 126. 2.1.6. 

3 nikyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 126. 2.1.7. 

4 dnyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 126. 2.1.8. 
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9. Overthrowing the enemies of Osiris (sxr): 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 nhA-tA  Hornung, Das Amduat, 156. 4.2.1. 

2 dbA  Hornung, Das Amduat, 156. 4.2.2. 

3 irtywy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 156. 4.2.3. 

4 mnxty  Hornung, Das Amduat, 156. 4.2.4. 

5 Hbs(w)  Hornung, Das Amduat, 156. 4.2.5. 

6 nbty  Hornung, Das Amduat, 156. 4.2.6. 

7 sty-nTr  Hornung, Das Amduat, 156. 4.2.7. 

8 sty-psDt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 156. 4.2.8. 

9 Htmw-Axw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 156. 4.2.9. 

10 nb-pat  Hornung, Das Amduat, 156. 4.2.10. 

11 dmDw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 156. 4.2.111. 

12 imnw-a  Hornung, Das Amduat, 156. 4.2.12. 

 

10. Binding (oAs): 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 miwty  Piankoff, Livre des Quererts, vol.II, pl.XLVIII.  3.7.1. 

 

11. Injuring: 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 Htm-Hr  Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.L. 3.7.3. 

 

12. Grinding the rebels (nD sbiw): 

 The Figure Reference 

1 Hry-Sa=f    Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.1. 

2 dby-nTr  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.2. 

3 inpw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.3. 

4 nhA-xrw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.4. 

5 inity  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.5. 

6 initt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.6. 

7 smA xftyw=f  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.7. 

8 pD-aHa  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.8. 

9 inpw-n-wAs  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.9. 

10 in-irt-sHtp-nTrw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.10. 

11 wr-HkAw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.11. 
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12 saH-ib  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.12. 

13 TmA  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.13. 

14 Hwn-saHw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.14. 

15 iTi-m-grH  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.15. 

16 dbA  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.16. 

17 awAy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.17. 

18 kA-irw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.18. 

19 bA-pf  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.19. 

20 rmyt   Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.20. 

21 mAtyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.21. 

22 iAkbyt   Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.22. 

23 HAyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.23. 

24 Hnw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.24. 

 

13. Apophis: 

a. xsf Repelling (xsf):  

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 DADAt-xsft-aApp  Hornung, Pforten I, 74. 2.5.1 

2 nbw-xrwt Piankoff, Tomb of Ramesses VI, fig 34 and p. 155-156. 2.5.2. 

3 tp-Tri  Hornung, Das Amduat, 175.  2.3.1. 

4 Ssri  Hornung, Das Amduat, 175.  2.3.2. 

5 dmAw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 175.  2.3.3. 

6 wdw   Hornung, Das Amduat, 175.  2.3.4. 

7 sti  Hornung, Das Amduat, 176.  2.3.5. 

8 rdw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 176. 2.3.6. 

9 xsfw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 176. 2.3.7. 

10 nkn  Hornung, Das Amduat, 176. 2.3.8. 

11 pDty  Hornung, Das Amduat, 176.  2.3.9. 

12 Smrty  Hornung, Das Amduat, 176.  2.3.10. 

13 Tsw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 176.  2.3.11. 

14 xaw-a  Hornung, Das Amduat, 176. 2.3.12. 

b. Lassoing (di spHw) 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 srot-Htyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 125. 2.1.3. 

2 Hri-dsw=f  Hornung, Das Amduat, 125. 2.1.4. 
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APPENDIX 4: LOCATIONS 

1. Cavern (orrt): 
 Figure Cross-Reference 

1  ny-Hsoyw  Piankoff, Création, 55. 3.11.1. 

2 aA-Hsow  Piankoff, Création, 55. 3.11.2. 

3 imy-Hsow  Piankoff, Création, 55. 3.11.3. 

4 Saty  Piankoff, Création, 55. 3.11.4. 

5 Hryt-ktwt=s  Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.3. 

6 Hryt-HAdw=s  Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.4. 

7 nknyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.6. 

8 Hryt-nmwt=s  Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.6. 

9 Hryt-sfw=s  Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.7. 

10 psyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.8. 

11 rkHyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.9. 

12 Hryt-Sa(y)=s  Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.10. 

13 Htmyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.11. 

14 Hry-wHAwt=f Hornung, Das Amduat, 191. 4.3.12. 

15 nAnyt Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.6. 

16 sXbyt  Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.5 

17 wbdyt  Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.1. 

18 sDt  Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.3. 

19 wAmmy<t>  Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.2. 

20 nswt  Piankoff, Création, 56. 3.12.4. 

21 HnTyt  Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.LXVI. 3.8.1. 

22 sAA-xftyw-Asir  Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 26. 4.8.1. 

23 miwty  Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), 40.  3.7.1. 

24 Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-imyw=f   Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XLVIII. 3.7.2. 

25 Htm-Hr Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.L. 3.7.3. 

26 bAyt  Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 37. 3.9.5. 

27 bnfyt  Piankoff, BIFAO 43 (1945), 37. 3.9.6. 

28 sAw-tA Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.VIII-IX. 4.6.1. 
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2. Place-of-Destruction (Htmyt) 
 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 xAtyw  Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pls. XXIV-XXVI 4.7.1. 

2 HAdy  Piankoff, Création, 39. 4.9.1. 

3 am-XAwt Piankoff, Création, 39. 4.8.2. 

4 am-bAw Piankoff, Création, 39. 4.8.4. 

5 am-snTw  Piankoff, Création, 39. 4.8.3. 

6 Htmy(t)-sAA(t)-imyw=f  Piankoff, BIFAO 42 (1944), pl.XLVIII. 3.7.2. 

7 sAw-tA Piankoff, BIFAO 41 (1942), pl.VIII-IX. 4.6.1. 

 

3. Slaughterhouse (of Re): (nmt) 
 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1  Htpw-nTrw   Hornung, Das Amduat, 81. 3.3.1. 

2 snDw n=f-imntyw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 81. 3.3.2. 

3 (m)st  Hornung, Das Amduat, 81. 3.3.3. 

4 amw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 81. 3.3.4. 

5 abwy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 81. 3.3.5 

6 iniw-mAat  Hornung, Das Amduat, 81. 3.3.6. 

7 an-Hr-spHw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 81. 3.3.7. 

8 pA-pf-iry-mtw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 81. 3.3.8. 

9 Xmyt-Hryt-dnt-mwtw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 81. 3.3.9. 

 

4. Countryside (sxt): 
 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1  wp-trw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.1. 

2 iry-trw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.2. 

3 fAyw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.3. 

4 afAw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.4. 

5 rnpty  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.5. 

6 mAxy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.6. 

7 nHi  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.7. 

8 HDDwty  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.8. 

9 Hwn-wr  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.9. 

10 HD-wr  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.10. 

11 Hrwy=fy-awy=fy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.11. 
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12 Axy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.12. 

13 Asir wnn-nfr  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.13. 

14 nb-tA-Dsr  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.14. 

15 AXbyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.15. 

16 amw-aA  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.16. 

17 iry-st-nTr  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.17. 

18 npn  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.18. 

19 abA  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.19. 

20 HD a  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.20. 

21 tpy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.21. 

22 npri  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.22. 

23 bsAw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.23. 

24 nbiwy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 34. 3.1.24. 

 

5. Mound of Osiris (iAt): 
 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1  Htm-bA=f  Piankoff, Création, 61. 2.7.1. 

2 Awy-n-aApp  Piankoff, Création, 61. 2.7.2. 

 

6. Stakes of Geb (wsrwt gb): 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1 nbw-nTrw Hornung, Pforten I, 260. 3.6.1. 

2 nTrw-xtyw-wsrwt  Hornung, Pforten I, 262. 3.6.2. 

 

7. Traps (HAdw): 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1  Hri-Htmw  Hornung, Pforten, 136. 4.4.1. 

2 Hrw-HAdw=sn  Hornung, Pforten I, 137. 4.4.2. 

 

8. Netherworld (dwAt): 
 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1  nhA-tA  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 155. 4.2.1. 

2 dbA  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 155. 4.2.2. 

3 irtywy  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 155. 4.2.3. 

4 mnxty  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 155. 4.2.4. 
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5 Hbs(w)  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 155. 4.2.5. 

6 nbty  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 155. 4.2.6. 

7 sty-nTr  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 155. 4.2.7. 

8 sty-psDt  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 155. 4.2.8. 

9 Htmw-Axw  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 155. 4.2.9. 

10 nb-pat  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 155. 4.2.10. 

11 dmDw  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 155. 4.2.11. 

12 imnw-a  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 155. 4.2.12. 

13 Hry-Sa=f    Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.1. 

14 dby-nTr  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.2. 

15 inpw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.3. 

16 nhA-xrw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.4. 

17 inity  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.5. 

18 initt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.6. 

19 smA xftyw=f  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.7. 

20 pD-aHa  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.8. 

21 inpw-n-wAs  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.9. 

22 in-irt-sHtp-nTrw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.10. 

23 wr-HkAw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.11. 

24 saH-ib  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.12. 

25 TmA  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.13. 

26 Hwn-saHw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.14. 

27 iTi-m-grH  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.15. 

28 dbA  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.16. 

29 awAy  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.17. 

30 kA-irw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.18. 

31 bA-pf  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.19. 

32 rmyt   Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.20. 

33 mAtyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.21. 

34 iAkbyt   Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.22. 

35 HAyt  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.23. 

36 Hnw  Hornung, Das Amduat, 46-7. 3.2.24. 
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9. Before the bark of Re: 

 The Figure Cross-Reference 

1  tp-Tri Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.1. 

2 Ssri Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.2. 

3 dmAw  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.3. 

4 wdw  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.4. 

5 sti  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.5. 

6 Rdw Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.6. 

7 xsfw  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.7. 

8 nkn  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 175. 2.3.8. 

9 pDty  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 176. 2.3.9. 

10 Smrty  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 176. 2.3.10. 

11 Tsw  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 176. 2.3.11. 

12 xa-a  Hornung, Das Amduat I, 176. 2.3.12. 
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